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Evening Leture and Conert

Shaping Musial Performane by Genealogial Trees of Vetor Fields

Guerino Mazzola

Multimedia Lab, Institut fur Informatik, Univ. Zurih

email: guerino�mazzola.h

In ontrast to the quasi-digital notation of musi in European standard sores, per-

formane involves in�nitesimal deformations in time, pith, durations, loudness, arti-

ulation and tuning. How an this shaping proess{whih Theodor W. Adorno termed

"mirologi of in�nite preision"{be ontrolled? Generalizing the well-known tempo

urve, it is seen that speial vetor �elds, the performane �elds, adequately onep-

tualize Adorno's in�nitesimals of mirologi. However, developing performane �elds

is not a one-time ation, it must be built in a genealogial way from oarse to more

and more re�ned performanes. Performane grammars have to desribe this ontinu-

ous re�nement proess of shaping artisti performane. We desribe and illustrate the

genealogial stemma theory of performane, its implementation in the analysis and per-

formane software RUBATO and present examples of performanes whih have been

generated by suh software on MIDI grand pianos.
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A. Dynamial Systems

1.1 Celestial Mehanis

Organizer : Kenneth Meyer

Key note leture

Horseshoes and the Problem of the Gaps

Rihard Moekel

University of Minnesota

email: rik�math.umn.edu

A normally hyperboli invariant annulus with transverse homolini points exists in the

Newtonian �ve-body problem. In an attempt to understand the impliations of this

we show that there is atually an invariant Cantor set of annuli nearby. The dynamis

on this set is a skew-produt over a horseshoe map. Suh a map an be viewed as a

\random" map of the annulus. By making use of this randomness, one an avoid the

problem of gaps between invariant irles on the original annulus whih an be barriers

to Arnold di�usion.

Invited letures

Seular System in Souriau Variables

Alain Albouy

Astronomie et Syst�emes Dynamiques, Bureau des Longitudes, Frane

email: albouy�bdl.fr

The idea of using the \Laplae Vetor" and the angular momentum vetor as orbital ele-

ments omes from the fundamental paper of Lagrange \Th�eorie des variations s�eulaires

des �el�ements des plan�etes" (1781).

I present here a work of my student K. Abdullah showing how a slight modi�ation

of this approah leads to the appearane of surprising properties of the seular part of

the perturbating funtion.

Regularizable and non{regularizable ollisions in n{body problems

Regina Mart��nez

Dept.de Matem�atiques, Univ. Aut�onoma de Barelona

email: reginamb�mat.uab.es

Carles Sim�o

Dept. de Matem�atia Apliada i An�alisi, Univ. de Barelona

email: arles�maia.ub.es
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Collisions appear as singularities in the n{body problem. A binary ollision ours

when only two masses ollide. If all the masses oinide at the same point we get a total

ollision. Between these two ases one an get di�erent types of ollisions, for instane,

triple ollision (TC), simultaneous binary ollisions (SBC), simultaneous binary and

triple ollisions, et.

If a solution of Newton equations of motion is de�ned on some maximal interval

[0; t



) with t



<1; it is said that it has a singularity at t = t



: Moroever if the masses

approah a limiting position as t! t



; it an be proved that the limiting position must

be a ollision point. It is said that the solution ends at a ollision.

The extension of a ollision solution for t � t



has been studied in several ases. If

the extension is possible in some sense it is said that the ollision is regularizable in

that sense. In that ase one an also look for the smoothness of the regularization. If

the ollision is non{regularizable, it is interesting to desribe whih are the dynamial

onsequenes. If small hanges in the initial onditions lead to substantial hanges in the

solutions, how one an lassify the possible transitions from approahing the ollision

to esaping from it?

We onsider a geometrial approah, searhing for ontinuity with respet to initial

onditions for orbits passing lose to a ollision. After surveying known results, some

reent progress, dealing with �nite order of smoothness in the SBC ase ([1℄,[2℄) and

with the lassi�aion of passages near TC ([3℄,[4℄), is presented.

Referenes

[1℄ R. Mart��nez, C. Sim�o. Simultaneous binary ollisions in the planar four body

problem. Nonlinearity, in press, (1999).

[2℄ R. Mart��nez, C. Sim�o. The degree of di�erentiability of the regularization of simul-

taneous binary ollisions in some n{body problems. In preparation.

[3℄ C. Sim�o, A. Sus��n. Connetions between invariant manifolds in the ollision mani-

fold of the planar three-body problem. In The Geometry of Hamiltonian Systems,

T. Ratiu, ed.: 497{518, MSRI series, Springer, 1991.

[4℄ C. Sim�o, A. Sus��n. The ollision manifold in the planar three body problem. In

preparation.

On the homology of the integral manifolds in elestial mehanis

Christopher MCord

University of Cininnati

email: hris.mord�u.edu

Kenneth Meyer

University of Cininnati

email: ken.meyer�u.edu

The integral manifolds of the N -body problem are the level sets of energy, angular

momemtum, linear momentum and enter of mass. They are invariant under the ow,

and their topology inuenes the possible dynamis of the system. Understanding their

struture, and how that struture depends on the energy and angualar momentum pa-

rameters, is fundamental to understanding the global struture of the N -body problem.

Reently, we have made progress in desribing the topology of the integral manifolds,
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and deteting hanges in that topology, by analyzing the homology of the manifolds.

This talk will survey these results.

Melnikov Tehniques in the Sitnikov Problem

Ernesto Perez-Chavela

UAM-Iztapalapa, MEXICO

email: ep�xanum.uam.mx

Antonio Garia

UAM-Iztapalapa, MEXICO

email: ep�xanum.uam.mx

Using Melnikov tehniques we get two di�erent families of periodi orbits in the

Sitnikov problem. The �rst family is obtained using a generalization of the Hartman

-Grobman theorem that we prove here; and the seond one is gotten using the lasial

horseshoe of Smale. Both families are obtained analytially. These results improve a

previous one of H. Dankowiz and P. Holmes.

Existene and Stability of Relative Equilibria in the n-Body Problem

Gareth Roberts

Boston University

email: garethr�math.bu.edu

Speial periodi solutions of the Newtonian n-body problem onsisting of on�gura-

tions of bodies rotating rigidly about their enters of mass are alled relative equilibria.

These solutions beome �xed points in a rotating oordinate frame, hene the name.

One important onjeture in the �eld, attributed to Moekel, asserts that the only lin-

early stable relative equilibria are those ontaining a dominant mass, ie. one mass whih

is muh larger than all the others. For example, plaing n equal masses at the verties

of a regular n-gon with an additional body of mass m at the enter yields a relative

equilibrium for all values of m. If m is suÆiently large, then this on�guration, referred

to as the 1 + n-gon, is linearly stable.

We provide some results in support of Moekel's dominant mass onjeture. One

of these states that any relative equilibrium of n equal masses is not spetrally stable

provided n � 24; 306. We also onsider a limiting problem with n \big" masses and p

\small" masses, with the small masses being order � [1℄. This problem splits into two

parts, where the n big bodies form a relative equilibrium of the n-body problem and the

limiting positions (� = 0) of the p small bodies are ritial points of a two-dimensional

potential funtion. Assuming that the small masses do not oalese in the limit, a ase

studied by Moekel in [2℄, we derive suÆient onditions on the limiting positions of the

bodies to insure that the entire family is linearly stable for � suÆiently small. We then

apply these onditions to the 1 +n-gon family showing that it is possible to thiken the

ring around the entral body and maintain its stability.
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Referenes

[1℄ Zhihong Xia. Central on�gurations with many small masses. Journal of Di�eren-

tial Equations, 91:168-179, 1991.

[2℄ R. Moekel. Relative equilibria with lusters of small masses. J. Dynam. Di�eren-

tial Equations, 9(4):507-533, 1997.

The Stability of the Thomson Heptagon in an Ideal Fluid

Dieter Shmidt

University of Cininnati

email: dieter.shmidt�u.edu

In his Adams prize essay of 1882 J. J. Thomson showed that in a uniformly rotating

oordinate system a regular polygon on�guration of N vorties is linearly stable for

N < 7 and unstable for N > 7. The ase of the heptagon an not be deided with

the help of the linear terms. G. J. Mertz showed in 1978 with methods from uid

mehanis that the heptagon on�guration is stable. By using methods ommon in

elestial mehanis we an reover the result of Mertz and prove in addition that the

heptagon on�guration is loally Liapunov stable exept for the rotational symmetry.

Referenes

[1℄ J. J. Thomson. On the Motion of Vortex Rings (Adams Prize Essay 1882). MaMil-

lan, 1883.

[2℄ G. J. Mertz. Stability of body{entered polygonal on�gurations of ideal vorties.

Phys. Fluids, 21:1092{1095, 1978.

Contributed talks

Barrier to transport in point vortex dynamis

Stefanella Boatto

CNRS-Institut de M�eanique C�el�este, Paris

email: lella�bfl.fr

Jaques Laskar

CNRS-Institut de M�eanique C�el�este, Paris

email: laskar�bdl.fr

We study the dynamis of a system of idential point vorties and of test partiles

transported by the veloity �eld reated by the vorties. Of partiular interest is to

determine how the spei� vortex dynamis (periodi, quasi-periodi or haoti) a�et

the transport and di�usion properties of the test partiles; and the proess of vortex

luster formation and possible trapping of partiles at the interior of eah vortex luster.

For the ase of four idential point vorties (i.e., vorties with idential irulation)

we have found that, by onservation laws, the vortex mouvement is o�ned to a �nite

region of radius R

v

=

q

L=k. The partile phase spae is therefore partitioned into an

inner region, where the vortex motion takes plae, and outer region, from whih the

vorties are exluded.
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We have found that in ase of quasi-periodi vortex motion, there is a sharp barrier

to transport between the entral haoti region, puntured with regular islands, and

the outer region where the trajetories are on tori. Mixing and di�usion are therefore

only possible in the entral region whih exhibits in this ase a lobe struture, with

several islands in addition to the ones enirling the vorties. The existene of suh

a sharp barrier to transport between regular and haoti region is well understood by

applying the frequeny analysis method of Laskar

[1℄

, and orresponds to the existene of

an invariant surfae of quasi-periodi orbites.

Finally, for the subspae of symmetrial vortex on�gurations, the formation of vortex

lusters an be explain by the existene of a bifuration energy beyond whih the system

of four vorties beomes equivalent to a system of two or three vortex lusters.

Referenes

[1℄ J.Laskar, Introdution to frequeny map analysis, in Hamiltonian Systems with

Three or More Degrees of Freedom, C.Sim�o (ed), NATO ASI Ser. C: Math Phys.

Si., Kluwer Aad. Publ., Dodreht, Holland to appear in 1999, pp. 134-150.

Positive solution II-nd part of 16-th Hilbert's problems

Rifkat Bogdanov

Nulear Physis Institute of Mosow State University by M.V. Lomonosov

email: bogdanov�bogdan.npi.msu.su

1. Nonloal (�rst) integral of polynomial vetor �eld on the plane. Nota-

tions. Denote by v polinomial of degree n vetor �eld on the plane; by P

j

(0 � j � n)

di�erent points on the plane; by t

j

the time on the phase urve going through the point

P

j

, so x (t

j

) would be integral urve of vetor �eld v; by f

j

(x) (0 � j � n) smooth

funtion on phase plane, exluding probably some isolated phase urve of vetor �eld v.

De�nition.I� there exist some di�eomorphisms g

j

(t) (0 � j � n) suh, that

H (P

j

; t) =

n

X

j=1

f

j

(x (t

j

)) j

t

j

=g

j

(t)

� Const; (1)

when we all the funtion H (P

j

; t) the (orrespondingly, global) non-loal �rst integral

of vetor �eld v (i� in (1) the time goes the whole of lineR). We all x (g

j

(t)) (0 � j � n)

as support of non-loal �rst integral.

Theorem.Let vetor �eld v has onvex periodi phase urve. Then in exterior of

these irle there exist global non-loal �rst integral of v, i� there exist n irles of v in

the above exterior.

2. Redution to onvex ase. Lemma. Let us polynomial vetor �eld v has

k periodial integral urves. Then there exists one parameter family of vetor �elds

v

"

with degv

"

= degv + 4 so, that v

0

orbitally equivalent to v and for small value of

parameter the vetor �eld v

"

has at least k periodial integral urves. Moreover in its

interior there is the smallest onvex periodial integral urve.

3. Upper bound. For nesting periodial orbits of polynomial vetor �eld the

number of limit irles isn't greater than n(n + 1)=2 for n � 4 (orrespondingly, 6 for

n = 2; 9 for n = 3).
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Proof (see [1℄) For above onstrutions it is needed (n + 1) irles. It is needed to

remove ritial values of global nonloal integral by help of suitable number of limit

irles (n(n + 1)=2 for n � 4).

4. Bogdanov-Taken's bifuration (see [2℄) deals with normal form of degree 2.

Appearing limit irles are onvex. From above follows that it's number isn't greater

than 6 (realy 1, see(2)).

The work is partially supported by RFFI grant .No 98-01-00053.

Referenes

[1℄ Bogdanov R.l. Positive solution II-th part of 16-th Hilbert's problem. Fun. An.

and their appl (to appear on Russian)

[2℄ Bogdanov R.l. Bifuration of the limit yle of a family of plane vetor �elds.Sel.

Math. Sov,l4:373-387, 1981

[3℄ Hilbert D. Gesammelte Abhandlungen.317, 1935

Periodi solutions of the spatial ellipti restrited three body problem

Josep M. Cors

Dept. Matem�atia Apliada III, Esola Universit�aria Polit�enia de Manresa

Universitat Polit�enia de Catalunya

Avda Bases de Manresa 61-73, 08240 Manresa (Barelona), Catalonia

email: ors�bages.eupm.up.es

Conxita Pinyol

Dept. Eomomia i Hist�oria Eon�omia, Universitat Aut�onoma de Barelona

Bellaterra, 08193 (Barelona), Catalonia

email: iete4�.uab.es

Jaume Soler

Dept. Inform�atia i Matem�atia Apliada, Universitat de Girona

Avda. Llu��s Santal�o s/n, 17071 Girona, Catalonia

email: jaume�ima.udg.es

We show the existene of periodi solutions in the three-dimensional ellipti restrited

three body problem when the masses of the two primaries are equal. These solutions

are perturbations of irular orbits of the Kepler problem when the massless body is far

away from the primaries and its orbital plane is perpendiular to that of the primaries.

The orbits are doubly symmetri and exist for a disrete sequene of values of the mean

motion.

We sale the equations of motion so that the in�nitesimal body is at distane unity

from the primaries whih are lose to eah other and move very fast. The distane

between the primaries is taken as a small parameter but then the perturbation of the

Kepler problem fails to be analyti. We then use a modi�ed version of Poinar�e's method

of analyti ontinuation.

Referenes

[1℄ W.H. Je�erys. A new lass of periodi solutions of the three-dimensional restrited

problem. The Astronomial Journal, 71(2):99{102, (1966).
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[2℄ R.C. Howison and K.R. Meyer. Doubly-symmetri periodi solutions of the spatial

restrited three-body problem. Preprint, (1997).

2n�-Periodi Solutions of the Sitnikov Problem

Mir Abbas Jalali

Institute for Advaned Studies in Basi Sienes, P.O. Box: 45195-159, Gava Zang,

Zanjan, IRAN

email: jalali�iasbs.a.ir

In this paper we give riteria for the detetion and generation of 2n�-periodi solu-

tions of the Sitnikov problem. The Sitnikov problem is the simplest ase of the spatial

restrited problem of three bodies and is governed by

�z + z=(z

2

+ r(t)

2

)

3=2

= 0; (1)

where r(t) is a periodi funtion, r(t) = r(t + T ). In the normalized oordinate system

we have T = 2� and 2r(t) = (1� e osE) with 0 � e < 1 and

osE = �e=2 +

1

X

n=1

(1=n)[J

n�1

(ne)� J

n+1

(ne)℄ osnt: (2)

This problem admits no lassial integrals of motion. There are many attempts in

dealing with this problem among whih Moser's ontribution has signi�ant importane

[1℄. The existene of haoti solutions near the esaping orbits were studied by Moser.

Dankowiz and Holmes [2℄ reonsider the problem using Melnikov's theory and prove

the existene of horseshoes. In our previous work [3℄, we dealt with Sitnikov's problem

near the 3:2 resonane and studied its geometrial features when jzj � jr(t)j. In this

study we present a method by whih we an isolate 2n�-periodi solutions. we use the

following \integrable" equations

�x

k

+ x

k

=(x

2

k

+ M

2

k

)

3=2

= 0; k = 1; 2; (3)

where M

1

and M

2

are the maximum and minimum values of r(t) for t 2 [0; 2�[, respe-

tively. We show that at ertain irumstanes, the solution of (1) lies between x

1

and

x

2

. This allows us to express the evolution of the system in a \onvergent" Hamiltonian

of the form

H =

1

2

_u

2

+

1

X

n=0

�

n

(t)u

n

; (4)

where �

n

are 2�-periodi funtions of t. The new dependent variable u(t) is de�ned in

terms of x

1

(t) and r(t). Having u(t) = u(t+ 2�) determined from (4), one ould be able

to onstrut 2n�-periodi solutions of (1).
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Referenes

[1℄ Moser, J., Stable and Random Motions in Dynamial Systems, Prineton University

Press, Prineton, NJ, (1973).

[2℄ Dankowiz, H. and Holmes, P.,\The existene of Transverse Homolini Points in

the Sitnikov Problem", Journal of Di�erential Equations, 116, 468, (1997).

[3℄ Jalali, M. A. and Pourtakdoust, S. H.,\Regular and Chaoti Solutions of the Sit-

nikov Problem near the 3/2 ommensurability", Celestial Mehanis and Dynam-

ial Astronomy, 68, 151, (1997).

Paraboli �xed points and stability riteria for nonlinear Hill's equation

Daniel Nu~nez

Departamento de Matem�atia Apliada. Universidad de Granada

email: dnunez�goliat.ugr.es

We disuss the stability of paraboli �xed points of area-preserving mappings and

obtain a new proof of a riterion due to Sim�o. These results are employed to disuss

the stability of the equilibrium of the periodi di�erential equation

�x + a(t)x + (t)x

2n+1

+ : : : = 0 (n � 1);

when the variational equation at x = 0 is unstable-paraboli. In this lass of equa-

tions the �rst Lyapunov's Method does not apply but in many ases the stability an

be haraterized in terms of the variational equation. We assume that (t) does not

identially vanish and does not hange sign. We assoiate two numbers �; � 2 f1;�1g

to the variational equation and prove that x = 0 is stable if ��(t) � 0 and unstable

if ��(t) � 0. As a onsequene, we obtain a neesary and suÆient ondition for the

stability of the equilibrium of the restrited three-body problem.

This is joint work with Rafael Ortega.

Referenes

[1℄ B. Liu. The Stability of The Equilibrium of a Conservative System. Journal of

Mathematial Analysis and Appliations, 202 :133-149, (1996).

[2℄ R. Ortega. The stability of the equilibrium of a nonlinear Hill's equation. SIAM

J. Math. Anal., 25 :1393-1401, (1994).

[3℄ C. Sim�o. Invariants urves near paraboli �xed points and regions of stability.

Ast�erisque, 98-99 :184-194, (1980).

Study of Complex Instability Using Normal Forms

Mer�e Oll�e

Dept. Matem�atia Apliada I, Universitat Polit�enia de Catalunya

Av. Diagonal 647 (Edi�i ETSEIB), 08028 Barelona (Spain)

email: olle�ma1.up.es

Jordi Villanueva

Dept. Matem�atia Apliada I, Universitat Polit�enia de Catalunya

email: jordi�tere.up.es
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Joan R. Paha

Dept. Matem�atia Apliada I, Universitat Polit�enia de Catalunya

email: joanr�tere.up.es

We onsider a Hamiltonian H of three degrees of freedom and a family of periodi

orbits with a transition from stability to omplex instability, suh that there is an

irrational ollision of the Floquet eigenvalues of opposite sign. We analyze the loal

dynamis around the transition studying the Hamiltonian from an analytial point of

view using and ad ho normal form. Carrying out a �nite number of steps of this

normal form proess, and skipping the non integrable remainder, the existene of a

bifurating family of two-dimensional tori is derived. This family of tori may unfold on

the unstable side of the family of periodi orbits, and then they turn out to be stable

(diret Hamiltonian Hopf bifuration), or they may appear on the stable side, being now

unstable (inverse bifuration). The existene of a diret or inverse bifuration depends

intrinsially on the Hamiltonian.

Our next objetive is to show that, when the above reminder is added, most part

(in the sense of the measure theory), of these 2D invariant tori persist in the omplete

Hamiltonian H.

Referenes

[1℄ Bridges, T. J. Stability of periodi solutions near a ollision of eigenvalues of oppo-

site signature. Math. Pro. Camb. Phil. So., 109:375-403, (1991).

[2℄ Bridges, T. J.; Cushman, R. H. Unipotent normal forms for sympleti maps.

Physia D, 65:211-241, (1993).

[3℄ Bridges, T. J.; Cushman, R. H.; Makay, R. S. Dynamis Near an Irrational Col-

lision of Eigenvalues for Sympleti Mappings. Fields Institute Communiations,

4:61-79, (1995).

[4℄ Heggie, D. G. Bifurations at omplex instability. Cel. Meh. Dynam. Astron.,

35:357-382, (1985).

[5℄ Jorba, A.; Villanueva, J. Numerial omputation of normal forms around some

periodi orbits of the restrited three-body problem. Physia D, 114:197-229,

(1998).

[6℄ van der Meer, J. C. The Hamiltonian Hopf Bifuration. Leture Notes in Mathe-

matis, 1160, Springer, New York, (1985).

1.2 Homolini Tangenies

Organizers : Ale Jan Homburg, Floris Takens

Key note leture

Reent developments in haoti dynamis

Marelo Viana

IMPA, Rio de Janeiro
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email: viana�impa.br

I will report on some reent results in the theory of dynamial systems with omplex

behaviour, espeially on the properties of attrators, robustness and (non)hyperboliity,

statistial desription of the dynamis, and stability.

Invited letures

Periodi and strange attrators near saddle-fous homolini orbits

Ale Jan Homburg

University of Maryland

email: alejan�ipst.umd.edu

We disuss dynamis near Shil'nikov saddle-fous homolini orbits in three dimen-

sional vetor �elds. The existene of periodi and strange attrators is investigated

in families for whih eah member has a homolini orbit (so not in unfoldings). We

onsider how often, in the sense of measure, periodi and strange attrators our. We

also disuss the fate of typial orbits, and establish that despite the possible existene

of attrators, a large proportion of points lies outside the basin of an attrator. This is

joint work with Sergey Gonhenko and Oleg Sten'kin.

The Lorenz attrator exists

Warwik Tuker

Department of Mathematis, Uppsala University, S-751 06 Uppsala, Sweden

Current address: IMPA, Est. D. Castorina 110, Jardim Botânio, 22460-320, Rio de

Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

email: warwik�math.uu.se

The following non-linear system of di�erential equations, also known as the Lorenz

equations,

_x

1

= ��x

1

+ �x

2

_x

2

= %x

1

� x

2

� x

1

x

3

(1)

_x

3

= ��x

3

+ x

1

x

2

;

was introdued 1963 by Edward Lorenz, see [1℄. Numerial simulations for an open

neighbourhood of the lassial parameter values � = 10; � = 8=3 and % = 28 suggest

that almost all points in phase spae tend to a strange attrator A - the Lorenz attra-

tor. In [2℄, we prove that the Lorenz equations indeed support a strange attrator, as

onjetured in [1℄. We also prove that the attrator is robust, i.e., it persists under small

perturbations of the oeÆients in the underlying di�erential equations:

Theorem: For the lassial parameter values, the Lorenz equations support a robust

strange attrator A. Furthermore, the ow admits a unique SRB measure �

X

with

supp(�

X

) = A.
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The proof an be broken down into two main setions: one global part, whih involves

rigorous numerial omputations, and one loal part, whih is based on normal form the-

ory. The novelty of the method of proof lies in that, rather than produing a traditional

mathematial proof, we onstrut an algorithm whih, if suessfully exeuted, proves

the existene of the strange attrator.

Referenes

[1℄ E. N. Lorenz. Deterministi Non-periodi Flow. J. Atmos. Si., 20:130-141, (1963).

[2℄ W. Tuker. The Lorenz attrator exists. Ph.D. Thesis, Uppsala University (1998),

available at http://www.math.uu.se/~warwik/thesis.html.

Arbitrarily ompliated dynamis near homolini tangenies

Dmitry Turaev

WIAS, Berlin

email: turaev�wias-berlin.de

We prove that any multidimensional dynamial systems with non-hyperboli homolini

and heterolini yles exhibits all dynamial phenomena possible in the orresponding

dimension, in the following sense. Given a C

r

-di�eomorphism f in R

n

with a hete-

rolini (homolini) yle C omposed of a �nite number of periodi and onneting

orbits there exists an algorithm to evaluate an e�etive dimension d of the problem: the

maximal possible number of zero Lyapunov exponents for periodi orbits whih an be

born in a small neighbourhood of the yle C at small C

r

-smooth perturbations of f .

For the ase d < n the following result is established:

Theorem. For any d-dimensional di�eomorphism g and for any " there exists a di�eo-

morphism f

�

arbitrarily lose to f in C

r

-topology suh that f

�

has an absorbing domain

D (i.e., (f

�

)

N

D � D for some positive N) in a small neighbourhood of the yle C,

and in D there is an attrative d-dimensional smooth invariant manifold M suh that

(f

�

)

N

j

M

is C

r

-onjugate to g.

Roughly speaking, small perturbation of any system with a heterolini yle of

e�etive dimension d an produe arbitrary d-dimensional dynamis.

Contributed talks

Control of averaging haos in quasiperiodially exited system

Mohamed Belhaq

Laboratory of Mehanis, Faulty of Sienes Ain Chok, Group in Nonlinear

Osillations and Chaos, BP 5366, Maarif, Casablana, Moroo

email: belhaq�fas- ahok.a.ma

Mohamed Houssni

Laboratory of Mehanis, Faulty of Sienes Ain Chok, Group in Nonlinear

Osillations and Chaos, BP 5366, Maarif, Casablana, Moroo

email: mhoussni�hotmail.om
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Suppression of haos in periodially fored nonlinear osillators has reeived muh

e�ort from analytial, numerial and experimental point of view [1,2,3℄. In this work

suppression of haos in the averaged system of a nonlinear one-degree- of-freedom osilla-

tor subjeted to external and parametri exitations having inommensurate frequenies

is reported [4℄. An adapted Bogolioubov-Mitropolski method [5℄ is �rst developed to

redue the original quasiperiodially driven system to a periodially driven one by aver-

aging in the rapidly varying osillations [6℄. The haoti threshold is then derived on the

slowly varying osillations using the Melnikov method [7℄. The possibility to realize a

suitable system ontrol of haos by introduing a third harmoni parametri omponent

into a nonlinear term of the original quasiperiodially fored system is investigated by

ating on the indued e�etive averaged equations.

Referenes

[1℄ R. Lima and M. Pettini. Suppression of haos by resonant parametri perturba-

tions. Phys. Rev. A, 41(2):726-733, (1990).

[2℄ L. Fronzoni, M. Gioondo and M. Pettini. Experimental evidene of suppression

of haos by resonant parametri perturbations. Phys. Rev. A, 43 (12):6483-6487,

(1991).

[3℄ Y. Liu and J. R. Rios Leite. Control of Lorenz haos. Phys. lett. A, 185:35-37,

(1994).

[4℄ M. Belhaq and M. Houssni. Suppression of haos in averaged osillator driven by

external and parametri exitation. Chaos Solitons and Fratals, to appear (1999).

[5℄ N. N. Bogolioubov and Y. A. Mitropolsky. Asymptoti methods in the theory of

nonlinear osillations. Gordon and Breah: New York, (1961).

[6℄ M. Belhaq and M. Houssni. Quasiperiodi osillations, haos and suppression of

haos in a nonlinear osillator driven by parametri and external exitations. Non-

linear Dynamis, 18(1):1-24, (1999).

[7℄ V. K. Melnikov. On the stability of the enter for time periodi perturbations.

Trans. Mosou Math. So., 12:1-57, (1963).

Homolini tangenies and 
-moduli

Sergey Gonhenko

Inst. for Appl. Math. and Cyb., 10 Ul'janov st., 603005 Nizhnii Novgorod, Russia

email: gonhenko�fous.nnov.ru

As is well known, multidimensional dynamial systems with struturally unstable

Poinare homolini orbits and heterolini yles possess ontinuous invariants (mod-

uli) of the topologial or 
-equivalene (onjugay) (the last is the topologial equiva-

lene (onjugay) on the set of nonwandering orbits). For some lasses of suh systems

the prinipal 
-moduli were found and the existene of in�nitely many moduli was es-

tablished (see, for example, [1℄{[4℄). The importane of alulation of prinipal 
-moduli

is explained by the fat that, by de�nition, these invariants represent suh parameters

whose arbitrary hanges lead to bifurations of nonwandering orbits (periodi, homo-

lini et.). Thus, 
-moduli an be onsidered as substantive ontrol parameters along

with the splitting parameters whih are natural for suh type bifuration problems.
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In the present report we state some results related to the following problems:

1) Determination of prinipal 
-moduli in the ases of multidimensional di�eomorphisms

with struturally unstable homolini orbits or heterolini yles. A speial attention is

given for the ases where weakest eigenvalues of saddles are omplex onjugate. Also we

onsider questions on existene of moduli of loal 
-onjugay in the ase of sympleti

maps.

2) The study of bifurations for families whose ontrol parameters are a) prinipal 
-

moduli ; b) both prinipal 
-moduli and splitting parameters.

Referenes

[1℄ Gonhenko S.V., Shilnikov L.P. Invariants of 
-onjugay of di�eomorphisms with

a struturally unstable homolini trajetory. Ukrainian Math.J., 42(2):134-140,

(1990).

[2℄ Gonhenko S.V., Shilnikov L.P. On the moduli of systems with a non-rough Poinare

homolini urve. Russian Aad. Si. Izv. Math., 41(3):417-445, (1993).

[3℄ Gonhenko S.V., Turaev D.V., Shilnikov L.P. Dynamial phenomena in multi-

dimensional systems with a struturally unstable homolini Poinare urve. Rus-

sian Aad. Si. Dokl. Math., 47(3):410-415, (1993).

[4℄ Gonhenko S.V. Moduli of 
-onjugay of two-dimensional di�eomorphisms with

a struturally unstable heterolini ontour. Sborni: Mathematis, 187(9):1261-

1281, (1996).

Asymptotis of Homolini bifuration in a Three-Dimensional systemt

Mohamed Houssni

Laboratory of Mehanis, Faulty of Sienes Ain Chok, Group in Nonlinear

Osillations and Chaos, BP 5366, Maarif, Casablana, Moroo

email: mhoussni�hotmail.om

Faouzi Lakrad

Laboratory of Mehanis, Faulty of Sienes Ain Chok, Group in Nonlinear

Osillations and Chaos, BP 5366, Maarif, Casablana, Moroo

email: zifo 98�hotmail.om

Mohamed Belhaq

Laboratory of Mehanis, Faulty of Sienes Ain Chok, Group in Nonlinear

Osillations and Chaos, BP 5366, Maarif, Casablana, Moroo

email: belhaq�fas- ahok.a.ma

Using perturbation methods, we predit ritial parameter values orresponding to

homolini bifuration in three-dimensional systems. The multiple sales perturbation

method [1℄ is �rst performed to onstrut a higher-order approximation of the periodi

solution [2℄. A riterion based on the ollision between the periodi orbit and the equi-

librium involved in the bifuration is then applied. This riterion developed initially to

predit homolini bifurations in planar autonomous system [3,4,5℄ is adapted here to

derive a ritial value of the homolini bifuration in two spei� three-dimensional sys-

tems. Period- doubling bifurations are also investigated using the method of harmoni

balane and the stability analysis of the bifurating periodi solution. A numerial
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study [6,7℄ showed a good agreement of the ritial parameter value with this analytial

predition.

Referenes

[1℄ A.H. Nayfeh. Perturbation Methods. Wiley-New York, (1973).

[2℄ M. Belhaq and M. Houssni. Symmetry-breaking and �rst period-doubling following

a Hopf bifuration in a three-dimensional system. Meh. Res. Comm., 22(3):221-

231, (1995).

[3℄ M. Belhaq. New analytial tehnique for prediting homolini bifuration in a

autonomous dynamial systems. Meh. Res. Comm., 25(1):49-58, (1998).

[4℄ M. Belhaq, A. Fahsi and F. Lakrad. Prediting homolini bifurations in planar

autonomous systems. Nonlinear Dynamis, 18(4):303-310, (1999).

[5℄ M. Belhaq, B. Fiedler and F. Lakrad. Homolini onnetions in strongly self-

exited nonlinear osillators: the melnikov funtion and the ellipti Lindstedt-

Poinare method. Submitted to Nonlinear Dynamis, (1999).

[6℄ M. Belhaq, E. Freire, M. Houssni and A.J. Rodriguez-Luis. Asymptotis of homo-

lini bifuration in a three-dimensional system. Submitted to Nonlinear Dynam-

is, (1999).

[7℄ M. Belhaq, E. Freire, M. Houssni and A.J. Rodriguez-Luis. Seond period-doubling

in a three-dimensional system. Submitted to Int. J. Bifuration and Chaos, (1999).

Dynamis near non-transversal homolini points

J�urgen Knobloh

TU Ilmenau

email: knobi�mathematik.tu-ilmenau.de

We onsider disrete dynamial systems x(n + 1) = f(x(n); �) having for � = 0 a

homolini orbit � := ff

n

(q; 0); n 2 ZZ g asymptoti to a hyperboli �xed point p.

f : IR

k

� IR

m

! IR

k

smooth. We are interested in the dynamis in a neighborhood of

�. To investigate this dynamis we will use Lin's method. In the theory of smooth

dynamial systems (vetor �elds) this method is proved to be a powerful tool for inves-

tigating the dynamis near homolini orbits or even heterolini yles. Here we arry

forward the ideas of Lin's method to disrete systems. We apply the results to study

the dynamis near non-transversal homolini points:

If the stable and unstable manifolds of p have a quadrati tangeny in q we give a

"Poinar�e-map" involving two di�erent transversal homolini points whih is onju-

gated to shift dynamis. We onsider the dynamis of this map in dependene on the

parameter �.

By means of the anonial Poinar�e-map we study the dynamis near homolini points

in periodially fored systems. In partiular we study homolini points and subhar-

moni solutions.

Resonant homolini ip bifurations: a numerial investigation

Bernd Krauskopf

Engineering Mathematis, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TR, GB

email: b.krauskopf�bristol.a.uk
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Alan R. Champneys

Engineering Mathematis, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TR, GB

email: a.r.hampneys�bristol.a.uk

Bart Oldeman

Engineering Mathematis, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TR, GB

email: bart.oldeman�bristol.a.uk

Three-parameter unfoldings of resonant orbit ip and inlination ip homolini or-

bits have reently been studied in [2℄. The key idea is to look at a sphere in parameter

spae around the entral singularity and glue respetive odimension-two unfoldings of

homolini ip bifurations together. Several ases are possible, and near some resonant

ip bifurations one an �nd homolini-doubling asades as �rst found in [1℄.

We explain some of these unfoldings and show results of a areful numerial study of

the model proposed by Sandstede in [3℄. Two partiular unfoldings of a resonant orbit

ip and a resonant inlination ip do indeed our as proposed in [2℄ when the sphere

around the entral singularity is taken small enough. This also on�rms the onjeture

that the parameter spae has one struture lose to the entral odimension-three point.

When the sphere is taken larger extra interesting odimension-three bifurations our.

Referenes

[1℄ A.J. Homburg, H. Kokubu, and V. Naudot. Homolini-doubling asades. DANSE

preprint, 45/97, (1997).

[2℄ A.J. Homburg, B. Krauskopf. Resonant homolini ip bifurations. DANSE pre-

print, 53/98, (1998).

[3℄ B. Sandstede. Construting dynamial systems having homolini bifuration points

of odimension two. J. Dyn. Di�. Eq., 9:269{288, (1997).

On the struture and bifurations in a generi unfolding of a 2 d.o.f

Hamiltonian system with the ontour with two saddle-foi

Lev Lerman

Researh Institute for Applied Mathematis & Cybernetis

email: lermanl�unn.a.ru

Let (M;
) be a C

1

four-dimensional sympleti manifold and X

H

�

; � 2 IR, be

a generi smooth one-parameter unfolding of a smooth Hamiltonian vetor �eld with

Hamiltonian H

0

suh that X

H

0

has two singular points p

1

; p

2

, both of saddle-fous type

that belong to the same level set of Hamiltonian and their stable and unstable manifolds

interset eah other transversely along two heterolini orbits forming a ontour �.

Without loss of generality one may suppose the equilibrium p

1

does not hange with �

and p

2

does depend on �, with f(�) = H(p

2

)�H(p

1

).

Theorem. There are positive onstants �

0

; 

0

small enough and a neighborhood U

of � suh that for X

H

�

; j�j � �

0

, in U \ fH

�

= g; jj � 

0

: 1. There exist invariant

hyperboli subsets H

�;

suh that the Poinare map P

�;

generated by

H

�;

is onjugated to a symboli system with ountable alphabets for � = 0;  = 0,

� 6= 0;  = 0 or � 6= 0;  = f(�). If � 6= 0;  6= f(�) then the alphabet is �nite and the

number of states grows with the logarithmi asymptotis. 2. There are two sequenes
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f�

(1)

k

g; f�

(2)

k

g; �

(i)

k

2 (��

0

; �

0

), suh that X

H

�

, � = �

(i)

k

, possesses a nontransverse

homolini orbit to p

i

with quadrati tangeny. After every passage of � through �

(i)

k

the number of 1-iruit homolini orbits to p

i

inreases by 2. 3. For � =  = 0 the set

H

�;

exhausts all orbits lying entirely in U , in partiular, all homolini and heterolini

to p

i

; i = 1; 2, orbits.

Corollary 1. The vetor �eld X

H

0

in the level H

0

= 0 near � has:

i) a ountable set of transverse heterolini ontours of any iruitness;

ii) eah saddle-fous p

i

has a ountable set of transverse homolini orbits of any

iruitness;

iii) for eah integer N > 0 there is a ountable set of saddle periodi orbits of ir-

uitness N , every suh orbit  possesses a ountable set of heterolini orbits with

p

i

; i = 1; 2;  ! p

i

, and p

i

! , where the arrows point out the diretion of

inreasing time.

Corollary 2. For � 6= 0;  = 0 the same assertions as in the items ii), iii) of

Corollary 1 hold for p

1

and periodi orbits in the level H

�

= 0. For � 6= 0;  = f(�) the

same is valid for the saddle-fous p

2

(�).

Remark. The ontours desribed exist in the Hamiltonian system derived from

the stationary generalised Swift-Hohenberg equation when its two parameters belong to

some parabola.

Author aknowledges a partial support of this researh from the Russian Foundation

of Basi Researh (grant 99-01-00795) and the Program "Universities of Russia" (projet

No. 1905).
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On singularities robustly aumulated by periodi orbits

C. A. Morales

Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

email: morales�impa.br

Let G

1

be the set of three-dimensional vetor �elds X suh that all the singularities

and periodi orbits of every vetor �eld Y C

1

-lose to X are hyperboli. A singularity

� of X is robustly aumulated by periodi orbits if for every Y C

1

lose to X, the

ontinuation �

Y

of � belongs to the losure of the periodi orbits of Y . An example of

suh a kind of singularity is that of the geometri Lorenz attrator L (f. [1℄). Observe

that L is a partially hyperboli attrator with volume expanding entral diretion.

In this talk we outline the proof of the following result : For generi X 2 G

1

, if � is a

singularity of X robustly aumulated by periodi orbits, then � belongs to a partially

hyperboli attrator with volume expanding entral diretion for either X or �X. An

example of a vetor �eld in G

1

whih has neither attrators nor repellers and exhibits a

singularity robustly aumulated by periodi orbits is given.
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Referenes
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Impossibility of omplete bifuration desription for some lasses of

systems with simple dynamis

Mikhail Shashkov

Department of Di�erential Equations, Institute for Applied Mathematis and

Cybernetis, 10 Uljanov st., Nizhny Novgorod 603005, Russia

email: shashkov�unn.a.ru

The main problem of the bifuration theory is to desribe hanges of phase portraits

of dynamial systems under ontinuous hange of parameters. This desription implies

onstrution of the bifuration diagram, i.e. splitting the spae of parameters onto

lasses of the equivalent systems. It is well known, that many bifurations of dynamial

systems admit the omplete bifuration desription by so-alled versal families, whih,

in some sense, ontain the omplete information on the struture of the bifuration set

for any family of general position. it is known also that majority of dynamial systems

with haoti behaviour of trajetories do not admit the omplete bifuration analysis. It

is explained, �rst of all, by the existene of small perturbations whih lead to appearane

of in�nitely-degenerate orbits. In ontrast to the haoti systems, it seems natural, that

systems with simple dynamis must admit the omplete bifuration analysis. But it is

not so.

In the present report, an example of the odimension two system with very simple

dynamis is onsidered. Small perturbations of this system an lead to appearane of

no more than one periodi orbit. Nevertheless, the omplete bifuration analysis of suh

system is impossible in framework of any �nite parametri family of dynamial systems.

More exatly, bifurations of a heterolini ontour omposed by a homolini orbit to

a saddle-fous and a heterolini orbit to this equilibrium point are onsidered. The ase

of simple dynamis is seleted (no more than one periodi orbit is born at bifurations

in a small neighborhood of the ontour). In spite of simpliity of dynami behavior,

the struture of the bifuration set orresponding to multi-iruit heterolini orbits is

rather ompliated. It is demonstrated that there is no versal families of dynamial

systems whih desribe ompletely the struture of the bifuration set. Moreover, in

any neighborhood of any family with suh ontour there exists a ontinuum set of the

families whih are not equivalent to eah other.

A Method for Computing the Homolini Orbits of the Lorenz System

at � = 10;b = 8=3 and � = 13:926 : : :

A. F. Vakakis

Department of Mehanial and industrial Engineering

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

email: avakakis�uiu.edu

M.F.A. Azeez

Department of Mehanial and industrial Engineering
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University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

We present an iterative tehnique to analytially approximate the homolini loops

of the Lorenz system for � = 10; b = 8=3 and � = �

H

= 13:926 : : :. First, the loal

struture of the homolini solution for t �! 0� and t �! �1 is analyzed. Then,

global approximants are used to math the loal expansions. The mathing proedure

resembles the one used in Pad�e approximations. The auray of the approximation is

improved iteratively, with eah iteration providing estimates for the initial onditions of

the homolini orbit, the valus of �

H

, and three undetermined onstants in the loal ex-

pansions. Within three iterations the error in �

H

falls to the order of 0:1%. Comparisons

with numerial integrations are made, and a disussion on ways to extend the tehnique

to other types of homolini or heterolini orbits, and to improve its auray, is given.

A detailed presentation of the aforementioned analysis an be found in [1℄.

Referenes

[1℄ A.F.Vakakis and M.F.A.Azeez. Analyti Approximation of the Homolini Orbits

of the Lorenz System at � = 10; b = 8=3 and � = 13:926 : : : . Nonlinear Dynamis,

volume(15):245-257, (1998).

1.3 Singular Perturbations

Organizers : Peter Szmolyan, David Terman

Key note leture

Geometri Singular Perturbation Theory

Peter Szmolyan

Tehnishe Universit�at Wien

email: ps�umbriel.tuwien.a.at

The geometri approah to singular perturbation problems [1℄ has been substan-

tially re�ned and extended during the last deade. For problems whih exhibit layer

behaviour this approah has been very suessful, see the survey [2℄ for the basi theory

and referenes to numerous appliations. By now, singularly perturbed ordinary di�er-

ential equations an be seen as dynamial systems of onsiderable omplexity but still

amenable to analysis.

However, at points where normal hyperboliity fails, e.g. fold points or points of self-

intersetion of the ritial manifold, the well developed geometri theory does not apply.

These situations are abundant in appliations, we just mention relaxation osillations [3℄

and turning point problems [4℄. A well known related phenomenon are anard solutions

whih were �rst analysed by methods from nonstandard analysis [5℄ . Only reently,

a pioneering geometri analysis of anard yles in van der Pol's equation based on

blow-up methods was given [6℄.

In this talk we survey results [7,8,9,10℄ aiming at a omprehensive geometri treat-

ment of singular perturbation problems with nonhyperboli points. We show how blow-
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up tehniques lead to problems whih an be analyzed in detail by more onventional

methods from the theory of dynamial systems. Several examples, inluding relaxation

osillations and anard solutions, are disussed. This approah provides also insight into

the saling- and mathing-tehniques used in lassial mathed asymptoti expansions.

Referenes

[1℄ N. Fenihel. Geometri singular perturbation theory for ordinary di�erential equa-

tions. J. Di�. Eq., 31: 53-98, (1979).

[2℄ C. K. R. T. Jones. Geometri singular perturbation theory. Dynamial Systems,

Springer Leture Notes Math. 1609: 44-120, (1995).

[3℄ E. F. Mishhenko and N. Kh. Rozov. Di�erential equations with small paramters

and relaxation osillations, Plenum Press, New York (1980).

[4℄ W. Wasov. Linear turning point theory, Springer, New York (1985).

[5℄ E. Benoit, J. L. Callot, F. Diener and M. Diener. Chasse au anards, Collet.

Math., 31: 37-119, (1981).

[6℄ F. Dumortier and R. Roussarie. Canard yles and enter manifolds. Memoirs of

the AMS, 557, (1996).

[7℄ M. Krupa and P. Szmolyan. Extending geometri singular perturbation theory to

nonhyperboli points, SIAM J. Math. Anal., submitted.

[8℄ M. Krupa and P. Szmolyan. Relaxation osillation and anard explosion. SIAM J.

Math. Anal., submitted.

[9℄ A. Milik and P. Szmolyan. Multiple time sales and anards in a hemial osillator.

IMA Volumes in Mathematis and its Appliations, to appear.

[10℄ M. Wehselberger. Singularly perturbed folds and anards in IR

3

. Thesis, TU-Wien,

1998.

Invited letures

Geometri singular perturbation theory beyond normal hyperboliity

Freddy Dumortier

Limburgs Universitair Centrum, Diepenbeek, Belgium

email: freddy.dumortier�lu.a.be

Geometri singular perturbation theory has traditionally dealt only with perturba-

tion problems near normally hyperboli manifolds of singularities. In the talk will be

shown how blow up tehniques an permit enlarging the appliability to non-normally

hyperboli points. The method will be presented on well hosen examples in the plane

and in 3-spae, emphasizing problems onerning bifurations of limit yles.

Referenes

[1℄ F. Dumortier and R. Roussarie: Canard yles and enter manifolds, Memoirs

Amer. Math. So. 577, 1996.

[2℄ F. Dumortier and R. Roussarie: Geometri singular perturbation theory beyond

normal hyperboliity, preprint.

[3℄ F. Dumortier and R. Roussarie: Multiple anard yles, preprint
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Geometri singular perturbation theory in in�nite dimensions

George Haller

Division of Applied Mathematis, Brown University

email: haller�fm.brown.edu

Geometri singular perturbation theory is a powerful tool for the study of dynamial

systems with two di�erent time sales. However, its basi tehniques, originally estab-

lished by N. Fenihel, are stritly �nite-dimensional in nature. This talk surveys reent

in�nite-dimensional developments in the framework of two examples. First, Shilnikov-

type manifolds homolini to �nite-dimensional slow manifolds are desribed for oupled

nonlinear Shr}odinger equations. Seond, the existene of an in�nite-dimensional slow

manifold omtaining the global attrator of the Maxwell-Bloh equations is disussed.

Asymptoti Method of Di�erential Inequalities

Nikolai Nefedov

Lomonosov Mosow State University

email: nefedov�mt384.phys.msu.su

Some reent ahievements of singular perturbations theory whih are based on asymp-

toti method of di�erential inequalities (AMDI) are presented.

The main idea of AMDI is to onstrut upper and lower solutions by using formal

asymptotis. This approah was suessfully applied to di�erent lasses of problems for

nonlinear singularly perturbed equations:

1) Ellipti problems, inluding systems with "fast" and slow equations.

2) Paraboli problems with solutions periodi in time.

3) Integro-di�erential equations ( ODE and PDE ases).

4) Investigations of stability in Ljapunov sense of steady-state and periodi solutions

of the orresponding paraboli equations.

For these lasses of problems solutions with internal layers and the ase of exhange of

stabilities were onsidered. Theorems of existene of solutions, estimates of asymptotis

were stated. More detailed onsideration of some of the presented problems an be

found in papers [1-3℄.

Referenes

[1℄ N.N. Nefedov. Method of di�erential inequalities for some lasses of nonlinear

singularly perturbed problems with internal layers. Di�erential iquations(russian),

31(7):1132-1139, (1995).

[2℄ N.N. Nefedov. Two-dimensionalstep-type ontrast strutures: asymptotis, exis-

tene, stability. Russian Aad. of Si. reports, 349(5):603-605, (1996).

[3℄ V.F. Butuzov, N.N. Nefedov, K.R. Shneider. Singularly perturbed boundary value

problems in ase of exhange of stability. Journal of Mathematial Analysis and

Appliations, 229: 543-562, (1999).
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Captures into resonane and sattering on resonane: an example from

harged partiles dynamis

Anatoly Neishtadt

Spae Researh Institute, Profsoyuznaya str. 84/32, 117810 Mosow, Russia

email: aneishta�iki.rssi.ru

Alexander Itin

Spae Researh Institute, Profsoyuznaya str. 84/32, 117810 Mosow, Russia

email: alx it�yahoo.om

Alexei Vasiliev

Spae Researh Institute, Profsoyuznaya str. 84/32, 117810 Mosow, Russia

email: valex�iki.rssi.ru

Dynamis of a relativisti harged partile in a uniform magneti �eld and an ele-

trostati plane wave is studied. For small amplitude high frequeny wave the system is

redued to a two degrees of freedom Hamiltonian system with slow and fast variables. In

this system, the phenomena of apture into resonane and sattering on the resonane

are desribed. These phenomena determine the long-term dynamis of the partile.

Gevrey Asymptotis in Singular Perturbations of ODE

Reinhard Sh�afke

Universit�e Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg

email: shaefke�math.u-strasbg.fr

For analytial singularly perturbed ordinary di�erential equations, I present two very

general theorems on the existene of solutions having Gevrey asymptoti expansions

and an idea of their proof (work with M. Canalis{Durand, J.-P. Ramis and Y. Sibuya).

Three appliations are given:

� the proof of Wasow's onjeture on the nature of turning points (thesis of C.

Stenger),

� a theorem on resonane in the sense of Akerberg - O'Malley (work with A.

Fruhard),

� a generalisation of a theorem of Y. Sibuya on the onvergene of formal solutions

in the theory of singular perturbations.

The theorems were hosen to show the power of analytial methods in the theory of

singular perturbations.

Referenes

[1℄ M. Canalis{Durand, J.P. Ramis, R. Sh�afke, Y. Sibuya. Gevrey solutions of singu-

larly perturbed di�erential and di�erene equations. J. f. Reine u. Angew. Math.,

(to be published):31 pages, (1999).

[2℄ C. Stenger. On a onjeture of W. Wasow onerning the nature of turning points.

C. R. Aad. Si., 325:27-32, (1997).
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Propagating Ativity Patterns in Neuronal Networks

David Terman

Ohio State University

email: terman�math.ohio-state.edu

Synaptially oupled neuronal networks an exhibit a wide variety of propagating

wave ativity. These waves depend on many network properties inluding whether the

oupling is exitatory or inhibitory and the arhiteture of neuronal onnetions. In

this talk, I will disuss how geometri singular perturbation methods have been used to

lassify whih waves exist for a given network and how to ompute their wave speed.

Contributed talks

Bifurations, saling laws and hysteresis in singularly perturbed systems

Nils Berglund

WIAS-Berlin

email: berglund�wias-berlin.de

Dynamial systems depending on a slowly varying parameter an be desribed by a

singularly perturbed di�erential equation of the form " _x = f(x; t). We are interested

in the qualitative behaviour of solutions near a bifuration point of the assoiated one-

parameter family of dynamial systems _x = f(x; �).

Bifurations with a single zero eigenvalue lead to the appearane of saling laws:

ertain solutions of the singularly perturbed equation trak an equilibrium branh of

f(x; �) at a distane of order "

�

jtj

�

. When f(x; t) is periodi, this an produe hysteresis

yles whose area behaves as "

�

, where � is usually a rational number. We present a

method based on Newton's polygon to ompute the exponents �, � and � [1,2℄.

The passage through a Hopf bifuration leads to the well-known bifuration delay

[3,4℄. We onstrut a salar feedbak ontrol whih suppresses this delay by transforming

the Hopf bifuration into a bifuration with double zero eigenvalue, desribed by a ubi

Li�enard equation [5℄. We present a result on exhange of stabilities for the assoiated

slowly time-dependent equation [6℄.

Referenes

[1℄ N. Berglund, H. Kunz. Memory E�ets and Saling Laws in Slowly Driven Systems.

J. Phys. A, 32(1):15-39, (1999).

[2℄ N. Berglund. Adiabati Dynamial Systems and Hysteresis. Ph.D. Thesis EPFL-

1800 (1998).

[3℄ A.I. Neishtadt. Persistene of stability loss for dynamial bifurations I. Di�. Equ.,

23:1385-1391, (1987).

[4℄ A.I. Neishtadt. Persistene of stability loss for dynamial bifurations II. Di�. Equ.,

24:171-176, (1988).

[5℄ A.I. Khibnik, B. Krauskopf, C. Rousseau. Global study of a family of ubi Li�enard

equations. Nonlinearity, 11:1505-1519, (1988).

[6℄ N. Berglund. Control of dynami Hopf bifurations. Preprint, mp-ar/99-89,

(1999).
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Exponential Sensitivity in some singularly perturbed boundary value

problems

Adriana Boh�e

email: bohe�math.jussieu.fr

We onsider a singularly perturbed boundary value problem with Dirihlet onditions

and study the sensitivity of the internal layers solutions with respet to small hanges in

the boundary data. Our approah exploits the existene of smooth invariant manifolds

and their asymptoti expansions in the small parameter of perturbation. Using this

approah we show that the phenomenon is extremely sensitive sine the shok layers are

only obtained by exponentially small perturbations of the boundary data.

Examples onsidered inlude ertain equations assoiated with metastable internal layer

motion.

Integral Manifolds in the Theory of Singularly Perturbed

Di�erential-Di�erene Equations

Igor Cherevko

The State University of Chernivtsi

email: herevko�math.hdu.v.ua

We onsider the following system with time lag

dx

dt

= f(t; x; y; ");

"

dy

dt

= C(t)y + D(t)y

�

+ g(t; x; x

�

; y; y

�

; ");

(1)

where t 2 IR, x; x

�

2 IR

n

, y; y

�

2 


�

= fy 2 IR

m

; jyj < �g, " > 0 (x

�

= x(t� "�); y

�

=

y(t� "�)).

In this paper we investigate onditions of existene for an integral manifold of system

(1) in form

y = h(t; x; "):

The ow on this manifold is governed by the m-dimentional system

dx

dt

= f(t; x; h (t; x; ") ; "): (2)

Moreover, the stability property problem for system (1) is equivalent to the stability

problem for redued system (2) [1℄.

Method of integral manifolds is applied to study linear singularly perturbed system

[2℄

dx

dt

= A(t)x + B(t)y;

"

dy

dt

= C(t)y + D(t)y

�

+ F (t)x + G(t)x

�

:

(3)

The use of this method permits us to solve a problem of deomposition of singularly

perturbed di�erential-di�erene system (3) into two independent equations.
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Referenes

[1℄ Cherevko I.M. Integral manifolds and deomposition of nonlinear singularly per-

turbed system with delay. Nonlinear Osillations, 1(1) : 139 - 144, (1998).

[2℄ Cherevko I.M. Deomposition of linear singularly perturbed di�erential-di�erene

equations.Dopovidi NAN Ukraine. Ser. A, (6) : 42 - 45, (1997).

The period funtion of non homogeneous equations

A. Raouf Chouikha

University of Paris-Nord

email: houikha�math.univ-paris13.fr

We study the period funtion T () of a enter of non homogeneous di�erential system:

u

00

+ g(t; u; u

0

) = 0; (1)

where the funtion g satis�es ertain onditions, ensuring the existene of a enter at

the origin O.

We are interested in the existene of solutions of equation (1), and more preisely

in the ase where g(t; u; u

0

) = f(u) + �h(t; u; u

0

): So that the homogeneous equation

u

00

+ f(u) has a enter and a monotoni period funtion depending on the energy. Some

suÆient onditions for the monotoniity of T () or for the isohronoity of a enter in

the homogeneous ase may be extended in the perturbed ase.

We also examine the di�erential equation of Lienard type u

00

+a(t)u

0

+f(u) = 0, and

the monotoniity of its period funtion.

Referenes

[1℄ R. Chouikha and A. Kelfa. Monotoniity properties of the period funtion for

some planar Hamiltonian systems. Comm. on Appl. Nonlin. Anal., 40(3):99-120,

(1996).

[2℄ M. Sabatini. On the period funtion of Lienard systems. J. of Di�. Equations,

152:467-487, (1999).

Invariant manifolds approah to optimal ontrol of nonlinear singularly

perturbed systems

Emilia Fridman

Dept. Eletrial Eng./Systems, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel

email: emilia�eng.tau.a.il

Consider the following nonlinear aÆne system:

_x

1

= f

1

(x

1

; x

2

) + B

1

(x

1

; x

2

)u; � _x

2

= f

2

(x

1

; x

2

) + B

2

(x

1

; x

2

)u; (1)

with the funtional

J =

Z

1

0

[k

0

(x

1

; x

2

)k(x

1

; x

2

) + u

0

R(x

1

; x

2

)u℄dt; (2)

where x

1

(t) 2 R

n

1

and x

2

(t) 2 R

n

2

are the state vetors, x = olfx

1

; x

2

g; u(t) 2 R

m

is

the ontrol input, and z 2 R

s

is the output to be ontrolled, � > 0 is a small parameter.
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The funtions f

i

; B

i

; R and k are di�erentiable with respet to x a suÆient number of

times. We assume also that f

i

(0; 0) = 0; k(0; 0) = 0 and R = R

0

> 0.

The system (1)-(2) has a non-standard singularly perturbed form in the sense that

it is nonlinear in both, the slow variable x

1

and the fast variable x

2

. In the standard

form the system is linear in x

2

.

We are looking for a nonlinear state-feedbak

u = �(x); �(0) = 0; (3)

that minimizes the ost (2), where x(0) = x

0

. For eah � > 0 the ontrol law (3) is

loally optimal on 
 � R

n

1

� R

n

2

if there exists 


1

; 0 2 
 � 


1

; suh that the losed-

loop trajetories for initial data in 
 remain in 


1

and for any initial ondition x

0

2 


and any ontrol u(t) for whih

(i) x(t) 2 


1

; t � 0; (ii) J(x

0

; u) <1; (iii) lim

t!1

x(t) = 0

we have J(x

0

; u

0

) � J(x

0

; u).

It is known that the optimal ontroller for suh problem an be designed by solving

a Hamilton-Jaobi partial di�erential equation. This equation is solvable i� there exists

a speial invariant manifold of the orresponding Hamiltonian system. We obtain exat

slow-fast deomposition of the Hamiltonian system and of the speial invariant manifold

into the slow and the fast ones. On the basis of this deomposition we onstrut high-

order asymptoti approximations of the optimal state-feedbak, optimal trajetory and

optimal open-loop ontrol.

Multipliative solution asymptotis for

singularly perturbed paraboli boundary value problems

Serguei Frolovithev

MTUCI, Mosow, Russia

email: frolovit�amath.msk.ru

In this talk we onsider the boundary value problem

�u

�t

= L

h

u; t > 0; x 2 D; (1)

u

�

�

�

t=0

= 0; u

�

�

�

x2�D

= 	(x); (2)

where u = u(x; t; h),

L

h

= hhA(x)r;ri+ hb(x);ri+ (x)

is an operator uniformly paraboli on the set D

0

, A(x) is a symmetri (n� n) matrix,

b(x) = (b

1

(x); b

2

(x); : : : ; b

n

(x)) is a vetor-valued funtion, the omponents of the matrix

A(x) and of the vetor b(x) are in�nitely di�erentiable on D

0

; the funtion (x) � 0

for x 2 D

0

, and (x) 2 C

1

(D

0

); D

0

is a bounded domain suh that (D [ �D) � IR

n

;

the funtion 	(x) � Æ > 0 for x 2 �D, 	(x) 2 C

1

(�D). The boundary �D of the
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domain D is a lass C

1

; h 2 (0; 1℄ is a small parameter, h�; �i is the inner produt in

IR

n

x

, r = (�=�x

1

; �=�x

2

; : : : ; �=�x

n

) is the gradient operator.

We onstrut the global exponential asymptotis of the solution of problem (1),(2)

as h! +0 for a �nite time interval. We investigate following three ases:

(i) hb(x);n(x)i > 0; (ii) hb(x);n(x)i < 0; (iii) hb(x);n(x)i = 0;

where x 2 �D and n(x) is the unit outward normal vetor to �D at the point x.

We also onstrut the global asymptotis of the solution of problem (1), (2) in the

ase in whih the equation oeÆents of L

h

depend on x and t.

Part of these results are joint work with V.P. Maslov and S.I. Chernykh.

Limit Cyles of Polynomial Dynamial Systems

Valery Gaiko

Belarussian State University of Informatis and Radioeletronis

email: vlrgk�it.org.by

Two-dimensional polynomial dynamial systems are onsidered. The main problem

of the qualitative theory of suh systems is Hilbert's Sixteenth Problem on the max-

imum number and relative position of limit yles. There are three loal bifurations

of limit yles: 1) Andronov { Hopf bifuration (from a singular point of the enter or

fous type); 2) separatrix yle bifuration (from a homolini or heterolini orbit);

3) multiple limit yle bifuration. The analysis of eah of these bifurations individu-

ally does not yield a omplete solution of the Problem even in the simplest (quadrati)

ase of nonlinear polynomial systems. Using Erugin's ideas on the qualitative investi-

gation on the whole, Du�'s �eld-rotation parameters and Perko's termination priniple,

we onnet all loal bifurations of limit yles and develop a global bifuration theory

of polynomial dynamial systems.

In partiular, we give a sketh of proof of the theorem stating that for quadrati

systems four is the maximum number of limit yles and (3:1) is only possible their

distribution. The proof is arried out by ontradition. On the �rst step we show the

nonexistene of four limit yles surrounding a singular point. We onsider a anonial

system ontaining three �eld-rotation parameters and suppose that it has four limit

yles around the origin; then we get into some three-dimensional domain of the �eld-

rotation parameters being restrited by some onditions on the rest two parameters

orresponding to the de�nite ase of singular points in the phase plane. This three-

parameter domain of four limit yles is bounded by three fold bifuration surfaes

forming a swallow-tail bifuration surfae of multipliity-four limit yles. It an be

shown that the orresponding maximal one-parameter family of multipliity-four limit

yles annot be yli and terminates either at the origin or on some separatrix yle

surrounding the origin. Sine we know absolutely preisely at least the yliity of the

singular point (Bautin's result) whih is equal to three, we have got a ontradition with

the termination priniple stating that the multipliity of limit yles annot be higher

than the multipliity (yliity) of the singular point in whih they terminate. Sine

we know the onrete properties of all three �eld-rotation parameters in the anonial

system and, besides, we are able to ontrol simultaneously bifurations of limit yles

around di�erent singular points, the proof of the theorem an be ompleted.
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In a similar way ubi and more general polynomial systems an be onsidered.

Thus, generalizing the obtained results, we develop a global bifuration theory of planar

polynomial systems. We disuss also how to apply these results for higher-dimensional

dynamial systems and how, in partiular, to onstrut a three-dimensional system with

a strange attrator on the base of a planar quadrati system with two unstable foi and

an invariant straight line.

On WKB asymptoti expansions of high frequeny vibrations in sti�

problems

Yuri Golovaty

Craow University of Tehnology, Poland

email: holovaty�usk.pk.edu.pl

Natalia Babyh

Lviv State University, Ukraine

email: diffeq�mf.franko.lviv.ua

Sti� problems are di�erential equation problems with very di�erent values of the

oeÆients in di�erent regions of the domain. Suh problems model the vibrations of

a system onsisting of two (or more) materials, one of them very sti� respet to the

other. Sti� problems originated in J.L. Lions [1℄. We study the asymptoti behavior of

the eigenvalues and eigenfuntions of the orresponding spetral problem.

Let 
 be a bounded domain of IR

n

, n = 1; 2; : : :, divided in two parts 


0

and 


1

by

the interfae �: 
 = 


0

[ 


1

[ �. Consider the spetral boundary value problem

L

0

(x; �

x

)u

"

� �

"

u

"

= 0 in 


0

and "L

1

(x; �

x

)u

"

� �

"

u

"

= 0 in 


1

with the Dirihlet boundary onditions on �
 and the standard onjugate onditions

on �. Here L

0

and L

1

are ellipti operators. The asymptoti behavior as " ! 0 of

eigenvalues �

"

k

and eigenfuntions u

"

k

has been widely studied (see [2℄ and the referenes

given there). The study of so alled low frequenies �

"

k

= O(") leads us to a Dirihlet

eigenvalue problem posed in the less sti� struture 


1

and does not provide a good

insight on the vibration problems over all 
.

From a physial viewpoint there is the di�erent kind of proper vibrations (so alled

high frequeny vibrations) whih orrespond to sequenes of eigenvalues �

"

k(")

with k(") !

1. Suh vibrations are generated by the sti�er struture 


0

and have strongly osillatory

harater in 


1

(see [3℄). Construting of asymptoti expansions of the high frequeny

vibrations has been an open problem. Use a WKB-tehnique we �nd for some operators

L

i

and domains 


i

the full asymptoti expansions of suh vibrations in the form

u

"

(x) �

X

"

k

v

k

(x) if x 2 


0

; u

"

(x) �

X

"

k

f

k

(x; "

�1

S(x)) if x 2 


1

where S is a solution of the orresponding Hamilton-Jaobi equation. The asymptotis

has a disrete harater with respet to a small parameter ". The sequenes "

s

! 0 on

whih expansions are onstruted and justi�ed are given by formula.
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Radiation Reation and Center Manifolds

Markus Kunze

Mathematishes Institut, Universit�at K�oln, Weyertal 86, D-50931 K�oln, Germany

email: mkunze�mi.uni-koeln.de

We onsider a harged partile subjet to self-generated eletri and magneti �elds

and under the inuene of external �elds, the lassial Abraham-Lorentz model. An

important issue for suh models is to derive an \e�etive equation" for the partile

position q(t) 2 IR

3

, i.e., an ODE for q alone, with the ontributions from Maxwell's

equations for the �elds inorporated. By formal alulations it an be seen that this

equation is of type

(m

0

+ "

�1

m

e

)�q = F (q; _q) + aq

(3)

; (1)

with a > 0, m

0

and m

e

the rest mass and the e�etive mass of the partile, respetively;

F denotes the external fores. This is the famous Lorentz-Dira equation whih (due to

the term with the third derivative) has undesirable \run-away"-solutions, i.e., solutions

that go o� to in�nity exponentially fast. There have been a lot of attempts to single

out those initial data that lead to physially relevant solutions of (1) and to interpret

them as approximations of the full problem, but no satisfatory answer has been know.

In this talk we outline a omplete solution to this problem (and a rigorous derivation

of (1)). It will be shown that the physially relevant solutions are exatly those whih

build up a normally hyperboli manifold for (1) as a singular perturbation problem. In

addition, those solutions are good approximations of the solutions to the full Abraham-

Lorentz equations. The true \e�etive equation" then is the orresponding equation

on the enter-like manifold, and this equation has only physially reasonable solutions.

(Joint work with H. Spohn.)

A perturbation method based on integrating vetors

Wim T. van Horssen

Department of Applied Analysis, Faulty of Information Tehnology and Systems, Delft

University of Tehnology, Mekelweg 4, 2628 CD Delft

email: W.T.vanHorssen�twi.tudelft.n

In this paper a perturbation method based on integrating vetors and multiple sales

will be presented for initial value problems for regularly or singularly perturbed ordinary

di�erential equations. Asymptoti approximations of �rst integrals will be onstruted

whih are valid on long time-sales. In some ases approximations of �rst integrals an
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be obtained that are valid for all times. Several examples are treated to show how this

perturbation method an be applied.

On the asymptoti behaviour of solutions of singular initial value problems

Oleksandr Zernov

Odessa State Polytehni University

email: zernov�usm.tm.odessa.ua

The following singular initial value problem is under onsideration

�(t)x

0

(t) = F (t; x(t); x

0

(t)); (1)

x(0) = 0; (2)

where � : (0; �) �! R

n�n

- a matrix with ontinuous elements,

�(t) = diag(�

1

(t); : : : ; �

n

(t));

�

i

(t) ! 0; t ! +0; i 2 f1; : : : ; ng; F is a ontinuous funtion in some domain.

For any � 2 (0; �) � { solution of the problem (1), (2) is said to be a ontinuously

di�erentiable funtion x : (0; �) �! R

n

whih is satis�eld (1) when t 2 (0; �) and

also x(t) ! 0 when t ! +0. SuÆient onditions are given wherein the problem

(1), (2) has a nonempty set of � - solutions (where � > 0 is small suÆiently) with

needed asymptoti properties when t ! +0. In partiular, speial ases �

i

(t) = �(t);

i 2 f1; : : : ; ng and �

i

(t) = �

1

(t); i 2 f1; : : : ; n

1

g; �

j

(t) = �

2

(t); j 2 fn

1

+ 1; : : : ; ng

are under onsideration. New eÆient algorithms have been designed. All theorem's

onditions are e�etive. The investigation methods an be used for solving of a wide

range of problems of loal analysis.

1.4 Stohasti Systems

Organizers : Ludwig Arnold, Peter Kloeden

Key note leture

White Noise Eliminates Instability

Hans Crauel

TU Berlin

email: rauel�math.tu-berlin.de

For deterministi systems with nontrivial limit behaviour the onept of a global

attrator has turned out to be useful. A global attrator is a ompat invariant subset

of the state spae, whih attrats every bounded set.

When taking additional random inuenes into aount, the onept of a global attra-

tor has to be extended. One possible approah is to allow the attrator to be a random
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set. A ompat random set is said to be a random attrator if it is invariant in a suit-

able sense, and if it attrats every bounded deterministi set. It turns out that random

attrators exist for several lasses of systems, among them random perturbations of

systems from mathematial physis.

When onsidering random inuenes of small intensity, the question of the relation be-

tween the attrator of the unperturbed system and the family of random attrators of

the randomly perturbed systems arises. It turns out that, with the intensity of the

perturbation tending to zero, the random attrator stays in arbitrarily small neighbour-

hoods of the unperturbed attrator almost surely.

However, in general the random attrator does not onverge to the unperturbed at-

trator. Examples show that random perturbations may ause the random attrator to

beome smaller than the unperturbed attrator, where `smaller' not only refers to set

inlusion, but also to (Hausdor�) dimension.

A possible explanation of this phenomenon is the fat that the perturbed system be-

omes transient in a viinity of unstable regions of the attrator of the unperturbed

system, even if the intensity of the random perturbation is very small.

Invited letures

Bifuration theory for stohasti di�erential equations

Peter Baxendale

University of Southern California

email: baxendal�math.us.edu

In many physial systems whih an be modelled by Itô stohasti di�erential equations,

the equilibrium and stability properties of the system hange as ertain parameters in

the system vary. Stationary probability measures may appear or disappear; (almost

surely) stable �xed points may beome (almost surely) unstable; pairs of trajetories

may diverge (almost surely) instead of onverging. Very often these phenomena are

assoiated with the hange of sign of a relevant Lyapunov exponent. In this talk we

shall give some examples and results onerning suh systems.

Random homolini dynamis

Volker Matthias Gundlah

Universit�at Bremen

email: gundlah�math.uni-bremen.de

Transversal random homolini points play an important role for the desription of

smooth random dynamial systems exhibiting haoti behaviour. In disrete time their

existene gives rise to an invariant random homolini set on whih the dynamis an be

modeled by a random subshift of �nite type. Following [1℄ we present a orresponding

random version of the Smale Birkho� Theorem whih pays tribute to this phenomenon.

In ontinuous time a random Melnikov method an be used to have a reourse to the

result in disrete time. We desribe a method from [2℄ where riteria are provided in
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terms of simple zero-rossings of a Melnikov proess for a randomly perturbed di�erential

equation on IR

p

of the form

_x = f(x) + �g(�(t)!; x; �)

where f is a bounded C

3

funtion suh that this equation possesses a hyperboli �xed

point x

0

for � = 0 and a homolini solution � : IR ! IR

p

orresponding to x

0

, i.e.

lim

t!�1

�(t) = x

0

, (�(t))

t2IR

is an ergodi metri dynamial system on the probability

spae (
;F ; IP) with 
 being a topologial spae and t 7! �(t)! being ontinuous for

all ! 2 
, g : 
 � IR

p

� (��

0

; �

0

) ! IR

p

for some �

0

2 IR

+

is a measurable, uniformly

bounded funtion whih is C

3

for eah �xed ! 2 
 and ontinuous for eah �xed (x; �).

In ase of p = 2 and the unperturbed system being Hamiltonian, the Melnikov proess

an be niely presented as

t 7!M(�(t)!) =

Z

1

�1

f(�(s� t)) ^ g(�(s)!; �(s� t); 0)ds

and hene onsists just of given quantities suh that it an be, in priniple, omputed.

Steinkamp's Melnikov riterion requires that the number of simple zero-rossings of the

Melnikov proess has positive expetation. If this is satis�ed, then a Poinar�e setion

an be onstruted that leads to a random dynamial system in disrete time with a

transversal random homolini point.

Referenes

[1℄ V. M. Gundlah. Random homolini orbits. Random & Computational Dynamis,

3(1 & 2):1{33, (1995).

[2℄ O. Steinkamp. Melnikov's Method and Homolini Chaos for Random Dynamial
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Cohomology of ows of stohasti and random di�erential equations

Peter Imkeller

Humboldt-Universit�at zu Berlin

email: imkeller�mathematik.hu-berlin.de

Suppose a stohasti di�erential equation in d�dimensional Eulidean spae possesses

a global forward ow. We investigate onditions under whih this ow is onjugate

to the ow of a non-autonomous random ordinary di�erential equation, i.e. one an

be transformed into the other via a random di�eomorphism of d�dimensional spae.

Viewing a stohasti di�erential equation in this form whih appears loser to the setting

of ergodi theory, an be an advantage when dealing with asymptoti properties of the

system.

Lyapunov's Seond Method for Stohasti Di�erential Equations

Xuerong Mao

Department of Statistis, University of Strathlyde, Glasgow G1 1XH, U.K.

email: xuerong�stams.strath.a.uk
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During the past entury Lyapunov's seond method has gained inreasing signi�ane

and has given deisive impetus for modern development of stability theory of dynami

systems. A manifest advantage of this method is that it does not require the knowledge

of solutions of equations and thus has exhibited a great power in appliations. On the

other hand, sine Itô introdued his stohasti alulus about 50 years ago, the theory of

stohasti di�erential equations has been developed very quikly. Naturally, Lyapunov's

seond method has been developed to deal with stohasti stability by many authors

(f. [1{11℄). There are several books available expounding the main ideas of Lyapunov's

seond method for stohasti di�erential equations e.g. Arnold [1℄, Has'minskii [5℄,

Kushner [7℄. In reent years, the original ideas have been re�ned, generalized and

extended in several diretions. Many new onepts have been introdued. Espeially,

some new ideas and approahes whih might provide an exiting prospet of further

advanement are still in the initial stages of investigation. In this talk, some of these

aspets will be disussed.
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The Conley Index for Random Dynamial Systems

Gunter Ohs

Institut f�ur Dynamishe Systeme, Universit�at Bremen

email: gunter�math.uni-bremen.de
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The Conley index provides a topologial tool in the qualitative study of dynamial

systems. We will extend this method to random dynamial systems, whih serve as a

model for dynamis inuened or perturbed by probabilisti noise.

Criteria for the existene of random invariant sets and invariant measures under the

presene of noise are given. In partiular we will present some results on stohasti

stability of invariant objets.

On the rate of dispersion of stohasti ows

Mihael Sheutzow

Fahbereih 3, MA 7-5, TU Berlin, Stra�e des 17. Juni 135, 10623 Berlin, Germany

email: ms�math.tu-berlin.de

Suppose that �

t

(x); x 2 IR

d

; t � 0 is a stohasti ow of homeomorphisms on IR

d

. We

study the growth of the diameter of the image �

t

(B) of the unit ball B � IR

d

as t!1.

Using haining we show that under suitable Lipshitz and boundedness onditions on

the loal harateristis of the ow, �

t

(B) grows at most linearly in t. In the seond

part of the talk we disuss the speial ase of an isotropi Brownian ow in more detail.

We show that if the top Lyapunov exponent is nonnegative, then the diameter of �

t

(B)

(and even that of �

t

(S) for any nontrivial bounded onneted subset S of IR

d

) atually

grows linearly in t i.e. lim inf

1

t

diam (�

t

(B)) > 0 almost surely. If { on the other hand

{ the top Lyapunov exponent is negative, then the following dihotomy holds: with

probability one �

t

(B) either grows linearly or shrinks to a point as t ! 1 and both

events happen with stritly positive probability.

The talk is based on joint work with M. Cranston (Rohester) and D. Steinsaltz

(Berkeley). The problem is motivated by appliations in oeanography (the temporal

dispersion of an oil slik on the surfae of the oean).

Contributed talks

The omparison of the stability of two statistial parameter estimators

under omplex disturbanes in the data

Mihail V. Borisov

Novosibirsk State University

email: assa16�hotmail.om

In the report, we make a omparison of the orthogonal regression (OR) estimator

and the least squares (LS) estimator of the parameters of the autoregressive system:

x

�

t

=

n

X

i=1

a

i

x

�

t�i

+

n

X

i=0

b

i

u

�

t�i

; t = n + 1; : : : ; N; (N > n + 1):

The both "proper" and "non-proper" disturbanes are onsidered, namely, those under

whih the estimators do not possess the estimate onsisteny, asymptoti unbiasedness,

et. We prove the theorem about the LS and the OR estimators identity as funtions

of data in the �rst order term of the Taylor-series expansion with respet to the "true"

non-perturbed data value. Then, by Monte-Carlo analysis, we investigate the region of
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the estimates' linear dependene on the data under small disturbanes. By the above

theorem, in this region the LS and the OR estimators are idential. To implement

more thorough Monte-Carlo simulations, the terms up to third order in the Taylor-

series expansions for both the LS and the OR estimation riteria were analytially

ahieved. It was found that under irumstanes onsidered as quite general, with non-

proper disturbanes, the OR estimator yields less mean square deviation, than the LS

estimator.

Referenes
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New Aspets of Non-Integrability of

Multi-Dimensional Systems Based on Symboli Dynamis

Serge�� A. Dovbysh

Mosow State University

email: dovbysh�inmeh.msu.su

Some essentially new approahes and results in the problem of analyti non-integrabi-

lity of multi-dimensional systems are presented. Traditionally, the analyti non-integra-

bility means the absene of non-trivial analyti (or even meromorphi) �rst integrals, i.e.,

funtions onstant along eah trajetory of the system under onsideration. The problem

of obtaining onditions that guarantee these non-integrability properties is the lassial

one and goes bak to H. Poinar�e. Results related to lower-dimensional systems (two-

dimensional mappings or three-dimensional ows, in partiular, Hamiltonian systems

with two degrees of freedom) are well-known. Nevertheless, the number of rigorous

results related to multi-dimensional systems is very limited.

We will desribe and disuss onditions that guarantee the absene of any mero-

morphi �rst integral in the multi-dimensional ase, regardless of a �nite dimension in

question. This is the strongest analyti non-integrability and not any Hamiltonian na-

ture (whih is of no importane) is assumed here. The onditions obtained persist under

small perturbations and an be onstrutively veri�ed for onrete dynamial systems

in mehanis and physis. Some relevant results were published in [1,2℄.

Firstly, it is well-known that under some simple onditions the presene of transver-

sally interseting separatries of hyperboli periodi solutions implies the existene of a

set of the so-alled \quasi-random" motions. These motions are desribed by methods

of symboli dynamis. In the ase of a two-dimensional mapping or a three-dimensional

ow, the presene of quasi-random motions leads to the analyti non-integrability. The

orresponding proof by V. M. Alekseev is not already valid for higher dimensions. Spe-

i� multi-dimensional onditions will be desribed that guarantee the non-integrability.

The ause of the latter phenomenon is that the set of quasi-random motions is \rough

enough" and does not lie on any smooth regular submanifold of positive odimension.
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Seondly, we onsider branhing of solutions in the omplex domain from the point

of view of symboli dynamis methods. This allows us to reformulate the above non-

integrability onditions to the present ase. The onditions obtained are easily appliable

for a wide lass of dynamial systems arising in mehanis and physis, in partiular,

those where other non-integrability approahes are not appliable or very hardly ap-

pliable. Even in the lower-dimensional ase, the onditions obtained are simpler and

more general than the known ones.

Referenes

[1℄ Dovbysh S.A. Transversal intersetion of separatries, the struture of the set of

quasi-stohasti motions, and the non-existene of an analyti integral in multidi-

mensional systems. Russian Math. Surveys, 51(4):730{731, (1996).
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Lyapunov Exponents of Linear Stohasti Jump Di�usions

C.W. Li

City University of Hong Kong

email: mawli�ityu.edu.hk

The o-authors of this work are Prof R. Situ, Zhongshan University, China and Dr

Z. Dong, Institute of Applied Mathematis, Aademia Sinia, Beijing.

Under the uniformly ellipti ondition or the hypoellipti ondition as in the di�usion

ase, see [1,2℄, the linear stohasti jump di�usion proess projeted on the unit sphere

is a Fellor proess and has a unique invariant measure using the relation of the transition

probability between di�usions and jump di�usions in [3℄. The deterministi Lyapunov

exponent has an integral expression on the sphere with respet to the ergodi invariant

measure so that the almost sure exponential stability of the linear stohasti jump

systems depends on the its sign. The ritial ase of zero Lyapunov exponent will be

disussed and examples will be treated as appropriated.

Referenes

[1℄ L.Arnold. Random Dynamial Systems. Springer, Berlin, (1998).

[2℄ R.Z.Hasminskii. Stohasti Stability of Di�erential Equations. Sijtho� and Noord-
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Uni�ed Conditions for Parameter Identi�ability in AR, ARMA, ARMAX,

EIV stohasti linear systems

Andrei A. Lomov

Sobolev Institute of Mathematis

email: lomov�math.ns.ru
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We onsider the lass of parameterized stohasti systems whih inludes AR, ARMA,

ARMAX, EIV, and AR(I)MAX model strutures. Data samples are supposed to onsist

of reords of �nite length, with the sample size depending on the number of reords. It

is shown that under natural assumptions about distributions of initial values, input vari-

ables, and disturbanes the systems have parameter identi�ability onditions expressible

by restritions on ranks of the real matries of the system oeÆients. For the "proper"

parameterizations, derived onditions are not only suÆient but neessary. The results

remain valid for the systems with data formed by samples of ontinuous reords with a

length tending to in�nity.

The system is desribed by the equations

[

0

(�) + � � �+ 

p

(�)s

p

℄

e

w(t) = [�

0
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(�)s
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℄ "
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(t)
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e
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(t); t 2 f1; : : : ; N � pg:

Input-output signals are joined together in the vetor variable

e

w(�) 2 R

(r+m)

, s is a

bakward shift operator, (s

e

w(t)

:

=

e

w(t + 1)), and "

1

(�), "

2

(�) are unmeasured distur-

banes. Then, 

i

(�) 2 R
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, �

i

(�) 2 R

r�l

are parameterized matrix oeÆients of

the system, and � 2 
 � R

v

is a �xed parameter vetor. The system does not undergo

the ontrollability and stability restritions.

Let us introdue the measured trajetory z

:

= [w(1); : : : ;w(N)℄ 2 R

N(r+m)

. In the

paper, we investigate identi�ability of the parameter value � given the set fz

1

; : : : ; z

L

g of

measured trajetories. Consisteny of the � estimates is onsidered in the limit L!1.

Let P

�

be the distribution of z aused by given distributions of "

1

(�), "

2

(�), u(�), and

w

0

. The system is alled globally identi�able at �, if P

�

= P

�

, � 2 
 implies � = �. The

system is alled loally identi�able at �, if there exists a neighborhood V (�) � 
 suh

that P

�

= P

�

, � 2 V (�) implies � = � [1℄.

The problem statement: It is needed to de�ne restritions on the parameterization

� $ '

�

, under whih the system is loally (globally) identi�able at � 2 
.

Theorem. The system is globally (loally) identi�able at �, if and only if the

equation

�(s) [

�
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�

(s)q℄ = [

�

(s); �

�

(s)℄

with respet to unimodular �(s) 2 R

r�r

[s℄, orthogonal q 2 R

l�l

, and � 2 
 (� 2 V (�) �


), implies �(s) � I, q = I, � = �.
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1.5 Symmetry

Organizers : Mihael J. Field, Martin Golubitsky
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Key note leture

Bifuration with Eulidean symmetry:

Universality, Redution and Ginzburg-Landau equations

Ian Melbourne

University of Houston

email: ism�math.uh.edu

I will onsider mathematial issues onerning Ginzburg-Landau theory, by whih I

mean the validity, universality, and struture, of redued equations near ritiality in

spatially extended systems. The extration of Ginzburg-Landau equations (variously

known as amplitude, modulation and envelope equations) is part of this theory. Parti-

ular attention is paid to the Eulidean symmetries present in suh systems.

In loal bifuration theory, the word `universality' has a preise meaning and refers

to those aspets of loal bifurations that are driven by the type of bifuration and

the symmetries that are present. This point of view goes bak to Landau's theory of

seond order phase transition in rystals, and is made mathematially preise for general

problems with ompat symmetry group in equivariant bifuration theory [1℄. Spatially

extended systems have nonompat, usually Eulidean, symmetry, and the Ginzburg-

Landau equations are supposed to be universal (in the above sense) for bifurations

in suh systems. In my talk, I will desribe omplete results on universality for loal

bifurations in systems with Eulidean symmetry. Some of these results an be found

in [2℄ and show that the theory is riher than is often realized.

Another feature of Landau theory and equivariant bifuration theory is redution,

loally, to a minimal system of redued equations (for example, by enter manifold

redution). I will present suh a redution method, preserving `essential' solutions, for

systems with Eulidean symmetry. Again, some of these results an be found in [2℄.

The extration of Ginzburg-Landau equations orresponds to trunation of the re-

dued equations at lowest order. This step is problemati even formally. In situations

where the extration of Ginzburg-Landau equations is possible, their (exat, for all

time) validity is lari�ed by the methods desribed in this talk. In addition, the pres-

ene and impliations of normal form symmetry in the Ginzburg-Landau equations will

be disussed.

Referenes

[1℄ M. Golubitsky, I. N. Stewart, & D. G. Shae�er. Singularities and Groups in

Bifuration Theory, Vol. 2. Appl. Math. Si., 69, Springer, New York, 1988.
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Invited letures

Drifts for Eulidean Extensions of Dynamial Systems

Peter Ashwin

University of Surrey
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email: P.Ashwin�surrey.a.uk

(This is joint work with I. Melbourne and M. Niol.) We onsider the behaviour

of generi group extensions of ergodi dynamial systems by nonompat groups, in

partiular by SE(n) the speial eulidean group. A natural question of physial in-

terest is whether the norms of solutions of suh systems are unbounded or not, and

if they are unbounded then at what rate do they typially grow. For extensions of

uniformly hyperboli mappings we show using a entral limit theorem argument that

there are generially unbounded orbits whose variane grows proportional to time. For

group extensions of quasiperiodi and periodi we give onditions that ensure generi

boundedness and unboundedness. Some impliations of these results on the behaviour

of instabilities of reation di�usion systems on unbounded domains is also onsidered.

Referenes
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Bifuration of relative equilibria in Hamiltonian systems

Pasal Chossat

I.N.L.N., Centre National de la Reherhe Sienti�que, Sophia-Antipolis, Frane

email: hossat�inln.nrs.fr

Debra Lewis

Math Department, U. of California, Santa Cruz

email: lewis�math.us.edu

Juan-Pablo Ortega

Eole Polytehnique F�ed�erale de Lausanne

email: Juan-Pablo.Ortega�epfl.h

Tudor S. Ratiu

Eole Polytehnique F�ed�erale de Lausanne

email: Tudor.Ratiu�epfl.h

The relative equilibria of a symmetri Hamiltonian dynamial system are the ritial

points of the so-alled augmented Hamiltonian. In the same spirit as in the work of

Krupa [1℄ in the ontext of non-onservative systems, the underlying geometri stru-

ture of the system is used to deompose the ritial point equations and onstrut a

olletion of impliitly de�ned funtions and redued equations desribing the set of

relative equilibria in a neighborhood of a given relative equilibrium. The analytial and

group invariane struture of these redued equations is exploited to solve the problem

in spei� ases. In partiular, a persistene result of Lerman and Singer [2℄ is gener-

alised to the framework of Abelian proper ations. The method is illustrated with an

example from wave resonane in mehanial systems whih was initially studied with a

di�erent method by Chossat and Dias [3℄.
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Stable ergodiity

Mihael J. Field

University of Houston

email: mf�uh.edu

We desribe reent work on stable ergodiity for di�eomorphisms equivariant with

respet a ompat Lie group. Some of our results are joint work with Parry (Warwik)

[1℄ and Niol (UMIST) [3℄. One of the tehniques we use depends on onstruting a

symboli dynamis (�nite oding) on the orbit spae of a group invariant (partially)

hyperboli set. This is done using a generalization of Markov partitions appropriate for

the study of non-free group ations. (In general, dynamis on the orbit spae will not

be expansive.)

Referenes
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Animal Gaits and Coupled Osillators

Martin Golubitsky

University of Houston

email: mg�uh.edu

Ian Stewart

University of Warwik

email: ins�maths.warwik.a.uk

Luiano Buono

University of Warwik

email: buono�maths.warwik.a.uk

James J. Collins

Boston University

email: ollins�enga.bu.edu

The observed spatio-temporal symmetries of animal gaits | that is, the rhythmi

patterns of movement of the legs | provide useful lues to CPG arhiteture. Plausible

assumptions about the symmetries of a CPG for quadrupedal loomotion that generates
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the range of symmetries of observed gaits imply that suh a CPG should onsist of eight

nominally idential subiruits, or `ells', arranged in an essentially unique manner.

Two ells are assigned to eah limb, and it is onjetured that their role is to ontrol

the timings of two distint musle groups. Analogous CPG arhiteture is proposed for

bipeds, hexapods, and myriapods.

Preditions inlude the following. Gaits naturally divide into two lasses: primary

(walk, trot, . . . ) and seondary (gallops, anter, . . . ). There is a new primary gait alled

jump. There are restritions on the wave numbers of primary gaits of myriapods of whih

the ommon tripod gait of hexapods is an example. Bipeds perform two distint gaits

with the `out-of-phase' symmetry of the walk, and two distint gaits with the `in-phase'

symmetry of the hop. Some evidene suggests that the two walk gaits in humans are

the usual walk and run gaits; in the walk the limbs ex at the ankle, and in the run the

ankle is more rigid.

Referenes

[1℄ M. Golubitsky, I. Stewart, P.L. Buono and J.J. Collins. A modular network for

legged loomotion. Physia D. 115 56{72 (1998)
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Fored symmetry breaking and pattern formation in weakly anisotropi

systems

Timothy K. Callahan

Department of Mathematis, University of Mihigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA

email: timall�math.lsa.umih.edu

Edgar Knobloh

Department of Physis, University of California, Berkeley CA 94720, USA

email: knobloh�physis.berkeley.edu

Pattern formation in two-dimensional weakly anisotropi systems is onsidered from

the point of view of fored symmetry breaking. In the absene of anisotropy the problem

is formulated on an isotropi spatially periodi lattie with a symmetry group G. This

group ats on the amplitudes z via its representation � [1℄. In the presene of anisotropy

the group G ats simultaneously on the (two-dimensional) applied anisotropy vetor s,

but does so in general with a di�erent representation �

0

. The notion of (�;�

0

) o-

equivariane is introdued to desribe dynamial systems whih are G-symmetri in the

sense that

(g) � f(z; s) = f((g) � z; 

0

(g) � s); 8g 2 G: (1)

Using Poinar�e series the most general (�;�

0

) o-equivariant systems are onstruted [2℄.

The resulting equations for G = T

2

_

+D

6

� ZZ

2

and G = T

2

_

+D

6

, orresponding to pattern

formation on a hexagonal lattie with and without midplane reetion symmetry, are

trunated at third order in both z and s and analyzed. The results are applied to

Rayleigh-B�enard onvetion in weak imposed Poiseuille and Couette ows.
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Bifuration from disrete rotating waves

Jeroen S.W. Lamb

Department of Mathematis, Imperial College, 180 Queen's Gate, London SW7 2BZ,

UK

email: lamb�maths.warwik.a.uk

My talk will address reent developments in the understanding of bifuration from

periodi solutions in equivariant dynamial systems. The fous will be mainly on the

theory for bifuration from isolated periodi solutions in dynamial systems with a om-

pat symmetry group.

Equivariant bifuration theory is onerned with the bifurations of equilibria and

periodi solutions in di�erential equations that are equivariant with respet to the a-

tion of a (ompat) Lie group. A systemati approah to bifuration from symmetri

equilibrium solutions is laid out in [1℄. Importantly, bifurations in equivariant systems

are generally di�erent from bifurations one would expet in non-symmetri systems.

Until reently, a theory for bifuration from symmetri periodi solutions was devel-

oped only to deal with ertain speial situations. The theory for periodi solutions with

purely spatial symmetries was developed by Chossat and Golubitsky [2℄. Fiedler [3℄

studied systematially bifuration from periodi solutions with disrete spatiotemporal

symmetry using return map tehniques. However, the latter study was on�ned to yli

symmetry groups.

The treatment of bifuration from periodi solutions with spatiotemporal symmetries

using return map tehniques was taken up again reently by Lamb [4℄. It turns out that

an extension of Fiedler's approah involves onsideration of twisted equivariant maps

(alled k-symmetri maps in [4,6℄). In [5℄, Lamb and Melbourne developed a systemati

theory for generi bifuration from spatiotemporally symmetri periodi solutions (with

ompat symmetry groups) that are isolated in phase spae, using the return map

approah.

My talk will survey some of the main priniples and results in studying bifuration

from periodi solutions with spatiotemporal symmetry.
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[5℄ J.S.W. Lamb and I. Melbourne. Bifuration from disrete rotating waves.

Arh.Rat.Meh.Anal, in press.

[6℄ J.S.W. Lamb and G.R.W. Quispel. Reversing k-symmetries in dynamial

systems. Physia D, 73: 277{304, 1994.

Translational Symmetry-Breaking for Meandering Spirals

Vitor LeBlan

University of Ottawa, Canada

email: vleblan�uottawa.a

Claudia Wul�

Freie Universit�at Berlin, Germany

email: wulff�math.fu-berlin.de

Mathematial models with Eulidean symmetry suessfully desribe the meandering

behavior of spiral waves (e.g. in Belousov-Zhabotinsky hemial reations). However,

no physial experiment is ever in�nite in spatial extent, so the translational symmetry

is only approximate. As with any approximation, it is natural to question the irum-

stanes and the extent to whih it is valid. For example, in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky

reation, the Eulidean model is extremely suessful. However, for spiral waves in

ardia tissue, one expets the presene of blood vessels and other inhomogeneities to

render this Eulidean approximation less than ideal. There is thus a range of problems

involving spiral waves whih are more or less well-modeled with full Eulidean symmetry.

It would therefore be interesting to haraterize the e�ets of system symmetry-breaking

terms on the meandering behavior of spirals.

In this talk, we investigate the e�ets on spiral wave dynamis of breaking the trans-

lation symmetry while keeping the rotation symmetry. This is aomplished by intro-

duing a perturbation in the �ve-dimensional enter bundle equations (desribing Hopf

bifuration from one-armed spiral waves) whih is SO(2)-equivariant but not equivari-

ant under translations. This system symmetry-breaking term indues a \bifuration at

in�nity" whih is analyzed in detail.

Time-Reversible Equivariant Linear Systems

Mark Roberts

University of Warwik

email: mark�maths.warwik.a.uk

This talk will desribe joint work with Igor Hoveijn (Groningen) and Jeroen Lamb

(Warwik/Imperial) on the normal form theory of linear systems of di�erential equations

whih are equivariant with respet to ations of half the elements of a ompat Lie

group and time-reversible with respet to the other half. General and Hamiltonian

linear systems will both be onsidered. At the heart of the theory lies a representation

theory result whih redues the lassi�ation of all suh systems to the study of 10

`universality lasses'. For some of these universality lasses the normal form theories are

isomorphi to Jordan normal form theories of lassial Lie algebras, but for the others

new lassi�ations are needed.
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Bifurations from relative periodi solutions

Claudia Wul�

Freie Universit�at Berlin

email: wulff�math.fu-berlin.de

Relative periodi solutions are ubiquitous in dynamial systems with ontinuous sym-

metry. Reently, Sandstede, Sheel and Wul� derived a enter bundle theorem, reduing

loal bifuration from relative periodi solutions to a �nite dimensional problem. Inde-

pendently, Lamb and Melbourne showed how to systematially study loal bifuration

from isolated periodi solutions with disrete spatiotemporal symmetries.

In this talk, we show how the enter bundle theorem, when ombined with ertain

group theoreti results, redues bifuration from relative periodi solutions to bifuration

from isolated periodi solutions. In this way, we obtain a systemati approah to the

study of loal bifuration from relative periodi solutions.

Contributed talks

Symmetries in Exterior Di�erential Systems

Mihael Baro

Department of Mathematis, La Trobe University, Australia

email: M.Baro�latrobe.edu.au

Using Lie's symmetry approah for integrating Frobenius integrable vetor �eld dis-

tributions, we present two symmetry tehniques for generating solutions of �rst order

nonlinear PDEs. In the �rst, we use the idea of Cauhy harateristis to show how one

is able to solve the Cauhy problem using symmetries.

In the seond, we onsider a �rst order non-linear PDE and derive its orresponding

Vessiot distribution, whose integrability onditions generate a �rst order quasilinear

PDE. We then show that Lie's symmetry approah an be used to easily �nd a family

of solutions of this quasilinear PDE that an then be used to generate solutions of the

original �rst order non-linear PDE.
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Hopf bifurations on the FCC lattie

Timothy K. Callahan

Department of Mathematis, University of Mihigan at Ann Arbor

email: timall�math.lsa.umih.edu

When a system undergoes a Hopf bifuration to a pattern forming instability with

spatial symmetry group �, the Equivariant Hopf Theorem [1℄ guarantees a unique pri-

mary solution branh for every CI -axial isotropy subgroup of ��S

1

, where S

1

represents

the group of temporal phase shifts. For � a wreath produt group, the method of Dias [2℄

an be used to determine all suh CI -axial subgroups easily. In this paper we analyze

three-dimensional pattern forming Hopf bifurations with the spatial periodiity of the

fae-entered ubi (FCC) lattie. This is an equivariant Hopf bifuration with spatial

symmetry � = T

3

_

+OI � ZZ

2

, where T

3

is the 3-torus of translations, OI is a representa-

tion of the otahedral group of orientation-preserving symmetries of the ube, and the

nontrivial element of ZZ

2

represents spatial inversion through the origin. We use Dias'

method by �rst extending � to the larger group O(2) o S

4

. By relating the two sets

of CI -axial subgroups, we �nd all solution branhes guaranteed by group theory to be

primary. We use the Poinar�e series to �nd the most general possible equivariant sys-

tem of amplitude equations up to ubi order, whih determines the possible bifuration

diagrams for the primary solution branhes. Although motivated by reation{di�usion

problems, our results are done in a model-independent fashion, and are appliable to

a wide variety of pattern formation problems near onset. This work is an extension of

that done for the steady state FCC bifurations in [3, 4℄.
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The relations between Painlev�e property and Lie symmetries of di�erential

equations

Mehmet Can

Istanbul Tehnial University, Mathematis Department, Maslak 80626 Istanbul,

TURKEY

email: man�itu.edu.tr

Seond order ordinary di�erential equations an be lassi�ed by investigating the re-

alizations of real low dimensional Lie algebras in terms of vetor �elds in two dimensions

[1℄. An equation admitting r-dimensional, r=1, 2, 3 or 8, Lie algebra of point symmetry

generators possess a anonial representative for the orresponding di�erential equation.

For the ase r = 1 the di�erential equation an be transformed to an autonomous

form. The ase r = 2 gives two lasses of representative equations. For equations having

three point symmetries, there are �ve representatives of equivalane lasses. For r = 8,

a number of linearizability results proved in literature [1℄.

It is of great interest to ompare the Lie lassi�ation of seond order equations with

the Painlev�e lassi�ation whih produes 50 equations [2,3℄. The question whih arises

is this: Is there an overlap between the Lie lassi�ation and the Painlev�e lassi�ation?

The �rst step in answering this question is to determine the symmetries of the Painlev�e

equations. Alternatively one has to redue some of the Lie equations to the Painlev�e

ones.

The aim of this work is to bring some light on this issue, using restrited point

transformations.
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Polynomial In�nitesimal Generators of Lie's Symmetries for Polynomial

Planar Vetor Fields

Javier Chavarriga

Universitat de Lleida. Spain
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Jaume Gin�e

Universitat de Lleida. Spain
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In this work we show that if all the intersetion points of the projetive urves

de�ned by the omponents of the polynomial vetor �eld submerged in CI IP

2

are di�erent,

the ritial points of the omponents of the polynomial planar vetor �eld are strong

and there exists a polynomial inverse integrating fator then there exists a polynomial

in�nitesimal generator of Lie's symmetry. The result ontinues being valid if all the

ritial points, be strong or not, belong to the algebrai urve de�ned by the polynomial

inverse integrating fator. In these ases the Lie's symmetries are related with the lass

of funtions whih belongs to the inverse integrating fator independently of the lass of

their �rst integral.
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Generi bifuration from a 2-manifold

David Chillingworth

University of Southampton, UK

email: drj�maths.soton.a.uk

Systems with ontinuous symmetry typially have equilibrium sets that are n-mani-

folds with n > 0. Under symmetry-breaking perturbations suh a manifold breaks up

into lower-dimensional piees or to a disrete set of points. We desribe the geometry

of equilibrium on�gurations that arise generially in the partiularly interesting ase

when n = 2 (for spherial or toroidal symmetry, for example), both when the symmetry

is totally broken and when some residual symmetry persists.
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On the stability of bifurating periodi orbits in reversible and sympleti

mappings

Maria-Cristina Cioi

University of Gent

email: m�age.rug.a.be

We survey some reent results on the bifuration of periodi points from a �xed point

in parametrized families of reversible or sympleti di�eomorphisms; suh bifuration

problems arise for example when studying subharmoni branhing in reversible or Hamil-

tonian systems. In some joint works with A. Vanderbauwhede we analyzed some ele-

mentary "branhing phenomena" whih an our near a �xed point; we provided a

"struture-preserving" redution result whih an be used to study suh branhings and

we also briey disussed how one an determine the stability of bifurating periodi

orbits. Here, we will �x our attention on this last problem, pointing out the primary

role played by normal form theory. As an appliation we provide the omplete analysis

of the stability of periodi orbits appearing in the simplest bifuration senario for both

Hamiltonian and reversible systems.

Referenes

[1℄ M.C. Cioi, A. Vanderbauwhede. Bifuration of periodi orbits for sympleti

mappings. Journal of di�erene equations and appliations, 3:485-500, (1998).
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Smooth normalization of reversible vetor �elds

Alexander Kopanskii

Institute of Mathematis, Kishinev, Moldova

email: alex�revel.moldova.su

It is shown that Sternberg linearization theory remains true in the ategory of re-

versible vetor �elds.

Let R : IR

n

! IR

n

be a linear involution, i.e., R

2

= I. A vetor �eld � is said to be

R-reversible if

R

�

� = ��:

Two vetor �elds � and � are alled R-equivalent if there is a di�eomorphism H : IR

n

!

IR

n

suh that H ÆR = R ÆH and

H

�

� = �:

Theorem. Let k be a positive integer and A be an R-reversible hyperboli linear

vetor �eld. There exists a number Q = Q(A; k) suh that if two smooth vetor �elds

� and � are R-reversible, �(0) = �(0) = 0, A � D�(0) = D�(0), and the vetor �eld

(� � �) is Q-at at the origin, then � and � are loally C

k

R-equivalent.

This solves the problem reently posed by Bonkaert.
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Referenes
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Calulation of the solution of Boussinesq Problem using Lie symmetries

Teoman Ozer

Faulty of Civil Engineering, Istanbul Tehnial University, Maslak 80626, Istanbul,

Turkey

email: teoman�sariyer..itu.edu.tr

Firstly, the Lie point symmetries of ylindrially symmetri homogeneous Navier

equations are obtained. Using the symmetries the general lass of similarity solu-

tions is found. The sublass that also satis�es the non-homogeneous system of the

medium subjet to a singular fore is determined. Substituting the sublass into the

non-homogeneous system, a system of ordinary di�erential equations is obtained. The

solution of the system satisfying the boundary onditions of Bousssinesq problem gives

the exat solution.

Appliations of a new G-Invariant Impliit Funtion Theorem

Lutz Reke

Humboldt University of Berlin

email: reke�mathematik.hu-berlin.de

The presentation onerns a generalization [1, Theorem 3.1℄ of the G-invariant im-

pliit funtion theorem of E. Daner [2℄. It will be shown how this generalization an be

applied to rotating and modulated wave solutions of nonlinear equivariant autonomous

or periodi evolution equations (with appliations to laser dynamis) and to nonlinear

ellipti boundary value problems on bounded symmetri domains (with appliations to

elastostatis).

Referenes

[1℄ L. Reke and D. Peterhof. Abstrat fored symmetry breaking and fored frequeny

loking of modulated waves. J. Di�erential Equations, 144 (2): 233-262, (1997).
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On time-dependent symmetries of evolution equations

Artur Sergyeyev

Institute of Mathematis of NAS of Ukraine, 3 Tereshhenkivs'ka Str.,

252004 Kyiv, UKRAINE

email: arthurser�imath.kiev.ua
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We investigate the symmetry algebra of the generi salar (1+1)-dimensional evolution

equation. Using some auxiliary results, we have found the formulae for the leading terms

of ommutators of two symmetries and two formal symmetries and have proved several

general theorems on the struture of the algebra in question. The generalization of the

above results to the ase of system of evolution equations is also disussed.

Referenes

[1℄ A. Sergyeyev. On time-dependent symmetries and formal symmetries of evolution

equations. To appear in Symmetry and Perturbation Theory II, World Sienti�,

Singapore, 1999.

Hopf-zero Bifurations of Reversible Vetor Fields

Maro Antonio Teixeira

IMECC-Uniamp, Brazil

email: teixeira�ime.uniamp.br

Let X be a (germ of) C

1

vetor �eld de�ned on IR

n

; 0 given by an ordinary di�erential

equation

X : _x = F (x); x 2 IR

n

; (1)

where F (x) is a smooth funtion, F (0) = 0. We say that system (1) is time-reversible

if there is a germ of a smooth involution � : IR

n

; 0 ! IR

n

; 0 (� Æ � = id:) suh that the

relation

F (�(x)) = ��

0

(x) � F (x); x 2 IR

n

; 0 (2)

holds.

A ' time-reversible vetor �eld X on IR

n

, 0 is alled to be of type (n; k) if the

dimension of the �xed point set of ', S = Fixf�g, is equal to k.

The main objetive of the paper is to study symmetri ritial points of generi

one-parameter families of reversible vetor �elds of type (3; 1) with emphasis on the

topologial lassi�ation of all suh systems. We assume that all the systems onsidered

here are �

0

reversible, where �

0

(x; y; z) = (�x;�y; z). Note that in generi ase the

eigenvalues of suh systems are either (0; �;��) or (0; �i;��i), where � is a nonzero

real parameter. We fous on systems whih have eigenvalues (0; �i;��i).

The main results of this paper inlude a lassi�ation and qualitative behavior of sym-

metri singularities ourring generially for 1-parameter families of (3,1)-type vetor

�elds. Also interesting onlusions are obtained from the lassi�ation whih involves

the existene of invariant tori, periodi orbits, homolini and heterolini orbits for

vetor �elds onsidered. We also give a omplete list of bifuration diagrams.

On symmetry redution in reversible and Hamiltonian systems

Andr�e Vanderbauwhede

University of Gent, Belgium

email: avdb�age.rug.a.be

We onsider reversible systems whih are equivariant with respet to a ompat on-

tinuous group of symmetry operators ompatible with the reversibility. We use the
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approah of M. Krupa to study bifurations near relative equilibria whih are invariant

under the reversing symmetry. We show that suh bifurations are ompletely deter-

mined by the bifurations near an equilibrium of a reversible \normal" vetor�eld. We

disuss several examples in detail. We illustrate a similar approah for Hamiltonian

systems on an example, namely when the symmetry group is S

1

. For this Hamiltonian

ase a general theory along these lines is still laking, but we hope to present at least

some new partial results.

Symmetries and Mode Interations in the Optimisation of Hydrophone

Plaement in Aousti Arrays

David Wood

Oxford University

email: woodd�maths.ox.a.uk

David Allwright

Oxford University

email: allwrigh�maths.ox.a.uk

The plaement of a number of hydrophones (underwater mirophones) in an array is

studied with a view to optimising the signal to noise ratio. This leads to an optimisation

problem for a performane measure on IR

2n

for the horizontal array ase (where we

are optimising over the spatial on�guration of n hydrophones). That is, the position

of the ith hydrophone is given by x

i

2 IR

2

and the array on�guration is given by

x = (x

1

; : : : ; x

n

). The performane measure derived in Haywood (1994) is of the form

�(x) =

1

k

2

� k

1

n

X

i=1

n

X

j=1

W (k

2

jx

i

� x

j

j)�W (k

1

jx

i

� x

j

j)

jx

i

� x

j

j

:

Here k

i

= 2�f

i

=, where f

1

� f � f

2

is the frequeny range whih the array is designed

to searh, and the funtion W is de�ned as

W (u) =

Z

u

0

J

0

(v)

2

dv

where J

0

is the Bessel funtion of order 0.

Both this underlying performane measure, and the solutions observed by simulated

annealing (Haywood 1994), exhibit strong symmetry properties. In partiular, optimisa-

tion of the performane measure an be redued to onsidering a set of equations whih

are O(2)�S

n

equivariant. These equations an be augmented with a parameter � whih

allows us to onsider a bifuration from the trivial solution of all the hydrophones lying

at the same o-ordinate. By onsidering the solutions branhes we would expet to see

in suh a system, inluding simple mode-interations (using the standard approah of,

for example, Golubitsky et. al. 1988) we redue the problem to optimising a series of

funtions living on IR and IR

2

whih provides a systemati sweep aross many of the loal

minima (for a array with n hydrophones we require 2 optimisations of one-dimensional

funtions and n=2 or (n � 1)=2 optimisations over IR

2

depending on whether n is even

or odd).
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At the very least the results thus obtained mathes the results obtained through sim-

ulated annealing for �nding global minima using an extremely heap numerial method,

and in addition provide a useful lassi�ation sheme for possible on�gurations.

Referenes

[1℄ T.J. Haywood. Optimisation of Hydrophone Plaement for Aousti Arrays Using

Simulated Annealing. J. Aoust. So. Am., 95:201-212, (1994).
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1.6 Topologial Methods and Conley Index

Organizers : Konstantin Mishaikow, Marian Mrozek

Key note leture

On the Conley index over a base spae

Roman Srzedniki

Institute of Mathematis, Jagiellonian University

email: srzedni�im.uj.edu.pl

Basing on the papers [1℄ and [2℄, we present a reent generalization of the Conley index

theory. Let S be an isolated invariant set of a ow � on a loally ompat metrizable

spae X. For a given ontinuous map ! : X ! Z, where Z is a Hausdor� spae, we

de�ne the Conley index of S over the base spae Z as the so-alled �berwise deforming

homotopy type of the adjuntion of an isolating blok B for S and Z, via the map

!j

B

�

: B

�

! Z, where B

�

is the exit set of B. Usually the index over a base provides

more information then the lassial Conley index if X is not ontratible. The additional

information an be applied to problems on ontinuation of isolating invariant sets. In

the ase of the suspension ow of a homeomorphism and Z equal to the irle, the new

index an replae the disrete-time Conley index.

Referenes

[1℄ M. Mrozek, J. F. Reinek, R. Srzedniki. The Conley index over a base. Trans.

Amer. Math. So., to appear.
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Invited letures

On transition matries

Hiroshi Kokubu

Department of Mathematis, Kyoto University

email: kokubu�kusm.kyoto-u.a.jp
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From the Conley index theory, a transition matrix gives algebrai information about

the existene of odimension one onneting orbits between Morse omponents of a

Morse deomposition of an isolated invariant set in a one parameter family of ows.

There are basially three di�erent formulations of transition matries: singular, topo-

logial and algebrai transition matries. In this talk, I shall disuss relations of these

formulations and attempt to put them in a uni�ed framework. As an outome of this

new view, I present a generalization of transition matries for a family of ows with

more than one parameters.

Periodi orbits for fourth order onservative systems and a Morse type

theory

Robert Vandervorst

VU Amsterdam and Ga Teh

email: rvander�math.gateh.edu

For a large lass of fourth order Lagrangian systems we an �nd periodi orbits on

presribed energy manifolds via analogues of area preserving twist-maps. Appropriate

generating funtions give rise to seond order reurrene relations. By studying the

assoiated gradient ow we �nd a multitude of periodi orbits (in�nitely many in most

ases). The arguments are based on a Morse type theory via the Conley index, where we

use `braid types' of periodi orbits to de�ne isolating neighborhoods. The results apply

for example to the Swift-Hohenberg and the extended Fisher-Kolmogorov equations [1℄,

[2℄. This is joint work with J.B. Van den Berg.

Referenes
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onnetions between Hamiltonian Saddle-fous equilibria. Comm. Math. Phys.,
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Contributed talks

The implementation of the Allili-Kazynski algorithm of the onstrution

of hain homomorphism indued by multivalued map

Marin Mazur

Jagiellonian University

email: mazur�im.uj.edu.pl

Jaek Szybowski

Jagiellonian University

email: szybowsk�im.uj.edu.pl

Our talk presents an implementation of the algorithm for omputing hain homomor-

phisms indued by multivalued representable maps. For simpliity and eÆieny of data
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representation, we use the ubi grid, whih does not require omputing of subsequent

baryenti subdivisions. The theoretial bakground for the algorithm omes from Allili

and Kazynski. This is a part of a joint projet of omputing the Conley Index for

disrete dynamial systems.

Referenes

[1℄ M. Allili, T. Kazynski. An algorithmi approah to the onstrution of homomor-

phisms indued by maps in homology. preprint.

Computer Assisted Proof of the Existene of a Periodi Orbit

in the R�ossler Equations

Pawe l Pilarzyk

Jagiellonian University, Craow, Poland

email: Pawel.Pilarzyk�im.uj.edu.pl

In 1976, R�ossler [4℄ introdued an example of a set of nonlinear di�erential equations

in IR

3

: x

0

= �(y + z), y

0

= x + by and z

0

= b + z(x � a). Its numerial simulations

show a variety of qualitative behaviours as the parameter a is hanged, to begin with

a stable �xed point through an attrating periodi orbit whih experienes a series of

period-doubling bifurations to �nally reah a strange attrator. Indeed, for a = 5:7

and b = 0:2 the existene of haoti dynamis has been reently proved by Zglizy�nski

[5℄.

The values of the parameters disussed here are a = 2:2 and b = 0:2. For these values

an attrating periodi orbit is numerially observed, but as far as we know there has

been no strit proof of this fat so far. Our aim is to �ll this gap.

In this proof of the existene of the periodi orbit, omputer was used to onstrut

heuristially a set N built of a huge number of tiny ubes to be a andidate for an

isolating neighbourhood of the hypotheti orbit. For arbitrarily hosen t > 0, Lohner's

method for strit integration of ordinary di�erential equations was used to prove that

the image of N with respet to the time-t map was entirely inluded in the interior of

N . In suh a way an index pair (N; ;) was obtained. Then an algorithm by Kazy�nski,

Mrozek and

�

Slusarek [1℄ was used to ompute homology of N , whih was the homology

of a irle S

1

as expeted. Aording to a theorem by Mrozek [3℄, the maximal invariant

set S ontained in N with respet to the disretisation of the ow was also an isolated

invariant set for the ow itself. Moreover, it had the same Conley Index. After some

more omputations performed in order to hek additional assumptions, a theorem by

MCord, Mishaikow and Mrozek [2℄ was applied to �nally obtain the existene of a

periodi orbit in this neighbourhood.

The method used here may make use of other algorithms being reently implemented

to ompute a disrete Conley Index of an isolating neighbourhood and to use the same

theoretial basis to prove the existene of a periodi orbit even if it is not neessarily

attrating. Moreover, this method is dimension-independent and thus may be used to

prove the existene of a periodi orbit in IR

n

also for n 6= 3.
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Sensitive dependene on initial onditions using topologial tools ?

Piotr Zglizy�nski

CDSNS, Georgia Teh, Atlanta, USA

email: piotrz�math.gateh.edu

In my talk I would like to address the following question: Can we say something

about sensitive dependene on initial onditions, using topologial tools only ?

At �rst sight the answer to this question is negative, beause topologial tools like

Conley index or �xed point index are tools whih do not see what happens in very small

portions of the phase spae. The silent assumption behind this reasoning is that we use

only �nite number of sets on whih we ompute various topologial invariants.

In this talk we disuss how to show existene of ompliated orbits whih are ho-

molini to a hyperboli periodi orbits both in disrete (map) and ontinuous (ODE)

ase.

Disrete ase: Let x

0

be a hyperboli �xed point for a homeomorphism f : IR

n

!

IR

n

. We an then onstrut a sequene of parallelograms N

i

, i 2 IN [ f0g, x

0

2 N

i

N

i+1

� N

i

; lim

i�>1

diam(N

i

) = 0; N

i+1

f

=) N

i

; N

i

f

=) N

i+1

where the symbol =) denote a overing relation introdued in [1℄.

Suppose now that we have a loop of overing relations

N

0

f

=)M

1

f

=)M

2

f

=)M

2

: : :

f

=)M

k

f

=) N

0

(1)

From this we onlude that the exists a point x

0

2 N

0

suh that lim

i!�1

f

i

(x) = x

0

and

f

i

(x) 2M

i

for i = 1; : : : ; k, whih an orrespond to a possibly ompliated behavior.

To illustrate the ontinuous ase we onsider a planar T = 2�=�-periodi equation

z

0

= (1 + e

i�t

jzj

2

)z; z 2 CI (2)

for 0 < � � 0:495. Here origin is a hyperboli periodi trajetory  of period T . In [2℄ it

was shown using two isolating segments U , W that this equation has symboli dynamis

on three symbols, i.e. we have a ompliated dynamis. This oresponds to the loop

overing relations (1). We onstrut an isolating segment Z for , suh that diameter

of lim

jtj!1

diam(Z

t

) = 0 and for some t U

t

= Z

t

. From this we obtain homolini orbits

to 0 with a ompliated dynamis (see [3℄ for details).
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B. In�nite-dimensional Systems

2.1 Delay Equations

Organizers : Sjoerd Verduyn Lunel, Hans-Otto Walther

Key note leture

E�ets of time delays on the dynamis of feedbak systems

Sjoerd Verduyn Lunel

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

email: verduyn�s.vu.nl

Reently there is a lot of attention devoted to feedbak systems, i.e., optial feedbak

lasers, phase-loked frequeny synthesizers and wave equations with feedbak stabiliza-

tion at the boundary. In the implementation of a feedbak system, it is very likely that

time delays will our. It is therefore of vital importane to understand the sensitivity

and robustness of the feedbak system with respet to time delays in the loop. In this

leture we disuss a number of illustrative examples and some useful tools, based on the

radius of the essential spetrum of the semigroup assoiated with the system, to study

robustness with respet to time delays.

Referenes

[1℄ J.K Hale and S.M. Verduyn Lunel. Introdution to Delay Equations, Springer-

Verlag, 1993.
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Invited letures

Chaoti motion in delay equations

Bernhard Lani-Wayda

Mathematishes Institut Universit�at Giessen

email: Bernhard.Lani-Wayda�math.uni-giessen.de

Sine the late 1970s, haoti dynamis in delay equations was observed numerially,

and analytial proofs for the existene of suh behavior in spei� examples were ob-

tained from 1980 on. We give a review of results in this diretion up to the present,

desribing di�erent mehanisms for the reation of errati motion. Suh mehanisms

are: Conjugay to haoti interval maps, unstable periodi solutions and transversally

homolini orbits, and

�

Sil'nikov-like saddle onnetions.
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The Global Dynamis of Cyli Feedbak Systems with Delay

John Mallet-Paret

Brown University

email: jmp�fm.brown.edu

We show that in a yli feedbak system with delay, no solution whih has a �nite rate of

osillation (as measured by a disrete Lyapunov funtion) an approah an equilibrium at

a rate faster than exponential. As a onsequene of this rather tehnial result, we obtain

information about a variety of dynamial phenomena, inluding Floquet exponents and

subspaes, Morse deompositions, and Morse-Smale properties (transversality) of suh

systems.

Synhronization and Phase-loked Osillations in Delayed Neural

Networks: Conneting Orbits and Basins of Attration

Jianhong Wu

York University

email: wujh�mathstat.yorku.a

We onsider the following system of delay di�erential equations

_x

1

(t) = ��x

1

(t) + f(x

2

(t� �));

_x

2

(t) = ��x

2

(t) + f(x

1

(t� �))

whih desribes the omputational performane of a network of two idential neurons

with delayed feedbak, where x denotes the ativation, � > 0 is the deay rate, f : IR!

IR is the signal funtion and � > 0 is the synspti delay. In many appliations suh as

ontent-addressable memory, it is very important to give a detailed desription of the

strutures of the global attrator.

The synhronized ativities (x

1

= x

2

= y) of the network are haraterized by the

salar DDE _y(t) = ��y(t)+f(y(t��)). The detailed �ne strutures of a basi attrating

invariant set as a 3-dimensional smooth solid spindle inside the global attrator of the

salar equation were presented in the monograph of Krisztin, Walther and Wu [The

Fields Inst. Monographs Series, Vol. 11, AMS, 1999℄, the onnetion of this spindle

with the global attrator was disussed in Krisztin and Walther [preprint, 1999℄, the

singularity of the spindle at the tips was desribed in Walther [preprint, 1999℄, and

the topologial and geometri strutures of high dimensional invariant sets are being

investigated in Krisztin and Wu [preprint, 1999℄.

Reent work of Chen and Wu [Advanes in Di�erential Equations, to appear; Physis

D, to appear℄ and Chen, Krisztin and Wu [J. Di�erential Equations, to appear℄ shows

that the general geometri approah developed in the aforementioned monograph, a

disrere Lyapunov funtion whih ounts sign hanges of elements in the phase spae

and the Poinare-Bendixson theory developed in Mallet-Paret and Sell [J. Di�erential

Equations, 125, 385{489, 1996℄ for yli systems of DDEs an be e�etively applied to

desribe the dynamis of ertain sets of asynhronous orbits. In partiular, we obtain

when � passes the �rst Hopf bifuration value �

1

an analog of the above 3-dimensional

solid spindle whih is separated into the basins of attration of the two tips by a smooth
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disk bounded by a phase-loked orbit. We also show that the unstable spae of the mon-

odromy operator of the phase-loked orbit is at least 3-dimensional, when � passes the

seond Hopf bifuration value �

2

where a bifuration of the aforementioned solid spindle

onsisting of synhronous orbits, and there are onneting orbits from the synhronous

periodi orbit to the phase-loked orbit. This provides a mehanism for desynhroniza-

tion.

Limiting pro�les as square waves or pulses of the phase-loked and synhronized

orbits as the delay approahes in�nity are also investigated in some reent works of

Chen and Wu [preprint, 1999℄.

Contributed talks

Analyti solutions to partial di�erential equations with deviating arguments

Antoni Augustynowiz

Gda�nsk University, Institute of Mathematis

email: antek�ksinet.univ.gda.pl

We investigate analyti solutions to the following problem

D

t

u(t; z) = f

�

t; z;

n

(I

i

D

j

z

u)(�

(i;j)

(t; z))

o

K

i;j=0

�

;

u(0; z) = �(z) ; (t; z) 2 G

�

;

on the Haare pyramid

G

�

=

n

(t; z) 2 CI

2

: z 2 
; jtj � �min

�

^

d; dist(z; �
)

�o

and 
 is an open subset of the omplex plane with nonempty boundary.

The symbols D

t

; D

z

mean the partial derivatives and

(Iw)(t; z) =

Z

t

0

w(s; z)ds

We onsider existene and uniqueness of analyti solutions and ontinuous depen-

dene on known funtions with respet to some weighted norms in a spae of analyti

funtions.

Computational Sheme of a enter manifold for neutral funtional

di�erential equations

M. Ait Babram

Universite Sidi Mohamed Ben Abdellah, D�epartement de Math�ematiques, Fault�e des

Sienes et Tehniques, F�es-Sa��ss, Maro.

email: babramm�hotmail.om
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O. Arino

D�epartement de Math�ematiques, I.P.R.A, URA 1204, Universit�e de Pau, 1 Av de

l'Universit�e , 64000 Pau, Frane.

M. L. Hbid

D�epartement de Math�ematiques, Fault�e des Sienes Semlalia, Universit�e Cadi

Ayyad, B.P 2390, Marrakeh, Maro.

This work addresses a omputational algorithm of terms of a enter manifold for neu-

tral funtional di�erential equations. The Bogdanov-Takens and the Hopf singularities

are onsidered. Finally, as an illustration of our sheme, we give an example where the

seond term of a enter manifold is determined expliitly.

Real-Analyti Solutions of Funtional Equations

Genrih Belitskii

Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

email: genrih�indigo.s.bgu.a.il

Vadim Tkahenko

Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

email: tkahenk�indigo.s.a.il

We onsider an equation

�(x)� A(x)�(Fx) = (x); x 2 R

n

;

in real-analyti funtions �(x) with given real-analyti matrix funtion A(x), vetor

funtion (x) and mapping F : R

n

! R

n

: The relations are studied between loal and

global solvability of the equation. In partiular we state onditions whih guarantee

that the loal solvability implies the global one.

On existene of periodi solutions for a linear di�erene system with

ontinuous argument under periodi ontrol

Mihael G. Blizorukov

Ural State University, Ekaterinburg, Russia

email: mikhael.blizorukov�usu.ru

The purpose of this paper is a ondition for the system of di�erene equations with

ontinuous argument under ontinuous and periodi ontrol u(t)

x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + u(t); (1)

x(�) = '(�); � 2 [0; 1);

that must be ful�lled for existene of a periodi solution. Here u(t) is a ontinuous and T -

periodi by t n-vetor-funtion, t 2 R

+

, A is a real nonsingular n�n matrix, x(t) is a real

phase vetor, '(t) - is an initial n - vetor-funtion. Solution of this problem is an initial

step in stabilization of a periodi motion for the system (1). An extensive literature

is devoted to the theory of suh kind of systems, for example [1,2℄. There has been

muh interest reently in the onstrution of general or speial solutions for di�erene
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systems with ontinuous argument, see e.g. [3,4℄. In partiular, existene onditions

for a periodi solutions with an integer period of the system (1) were established, for

example in [5℄.

This paper is devoted to existene onditions for periodi solutions of (1) with arbi-

trary period (both ommensurable with the step of the system and inommensurable).

The general solution of the homogeneous system

x(t+ 1) = Ax(t); (2)

orresponding to (1) is onstruted. Existene onditions of a periodi solutions for (2)

are developed. It was shown that the system (1) has a T -periodi solution if and only if

matrix A has an eigenvalue equal to 2�ik=T , and the initial funtion '(�) in aordane

with T has a form: for an integer T - '(�) is arbitrary 1-periodi funtion; for a rational

T = k=m (where k and m are mutually disjoint integers) - '(�) is 1=m - periodi by

� funtion; for irrational T - ' is arbitrary onstant. For the system (1) the suÆient

onditions for existene of a periodi solution with integer, rational and irrational period

are obtained. The theory of normal form by Poinare is used [6, hap. 5℄. The problem

of series' onvergene arising from the small devisors problem is investigated on the base

of [6, p. 108℄. Illustration examples are given.

Referenes

[1℄ Sharkovskii A. N., Maistrenko Yu. A., Romanenko E. Yu. Di�erene equations

and its appliations. Kiev (1986). (Russian).

[2℄ Chermanesu M. Euatii funtionale. Buharest, 1960.

[3℄ Harris W. A., Sibuya Y. Note on linear di�erene equations. Bulletin of the Amer-

ian Mathematial Soiety, 70(1):123-127, (1964) .

[4℄ Tanaka Sen-Ihiro. On asymptoti solutions of the funtional di�erene equations

assoiated with some nonlinear di�erential equations. Publiations of the Researh

Institute for Mathematial Sienes, 6(2):205-236, (1970).

[5℄ Pelykh V. I. On periodi solutions of di�erene equations. Ukrainian Math. Journal

481:140-145 (1996). (Russian).

[6℄ Arnold V. I. Additional hapters of the theory of ordinary di�erential equations.

Mosow, 1978. (Russian).

Neutral Equations with Causal Operators

Constantin Corduneanu

University of Texas at Arlington, Department of Mathematis, Arlington, Texas

76019-0408, USA

email: mnutt�UTARLG.UTA.EDU

The paper is onerned with existene results, both loal and global, for funtional

equations of the form (V x)(t) = (Wx)(t); in whih V and W stand for ausal (nonan-

tiipative) operators on various funtion spaes.

The ase of funtional di�erential equations of the for (d=dt)(V x)(t) = (Wx)(t) is

also overed.
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Methods of Nonlinear Analysis are used in proving the existene results. Many speial

types of equations are treated as partiular ases of the general equations mentioned

above.

Asymptoti properties of funtional di�erential equations

Alexander Domoshnitsky

The Researh Institute, The College of Judea and Samaria, 44837 Ariel, Israel

email: adomo�researh.yosh.a.il

New results on boundedness/unboundedness of solutions and exponential stability of

di�erential equations with delayed argument and integro-di�erential equations are pro-

posed.

A) In previous studies in this theme stability of integro-di�erential equations was

ahieved through their "ordinary part". As to their integral part, it was required to be

small enough. In our approah stability is ahieved through the "integral parts". Tests

for exponential stability even in the ase of "non-stable ordinary part" are proposed.

B)Delay in the following di�erential equations of a seond order

�u(t) + p(t)u(t� h(t)) = 0 (1)

destroys stability. It is shown that for non-dereasing positive bounded oeÆient p(t)

onvergene of the integral

R

1

0

h(t) is neessary and suÆient for boundedness of all

solutions. The ase when p(t) tends to in�nity has been also onsidered.

Invariant manifolds for RFDE under disretization

Gyula Farkas

Tehnial University of Budapest, Department of Mathematis, H-1521 Budapest,

Hungary

email: gyfarkas math.bme.hu

In our previous work we showed that the unstable manifold around hyperboli equi-

librium of a salar retarded funtional di�erential equation (RFDE for short) is preserved

under the Euler method. That is, if W

U

and W

U

h

denote loal unstable manifolds of

the original and the Euler disretized equation, respetively, then kg � g

h

k

C

0

! 0 as

h! 0, where g and g

h

are funtions representing the manifolds loally as graphs and h

is the step size.

The aim of the present talk is two-fold. On one hand we generalize the above men-

tioned result by allowing general RFDE and general numerial method. On the other

hand we show the higher order loseness of invariant manifolds, i.e. kg � g

h

k

C

j

! 0 as

h ! 0, where j depends on the order of the numerial method. The proof is based on

the Parameterized Contration Mapping Priniple while smoothness follows from the

Fibrum Contration Theorem.

Connetions to the Hartman-Grobman Theorem are also disussed. Using it we ob-

tain onjugay between the solution ow and its numerial approximation on a neigh-

borhood of the hyperboli equilibrium lying on the global attrator.
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Referenes
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On error estimates for waveform relaxation methods for delay di�erential

equations

Marian Kwapisz

The Pedagogial University of Bydgoszz, Poland

email: mkwapisz�ksinet.univ.gda.pl

In the talk we present delay dependent error estimates for the iterative proesses

x

0

k+1

(t) = F (t; x

k+1

(t); x

k

(t); x

k

(�)); k = 0; 1; : : : ; t 2 J = [0; T ℄;

x

k+1

(t) = g(t); t 2 [�h; 0℄

for solving the initial value problems for systems of equations of the form

x

0

(t) = f(t; x(t); x(�)); t 2 J = [0; T ℄;

x(t) = g(t); t 2 [�h; 0℄; h > 0;

where f(t; x; y(�)) = F (t; x; x; y(�)). For F we assume the one-sided Lipshitz ondition

with respet to the seond argument

(F (t; x; y; z)� F (t; �x; y; z); x� �x) � m(t)kx� �xk

2

and the Lipshitz onditions with respet to the last two arguments

kF (t; x; y; z)� F (t; x; �y; �z)k � K(t)ky � �yk+ L(t)kz � �zk

�(t)

with some ontinuous nondereasing funtion � suh that 0 � �(t) � t, where kyk

t

=

max

�h�s�t

ky(s)k for t 2 J . When x

�

is the exat solution of our initial value problem

and u

k

(t) = max

0�s�t

kx

�

(s)� x

k

(s)k then we obtain the following results.

If m(t) < 0, K(t) � 0, P

�

(t) = max

0�s�t

h

L(s)

�m(s)

i

, then

u

k

(t) � u

0

(�

k

(t))

 

k�1

Y

i=0

P

�

�

�

i

(t)

�

!

H

k

(t);

where the sequene hH

k

i of funtions depends on m and satis�es the onditions 0 �

H

k

(t) � 1, lim

k!+1

H

k

(t) = 0.
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Another result reads: if m(t) � 0 and K(t) � 0, then

u

k

(t) �

 

k�1

Y

i=0

L(�

i

(t))

!

exp

�

Z

t

0

m(s)ds

�

u

0

(�

k

(t))

Z

t

0

�

k�1

(1)(s)ds; t 2 J;

for k = 1; 2; : : : ; with a suitably de�ned sequene h�

k

(1)i depending on �.

We have also the following result: if m(t) = max (0; m(t)), then

u

k

(t) �

t

k

k!

exp

�

Z

t

0

m(�)d�

�

 

k

X

i=0

" 

k

i

!

K

k�i

(t)L

i

�

(t)u

0

(�

i

(t))

#!

; k = 0; 1; : : : ;

where L

�

(t) = sup

0�s�t

h

L(s) exp

�

�

R

s

�(s)

m(�)d�

�i

.

On equations with delay depending on solution

Mihael Drakhlin

The Researh Institute, The College of Judea and Samaria, 44837 Ariel, Israel

email: drakhlin�researh.yosh.a.il

Elena Litsyn

The Researh Institute, The College of Judea and Samaria, 44837 Ariel, Israel

email: lelena�researh.yosh.a.il

Consider the following equation

_x(t) +

m

X

i=1

A

i

(t)x(t� (H

i

x)(t)) = f(t); t 2 [0;1); (1)

x(�) = '(�); � < 0:

Assume that the elements of the n � n matries A

i

; i = 1; 2; :::; m; are measur-

able and essentially bounded on [0;1); the funtion ' : (�1; 0℄ ! R

n

is ontinuous,

the funtion f : [0;1) ! R

n

is measurable and essentially bounded. Suppose also

that the operations H

i

; i = 1; 2; :::; m; put into orrespondene to eah absolutely

ontinuous funtion z : [0;1) ! R

n

salar measurable essentially bounded funtions

H

i

z : [0;1) ! R; i = 1; 2; :::; m: An absolutely ontinuous funtion x : [0;1) ! R

n

,

is alled a solution of equation (1) if it satis�es the equation almost everywhere.

Along with (1) let us onsider a linear equation

(L

x

y)(t) � _y(t) +

m

X

i=1

A

i

(t)y(t� (H

i

x)(t)) =  (t); t 2 [0;1); (2)

y(�) = 0; � < 0:

Here x : [0;1) ! R

n

is an absolutely ontinuous funtion,  : [0;1) ! R

n

is measur-

able and essentially bounded.

As a solution of (2) we understand an absolutely ontinuous funtion y : [0;1) ! R

n

;

whih satis�es (2) almost everywhere.
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We suggest an approah for investigation of the nonlinear equation (1). Its' essene

is stressed out by the following result.

Let a funtion x : [0;1) ! R

n

be a solution of (1), then it is also a solution of (2),

where

 (t) = f(t)�

m

X

i=1

A

i

(t) ~'(t� (H

i

x)(t)); (3)

~' =

(

'(t); t < 0;

0; t � 0:

Colloation methods for omputation of periodi solutions of retarded

funtional di�erential equations

Tatyana Luzyanina

Department of Computer Siene, K.U.Leuven, Belgium

email: Tatyana.Luzyanina�s.kuleuven.a.be

Koen Engelborghs

Department of Computer Siene, K.U.Leuven, Belgium

email: Koen.Engelborghs�s.kuleuven.a.be

Dirk Roose

Department of Computer Siene, K.U.Leuven, Belgium

email: Dirk.Roose�s.kuleuven.a.be

A periodi solution of a di�erential equation an be omputed as the solution of

a periodi two-point boundary value problem (BVP). The periodi BVP is a �nite-

dimensional problem for ordinary di�erential equations (ODEs) (a point has to be found)

and it is an in�nite-dimensional problem for funtional di�erential equations (FDEs) (a

funtion segment has to be found). The most suessful method for the numerial solu-

tion of periodi BVPs for ODEs is the well known olloation method using pieewise

polynomials. As far as we know, no prior numerial work on the appliation of the

olloation tehnique (not based on approximation by trunated Fourier series) for solv-

ing periodi BVPs for FDEs exists. Furthermore, the orresponding theoretial results

(onvergene, asymptoti error of numerial shemes) are non existing. We show that

the olloation method with pieewise polynomials is quite eÆient for solving periodi

BVPs for RFDEs with onstant delays. Our numerous numerial experiments show

numerial order of onvergene of the olloation solution to the exat solution and

the asymptoti error of the di�erent olloation shemes we applied. In partiular, we

show that speial interpolators for the approximation of the omputed solution in the

past reover superonvergene at mesh points whih is well known for the ODEs ase.

Adaptive mesh seletion, based on the algorithm used in the AUTO software pakage

for ODEs, allows to ompute periodi solutions with ompliated pro�le eÆiently.
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On nonlinear paraboli funtional di�erential equations

L�aszl�o Simon

Department of Applied Analysis, E�otv�os Lor�and University, Budapest

email: simonl�ludens.elte.hu

We shall onsider initial-boundary value problems for the equation of the form

D

t

u+

X

j�j�m

(�1)

j�j

D

�

x

[f

�

(t; x; :::; D

�

x

u; :::)℄+

X

j�j�m�1

D

�

x

[g

�

(t; x; :::; D



x

u; :::)℄ +

X

j�j�m�1

D

�

x

[~g

�

(t; x; u)℄+

X

j�j�m�1

D

�

x

[h

�

(t; x;H

1

(u); :::; H

r

(u))℄ = F; (t; x) 2 Q

T

0

= (0; T

0

)� 


where 
 � R

n

is a bounded domain with suÆiently smooth boundary, j�j � m; jj �

m � 1, H

j

are linear ontinuous operators (de�ned in some funtion spaes), funtions

f

�

; g

�

; h

�

have (usual) polynomial growth in D

�

x

u;D



x

u;H

j

(u) respetively; g

�

; h

�

are

not ontinuous in D



x

u;H

j

(u) respetively (but they are loally bounded), funtions ~g

�

may be rapidly inreasing in u.

We shall formulate an existene theorem on weak solutions. Further, boundedness of

k u(t) k

L

2

(
)

for t 2 (0;1) will be shown. Finally, we shall formulate a result on the

stabilization of solutions as t!1.

An important problem where the onditions of our theorems are satis�ed is a limate

model, onsidered by J.I. Diaz, G. Hetzer, J. Hern�andez, L. Tello. The stabilization

result is a joint work with J.I. Diaz and is based on arguments applied by the above

mentioned authors.

Osillation of Linear Systems

Jaek Tabor

Jagiellonian University

email: tabor�im.uj.edu.pl

We investigate the notion of osillation for linear systems with disrete and ontinuous

time. A real valued funtion osillates by the de�nition if it has arbitrarily large zeros. A

vetor valued funtion osillates if its omposition with every linear funtional osillates.

Let T be a strongly ontinuous semigroup and let A denote its generator. We say

that a point x osillates if the funtion T (�)x osillates.

We show that if the time parameter is disrete then every point osillates if the

spetrum of A has no real nonnegative values. We apply this result to osillation of

solutions of in�nite di�erene equations.

The situation when the time is ontinuous is more ompliated. If T is a strongly

ontinuous group then if the spetrum of A has no nonnegative real values then every

point osillates. In the ase when T is a semigroup even under this assumption not all

points have to osillate, however we show that in this ase the osillation is generi.

Moreover, applying the results from [1℄ we obtain that if the semigroup is generated by

the funtional di�erential equation then every solution osillates i� the generator has

no real eigenvalues.
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Iterative methods for the Darboux problem

for partial funtional di�erential equations

Tomasz Cz lapi�nski

Institute of Mathematis, University of Gda�nsk

email: zltsz�ksinet.univ.gda.pl

We onsider the Darboux problem for the following hyperboli partial funtional

di�erential equation

D

xy

z(x; y) = f

�

x; y; z

(x;y)

�

; (x; y) 2 E := [0; a℄� [0; b℄ (1)

z(x; y) = �(x; y); (x; y) 2 E

0

:= [�a

0

; a℄� [�b

0

; b℄ n (0; a℄� (0; b℄; (2)

where f : E � C

1

(B;X) ! X, � : E

0

! X and B := [�a

0

; 0℄ � [�b

0

; 0℄. The

funtion z

(x;y)

: B ! X represents the funtional dependene in (1) and it is de�ned by

z

(x;y)

(t; s) = z(x + t; y + s), (t; s) 2 B. If X = IR then by the linearization of (1) we

de�ne two monotone sequenes uniformly onvergent to the solution of problem (1), (2).

The onvergene that we get is of the Newton type, whih means that the di�erene

between the m-th term of either of the approximating sequenes and the solution an

be estimated by A=2

2

m

, where A is some onstant not dependent on m.

If X is a Banah spae we also prove a theorem on the onvergene of the Newton

method for problem (1), (2). Also in this ase we get the onvergene of the Newton

type.

Referenes

[1℄ T. Cz lapi�nski. Iterative methods for the Darboux problem for partial funtional
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Modal stabilization in systems with delay

Denis Ya. Khusainov

Kiev University, Faulty of Cybernetis, Ukraine

email: denis�dh.yb.univ.kiev.ua

Charateristi polynomial of the linear stationary ontrol systems without delay

_x(t) = Ax(t) + bu(t); u(t) = 

T

x(t) (1)

has n roots. The problem of the spetrum ontrol (modal ontrol) is equivalent to the

oeÆients of the harateristi polynomial ontrol. For systems with delay

_x(t) = Ax(t) + A

1

x(t� �) + bu(t); u(t) =

m

X

j=0



T

j

x(t� j�); � > 0 (2)
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harateristi quasipolynomial

f

n

(�; e

���

) =

n

X

i=0

i

X

j=0

p

ij

e

�j��

�

n�i

; p

00

= 1 (3)

has ountable number of roots. There is no good interonnetion between oeÆients

and spetrum here. The problem of modal ontrol is set as the oeÆients ontrol

problem, although the investigation of transient quality depending on oeÆients ause

diÆulties. System stabilization up to power  > 0 often is more advisable now. That is

alulation of 

T

j

; j = 0; m, when quasipolynomial (3) roots hold �

i

< �, i = 1; 2; : : :.

Theorem Let (3) be a given quasipolynomial. Then the quasipolynomial

~

f

n

(�; e

���

) =

n

X

i=0

i

X

j=0

~p

ij

e

�j��

�

n�i

; p

00

= 1 (4)

~p

ij

=

i

X

s=j

p

sj

C

i�s

n�s

(N + 1 + )

i�s

e

�j(N+1+)�

; N = max

i=1;n

f

i

X

j=0

jp

ij

jg (5)

is stable up to power  > 0.

Expliit expressions for oeÆients 

T

j

, j = 0; m of equation u(t) is obtained with

formulas (4) and (5).

Equilibrium stability of prie formation dynamis

Timur Khusainov

Kyiv, pr. Obolonski 7b 203, 252205 Ukraine

email: timur�ake.net

A prie formation mathematial model is onsidered [1℄. It is represented by nonlinear

system of di�erential equations with quadrati and linear frational right side.

_x
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(t) = �

v

i

x
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(t)

x
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(t) + a
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n

X
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(t)� x

j

(t)) +

d

i
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(t)

x
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+

+r

i

x

i

(t)[q

0

i

�

n

X

j=1;j 6=i

�

ij

(x

i

(t)� x

j

(t))℄; i = 1; n:

The system an be given in vetor-matrix form

_x(t) = fQ� V [A +X(t)℄

�1

+D[X(t)� B℄

�1

+X(t)Ggx(t):

Here A, B, D, V , X(t) are diagonal matries. Conditions of solution x(t) � 0 (balaned

prie) stability and lower bound of stability domain are obtained.

Theorem. Let matrix

~

A = Q � V A

�1

� DB

�1

is asymptotially stable, that is

Re�

i

(

~

A) < 0, i = 1; n. Then solution x(t) = 0 of the system is asymptotially stable

and stability domain ontains the sphere with radius

R =

	

q

�(H)

minf[	(H)jA

�1

+ V (A

�1

)

2

j℄

�1

; [	(H)jB

�1

j+ jD(B

�1

)

2

j℄

�1

; jGjg;

	(H) =

�

min

(C)

6�

max

(H)

; �(H) =

�

max

(H)

�

min

(H)

:
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Some Properties of Solutions of Nonlinear Di�erene Equations

Malgorzata Migda

Institute of Mathematis, Poznan University of Tehnology ul. Piotrowo 3a, 60-965

Poznan igda�math.put.poznan.pl

Ewa Shmeidel

Institute of Mathematis, Poznan University of Tehnology ul. Piotrowo 3a, 60-965

Poznan

email: eshmeid�math.put.poznan.pl

In the paper asymptoti properties of the solutions of nonlinear di�erene equation

are investigated. We deal with the existene of nonosillatory bounded and unbounded

solutions.
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Osillation of Iterative Funtional Equations

Wieslawa Nowakowska

Poznan University of Tehnology

email: wnowakow�math.put.poznan.pl

Jaroslaw Werbowski

Poznan University of Tehnology

email: jwerbow�math.put.poznan.pl

We onsider behavior of solutions of iterative funtional equations. SuÆient ondi-

tions for the osillation are given.
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Some osillation riteria for di�erential equations generated by delay

arguments

Agnieszka Szawiola

Poznan University of Tehnology
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Jaroslaw Werbowski

Poznan University of Tehnology
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In this paper we investigate linear di�erential equations with delay arguments of the

form:

(�1)

Æ

L

n

x (t) =

m

X

i=1

q

i

(t) x(q

i

(t)); (E

Æ

)

where n � 2; Æ 2 f1; 2; n; n+ 1g and L

0

x = x; L

i

x =

1

p

i

d

dt

L

i�1

x; p

n

� 1.

The funtions p

i

; g

k

; q

k

: <

+

�! <

+

= (0;1) are ontinuous with g

k

(t) � t on <

+

,

lim

t!1

g

k

(t) = 1 and

R

1

p

i

(t) = 1; i = 1; :::; n; k = 1; :::; m:

The main purpose of this work is to show how the delay arguments g

i

inuene the

osillatory harater of solutions of the above equations. We onsider the equations (E

Æ

)

depending on whether n is an even or odd number as well as the value of Æ.
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2.2 Geometri Dynamis

Organizer : Hiroshi Matano

Contributed talks

The Einstein Flow, the Sigma-Constant, and Geometrization of

Three-Manifolds

Arthur E. Fisher

Department of Mathematis, University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USA
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email: aef�ats.us.edu

Vinent Monrief

Departments of Mathematis and Physis, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06511,

USA

email: monrief�hepvms.physis.yale.edu

For the problem of the Hamiltonian redution of Einstein's equations on a (3 + 1)-

vauum spaetime that admits a foliation by onstant mean urvature ompat spaelike

hypersurfaes M that satisfy ertain topologial restritions, we introdue a dimension-

less non-loal time-dependent redued Hamiltonian system H

redued

: R

�

�P

redued

! R,

where R

�

= (�1; 0), P

redued

is the redued sympleti manifold, and R

�

� P

redued

is

the assoiated redued ontat manifold. The redued ontat variables (�; ; p

TT

) 2

R

�

�P

redued

are given by the onstant mean urvature � of an expanding spaelike hy-

persurfae, a Riemannian metri  with onstant salar urvature �1, and a transverse-

traeless symmetri 2-ontravariant density p

TT

.

Taking as a temporal oordinate ondition t =

2

3�

2

, the redued Hamiltonian is

given by H

redued

(�; ; p

TT

) = ��

3

vol(M; g). For ompat 3-manifolds of Yamabe type

�1, we establish the following properties: (1) H

redued

(�; ; p

TT

) is a stritly monoton-

ially dereasing funtion of t unless p

TT

= 0 and  = ~ is hyperboli, at whih point

H

redued

(�; ~; 0) is onstant in time; (2) for � 2 R

�

�xed, H

redued

(�; ; p

TT

) has a ritial

point at (~; 0) whih is unique up to isometry and whih is a strit loal minimum (in

the non-isometri diretions) of H

redued

; and (3) for � 2 R

�

�xed, the �-onstant of M

is related to the redued Hamiltonian by

�(M) = �

2

3

 

inf

(;p

TT

)2P

redued

H

redued

(�; ; p

TT

)

!

2=3

:

If M is a ompat hyperboli manifold, then we onjeture that (~; 0) is a global min-

imum of H

redued

. More generally, for any ompat M we onjeture that the Einstein

ow generially seeks to attain the �-onstant asymptotially insofar as the redued

Hamiltonian is monotonially seeking to deay to its in�mum. However, possible ob-

strutions, suh as the formation of blak holes, may prevent partiular solutions from

asymptotially approahing �(M). Further appliations are disussed.
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Nonlinear urvature driven evolution of plane urves

Daniel

�

Sev�ovi�

Comenius University Bratislava

email: sevovi�fmph.uniba.sk
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Karol Mikula

STU Bratislava

email: mikula�vox.svf.stuba.sk

We study the evolution of plane urves satisfying the geometri equation v = �(k; �);

where v is normal veloity, k and � are urvature and the angle of the tangential vetor

of the plane urve �. As a typial example one an onsider the funtion �(k; �) =

(�)jkj

m�1

k where (�) is a given anisotropy funtion and m > 0. A key tool in our

study is to analyze a degenerate paraboli equation for the urvature k

�

t

k = �

2

s

�(k) + ��

s

k + k

2

� (1)

where � is a funtional of the urvature and other geometri quantities. The geometri

meaning of � is the tangential veloity of the material points belonging to �. We propose

a nonloal funtional � keeping the ratio of the loal length to the total length of the

urve � onstant with respet to time. This hoie of a nontrivial tangential veloity �

leads to a powerful numerial sheme.

In the ase where the funtion � is regular we establish short time existene of a

lassial solution k 2 C(I; C

2+�

(S

1

)) [ C

1

(I; C

�

(S

1

)) provided that the initial urve is

smooth enough. If � is degenerate we are onerned with the fast (0 < m < 1) as well

as slow (1 < m � 2) di�usion ase. In the ase of a slow di�usion the initial urve is

supposed to have at most 2 +

1

m�1

order ontat with its tangents at inetion points.

The idea of the proof is to make use of the theory of fully nonlinear paraboli equations

developed by Angenent [1℄ and the Nash-Moser iterative tehnique for obtaining a-

priori bounds for the gradient of �(k). It is similar, in tehnique, to the one used in the

paper by Angenent, Sapiro and Tannenbaum [2℄. We also present some of numerial

simulations that have been obtained by using a nontrivial tangential veloity �.

Referenes
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2.3 Hyperboli Conservation Laws

Organizers : Tai-Ping Liu, Gerald Warneke

Key note leture

Reent Progresses in Shok Wave Theory

Tai-Ping Liu

Department of Mathematis, Stanford University

email: liu�gauss.Stanford.EDU
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There have been intensive ativities in the study of shok waves in the past deade.

Important progresses are made in the study of the e�ets of dissipations, relaxations

and soures, the well-posedness problem for hyperboli onservation laws, the regular-

izing properties of nonlinearity and other numerial and analytial issues. We plan to

survey these developements, with emphasis on the physial phenomena and the new

analytial ideas when applied to physial systems. We will also disuss open problems

and speulate on possible future researh diretions.

Invited letures

Convergene Rates for Relaxation Methods Approximating Conservation

Laws

Hailiang Liu

IAN, Otto-von-Guerike-University Magdeburg, PSF 4120, D-39016 Magdeburg,

Germany.

email: hailiang.liu�mathematik.uni-magdeburg.de

Gerald Warneke

IAN, Otto-von-Guerike-University Magdeburg, PSF 4120, D-39016 Magdeburg,

Germany.

email: gerald.warneke�mathematik.uni-magdeburg.de

This talk disusses the global error estimates for a relaxation sheme approximating

salar onservation laws. In suh shemes there are two parameters: mesh size �x and

the relaxation rate �. We prove that the L

1

(0; T ;L

1

(IR))-norm of the error goes to

zero as �

1=2

+ (�x)

1=2

when both the disretization parameter � and the disretization

parameter �x go to zero. We show how to do this without resorting to any restrition on

the initial error. Our result shows that the initial error does not prevent the onvergene

of the onserved variable to the entropy solution of onservation laws, and the initial

layer persists in \kineti" variables only for a short time of order �.

Nonlassial shoks for onservation laws

Benedetto Pioli

University of Salerno

email: pioli�sissa.it

Di�usive-dispersive approximations to onservation laws give rise to travelling waves

that onverge to shoks not verifying the lassial Lax entropy ondition (or Oleinik-Liu

ondition) and are alled nonlassial shoks.

Various physial models, for whih the di�usive-dispersive approximation has a phys-

ial justi�ation, have a natural entropy. The set of all disontinuities satisfying the

ondition related to this single entropy are too many to have uniqueness and a seletion

riterion must be introdued. A kineti relation, linked to the approximation, is used

to �nd a unique Riemann Solver and possibly a nuleation riteria is introdued. This

last appears to be natural in ase of phase transition models.
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Front-traking is then used to onstrut solutions to the Cauhy problem. The main

diÆulty is the ontrol of the total variation that may inrease also in the salar ase. An

equivalent funtional is introdued that dereases in time along approximate solutions.

After a �rst result for the ubi salar ase in [1℄, a method for the general salar

ase is desribed in [2℄. Some assumptions are made on the kineti funtion while no

nuleation riteria is needed.

It is also shown that the Riemann Solvers with good properties oinides with one

assoiated to a kineti funtion of the type onsidered.

Finally the problem of uniqueness is investigated in [3℄. It is proved that, as for

the lassial ase, there exists under mild onditions at most one Lipshitz semigroup

ompatible with the Riemann solver, moreover any admissible solution satisfying a mild

regularity is a semigroup trajetory.

Referenes
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Stability of Visous and Invisid Shok Waves

Denis Serre

Eole Normale Sup�erieure de Lyon

email: serre�umpa.ens-lyon.fr

We are onerned with shok waves (u

l

; u

r

; s) of multidimensional systems of n on-

servation laws. Here u

l;r

denote the left and right onstant states, and s is the shok

speed. The diretion of propagation is a priori hosen along the �rst oordinate axis.

We may onsider several kinds of stability, under small initial perturbations. With

inreasing omplexity :

� One-D stability, that is stability against perturbations in the sole x

1

diretion. As

is well-known, it amounts to assume � 6= 0, where � is a determinant of the n�m

outgoing modes with m vetors representing the degrees of freedom of the shok.

Here, m = 1 for a Lax shok, but m > 1 for an underompressive shok (see [1℄).

All overompressive shoks are unstable at this level.

� Multi-D stability. The theory is due to A. Majda [5℄ for Lax shoks and to

Freist�uhler for underompressive ones. At the linearized level, the shok may

be strongly or weakly stable, or strongly unstable. The latter prevents from loal

well-posedness. The analysis requires the knowledge of zeros of an expliit analyti

funtion : the Lopatinski determinant. Examples show that the sign of � may be

involve in the nature of the shok : in full gas dynamis, � < 0 is equivalent to

strong instability.
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� Visous stability, that is asymptoti stability of a visous pro�le of the shok,

as a travelling wave of an approximate system. The relevane of this approah

was reognized by T.-P. Liu [4℄. It was shown in [3℄ that the sign of � plays a

rôle in the stability, even in one spae dimension. This was extended in [7℄ to

multi-D ontexts, where we show that the long-wave limit of the Evans funtion

of the pro�le is nothing but the Lopatinski determinant. This shows that Majda's

instability of the shok itself, whih is of Hadarmard's type, implies the asymptoti

instability of every possible pro�le.

On one hand, we shall present the latter aspet. On the other hand, we shall explain

why the hange of sign of �, as the shok varies along a given urve, is related to both

weak stability and strong instability (see [6℄).
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Compressible Navier-Stokes Equations with Density-Dependent Visosity

and Vauum

Tong Yang

Math. City University, Hong Kong

email: matyang�ityu.edu.hk

In this talk, we will present some results on the one-dimensional motion of visous gas

onneting to vauum state when the visosity is onstant or depends on the density.

When the visosity oeÆient is onstant, the regularity of the solution near vauum

and the behaviour of the interfae separating the vauum and gas are given. When the

visosity oeÆient � is proportional to �

�

and 0 < � < 1=2, where � is the density, the

global existene and the uniqueness of weak solutions are proved.

Disrete Shok Waves and Small Divisors

Shih-Hsien Yu

UCLA

email: shyu�math.ula.edu
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We study �nite di�erene approximations to hyperboli onservation laws, espeially

in the presene of shok waves. A small divisor problem, whih is aused by disretization

will be disussed.

Referenes
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Contributed talks

A onnetion between salar onservation laws and in�nite linear systems

of PDE's

P.B. Dubovski

Institute of Numerial Mathematis, Russian Aademy of Sienes

email: dubovski�inm.ras.ru

We demonstrate that solutions of most salar onservation laws satisfy an in�nite

linear system of partial di�erential equations. This observation allows to prove an

existene theorem for suh in�nite systems and, vie versa, to estimate the solution of

the original salar onservation law. The Hopf's equation is inluded in suh a lass of

onservation laws.

Referenes
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Admissibility of traveling waves in salar balane laws

J�org H�arterih

Freie Universit�at Berlin

email: haerter�math.fu-berlin.de

We onsider hyperboli balane laws

u

t

+ f(u)

x

= g(u); f 2 C

2

; g 2 C

1

;

and their visous approximations

u

t

+ f(u)

x

= "u

xx

+ g(u); "� 1:

Assuming that the ux is onvex and that g possesses only simple zeroes, Masia has

found several types of heterolini traveling waves, i.e. solutions of the form u(x; t) =

u(x � st) that tend to onstant states u

�1

as � := x � st tends to �1. All these

traveling waves are entropy traveling waves in the sense that their disontinuities satisfy
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an entropy ondition. We disuss the question, whih types of traveling waves an be

obtained as limits of traveling waves of the visous problem in the following sense: A

traveling wave u

0

of the hyperboli balane law with speed s is alled admissible if

sequenes s

n

! s and "

n

& 0 exist suh that the visous problem has a traveling wave

solution u

n

with

lim

n!1

ku

n

� u

0

k

L

1

= 0:

This leads to the study of a singularly perturbed o.d.e. where the wave speed s ats as

an additional parameter.

We show that not all of the entropy traveling waves are admissible.

Shoks with osillatory tails in systems of visous hyperboli balane laws

Stefan Liebsher

Free University of Berlin

email: liebsh�math.fu-berlin.de

Searhing for visous shok pro�les of the Riemann problem, we onsider systems of

hyperboli balane laws of the form

u

t

+ f(u)

x

= �

�1

g(u) + � Æ u

xx

with u = (u

0

; u

1

; � � � ; u

N

) 2 IR

N+1

, Æ > 0 �xed, and with real time t and spae x.

Traveling wave solutions u = u

�

x�st

�

�

with limiting states lim

�!�1

u(�) = u

�

give rise,

for �& 0, to shok solutions of the Riemann problem.

Therefore we investigate the seond order traveling wave equation

_u = v

Æ _v = �g(u) + (A(u)� s)v

and look for heterolini orbits between equilibria u

�

of the reation term: g(u

�

) =

0. The asymptoti behavior of visous pro�les u(�) for � ! �1 depends on the

linearization at u = u

�

.

A speial struture of the soure term, e.g. the mixture of onservation laws with bal-

ane laws, an lead to lines or, generally, surfaes of equilibria. Investigating the hange

of stability along these urves of equilibria, it turns out that heterolini onnetions an

have osillating tails. This is possible even for examples with gradient ux terms where

the soure terms _u = g(u) alone do not support osillatory behavior. The interation

of ux and reation, in ontrast, is able to produe purely imaginary eigenvalues of the

linearization at u

�

.

Near Hopf-like bifuration points, ontinua of heterolini orbits exist. They orre-

spond to weak shok solutions with osillating tails at both sides. Besides this, a �xed

left state u

�

an onnet to an whole interval of right states u

+

, with �xed traveling

speed s.

The results are based on normal form theory and a spherial blow-up onstrution

inside the enter manifold near the line of equilibria.
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Stability of a Self-Similar 3-Dimensional Gas Flow

Wen-Ching Lien

Institute for Advaned Study

We are onerned with invisid gas ow in three spae dimension. In the presene of

symmetries, the ow beomes self-similar and the system may be redued to ordinary

di�erential equations. We are interested in steady ow past an in�nite one and its sta-

bility with respet to perturbation of the one. Suh a ow has a ylindrial symmetry.

Let u and v represent the axial and radial omponents of veloity. With the additional

assumption that the ow is isentropi, the ompressible Euler equations are redued to

(�u)

x

+ (�v)

y

=

�1

y

(�v) (1)

(�u

2

+ P )

x

+ (�uv)

y

=

�1

y

(�uv) (2)

(�uv)

x

+ (�v

2

+ P )

y

=

�1

y

(�v

2

) (3)

P = P (�): (4)

When a uniform supersoni ow hits the obstale, whih is an in�nite one, and the

angle of opening at the vertex is suÆiently small, the onial ow an be onstruted

by studying self-similar solutions. The ow is deeted by an attahed shok front

beginning at the vertex and is ontinued so that the state of the air is onstant on eah

onentri one behind the shok one and is parallel to the obstale one. Sine the ow

is isentropi and irrotational, the equations (1)-(4) are redued to a system of ordinary

di�erential equations. Suh self-similar ow is suggested by Busemann [1℄, who gave a

graphial method for obtaining them.

We onsider a more realisti ase when the obstale is a perturbation of the in�nite

one. The shok front and the ow behind it are onial until the expansion wave and

the shok wave oming from the bendings of the obstale interat with the onial ow

and the shok front. The ow then beomes rotational and, in general, ontains in�nitely

many interating shok waves. The main questions are: With all these wave interations,

does a solution exist globally? Is it stable with respet to the perturbation, for �nite

x and also asymptotially as x ! 1? We answer these questions aÆrmatively and

show that the long-range behavior of the ow is self-similar orresponding to an in�nite

one with the asymptoti angle of the perturbation. In partiular, the ow between the
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leading shok and the obstale tends to be irrotational and isentropi. In fat, there is

a boundary layer of high onentration of vortiity and entropy variation. The width of

the layer tends to zero as x!1. This an our, of ourse, only for invisid ow; for

the visous ow the vortiity would propagate into the ow. Nevertheless, experimental

evidenes show that the invisid ow still aurately represents the atual ow, Courant-

Friedrihs [2℄. The ow pattern eventually tends to a self-similar solution orresponding

to the onial ow for the in�nite one without any deetions.
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Cauhy Problem for the Compressible Euler Equation with Damping

Ronghua Pan

SISSA, Italy

email: panrh�sissa.it

We study the Cauhy problem for the system of ompressible adiabati ow through

porous media in the one spae dimension and the related di�usive problem, namely

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

v

t

� u

x

= 0

u

t

+ p(v; s)

x

= �u;

s

t

= 0;

(v; u; s)(x; 0) = (v

0

(x); u

0

(x); s

0

(x));

(v

0

; u

0

; s

0

)(x) ! (v

�

; u

�

; s

�

); as x! �1;

(1)

and

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

~v

t

= �p(~v; s)

xx

~u = �p(~v; s)

x

s

t

= 0;

~v(x; 0) = ~v

0

(x); s(x; 0) = s

0

(x);

~v

0

(�1) = v

�

; s

0

(�1) = s

�

:

(2)

In this paper, we onsider the following two ases

Case1: (v

�

; s

�

) satisfy p(v

�

; s

�

) = p(v

+

; s

+

) = �p;

Case 2: s

�

= s

+

= �s.

By introduing the new approah whih ombines the usual energy methods with

speial L

1

-estimate and with the use of weighted norms, we an solve the problem (2) in

detail. The global existene and large time behavior for the lassial solutions for both

two ases are proved. The asymptoti states for the solutions are given by stationary

solution for ase 1 and by similarity solution for ase 2 respetively. Thanks to our new

approah, the almost optimal onvergene rates are obtained.

Then, we establish the global existene and large time behavior for the smooth so-

lutions to the problem (1) in both ases by omparing the solutions of (1) to those of
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(2) via and energy estimate methods. It is also shown that the problem (1) an be

approximated very well time-asymptotially by (2) whih obtained from (1) by Dary's

law. The optimal deay rates for the di�erene between the solutions of (1) and those

of (2) are then proved by weighted energy estimates.

Our results for ase 1 generalized the results in [1℄ for more general ases with in

addition the deay rates. The results for ase 2 strongly improved the results in [2℄ by

removing the key tehnique ondition in [2℄(referred in [2℄ as ondition V) and giving

the optimal deay rates.
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2.4 Hyperboli Wave Equations

Organizers : Frank Duzaar, Joseph Grotowski

Key note leture

The notion of hyperboliity for Euler-Lagrange equations

Demetrios Christodoulou

Mathematis Department, Prineton Univerisity, New Jersey, USA

email: demetri�math.prineton.edu

The leture shall begin with a ritial review of existing notions of hyperboliity, i.e.

Leray's notion of strit hyperboliity and Friedrih's notion of symmetri hyperboliity.

We shall then introdue a new notion of hyperboliity appropriate to systems of Euler-

Lagrange equations. This notion is intimately onneted with the notion of elliptiity

in the alulus of variations (the Legendre-Hadamard ondition). We shall show how

the basi properties, suh as the domain of dependene theorem, follow diretly from

the new notion, whih overomes the diÆulties assoiated with singularities of the

harateristi variety enountered by earlier approahes. Finally we shall indiate how

the new approah provides a basis for the solution of problems suh as the problem of

global nonlinear stability of a given solution.

Invited letures

Quasilinear Wave Equations and Strihartz Estimates

Hajer Bahouri
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Fault�e des Sienes de Tunis

email: hajer.bahouri�fst.rnu.tn

Jean-Yves Chemin

Universit�e Pierre et Marie Curie

email: hemin�ann.jussieu.fr

In this paper, our aim is the proof of loal wellposedness for quasilinear wave equa-

tions for initial data less regular than what is required by energy method. This implies to

prove Strihartz type estimates for wave operators whose oeÆients are only Lipshitz.

Referenes
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Solutions of the Einstein equations with presribed singularity struture

Alan Rendall

Max-Plank-Institut f�ur Gravitationsphysik

email: rendall�aei-potsdam.mpg.de

The singularity theorems of Hawking and Penrose are one of the best known theo-

retial results in general relativity. They assert the existene of spaetime singularities

under general irumstanes but say nothing about the struture of these singularities.

The proofs of these theorems involve di�erential geometry and ordinary di�erential equa-

tions and do not use the harater of the Einstein equations as a quaslinear hyperboli

system. It seems unavoidable that the theory of hyperboli equations must be used in

order to obtain more preise information on this matter. One approah to this problem

is to attempt to onstrut solutions of the Einstein equations with a presribed type of

singularity. Heuristi onsiderations indiate that the singularities ould have a ompli-

ated osillatory struture in general and this suggests diÆulties in onstruting them.

The same heuristis indiates, however, that in the presene of a salar �eld things

simplify dramatially, the osillatory behaviour being replaed by uniform blow-up.

Motivated by these onsiderations, Lars Andersson and the author have studied

the Einstein-salar �eld system from this point of view. The unknowns are a four-

dimensional Lorentzian metri g and a real-valued funtion � (the salar �eld) and the

equations are Ri(g) = r�
r�, where Ri(g) is the Rii urvature of the metri g. It

was shown that there exists a large lass of solutions of these equations with singularities

of blow-up type whih an be desribed in onsiderable detail. The solution of the system

of partial di�erential equations is desribed approximately near the blow-up hypersurfae

by a system of ordinary di�erential equations. (This is known in the relativity literature

as the veloity dominated approximation.) The solutions onstruted depend on a

ertain lass of free data. These are required to be analyti but are otherwise general.

The analytial part of the proof is similar to that used in a more speial problem in

[1℄, the fundamental idea going bak to Baouendi and Goulaoui [2℄.
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Contributed talks

Bounded Solutions and Blow-up in Nonlinear Wave Equations

Jorge Esquivel-Avila

Universidad Autonoma Metropolitana

email: jaea�hp9000a1.uam.mx

We onsider a Klein-Gordon equation with linear dissipation and a nonlinear soure

term

u

tt

��u+mu+ Æu

t

= f(u);

in a bounded domain 
 � <

n

, with m > �� = �rst eingenvalue of �� in H

1

0

(
); Æ >

0; f(u) = �ujuj

r�2

; � > 0; r > 2, and with homogeneous Dirihlet boundary ondition

u = 0; in �
;

and initial onditions

u(0) = u

0

; u

t

(0) = v

0

:

We give neessary and suÆient onditions for globality and boundedness, and for

nonglobality and blow-up of solutions. Also, we haraterize those solutions whih tend

to the nonzero equilibria as well as to the zero equilibrium as t ! 1. We improve

previous results of Cazenave [1℄, Ikehata [2℄ and Goergiev and Todorova [3℄.
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Asymptoti behaviour of solutions to a lass of semilinear hyperbol

systems.

Frank Johmann

HU-Berlin, Unter den Linden 6, 10099 Berlin, Germany

email: johmann�mathematik.hu-berlin.de

In this talk the long time asymptoti behavior of solutions of semilinear symmetri

hyperboli system inluding Maxwell's equations and the salar wave-equation in an

arbitraty spatial domain are investigated. The possibly nonlinear damping term may

vanish on a ertain subset of the domain. Deay in the weak topology for suitable

initial-states is shown. In the ase that the nonlinear damping is in addition montone,

also strong loal L

q

-onvergene is shown.

These results are applied to the initial-boundary-value-problem for Maxwell's equa-

tions in an exterior domain. It is shown that the solution behaves like a free-spae-

solution (in whole spae with onstant oeÆients) provided that the initial-state is

orthogonal to all stationary states. Here a L

p

-regularity-theorem for Maxwell's equa-

tions and some ommutator-estimates are used.

On the Attrators of Hamiltonian Nonlinear Wave Equations

Alexander Komeh

Department of Mehanis and Mathematis, Mosow State University, Mosow

119899, Russia

email: komeh�meh.math.msu.su

We onsider the asymptotis in long-time limits, t! �1, of �nite energy solutions

to Hamiltonian nonlinear wave equations in the whole spae. For \generi" equations

the solutions onverge to an attrator whih is the set of all stationary states. The

onvergene holds in the Fr�ehet topology de�ned by loal energy seminorms. The

onvergene is established for general 1D nonlinear wave equations with nonlinear term

onentrated at a �nite segment [1℄, for 3D salar wave equation oupled to a partile [2℄,

and for 3D Maxwell-Lorentz system with a harge [3℄. In [4℄ the soliton-like asymptotis

is established for �nite energy solutions to the translation-invariant system from [2℄. In

[5℄ the stability of the soliton manifold and the adiabati e�etive dynamis are proved

for the soliton-like solutions to the system from [2℄ with slowly varying potential. The

related physial problems are disussed in [6℄.
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Nonloal problem with integral onditions for hyperboli equation

Ludmila Pulkina

Samara State University

email: pulkina�ssu.samara.ru

Consider the equation

Lu � u

xy

+ A(x; y)u

x

+B(x; y)u

y

+ C(x; y)u = f(x; y)

in the retangle D = f(x; y) : 0 < x < a; 0 < y < bg:

Nonloal integral onditions arise when one studies ertain problems of plasma physis

[1℄, heat ondution [2℄, dynamis of ground waters [3℄. Motivated by this, we study the

following problem:

Lu = f;

Z

�

0

u(x; y)dx =  (y);

Z

�

0

u(x; y)dy = �(x);

where �(x);  (y) are given, 0 < � < a; 0 < � < b: If � = a; � = b the existene and

uniqueness of generalized solution are proved [4℄.

Introduing a new unknown funtion w(x; y); we redue the equation Lu = f to a

loaded equation

�

Lw = F; while the integral onditions take the form

Z

a

0

w(x; y)dx = 0;

Z

b

0

w(x; y)dy = 0:

The existene and uniqueness of the solution in Sobolev spae H

1

(D) are proved. The

proof is based on a-priori estimates and a omplete ontinuity property of the operator,

generated by the problem.
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Semilinear wave equations on pseudo-Riemannian manifolds: stability and

motion of non-topologial solitons.

David M.A. Stuart

University of Cambridge

email: D.M.A.Stuart�damtp.am.a.uk

The starting point is the equation:

�

2

�

�t

2

���+m

2

�� �(j�j)� = 0 (�)

for a funtion � : IR

1+n

! CI . This equation supports a lass of solitary wave solutions,

alled non-topologial solitons ([2℄), of the form

�(t; x) = e

i!t

f

!

(x); (��)

where f

!

is the solution of a onstrained minimisation problem ([3℄); in the ase �(f) =

jf j

p�1

the funtion f

!

an also be haraterised as an \optimiser" of the Gagliardo-

Nirenberg inequality ([4℄). The stability properties of these solutions have been investi-

gated in both the physis and mathematis literature (see [1℄,[2℄ and referenes therein);

an interesting feature is the !�dependene of the stability onditions. A modulational

approah to stability theory is developed, whih gives stronger results than those ob-

tained previously; in partiular, the solution to the Cauhy problem for (*), with initial

data lose to a Lorentz transform of (**), remains uniformly lose to the orresponding

point on an expliitly determined urve in the spae of Poinare transforms of (**). This

stability holds for an approriate range of !, whih may, in the ase �(f) = jf j

p�1

, be

determined sharply from linear theory, using information gleaned from the Gagliardo-

Nirenberg haraterisation of f

!

.

The main motivation for the present development of this tehnique is to provide a

basis for an investigation of solitons in the equation

L

g

�+m

2

�� �(j�j)� = 0 (C)

where L

g

is the ovariant d'Alembertian determined by a pseudo-Riemannian metri g.

It is proved that under the resaling g ! �

�2

g, with � small, there exist solutions to

(C) in whih the solitons (**) are onentrated on time-like geodesis. This generalises

a previous one dimensional theorem ([5℄).
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On disrete models of the wave equation

Volodymyr Sushh

Tehnial University of Koszalin, Poland

email: sushh�lew.tu.koszalin.pl

The purpose of this work is to present a generalization of Dezin's results [1℄ dealing

with a disrete model of the Laplae operator for the ase of pseudo-Eulidean spae.

The present work is a diret ontinuation of [2℄.

Let IR

n

1

be pseudo-Eulidean spae of type (1; n�1), i.e. IR

n

with the Lorentz metri.

If we take n = 4 we obtain Minkowski spae. We onstrut a ombinatorial model of

IR

n

1

as the omplex C(IR

n

1

) with boundary operator �. Then the dual omplex K(IR

n

1

)

to C(IR

n

1

) an be onsidered as a spae of disrete forms. The oboundary operator d



on K(IR

n

1

) is a disrete analog of the exterior di�erential d. The de�nition of d



does

not depends on a metri and oinides with the one for the ombinatorial model of

Eulidean spae [1℄. But to de�ne a disrete analog of the Hodge star operator � we

must take into aount a metri. We de�ne a disrete analog of the odi�erential Æ as

the formal adjoint operator (denote Æ



) to d



. Note that Æ



depends from a metri too.

The ombinatorial Laplaian is de�ned by

�



= d



Æ



+ Æ



d



Clearly, the generalized Laplaian with respet to the Lorentz metri on K(IR

n

1

) is a

disrete analog of the wave operator. The Cauhy problem and boundary value problems

for this disrete model of the wave equation are studied.

Within our intrinsi approah, we may write in terms of the generalized Laplaian a

disrete model of the Klein-Gordon equation. Likewise, using the ombinatorial model

of Minkowski spae we an desribe a disrete model of the Maxwell equations. An

important generalization of these equations leads immediately to a disrete model of

the so-alled Yang-Mills equations of the quantum �eld theory.

It should be possible to onsider one more disrete model in whih "time" is the

ontinuous parameter. The latter fat means that a disrete model of the wave equation

is onstruted on the omplex K(IR

n�1

) with the Eulidean metri and K(IR

n�1

) is

depending from the ontinuous parameter t. In this ase a system of the seond order

ordinary di�erential equations by t is a disrete analog of the wave equation.
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Global Dynamis of Nonlinear Hyperboli Equations With Non-Monotone

Damping

Yunheng You

University of South Florida

email: you�math.usf.edu
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Many hallenging issues onerning global dynamis emerge from nonlinear hyper-

boli equations with a kind of weak dissipation suh as loalized damping, non-monotone

damping, or boundary damping. In this work, we study a nonlinear wave equation

u

tt

+ Au+ g (u

t

) + f(u) = h;

where typially A represents ��� over a bounded 2-D domain with homogeneous

Dirihlet boundary ondition, g (u

t

) = ��u

t

+ �u

3

t

with onstants � and � > 0 is a

non-monotonedamping, f is a Caratheodory funtion (or simply a polynomial) satis-

fying the usual power growth ondition and the asymptoti sign ondition, and h 2

L

1

(0;1;L

2

(
)) is a given input. This equation has been used as a model in dynami

analysis and stabilizing ontrol of the galloping vibration of power lines of eletri trans-

mission. Due to the diÆulty aused by the nonlinear and non-monotone damping, the

long-term behavior of solutions remains open to a large extent. The following results

are obtained. First, the loal existene and uniqueness of weak and strong solutions

are established by the Bubnov-Galerkin approah and the regularity analysis is on-

duted. Seond, by an asymptotial bootstrap method in dealing with a Lyapunov-like

funtional E (u; u

t

), it is proved that for any initial data in the energy spae the weak

solution exists globally and remains bounded based on the di�erential inequality

d

dt

E (u; u

t

) � �

�

2

E (u; u

t

) + C

0

� ku

t

k

3

L

4

(�kuk

H

1

� C

1

) + C

2

(�) +

�

1 + �

�1

�

khk

1

:

Moreover, it is proved that the solution semiow is dissipative in terms of the existene

of absorbing sets. Third, with some restrition that h is time-invariant and � > � for

some onstant , it is shown that thesolution semiow S(t) is uniformly �-ontrating

as it satis�es

kS(t)w

1

� S(t)w

2

k �  (t) kw

1

� w

2

k+ �

t

(w

1

; w

2

) ; t > � � 0;

where  (t) ! 0 and �

t

is a preompat pseudometri on the energy spae. Finally it is

proved that there exists a global attrator for the semiow generated by this nonlinear

hyperboli equation.

Posters

The global Cauhy problem for the ritial non-linear wave equation in

variable oeÆients

Ibrahim Slim

Faulty of Sienes of Bizerte

email: slim.Ibrahim�fsb.rnu.tn

Mohamed Majdoub

Institut pr�eparatoire aux �etudes Sienti�ques et Tehniques

email: mohamed.Majdoub�ipest.rnu.tn
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In this work, we study the global existene of both smooth and strong solutions of

the ritial wave equation in variable oeÆients in three dimension of spae

(E) 2

A

u+ j u j

4

u = �

2

t

u� div(A(x):r

x

u)+ j u j

4

u = 0; IR

t

� IR

3

x

:

where A is a regular funtion valued in the spae of 3 � 3 positive de�nite matries

whih is the identity outside a ompat set of IR

3

.

Referenes

[1℄ Grillakis M. Regularity for the wave equation with a ritial non linearity. Commun.

Pure Appl. Math., XLVI:749-774, (1992).

[2℄ Ibrahim S., Majdoub M., Existene globale de solutions pour l�equation des ondes

semi-lin�eaire ritique �a oeÆients variables. C.R.A.S.P, 328(I):579-584, (1999).

2.5 Hysteresis

Organizer : J�urgen Sprekels

Key note leture

P.D.E.s with hysteresis operators

Augusto Visintin

University of Trento { Italy

email: VISINTIN�SCIENCE.UNITN.IT

Hysteresis appears in several phenomena, in physis, engineering, hemistry, biology,

eonomis, and so on. A systemati investigation of its mathematial properties began

only in the 1970s, see [1℄.

Hysteresis relations an be represented by a blak box, whih transforms an input

funtion u into an output funtion w. This is formalized through the notion of hysteresis

operator F : u 7! w, ating between spaes of time dependent funtions, e.g. C

0

([0; T ℄).

Rate independene appears as the basi property; this means that if F : u 7! w then

F : u Æ ' 7! w Æ ', for any inreasing time di�eomorphism ' : [0; T ℄ ! [0; T ℄.

For instane, the model studied by Duhem a entury ago orresponds to the trans-

formation u 7! w de�ned by the following Cauhy problem:

(

dw

dt

= g

1

(u; w)

�

du

dt

�

+

� g

2

(u; w)

�

du

dt

�

�

in ℄0; T [,

w(0) = w

0

;

(1)

here g

1

and g

2

are given ontinuous funtions and w

0

is a datum.

The lassial hysteresis models due to Prandtl, Ishlinski��, Preisah will also be out-

lined, and some of their properties (ontinuity, monotoniity and others) disussed.

We then briey deal with the following P.D.E., whih arises as a simpli�ed model of

(salar) ferromagneti hysteresis:

�

�t

[u+ F(u)℄�

�

2

u

�x

2

= f in ℄a; b[�℄0; T [; (2)
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here F is a hysteresis operator and f is a given funtion. Under suitable assumptions, the

orresponding initial and boundary value problem is well-posed in appropriate funtion

spaes.

Details and an extended bibliography an be found in [2℄.

Referenes

[1℄ M.A. Krasnosel'ski��, A.V. Pokrovski��. Systems with hysteresis. Springer, Berlin

1989.

[2℄ A. Visintin. Di�erential models of hysteresis. Springer, Berlin 1994.

Invited letures

Asymptotially stable almost-periodi osillations in systems with

hysteresis nonlinearities

Martin Brokate

University of Kiel, Germany

email: mbr�numerik.uni-kiel.de

Alexei Pokrovski��

National University of Ireland, Cork, Ireland

email: alexei�peterhead.u.ie

We onsider a perturbed ODE system

x

0

= f(t; x) + "g(x; z(t)) ;

where the perturbation inludes the hystereti element (� being a hysteresis operator)

z(t) = (�[t

0

; z(t

0

)℄Lx)(t) :

We assume that the unperturbed system (" = 0) has an asymptotially stable almost-

periodi solution. We present suÆient onditions for the perturbed system to have an

asymptotially stable almost-periodi solution. We illustrate the result with an example

from feedbak ontrol.

Referenes

[1℄ M. Brokate, A. Pokrovski��. Asymptotially stable osillations in systems with hys-

teresis nonlinearities. J. Di�. Eq., 150 98 { 123, (1988).

[2℄ M. Brokate, A. Pokrovski��. Asymptotially stable almost-periodi osillations in

systems with hysteresis nonlinearities. Submitted.
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Elasti Contat Problems and the Stop Operator

G. Wolfgang Desh

Karl-Franzens-Universit�at Graz

email: georg.desh�kfunigraz.a.at

Given a losed onvex set K � IR

n

, a foring funtion f : [0;1) ! IR

n

, and an initial

value u(0) 2 K, we look for a funtion u suh that u(t) 2 K for all t, and u

0

(t) is as

lose as possible to f

0

(t), i.e., f

0

(t)�u

0

(t) lies in the normal one of K at the point u(t).

It is well known that this problem admits a unique solution. The operator S mapping

(u(0); f) 2 K �W

1;p

([0;1); IR

n

) into u 2 W

1;p

is alled the stop operator.

It is known that the stop operator is ontinuous in many funtion spaes, but it is

not Lipshitz ontinuous in the spaes W

1;p

for 1 < p < 1. The question of Lipshitz

ontinuity in W

1;1

has been settled only reently. The stop operator is globally Lipshitz

ontinuous if K is a onvex polyhedron. If K has W

2;1

-smooth boundary, then the stop

operator is loally Lipshitzian. There are examples of domains K with C

1

-boundaries

where S is not loally Lipshitz ontinuous.

As an appliation we utilize the Lipshitz ontinuity of the stop operator on a poly-

hedron to prove wellposedness of a two-point initial-boundary value problem modeling

the dynamis of a linearly elasti beam with unilateral ontat onditions.

Homogenization of Salar Wave Equation with Hysteresis Operator

Jan Fran�u

Tehnial University Brno

email: franu�fme.vutbr.z

Pavel Krej���

Weierstra�-Institute Berlin

email: kreji�wias-berlin.de

Longitudinal vibrations of the elastoplasti rod are modelled by salar wave equation

� u

xx

= (F [u

x

℄)

x

+ f ;

with onstitutive stress-strain relation of elastoplasti material in the form of Ishlinskii

operator

� = F [e℄ := �

1

e�

Z

1

0

S

r

[e℄ d�(r)

where S

r

is the stop operator. The equation is ompleted by onvenient initial and

boundary onditions.

The material of the rod is heterogeneous i. e. spatially dependent, whih means

spatially dependent material data

� = �(x) � = �(x; r) :

Properties of spatially dependent Ishlinskii operator are studied; existene, uniqueness

and estimates of the solution to this initial boundary value problem are proved.
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Homogenization problem onsists in onsidering a sequene of materials with periodi

struture with diminishing period, whih means a sequene of problems with periodi

funtions �

"

, �

"

in the onstitutive relation having diminishing period "! 0

�

"

(x) = �

�

x

"

�

; �

"

(x; r) = �

�

x

"

; r

�

;

where �(y) and �(y; r) are funtions periodi in y. The orresponding solutions u

"

onverge to a funtion u

0

whih is a solution to the so-alled homogenized problem.

The form of the homogenized problem is derived and onvergene u

"

! u

0

is proved.

Hysteresis operators in modeling of phase transitions

Pavel Krej���

WIAS Berlin

email: kreji�wias-berlin.de

J�urgen Sprekels

WIAS Berlin

email: sprekels�wias-berlin.de

Among mathematial methods designed for solving problems in phase transitions

modeling, the method of hysteresis operators is one of the most reent ones. Its devel-

opment is onneted with a systemati e�ort of applied mathematiians (see [1,3,4,6℄)

to set up an appropriate theoretial framework for desribing rate-independent hystere-

sis phenomena independently of their physial nature. For omplex physial problems

like those arising in phase transitions, the hysteresis theory makes it possible to replae

analytially nonsmooth onstraints (represented e. g. by rate-independent evolution

variational inequalities) by more regular objets (hysteresis operators) in suitable fun-

tion spaes. It turns out that, at least in some ases, this may lead to a onsiderable

simpli�ation in the analysis of the problem.

The aim of this ontribution is to present some extensions to the results published

in [5℄ for the phase-�eld type system

8

<

:

�(�)w

t

+ f

1

[w℄ + � f

2

[w℄ = 0 ;

(� + F

1

[w℄)

t

� �� =  (x; t; �) ;

motivated by the Fr�emond-Visintin formulation (see [2℄) of the relaxed Stefan problem,

where the order parameter w and the absolute temperature � are the unknowns of the

problem, � and  are given funtions and f

1

, f

2

, F

1

are hysteresis operators, and to

disuss further issues.

Referenes

[1℄ Brokate, M., Sprekels, J.: Hysteresis and phase transitions. Appl. Math. Si.

Vol. 121, Springer-Verlag, New York, (1996).

[2℄ Fr�emond, M., Visintin, A. : Dissipation dans le hangement de phase. Surfusion.

Changement de phase irr�eversible. C. R. Aad. Si. Paris S�er. II M�e. Phys.

Chim. Si. Univers Si. Terre, 301: 1265{1268, (1985).
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[3℄ Krasnosel'skii, M. A., Pokrovskii, A. V. : Systems with hysteresis. Springer-Verlag,

Heidelberg, (1989) (Russian edition: Nauka, Mosow, 1983).

[4℄ Krej���, P. : Hysteresis, onvexity and dissipation in hyperboli equations. Gakuto

Int. Series Math. Si. & Appl., Vol. 8, Gakk�otosho, Tokyo, (1996).

[5℄ Krej���, P., Sprekels, J. : Hysteresis operators in phase-�eld models of Penrose-Fife

type. Appl. Math., 43: 207{222, (1998).

[6℄ Visintin, A. : Di�erential models of hysteresis. Springer-Verlag, New York, (1994).

Posters

Monte Carlo study of the mixed spin Ising ferromagneti model with a

ferrimagneti surfae

Ahmed Fathi

Lab. de Phys. Theo. Faulti des Sienes Ain Chok, BP 5366 Maarif, Casablana,

Moroo

email: a fathi�maility.om

Noureddine Benayad

Lab. de Phys. Theo. Faulti des Sienes Ain Chok, BP 5366 Maarif, Casablana,

Moroo

email:

The three-dimensional mixed spin 1/2 and spin 1 Ising model with ompeting surfae

and bulk exhange interations is studied. Within the frame work of the Monte Carlo

simulation, the phase diagrams are investigated, they exhibit qualitatively interesting

features. The e�ets of the surfae and the bulk rystal �eld interations on the phase

diagrams and in partiular for surfae ordering, are also examined. It is also shown that

suh system an exhibit a variety of phase transitions.

2.6 Large Domains

Organizers : Alexander Mielke, Guido Shneider

Key note leture

The long wave limit for the water wave problem

C. Eugene Wayne

Boston University

email: ew�math.bu.edu

I will desribe the derivation and justi�ation of approximating equations for long

waves moving on the surfae of an invisid, irrotational uid in an in�nitely long anal

without surfae tension. A variety of equations, suh as the Korteweg-de Vries or Boussi-

nesq equations, have been derived to formally approximate the evolution of suh waves.
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Using reently developed tehniques for justifying modulation equations one an an

show rigorously that to the order of approximation onsidered in formal derivations

of the KdV or Boussinesq equations the solutions of the water wave problem split up

into two wave pakets, one moving left and one moving right, where eah of these wave

pakets evolve independently as a solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation. In parti-

ular, this means that to the order of approximation onsidered, suh ounterpropagating

waves do not interat with eah other. In addition to the fat that this approximation

an be rigorously justi�ed, it also has the advantage that the approximating equations

are well posed and ompletely integrable. This work was done in ollaboration with

Guido Shneider.

Invited letures

Dimension and Entropy for paraboli PDE's in In�nite Domains

Jean-Pierre Ekmann

Departments of Physis and Mathematis, University of Geneva

email: Jean-Pierre.Ekmann�physis.unige.h

This is a report on work with P. Collet. We de�ne the topologial entropy per unit

volume in paraboli PDE's suh as the omplex Ginzburg-Landau equation, and show

that it exists, and is bounded by the upper Hausdor� dimension times the maximal

expansion rate. We then give a onstrutive implementation of a bound on the inertial

range of suh equations.

Referenes

[1℄ P. Collet, J.-P. Ekmann. Extensive properties of the omplex Ginzburg-Landau

equation. Commun. Math. Phys., 201, 657{697, (1999).

[2℄ P. Collet, J.-P. Ekmann. The de�nition and measurement of the topologial en-

tropy per unit volume in paraboli PDE's. Nonlinearity, in print.

Loss of Stability in the Magneti Benard Problem

B. Sarpellini

Mathematis Institute, University of Basel

email: meiner�math.unibas.h

We study the loss of stability of the trivial equilibrium v

0

= #

0

= h

0

= p

0

= 0 of the

system

�

t

v = ��v +rp+ SB�

z

h + S(hr)h� (vr)v + g�k# ;

�

t

# = ��# + (T

0

� T

1

)v

3

� (vr)# ;

�

t

h = r�h +B�

z

v + (hr)v � (v�)h ; div v = div h = 0 :

Here k = (0; 0; 1)

t

, v = (v

1

; v

2

; v

3

), h = (h

1

; h

2

; h

3

), while �; �; r; �; g; S are onstants

related to the physial setting. (x; y; z) ranges over the in�nite plate 
 = R

2

�

�

�

1

2

;

1

2

�

.

We assume Dirihlet onditions for v; # and stress-free onditions for h, i.e. �

z

h

1

=
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�

z

h

2

= h

3

= 0 on �
. The above system desribes a onduting uid in 
, subjet to a

temperature gradient indued by the temperature T

0

at z = �

1

2

and T

1

< T

0

at z =

1

2

.

Moreover the uid is subjet to a onstant magneti �eld H

0

= (0; 0; B) parallel to the

z-axis. This indues a magneti �eld h, oupled to v via the above system. It is our

aim to disuss the stability of the trivial solution under perurbations whih belong to

L

2

(
), in partiular its dependene on B and T

0

� T

1

. This point of view is justi�ed by

reent results, whih establish among others its equivalene with a stability notion due

to W. Ekhaus.

Rolls and Modulating Pulses in the Swift{Hohenberg equation

Hannes Ueker

Universit�at Bayreuth

email: Hannes.Ueker�uni-bayreuth.de

We onsider stationary spatially periodi solutions of the Swift{Hohenberg equation

u

t

= �(1 + �

2

x

)

2

u + "

2

u� u

3

, u = u(t; x) 2 IR; t > 0; x 2 IR

d

; 0 < " � 1. The family of

latex stationary rolls is given by fu

";k

(x) = 2

q

("

2

� (1� k

2

)

2

)=3 os(x

1

+ �) +O("

2

) :

k

2

� 1 2 (�";+"); � 2 S

1

g. We present results on the nonlinear di�usive stability of

Ekhaus{stable stationary rolls in two dimensions (d = 2) with respet to perturbations

in polynomially weighted spaes [5℄. The method onsists in ombining the results from

[3℄ on the linearization around a roll with renormalization theory in Bloh wave spae

[1,4℄.

Next we onsider a modi�ed, spatially periodi Swift{Hohenberg equation, whih an

be onsidered as a model problem for pattern formation over weakly osillating domains

[2℄. In the assoiated modulation equation the S

1

symmetry is broken. We onsider the

existene and stability of modulating pulse solutions [6℄. These solutions onsist of a

pulse{like envelope modulating a spatially and temporarely osillating wave train. They

are onstruted by means of spatial dynamis and enter manifold theory.

Referenes
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Solutions of Nonlinear Paraboli Equations. Comm. Pure Appl. Math., (6):893-
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[2℄ Arjen Doelman, Raphael Shielen. Modulation equations for spatially periodi

systems: derivation and solutions. SIAM J. APPL. MATH. 58(6):1901-1930,

1998.

[3℄ Alexander Mielke. Instability and stability of rolls in the Swift{Hohenberg equa-

tion. Comm. Math. Phys.,(189):829{853, 1997.

[4℄ Guido Shneider. Di�usive stability of spatial periodi solutions of the Swift{

Hohenberg equation, Comm. Math. Phys.,(178):679{702,1996.

[5℄ Hannes Ueker. Di�usive stability of rolls in the two{dimensional real and omplex

Swift{Hohenberg equation. To appear in Communiations in Partial Di�erential

equations, (1999).

[6℄ Hannes Ueker. Modulating pulses in the spatially periodi Swift{Hohenberg equa-
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Contributed talks

Energy ow in extended gradient systems

Sini�sa Slijep�evi�

Nonlinear Centre, Cambridge

email: ss265�damtp.am.a.uk

We study a lass of systems on unbounded domain whose restrition to a bounded

domain is a gradient system. Typial example is the real Ginzburg-Landau equation

u

t

= u

xx

+ u� u

3

; (1)

u(x; t) : IR� IR

+

! IR, for whih all the results apply (other examples inlude some 1D

and 2D paraboli PDE's, damped hyperboli PDE's, as well as lattie dynamis suh

as gradient dynamis of Frenkel-Kontorova models).

Extended gradient systems. We propose \axioms" of an extended gradient semiow:

relations between the energy density and energy urrent (satis�ed e.g. by (1) on C

b;u

(IR)

in sup-norm as well as loalised topologies). We dedue: non-existene of periodi orbits

(with period T > 0), and that for eah x non-stationary, the average return time of any

orbit to any neighbourhood of x is 1. If the phase spae is ompat (e.g. loalised

topology in (1)), all Borel invariant probability measures are supported on the set of

equilibria, and the !-limit set of eah point ontains an equilibrium.

Additional spatial struture. If we assume that the semiow ommutes with a group

of spatial translations, the indued semiow on the spae of translationally invariant

Borel probability measures is gradient. We dedue that, given any translationally in-

variant measure � on the phase spae, !-limit set of �-almost every initial ondition

onsists of equilibria.

Appliations. We suggest appliations of the results to variational problems, in parti-

ular to onstrution of orbits and invariant measures of Hamiltonian dynamial systems.

Referenes

[1℄ S.Slijep�evi�. Monotone gradient dynamis and Mather's shadowing. Nonlinearity,

12(4, in print), (1999).

[2℄ S.Slijep�evi�. Energy ow in extended gradient systems. In preparation.

2.7 Lattie Dynamial Systems

Organizer : Shui-Nee Chow

Key note leture

Traveling Waves in Lattie Dynamial Systems

John Mallet-Paret

Brown University

email: jmp�fm.brown.edu
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We disuss reent results in the theory of lattie di�erential equations. Suh equations

yield ontinuous-time in�nite-dimensional dynamial systems whih possess a disrete

spatial struture modeled on a lattie. The systems we onsider, generally over a higher-

dimensional lattie suh as ZZ

d

� IR

d

, are the simplest nontrivial ones whih inorporate

both loal nonlinear dynamis and short-range interations. Of partiular interest are

traveling wave solutions onneting equilibria whih may either be spatially homoge-

neous or exhibit regular patterns. Also of interest are the e�ets of anisotropy of the

lattie, as well as imperfetions in the lattie.

Referenes

[1℄ S.-N. Chow, W. Shen, and J. Mallet-Paret. Traveling waves in lattie dynamial

systems. J. Di�. Eq., 149:248{291, 1998.
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systems of ODE's on a two-dimensional spatial lattie. SIAM J. Appl. Math.,

59(2):455{493, 1999.

[3℄ J. Mallet-Paret. The Fredholm alternative for funtional di�erential equations of

mixed type. J. Dyn. Di�. Eq., 11(1):1{47, 1999.

[4℄ J. Mallet-Paret. The global struture of traveling waves in spatially disrete sys-
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Invited letures

Pinning and propagation for waves for bistable lattie systems with long

range interation

Peter W. Bates

Brigham Young University, Provo, UT, USA

email: peter�math.byu.edu

We study an Ising-like model for phase transitions, inorporating long-range intera-

tions. The dynamis of the state is aording to an l

2

gradient ow for the Helmholtz

free energy. We onstrut traveling and stationary waves and give riteria for propa-

gation and pinning of a wave. Some results onerning uniqueness and stability of the

wave are given.

Dimer automata and edge proesses

K.P. Hadeler

Universit�at T�ubingen

email: hadeler�uni-tuebingen.de

We study a lass of lattie dynamial systems where the geometri spae is a grid

(lattie) or, more generally, a graph, the loal state spae is �nite (in most obvious

examples the states are "0" and "1", i.e., white and blak), the ation is loal, stohasti,

and asynhronous. The motivation for these systems is the following: Deterministi

synhronous ellular automata have been proposed as ultimate disretizations of systems

modeling interations and spatial spread. But these systems annot aomodate the

exhange of the ontents of two neighboring ells nor a random walk.
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To get a true disrete analogue of reation di�usion equations on latties we have

de�ned "dimer automata", i.e., lattie dynamial systems where the deterministi lo-

al funtion selets a ell aording to a Poisson proess and evaluates two ells at a

time. These systems an be lassi�ed and their dynamial behavior an be harater-

ized in terms of a parameter spae. For these systems mean �eld approximations an

be derived whih yield a lose onnetion to di�erential equations and whih reprodue

experimentally sampled data with astonishing auray.

This onept has been generalized in two ways. 1. The regular grid is replaed

by an arbitrary graph (topologial properties of the graph play some role). 2. The

deterministi loal funtion is replaed by a onvex ombination (in stohasti sense) of

suh funtions.

The resulting lass of "edge proesses" forms a polyhedron in some parameter spae

the extremal points of whih are (a subset of seven) of the deterministi "dimer systems"

mentioned above. The qualitative behavior of the edge proesses an be haraterized

in terms of the theory of stohasti proesses. The theory of these systems is put in

relation to interating partile systems in general and to geometri proesses studied by

T.E.Harris in the seventies.

Finally some �ndings on two-speies systems on latties are presented.

(joint work with Birgitt Sh�on�sh, Christoph Bandt, Frank Kriese)

Referenes

[1℄ B.Sh�on�sh, K.P.Hadeler. Dimer automata and ellular automata. Physia D,

94:188-204, (1996).

[2℄ C.Bandt, K.P.Hadeler, F.Kriese. Partile systems ating on undireted graphs.

J.Statist. Physis, 91, Nos. 3/4, (1998).

Cellular Neural Networks: Pattern and Waves

Song-Sun Lin

Department of Applied Mathematis

National Chiao Tung University

Hsin Chu, 30050, Taiwan lin�math.ntu.edu.tw

In this talk I would like to report some results about the patterns and waves of

Cellular Neural Networks (CNN). In setion 1 we study the stationary solutions of CNN

by using the method of iteration map. When the map is one-dimensional, the spatial

entropy of stable stationary solutions an be obtained expliitly. When the map is two

dimensional, then the Smale's horseshoe is also onstruted. In setion 2 we onsider

the travelling wave solutions of lattie dynamial system and prove the existene and

multipliity of monotone travelling wave solutions for some lattie di�erential equations

by using monotone iteration method. In setion 3 we illustrate the appliations of these

results to CNN.

Disrete Breathers

Robert S. MaKay

University of Cambridge
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email: R.S.MaKay�damtp.am.a.uk

Disrete breathers are time-periodi spatially loalised vibrations of networks of os-

illators. Several developments on this topi will be reported, inluding:

1. Existene of disrete breathers in systems with Eulidean invariane;

2. An e�etive Hamiltonian for approximate dynamis of generalised multi-breathers

[1℄;

3. Numerial evidene for an almost ontinuous onnetion from disrete breathers

to Anderson modes [2℄.

Referenes

[1℄ Ahn T, MaKay RS, Sepulhre J-A. Dynamis of relative phases and generalised

multi-breathers. submitted to Nonlinear Dynamis.

[2℄ Arhilla J, MaKay RS, Marin JL. Disrete breathers and Anderson modes: two

faes of the same phenomenon. Physia D, to appear.

Contributed talks

Travelling Wave Solutions for some Quasilinear Paraboli Equations

Jong-Shenq Guo

Department of Mathematis, National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei 117, Taiwan,

R.O.C.

email: jsguo.ntnu.edu.tw

We study the existene and uniqueness of travelling wave solutions for some quasilin-

ear reation-di�usion equations and their related disretized systems. These equations

arise in various appliations suh as Mathematial Biology.

Di�erential equations desribing the evolution of densities in partile

systems

Andreas Seib

University Greifswald

email: seib�rz.uni-greifswald.de

The main objets of onsideration are nearest neighbour interating partile systems

�

t

on homogeneous direted graphs G = (V;E). In this framework homogenity means

that for eah edge there exists at least one automorphism of the graph mapping this

edge to a �xed \root" edge. For eah edge we �x one of these automorphisms. By

ordering the set of edges we get a sequene of automorphisms.

For eah on�guration � of the interating partile system we de�ne distributions of

on�gurations on �nite subgraphs G

0

� G as the spatial mean with respet to the �xed

sequene of automorphisms. For the subgraph G

0

= fvg onsisting of one vertex v 2 V

this distribution an be interpreted as the density of partiles in the on�guration �.
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We show that existene of all �nite distributions for a starting on�guration � is

suÆient for almost sure existene of all �nite distributions for the on�guration �

t

; t �

0.

Now we desribe the time evolution of the density of partiles by a di�erential equa-

tion. Here the time hange depends only on the parameters of the interating partile

system and the density of edge markings (that is the density of on�gurations on the

next level subgraph G

0

onsisting of one edge in E).

Some interesting onsequenes of this relation are presented, as for example the

estimation of the parameter for the ontat proess.

Referenes

[1℄ C. Bandt, K.-P. Hadeler and F. Kriese. Partile systems ating on undireted

graphs. J. Statist. Phys., 91, (1998).

[2℄ R. Durrett. Ten letures on partile systems. Leture Notes in Mathematis, 1608,

97-201, (1995).

[3℄ T.M. Liggett. Interating Partile Systems. Springer, (1985).

[4℄ B. Sh�on�sh and K.-P. Hadeler. Dimer automata and ellular automata. Physia

D, 94, 188-204, (1996).

Complete Stability for a Class of Lattie Dynamial Systems

Chih-Wen Shih

Department of Applied Mathematis, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinhu,

Taiwan, R.O.C.

email: wshih�math.ntu.edu.tw

Song-Sun Lin

Department of Applied Mathematis, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinhu,

Taiwan, R.O.C. lin�math.ntu.edu.tw

We onsider a lass of lattie dynamial systems originated from ellular neural net-

works with symmetri feedbak templates. In the vetor �eld of this lass the state

vetor and the output vetor is related through a sigmoidal nonlinear funtion. For two

types of sigmoidal funtions Liapunov funtions have been onstruted in the literature.

Complete stability is studied for these systems using LaSalle's invariant priniples on

the Liapunov funtions. The purpose of this presentation is twofold. The �rst one is

to onstrut Liapunov funtions for other kinds of sigmoidal funtions. For example,

for a type whih is a mixture of the two types desribed in the literature. The seond

one is to onsider the neessity for ondition of isolation of equilibrium in onluding

the omplete stability. We shall show that for these sigmoidal funtions, inluding the

previously studied ones, the ondition that every equilibrium is isolated is not neessary.

Referenes

[1℄ Chow, S. N., Mallet-Paret, J. & Van Vlek, E. S., \Pattern formation and spatial

haos in spatially disrete evolution equations", Random Comput. Dynamis, v.4,

109-178, (1996).

[2℄ Chua, L. O. & Yang, L., \Cellular neural networks: Theory", IEEE Trans. Ciruits

Syst. 35, 1257-1272, (1988).
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[3℄ Juang, J. & Lin, S. S.,\Cellular neural networks I: Mosai pattern and spatial

haos", to appear in SIAM, J. Appl. Math., (1999).

[4℄ Lin S.S. & Shih, C. W., \Complete stability for standard ellular neural network",

to appear in Int. J. Bifur. Chaos, (1999).

Periodi motions of non-autonomous Toda Latties

Pedro J. Torres

Universidad de Granada

email: ptorres�goliat.ugr.es

We onsider an in�nite lattie of partiles with a periodi external fore and nearest

neighbor interation between partiles

x

00

i

+ x

0

i

= g

i�1

(x

i

� x

i�1

)� g

i

(x

i+1

� x

i

) + h

i

(t); i 2 ZZ

where h

i

are ontinuous T -periodi funtions and  � 0 is a visous frition oeÆient.

If h

i

denote the mean value of h

i

, our aim is to �nd onditions over suh mean values

leading to existene and multipliity of T -periodi solutions.

The strategy of proof has two main steps: �rst, a related �nite system is studied by

using a hange of variables that enable us a redution to a simpler subsystem in whih

lassial tools on topologial degree an be applied. Seond, a simple limiting argument

leads to the onlusion, by using some a priori estimates dedued in the previous step.

Referenes

[1℄ P.J. Torres, Periodi motions of fored in�nite latties with nearest neighbor inter-

ation, Z.A.M.P., (to appear).

[2℄ P.J. Torres, Neessary and suÆient onditions for existene of periodi motions of

fored systems of partiles, preprint.

2.8 Mirostruture

Organizer : Stefan M�uller

Key note leture

How applied analysis an make use of separation of sales: some examples

Felix Otto

UCSB

email: otto�math.usb.edu

Any more omplex model in the sienes omes with multiple length and time sales.

In many appliations, the relevant parameter regime is suh that these sales are learly

separated. In this situation, there is hope that the underlying mathematial problem is

modular: The ontribution of a small sale to the next larger sale an be read o� from

the solution of an auxiliary problem (whih in fortunate ases is expliit).
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The standard approah to investigate suh a modular struture is by expansion of

the solution of the full problem in powers of the (small) ratio of the sales. But this

asymptoti analysis may not be appliable in a straightforward way when the desription

hanges from small sale level to large sale level (from a free boundary to density fun-

tion, say). Moreover, this asymptoti analysis beomes questionable when the solution

on a large sale level develops singularities, sine it relies on smoothness.

Modern mathematial tehniques, mainly developed in variational theory, may help

to investigate the modular struture indued by a separation of sales with more rigor

than traditional asymptoti analysis. I would like to present a ouple of suh ases, like

thin �lm miromagnets, Ostwald ripening or the lubriation approximation.

Invited letures

Branhed mirostrutures: saling and self-similarity

Sergio Conti

Max-Plank-Institute for Mathematis in the Sienes, Leipzig

email: Sergio.Conti�mis.mpg.de

We address some properties of a salar 2D model whih has been proposed to desribe

mirostruture in martensiti phase transformations, onsisting in minimizing the bulk

energy

E[u℄ =

Z

l

0

Z

h

0

u

2

x

+ �ju

yy

j

where ju

y

j = 1 a.e. and u(0; �) = 0. Kohn and M�uller[1℄ proved the existene of the

minimizers for � > 0, and obtained bounds on the total energy whih suggested self-

similarity of the minimizer. Building upon their work, we derive a loal upper bound on

the energy and on the minimizer itself, and show that the minimizer u is asymptotially

self-similar, in the sense that the sequene

u

j

(x; y) = �

�2j=3

u(�

j

x; �

2j=3

y)

(0 < � < 1) has a strongly onverging subsequene in W

1;2

.

Referenes

[1℄ R. V. Kohn and S. M�uller, Comm. Pure and Appl. Math., 47:405, (1994).

Hypersurfaes with mean urvature given by a trae

Reiner Sh�atzle

Mathematishes Institut der Albert-Ludwigs-Universit�at Freiburg, Ekerstra�e 1,

D-79104 Freiburg, Germany,

email: shaetz�mathematik.uni-freiburg.de

We onsider smooth, oriented n�hypersurfaes �

j

= �E

j

with interior E

j

whose

mean urvature is given by the trae of a funtion in the ambient spae u

j

2 W

1;p

(IR

n+1

)

~

H

�

j

= u

j

�

E

j

on �

j

; (1)
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where �

E

j

denotes the inner normal of �

j

. We investigate (1) when �

j

! � weakly

as varifolds and prove that � is an integral n�varifold with bounded �rst variation

whih still satis�es (1) for u

j

! u; E

j

! E . p has to satisfy

p >

1

2

(n + 1)

and p �

4

3

if n = 1 . The diÆulty is that in the limit several layers an meet at �

whih reates anellations of the mean urvature.

Referenes

[1℄ W.K. Allard, On the �rst variation of a varifold, Annals of Mathematis, 95, pp.

417-491, (1972).

[2℄ K. Brakke, The motion of a surfae by its mean urvature, Prineton University

Press, 1978.

[3℄ L.A. Ca�arelli, Interior a priori estimates for solutions of fully nonlinear equations,

Annals of Mathematis, 130, pp. 189-213, (1989).

[4℄ L.A. Ca�arelli and X. Cabr�e, Fully Nonlinear Ellipti equations, Amerian Math-

ematial Soiety, 1996.

A mathematial formulation of rate independent phase transformations

using an extremum priniple

Florian Theil

Max-Plank Institute for Mathematis in the Sienes, Leipzig

email: ftheil�mis.mpg.de

A mathematial model for the study of the rate independent mesosopi behavior of

shape memory alloys is presented. The model meets two basi requirements:

1. Nontrivial hysteresis loops our, i.e. history dependene is reeted,

2. threedimensional mirostrutures are taken into aount.

An abstrat framework for rate independent proesses in the spirit of the �rst require-

ment is presented. Ingredienes are a state spae P � X where X is a Banah spae, a

time dependent potential I : [0; T ℄�P ! IR

�

and a dissipation funtional � : X ! IR

�

,

whih is onvex and homogeneous of degree 1. Funtions  : [0; T ℄ ! P are denoted as

admissible proess if for every t 2 [0; T ℄, a 2 P the stability inequality

�(a� (t)) + I(t; a)� I(t; (t)) � 0

is satis�ed and the energy inequality

I(0; (0))� I(T; (T ))�

Z

T

0

f�( _)� �

t

I(t; (t))g dt � 0

holds. Qualitative properties, existene and uniqueness of admissible proesses are dis-

ussed in simple ases.
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In a seond step energies desribing materials whih an undergo phase transforma-

tions are relaxed in suh a way that they �t into the previously developed framework.

Due to the generality of the formulation the existene of admissible proesses an be

expeted in simple ases.

Continuum Limits of Step Flow Models

E Weinan

Courant Institute

email: weinan�ims.nyu.edu

Aaron N.K. Yip

University of Wisonsin

email: yip�math.wis.edu

We will present various ontinuum limits in the regime of partial di�erential equa-

tions (PDEs) that arise from the Burton-Cabrera-Frank type step ow models [1℄. The

motivation and goal is to provide a mathematial model for epitaxial thin �lm growth

and to understand the bridging of various length sales in surfae growth phenomena.

We onentrate on 1+1 dimensions.

The hierarhy of models we onsider an take into the aount of the di�usion of

terrae adatom, attahment and detahment, edge adatom density, bulk di�usion and

multiple speies. The PDEs take the form of a oupled di�usion equation for the adatom

density and a Hamilton-Jaobi equation for the thin �lm height pro�le. Nuleation phe-

nomena is introdued at the top terraes by imposing appropriate boundary onditions

for the PDEs.

The equations provide a desription of the thin �lm growth in the mesosopi sale

but they an be potentially linked to the more marosopi motions laws.

Referenes

[1℄ W.K. Burton, N. Cabrera, F.C. Frank. Phil. Trans. Roy. So. (London) A,

243:299, (1951).

Contributed talks

Numerial approah to the inverse homogenization problem

Cristian Barbarosie

CMAF, FCUL

email: barbaros�lm.f.ul.pt

Homogenization theory is a tool for desribing e�etive properties of �ne mixtures of

materials. It is extensively used in the study of omposite materials, in topology opti-

mization and in strutural design. We deal with the problem of �nding omposites with

extremal elasti properties, that is, given two materials, �nding an optimal way to mix

them, in order for the omposite to satisfy ertain requirements, like maximum bulk

modulus or extreme Poisson ratio. This is alled \inverse homogenization problem",
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and has been treated in several papers; see [3℄, [4℄, [5℄. In order to solve this prob-

lem, attention is restrited to periodi mixtures only, and then one looks for an optimal

arrangement of the two materials in the periodiity ell.

In the existing literature a \blak and white squares" approah is used, that is, the ell

is divided in squares, a number is assoiated to eah square, zero for one material, one for

the other material. Then those numbers are allowed to take any value in [0; 1℄ by using

an arti�ial interpolation law between the two materials; after applying the optimization

proedure a penalty method is applied to get rid of the intermediate densities. Then

one has to �nd a way to eliminate the "hekerboard e�et".

Our approah is di�erent; it generalizes to the elasti framework the methods de-

sribed in [1℄ and [2℄. We use lassial shape optimization tehniques in the periodiity

ell, employing a variable mesh. We simply move the boundary between the zones �lled

with the two materials in suh a way to optimize the elasti properties of the omposite.

Consequently, we have no need to use an arti�ial interpolation law between the two

base materials, or to penalize the intermediate densities, neither we have to deal with

the hekerboard e�et.

Our method has the disadvantage that one has to deide from the beginning the

number of inlusions to be optimized. The algorithm annot reate any new inlusion

or destroy an existing one.

Several numerial examples are presented.

Referenes

[1℄ Barbarosie, C. Optimization of perforated domains through homogenization. Stru-

tural Optimization, 14:225-231, (1997).

[2℄ Haslinger, J; Dvo�r�ak, J. Optimum omposite material design. Math. Modelling &

Num. Analysis, 29:657-686, (1995).

[3℄ Neves, M; Rodrigues, H; Guedes, J. Optimal design of periodi linear elasti mi-

rostrutures. Computers & Strutures, to appear.

[4℄ Rodrigues, H; Fernandes, P. Topology Optimization of Linear Elasti Strutures

Subjeted to Thermal Loads. in: Bends�e, M, Mota Soares, C, (eds.) \Topology

Design of Strutures", 437-450, Kluwer Aademi Publishers, (1993).

[5℄ Sigmund, O. Materials with presribed onstitutive parameters: an inverse ho-

mogenization problem. International Journal of Solids and Strutures, 31(17):

2313-2329, (1994).

Quasionvexity Conditions and Stability of Classes of Lipshitz Mappings

Alexandre A. Egorov

Sobolev Institute of Mathematis

email: yegorov�math.ns.ru

Let E

m

k

be the spae of symmetri k-linear maps from IR

N

into IR

m

. For a Borel

funtion f : E

m

k

! IR let

f

q

(v) := f

Z

[0;1℄

N

f(v +D

k

w(x) dx : w 2 C

1

(IR

N

; IR

m

); w(y + z) = w(y); y 2 IR

N

; z 2 ZZ

N

g
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denote the quasionvex envelop of f at v 2 E

m

k

[1℄. Here D

k

w(x) stands for the di�er-

ential of order k of a mapping w at x 2 IR

N

. A set K � E

m

k

is alled quasionvex if

K = fv 2 E

m

k

: dist

q

(v;K) = 0g.

Let K be a ompat set in E

m

k

. We onsider the lass of all ontinuous W

k;1

lo

-solutions

u : U ! IR

m

of the relation

D

k

u 2 K a.e. in U; (1)

where U is a domain (open onneted set) in IR

N

. For a quasionvex ompat set K

this lass is stable in the C

k�1

-norm in the following sense.

Theorem. Let K be a quasionvex ompat set in E

m

k

. There exists a funtion

� = �

K

: [0;+1) � (0; 1) ! [0;+1) suh that (�) lim

"!0

�("; �) = �(0; �) = 0 if

0 < � < 1; (��) if V is a domain in IR

N

and v : V ! IR

m

is a ontinuous mapping of

the lass W

k;1

lo

with kdist(v(�); K)k

L

1

(V )

< 1, then for every bounded domain U with

diam

inn

U < 1 whose neighborhood fx 2 IR

N

; dist(x; U) <

1��

�

diamUg lies in V there

is a ontinuous W

k;1

lo

-solution u : U ! IR

m

of (1) satisfying the inequality

X

k

j=1

(diam

inn

U)

j�k

kD

j

(v � u)k

C(U)

� �(kdist(v(�); K)k

L

1

(V )

; �) diamU:

By diam

inn

U we denote the diameter of a domain U alulated in its intrinsi metri.

One appliation of the theorem is the study of !-stability in the C-norm for lasses

of Lipshitz mappings. The onept of !-stability was proposed by A. P. Kopylov [2℄

as a generalization of the stability property of the lass I

N

of isometri mappings u :

U � IR

n

! IR

n

. The stability of I

N

in this ontext was proved by F. John [3℄. Note

that in [3℄ the lass I

N

was studied in onnetion with an analysis of linearizations of

elastiity problems.

The researh was supported by the INTAS grant 97{10170 and by the RFBR grant

99{01{0051.

Referenes

[1℄ Fonsea, I. and S. M�uller. A-quasionvexity, lower semiontinuity and Young mea-

sures. Preprint, (1998).

[2℄ Kopylov, A. P. On stability of isometri mappings. Sib. Math. J., 25(2):132{144,
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Spetral problems in a periodi thik multi-struture with onentrated

masses

Taras Mel'nyk

Stuttgart University

email: melnyk�mathematik.uni-stuttgart.de

Convergene theorems and asymptoti estimates (as "! 0 ) are proved for eigenval-

ues and eigenfuntions of the main boundary-value problems for the Laplae operator

in a plane thik periodi juntion 


"

with onentrated masses on thin hannels. This

juntion onsists of the juntion's body




0

= fx 2 IR

2

: 0 < x

1

< a; 0 < x

2

< (x

1

)g;
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and a large number N of the thin hannels

G

j

"

= fx 2 IR

2

: jx

1

� " (j + 1=2)j < "h=2; x

2

2 (�1; 0℄g; j = 0; 1; : : : ; N � 1:

Here  2 C

1

([0; a℄); 0 < 

0

= min

x

1

2[0;a℄

(x

1

); h is a �xed number from the interval

(0; 1); N is a large positive integer, therefore, " = a=N is a small disrete parameter

whih haraterizes the di�erene between the thin hannels and their thikness.

The density �

"

of the juntion is order O("

��

); � � 0; on the thin hannels (the

onentrated masses if � > 0); and O(1) outside of them. Spetral problems with

di�erent boundary onditions (Dirihlet, Neumann) on the boundary �

"

of the thin

hannels are onsidered. So, for the spetral problem

��

x

u("; x) = �(") �

"

(x)u("; x); x 2 


"

;

�

�

u("; x) = 0; x 2 �


"

\ fx : x

2

� 0g;

u("; x) = 0; x 2 �

"

= �


"

\ fx : x

2

< 0g;

(1)

with the Dirihlet onditions on �

"

; there are three qualitatively di�erent ases in the

asymptoti behavior of the eigenvalues and the eigenfuntions of problem (1): 0 � � < 2;

� = 2; � > 2:

In the �rst ase, the energy of the free vibrations is onentrated in the juntion's

body, and the eigenvalues of problem (1) have the following asymptotis

�

n

(") = �

n

+O(") as "! 0;

where �

n

is an eigenvalue of some mixed boundary-value problem for the Laplae oper-

ator in the juntion's body 


0

:

In the seond ase, the energy is onentrated both in the juntion's body and in

the thin hannels. The eigenvalues tend to the orresponding eigenvalues of some dis-

ontinuous self-adjoint operator-funtion. Furthermore, they are split into a ountable

family of series, the limits of the eigenvalues from eah series belong to a �nite interval

and these intervals are mutually disjoint.

In the third ase, the energy of the free vibrations is onentrated in the thin hannels;

all the eigenvalues tend to zero, and have the asymptotis

�

n

(") = "

��2

�

0

+ "

�

�

n

+O("

�+1

) as "! 0:

Existene and relaxation results in the lass of anti-plane shear

deformations

Mikhail Sythev

Max-Plank Institute for Mathematis in the Sienes, Leipzig

In this talk we disuss existene and relaxation results for the problem

J(u) =

Z




L(x; u(x); Du(x))dx! min; u

�

�

�

�


= f (1)

in the lass of Sobolev funtions u : 
 ! R.
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Standard assumptions in Nonlinear Elastiity lead to the requirement

L � �jDuj

p

+ ; � > 0; p > n: (2)

It turns out that under this requirement the relaxation result holds [1℄.

Theorem Assume that L : 
 � R � R

n

! R [ f1g satis�es the requirement (2)

and assume that it is bounded in a neighborhood of eah point (x; u; v) 2 
 �R�R

n

,

where it takes �nite value.

Then for eah funtion u

0

2 W

1;p

(
) with

~

J(u

0

) < 1, where

~

J is the integral

funtional with the integrand obtained by onvexi�ation of L with respet to Du, there

exists a sequene u

k

suh that u

k

onverges weakly in W

1;p

to u

0

, u

k

�

�

�

�


= u

0

�

�

�

�


, and

J(u

k

) !

~

J(u

0

).

This theorem shows that to establish existene in (1) one still has to follow the

standard sheme to �nd a solution of the relaxed problem along whih the values of the

original and the relaxed integrands oinide.

In the homogeneous ase L = L(Du) it is easy to show that the requirement for

eah v 2 R

n

either �L(v) 6= ; or there exist v

1

; : : : ; v

q

2 R

n

suh that v belongs to

the interior of the onvex hull of fv

1

; : : : ; v

q

g and \

q

i=1

�L(v

i

) 6= ; is both neessary and

suÆient for all boundary value problems (1) to have a solution, see [2℄.

Referenes

[1℄ M.Syhev. Young measures as measurable funtions. MPI preprint, Leipzig, 1998.

[2℄ M.Syhev. Charaterization of homogeneous salar variational problems solvable

for all boundary data. Pro. Royal So. Edinburgh A, (to appear).

Constrained Young measures

Ana-Maria Toader

C. M. A. F. and F. C. U. L.

email: amtan�lm.f.ul.pt

Several problems envolving non linear e�ets indued by homogenization have been

studied sine the importane of the subjet was pointed out by L. Tartar. At the same

time he introdued new appropriated methods ruial for the future development on the

subjet, like mixing the \old" tool of Young measures with the new tool of ompensated

ompatness (see [4℄) or like developping the new tool of H-measures (see [5℄).

We insribe our ontribution in the e�ort to desribe suh nonlinear e�ets by an-

swering the following simpli�ed question proposed in [6℄:

Given two sequenes, u

n

on !

1

� !

2

and v

n

on !

2

suh that the onstrain v

n

=

1

j!

1

j

R

!

1

u

n

(x; y)dx holds, what relationship do we have between their assoiated Young

measures? Is the ondition suÆient?

Under appropriate hypotheses our main result gives neessary and suÆient on-

ditions for the above problem. Namely, we prove that the following statements are

equivalent:

1) � and � are probability measures on [�; �℄ suh that � � �;
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2) there exists a sequene (u

n

), u

n

: !

1

� !

2

! [�; �℄ whih gives rise to Young

measure � 
 dx
 dy and the sequene (v

n

) de�ned by v

n

(y) :=

1

j!

1

j

R

!

1

u

n

(x; y)dx gives

rise to Young measure �
 dy.

The order relation � on the set of probability measures on [�; �℄, is a version of

that introdued by G. H. Hardy, J. E. Littlewood and G. E. P�olya in [1℄ and is de�ned

by: � � � if and only if

R

�

�

�(z)d�(z) �

R

�

�

�(z)d�(z); for all ontinuous and onvex

funtions �.

The haraterizations of the order relation � in terms of doubly stohasti operators

and rearrangements (J. V. Ry� [2℄ and [3℄) are employed.

Referenes

[1℄ G. H. Hardy, J. E. Littlewood and G. E. P�olya. Inequalities. Cambridge, (1952).

[2℄ J. V. Ry�. On the representation of doubly stohasti operators. Pai� J. Math.,

13:1379-1386, (1963).

[3℄ J. V. Ry�. Orbits of L

1

-futions under doubly stohasti transformations. Trans.

Amer. Math. So., 117:92-100, (1965).

[4℄ L. Tartar. Compensated ompatness and appliations to partial di�erential equa-

tions. Nonlinear Analysis and Mehanis: Heriot watt Symposium, Res. Notes in

Math. Pitman, IV(39):136-212, (1979).

[5℄ L. Tartar. H-measures, a new approah for studying homogenization, osillations

and onentration e�ets in partial di�erential equations. Pro. Royal So. Edin-

burgh, 115A:193-230, (1990).

[6℄ L. Tartar. Personal ommuniation. (1998).

Posters

Time Dependent Young Measure Solutions

for an Elastiity Equation with Di�usion

Mar Oliver Rieger

MPI for Mathematis in the Sienes, Leipzig

email: rieger�mis.mpg.de

A system of a nononvex elastiity equation possibly oupled with a nononvex dif-

fusion equation is studied. The aim of this system is to desribe rystals onsisting of

di�erent hemial ingredients whih an produe mirostrutures.

In partiular we onsider the initial boundary value problem:

u

tt

(x; t)� divS(ru(x; t); (x; t)) = 0;



t

(x; t)� divK(r(x; t); u(x; t)) = 0;

where x 2 
 � IR

n

and t � 0, u denotes the displaement vetor,  denotes the hemial

onentrations and S and K are the nonlinear material funtions.

In the variational ase we an prove { assuming a growth ondition and ertain regular-

ities for S and K { an existene theorem for the lass of time dependent Young measure

solutions.
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This existene theorem extends a result of Demoulini [1℄ for the nononvex wave equa-

tion. Its proof uses time disretization and relaxation methods. An inportant ingredient

is the fat that the quasionvexi�ation of a C

1

-funtion is in C

1

as reently shown by

Ball, Kirhheim and Kristensen [2℄.

Further properties of the Young measure solutions were studied.

Referenes

[1℄ S. Demoulini. Young measure solutions for nonlinear evolutionary systems of mixed

type. Ann.Inst.Henri Poinar�e, 14(1):143-162, (1997).

[2℄ J. M. Ball, B. Kirhheim, J. Kristensen. Regularity of quasionvex envelopes.

Preprint MPI for Mathematis in the Sienes, Leipzig, to appear (1999).

2.9 Nonlinear Funtional Analysis

Organizers : Hansj�org Kielh�ofer, Jean L. Mawhin

Key note leture

Appliations of ritial point theory to variational problems on IR

n

Antonio Ambrosetti

S.I.S.S.A. Trieste, Italy

email: ambr�sissa.it

In this talk we will disuss some reent advanes in ritial point theory and their

appliations to ellipti problems on IR

n

.

The abstrat set up deals with the existene of ritial points of C

2

funtionals of

the type

f

�

(u) = f

0

(u) + �G(u); u 2 E (1)

where E is a Hilbert spae and f

0

possesses a �nite dimensional, possibly non ompat

manifold Z of ritial points. Suppose that Z is non degenerate (in the sense that

KerD

2

f

0

(z) = T

z

Z for all z 2 Z) and let � denote the funtional G onstrained on

Z. Then near any topologially stable ritial point of � there exists a ritial point of

f

�

, provided � is small enough. See [1℄ for the ase that Z is ompat and [2; 3℄ for the

general ase.

The preeding abstrat setting provides a uni�ed frame for a broad variety of prob-

lems, variational in nature. A typial example is the existene of homolinis and haos

in dynamial systems, see [2; 4℄. Other appliations inlude: (i) the existene of semi-

lassial states for nonlinear Shr�odinger equations with potential, see [5℄; and (ii) the

problem of �nding a onformal metri with a presribed salar urvature, see [6; 7℄.
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Referenes
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[2℄ A. Ambrosetti, M. Badiale. Homolinis: Poinar�e-Melnikov type results via a

variational approah. Ann. Inst. H. Poinar�e Analyse Non Lin�eaire, 15: 233-252

(1998).

[3℄ A. Ambrosetti, M. Badiale. Variational Perturbative methods and bifuration of

bound states from the essential spetrum. Pro. Royal So. Edinburgh, 128 A:

1131-1161 (1998).

[4℄ M. Berti, P. Bolle. Homolinis and haoti behaviour for perturbed seond order

systems. Ann. Mat. Pura Appl., to appear.

[5℄ A . Ambrosetti, M. Badiale, S. Cingolani. Semilassial states of nonlinear Shroedin-

ger equations. Arh. Rational Mah. Analysis, 140: 285-300 (1997).

[6℄ A. Ambrosetti, J. Gar��a Azorero, I. Peral. Perturbation of �u+ u

(N+2)=(N�2)

= 0;

the salar urvature problem in IR

N

and related topis. J. Funt. Anal., to appear.

[7℄ A. Ambrosetti, A. Malhiodi. A multipliity result for the Yamabe problem on S

n

.

To appear.

Invited letures

New Existene Theorems in Nonlinear Elastostatis

Timothy Healey

Cornell University

email: tjh10�ornell.edu

Nonlinear elastiity deals with the deformation of solid bodies under the inuene of

external loadings. As suh it forms one of the pillars of lassial ontinuum physis -

dating bak to Cauhy. In spite of its age, properly formulated elastiity theory produes

formidable nonlinear problems, the resolution of whih is in many ases beyond the

reah of present-day mathematial analysis. In partiular, there are no general existene

results in nonlinear elastostatis. In this talk we disuss the mathematial diÆulties,

whih are a diret onsequene of restritions ditated by the physial phenomenon.

Next we present some reent results of the speaker yielding global branhes of lassial

solutions based upon a novel Leray-Shauder approah. Lastly we ompare/ontrast

our results with the famous minimum-energy results of Ball.

Pattern Formation of the Stationary Cahn-Hilliard Model

Hansj�org Kielh�ofer

Universit�at Augsburg

email: Kielhoefer�Math.Uni-Augsburg.DE

We investigate ritial points of the free energy E

"

(u) of the Cahn-Hilliard model

over the unit square under the onstraint of a mean value m. We show that for any

�xed value m in the so-alled spinodal region and to any mode of D

u

E

"

(m) there are

ritial points of E

"

(u) having the harateristi symmetries and monotoniities of that
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mode provided " > 0 is small enough. As " tends to zero these ritial points have

singular limits where the symmetries and monotoniities are preserved. Therefore they

form harateristi patterns for eah mode.

It is remarkable that all singular limits are global minimizers of E

0

(u) whih is not

obvious sine minimizing properties of the ritial points of E

"

(u) are not known.

Our method onsists of a global bifuration analysis of ritial points of the energy

E

"

(u) where the bifuration parameter is the mean value m. This new analyti approah

suggests a path following devie to obtain the ritial points (near global minimizers)

numerially.

Smooth Curves of Variational Solutions

Stanislaus Maier-Paape

Georgia Teh & Universit�at Augsburg

email: smaier�math.gateh.edu

We onsider positive solutions of the homogeneous Laplae equation ��u+�u = u

q

with Neumann boundary onditions and q subritial. There are several families of

symmetri multi-peaked solutions known, whose existene was shown by minimizing an

energy funtional subjet to several side onditions (f. e.g. [1℄; the symmetries were

disussed in [2℄). In this talk we derive that these solutions in fat lie on smooth urves.

We have to ombine symmetry arguments, variational tehnis, and bifuration theory.

Coauthor: Zhi-Qiang Wang

Referenes

[1℄ Z.-Q. Wang. Nonradial solutions of nonlinear Neumann problems in radially sym-

metri domains. Banah Center Publiations, 35:85-96, (1996).

[2℄ S. Maier-Paape, K. Shmitt, Z.-Q. Wang. On Neumann problems for semilinear

ellipti equations with ritial nonlinearity: existene and symmetry of multi-

peaked solutions. Commun. Partial Di�erential Equations, 22:1493-1527, (1997).

Some results on the fored pendulum equation

Rafael Ortega

Universidad de Granada

email: rortega�goliat.ugr.es

I present two results on the periodi problem for the fored pendulum equation [2℄,

[3℄. Both are inspired by an interesting example �rst analyzed in [1℄.

Referenes

[1℄ P.W. Bates. Redution theorems for a lass of semilinear equations at resonane.

Pro. Amer. Math. So., 24, 73-78 (1982).

[2℄ R. Ortega. A fored pendulum equation with many periodi solutions. Roky

Mountain J. Math., 27, 861-876 (1997).

[3℄ R. Ortega, E. Serra, M. Tarallo. Non-ontinuation of the periodi osillations of a

fored pendulum in the presene of frition. Pro. Amer. Math. So., to appear.

(http://www.ugr.es/ euadif/)
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Contributed talks

Multipoint Boundary Value Problems

Abdelkader Bouherif

University of Tlemen, Algeria

email: bel�ist.erist.dz

Consider the following multipoint boundary value problem for a seond order ordinary

di�erential equations

8

>

<

>

:

y

00

(x) = f(x; y(x); y

0

(x)) + e(x) x 2 ℄0; 1[

ax(0) + bx

0

(0) = 0

x(1) + dx

0

(1) =

P

m

i=1

�

i

x(�

i

) +

P

n

j=1

�

j

x

0

(�

j

)

(1)

where f : [0; 1℄ � R

2

! R is a Caratheodory funtion, e 2 L

1

([0; 1℄). Given �

i

; �

j

2

(0; 1) ; �

i

; �

j

2 R; all of the �

i

,respetively �

j;

have the same sign for i = 1; 2; :::; m and

j = 1; :::; n with 0 < �

1

< ::: < �

m

< 1 , 0 < �

1

< ::: < �

n

< 1; a; b; ; d; are real and

ad� b 6= 0:

Our objetive is to prove the existene of solutions of problem (1) under suitable

onditions on the nonlinearity f.

Multiple solutions of a quasilinear ellipti boundary value problems

Sidi Mohammed Bouguima

University of Tlemen, Algeria

email: bel�ist.erist.dz

In this talk, we give a desription of the set of solutions for the following problem:

8

<

:

�

�

ju

0

j

p�2

u

0

�

0

= juj

��1

u+ � juj

��1

u x 2 ℄0; 1[

u(0) = u(1) = 0

where p > 1; 0 < � < 1 < �; and � is a real parameter.

Theoretial and numerial study of multi-phase ows through order

parameter formulation

Frank Boyer

MAB, Universit�e Bordeaux 1

email: fboyer�math.u-bordeaux.fr

In this work, we study a mathematial model for multiphase ows. It was proposed

for example in [2℄ in order to study the evolution of an alloy of two inompressible uids

in a hannel under shear. It deals with a oupling of the Cahn-Hilliard equations (1)-(2)

and the inompressible Navier-Stokes equations (3)-(4)

�'

�t

+ v:r'� div(B(')r�) = 0; (1)

� = ���'+ F

0

('); (2)
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�v

�t

� 2 div(�(')D(v)) + (v:r)v +rp = �r'; (3)

div(v) = 0; (4)

where B(') is a mobility oeÆient, �(') the visosity of the alloy, and � stands for

a hemial potential in whih F is the bulk free energy of the alloy.

This system is provided with Neumann boundary onditions for ' and �, and by

Dirihlet and/or periodiity onditions for the veloity. The Gibbs free energy F is

araterised by its double-well struture reprensenting the two phases of the alloy [3℄.

In a �rst part, we deal with theoretial properties of this system in the ase of a

hannel under shear [1℄. Under quite general assumptions on F , we prove the existene

of global weak solutions even if the mobility is allowed to degenerate. Then, if the

mobility does not degenerate, we show the existene and uniqueness of strong solutions

whih are global in 2D and loal in 3D.

Then we prove a result of asymptoti stability in both dimensions 2 or 3 for the

uniform alloy of omposition ' = !, if ! lies in a metastable region of F [3℄. More

preisely we establish that if the initial ondition is lose enough from the equilibrium

' = !, and if the initial veloity is small enough, then there exists a unique global

strong solution whih onverges to the stationary solution when t goes to in�nity.

In a seond part, we investigate the numerial approximation by �nite di�erenes of

this model in 2D. In partiular we show that even if the onvetive term is predominant

in (1), the presene of the Cahn-Hilliard term limits the e�ets of the numerial di�usion

of lassial upwind shemes.

Referenes

[1℄ F. Boyer. Mathematial study of multi-phase ow under shear through order pa-

rameter formulation. to appear in Asymptoti Analysis.

[2℄ R. Chella, J. Vinals. Mixing of a two-phase uid by a avity ow. Physial Review

E, 53 : p 3832, (1996).

[3℄ J.D. Gunton, M. San Miguel, P.S. Sahni. in Phase transitions and ritial phenom-

ena, 8 (Aademi London), (1983).

On problems with nonlinear funtional boundary onditions

S.A. Brykalov

Inst. of Math. and Meh., Ural Branh of Russian Aad. Si.

email: brykalov�imm.uran.ru

Boundary value problems for ordinary di�erential equations and funtional di�erential

equations are onsidered. The boundary onditions are desribed by nonlinear fun-

tionals. SuÆient riteria for the solvability are obtained. These riteria are appliable

to essentially nonlinear systems. The ase of boundary onditions given by nonlinear

monotone mappings is studied. The topologial struture (inluding arwise onnet-

edness) of the solution set is investigated. Boundary value problems with nonlinear

boundary onditions arise, in partiular, in the theory of ontrol and di�erential games.

This researh was partially �naned by Russian Foundation for Basi Researh under

grant 97-01-00160.
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Lower and upper solutions in the theory of � { Laplaian problems

Alberto Cabada

Departamento de An�alise Matem�atia, Faultade de Matem�atias, Universidade de

Santiago de Compostela, Santiago de Compostela, Spain

email: abada�zmat.us.es

Patrik Habets

Institut de Math�ematique Pure et Appliqu�ee, Chemin du Cylotron, 2 B-1348,

Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

email: habets�anma.ul.a.be

Rodrigo L. Pouso

Departamento de An�alise Matem�atia, Faultade de Matem�atias, Universidade de

Santiago de Compostela, Santiago de Compostela, Spain

email: rodrigo�zmat.us.es

In [2℄, the existene of solutions of the problem

�(�(u

0

(t)))

0

= f(t; u(t); u

0

(t)); u(a) = u(b); u

0

(a) = u

0

(b) (1)

in the setor [�; �℄ is proved. Here � and � are respetively a lower and an upper

solution of problem (1), � is an inreasing homeomorphism from IR onto IR and f is a

Carath�eodory funtion whih satis�es some Nagumo type onditions.

It is well known that, even if � is the identity, existene of lower and upper solutions

in the reversed order, i.e. � � �, in general does not imply the existene of solutions of

problem (1). If � = id optimal onditions on f(t; u; u

0

) � f(t; u), whih guarantee the

existene of solutions of problem (1) in [�; �℄, are known [1℄.

In this work, we study problem (1) with f(t; u; u

0

) � f(t; u) and �

�1

a loally Lip-

shitz funtion. Existene of extremal solutions in [�; �℄ via the monotone method is

obtained. Suh results are based on anti-maximum omparison priniples for the op-

erator �(�(u

0

))

0

�Mu (M > 0), whih are stronger than the lassial anti-maximum

priniple sine we need to ompare two solutions of the problem

�(�(u

0

))

0

(t)�M u(t) = �(t); u(a) = u(b); u

0

(a) = u

0

(b):

These omparison results are derived from those obtained in [3℄ for the Neumann

problem. Our results are optimal in the sense that if � is the identity we obtain the best

possible estimate on M given in [1℄. Furthermore, we indiate funtions �

�1

whih are

not loally Lipshitzian and f so that there exist a lower solution �, an upper solution

� � � and there exists no solution lying between � and �.

Referenes
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[2℄ A. Cabada and R. L. Pouso. Existene result for the problem (�(u

0

))

0

= f(t; u; u

0

)

with periodi and Neumann boundary onditions. Nonlinear Anal. T.M.A.,
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On the ensemble of resonane of a fourth order equation.

Juan Campos

Universidad de Granada

email: jampos�goliat.ugr.es

In this talk we will try to give an answer to a question that appears in the book of

Fu���k [1℄. The problem is to give a desription of the set A

1

of all pairs (a; b) suh that

the system

(

u

iv

= au

+

� bu

�

u(0) = u(�) = u

00

(0) = u

00

(�) = 0;

has a non-trivial solution. Here u

+

= maxfu;�ug and u = u

+

� u

�

. This problem

appears when one looks for a priori bounds in a problem

(

u

iv

= f(u)

u(0) = u(�) = u

00

(0) = u

00

(�) = 0;

where f grows linearly.

In this talk we desribe the set A

1

as a ountable set of analyti urves. We shall also

analyze their intersetions and the asymptoti behavior. This situation resembles the

ase of seond order in whih analyti urves go through the eigenvalues of the operator.

Referenes

[1℄ S. Fu���k, Solvability of nonlinear equations and boundary value problems, Reidel,

Dordreht, (1980).

Remarks on a periodi boundary value problem for seond order impulsive

integro-di�erential equations

Daniel Frano

Dpto. de Matem�atia Apliada. Univ. Naional de Eduai�on a Distania

email: dfrano�ind.uned.es

Juan J. Nieto

Dpto. de An�alisis Matem�atio. Univ. de Santiago de Compostela

email: amnieto�us.es

Consider the following seond order integro-di�erential equation with impulses at �xed

moments

�u

00

(t) = f(t; u(t); [Ku℄(t)); t 2 J n ft

1

; t

2

; : : : ; t

p

g;

�uj

t=t

k

= I

k

(u

0

(t

k

)); k = 1; 2; : : : ; p;

�u

0

j

t=t

k

=

�

I

k

(u(t

k

)); k = 1; 2; : : : ; p;

(1)

where J = [0; 2�℄, 0 = t

0

< t

1

< t

2

< � � � < t

p

< t

p+1

= 2�, f : J � IR � IR ! IR,

I

k

;

�

I

k

: IR! IR, �uj

t=t

k

= u(t

+

k

)� u(t

�

k

), �u

0

j

t=t

k

= u

0

(t

+

k

)� u

0

(t

�

k

) and K is the integral

operator de�ned by [Ku℄(t) =

R

T

0

a(t; s)u(s)ds; a 2 C[J � J ; IR℄:

Note that this equation has the peuliarity that the impulses are in some sense

rossed, sine �uj

t=t

k

depends on u

0

(t

k

) and �u

0

j

t=t

k

depends on u(t

k

). Equation (1)
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has been onsidered in several papers with di�erent boundary onditions. Here we shall

study the periodi problem, i.e.,

u(0) = u(T ); u

0

(0) = u

0

(T ): (2)

In [2℄ problem (1)-(2) is studied without impulses in u and with linear impulses in

u

0

(i.e. I

k

= 0,

�

I

k

(x) = 

k

x). In [1℄ it is onsidered with linear impulses at u and u

0

(i.e. I

k

= 

k

x,

�

I

k

(x) = �

k

x). Both papers are presented in the more general sheme of

Banah spaes.

By establishing ertain existene and omparison results, and using the monotone

iterative tehnique, we shall obtain a riteria on the existene of minimal and maximal

solutions for (1)-(2).

In the salar ase we improve and simplify results in [1℄ and [2℄. Besides, it is easy

to generalize our results for integro-di�erential equations in Banah spaes.

Referenes

[1℄ Guo D. Periodi boundary value problems for seond order impulsive integro-

di�erential equations in Banah spaes. Nonlinear Anal., 28 (6): 983-997, (1997).

[2℄ Liu X. y Guo D. Periodi boundary value problems for a lass of seond-order

impulsive integro-di�erential equations in Banah spaes. J. Math. Anal. Appl.,

216: 284-302, (1997).

The sweeping proesses without onvexity

Vladimir V. Gonharov

S.I.S.S.A., via Beirut 2-4, 34013 Trieste, ITALY

email: gonha�sissa.it

The sweeping proess introdued by Moreau in the Seventies desribes the behaviour

of a moving point that is onstrained both to belong in eah time moment t to some

losed set K(t); and to have a veloity \normal" to the boundary of this set. Due

to mehanial appliations (suh as frition and resistene) this moving point may be

treated as the veloity of a partile as well. The ase of onvex set K(t) was detaily in-

vestigated by J.J.Moreau, C.Castaing, M.Valadier, M.D.P.Monteiro Marques and other

researhers. Some results were also obtained if K(t) is the omplement of an open

onvex set by a suitable way depending on t:

We propose a new approah to study the sweeping proesses assoiated with not

neessarily onvex sets. Passing to the mathematial formulation, we have to �nd a

solution of the problem

8

>

<

>

:

� _x(t) 2 N

K(t)

(x(t))

x(0) = x

0

2 K(0)

x(t) 2 K(t) 8t

(1)

where N

K

(x) means the Clarke normal one to K at the point x 2 K; and the mapping

t 7! K(t) is supposed to be Lipshitzean. Notie that in the nononvex ase statement

of the problem depends essentially on the meaning of normal vetors. Moreover, as

shown by an example, the problem (1) in general an have no solutions if we onsider
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the Bouligand normal one in the plae of the Clarke one. We present two existene

results for solutions of (1) in a Hilbert spae. One of them requires loal ompatness of

the graph of K(t); while other involves the assumption permitting to ontrol the lak of

onvexity of K(t) through some variational inequality. It seems that the last property

known in the literature as '-onvexity (see, e.g., [1℄) is stritly related with existene

and uniqueness of the projetion onto the set. Also we study the variational properties

whih naturally generalize '-onvexity and their relations with regularity of the losed

sets. Finally, we prove uniqueness and regularity theorems for solutions of (1) under

assumptions that the moving losed set K(t) satis�es some of these properties.

Referenes

[1℄ A.Marino, M.Tosques. Some variational problems with lak of onvexity. Methods

of Nononvex Analysis, Proeedings from CIME, Varenna 1989 (A.Cellina, ed.),

Leture Notes 1446:58-83, (1990).

Polynomial solutions on matrix di�erential equations of Riati type

Biljana Jolevska-Tuneska

Faulty of Eletial Engineering, Skopje, R. Maedonia

email: biljanaj�erera.etf.ukim.edu.mk

Petar Lazov

Faulty of Eletial Engineering, Skopje, R. Maedonia

By introduing and using the properties of polynomial part of the expansion of a

root of polynomial in salar ase, up to now polynomial solutions of Riati di�erential

equations and some wider lasses of algebrai di�erential equations are desribed - issue

studied in many papers from many various authors.

Matrix equations of Riati type with �-matrixes as oeÆients is solved in this thesis.

�-matrix with the basi properties of previously mentioned polynomial is de�ned, its

existing is proved in a terms of eigenvalues of the oldest matrix and than the solutions of

the matrix di�erential equation are desribed and also the onditions for their existene

are given.

For ommutative matries the results get the same form as in the salar ase.

Boundedness of Volterra Di�erene Equations

Rigoberto Medina

Departamento de Cienias Exatas. Universidad de Los Lagos. Casilla 933,

Osorno-Chile

email: rmedina�puyehue.di.ulagos.l

Volterra di�erene equations mainly arise in the modeling proess of some real phe-

nomena or by applying a numerial method to a Volterra integral equation. Atually

muh of their general quantitative and speially their qualitative theory remains to be

developed.

We onsider the following system of Volterra di�erene equations
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�x(n) = A(n)x(n) +

n�1

X

j=n

0

K(n; j)x(j) + F (n); x(n

0

) = x

0

; (1)

where �x(n) = x(n + 1)� x(n); A(n); K(n; j) are m�m matries for eah n; j 2 N;

and F : N ! R

m

is a funtion.

The goal of this artile is to give suÆient onditions under whih the solutions of

the Volterra di�erene Equation (1) are bounded. For this purpose, we will establish

that the following linear di�erene Equation (2) is equivalent to the Equation (1):

�y(n) = B(n)y(n) + L(n; n

0

)x

0

+H(n); y(n

0

) = x

0

; (2)

where

B(n) = A(n)� L(n; n); H(n) = F (n) +

n�1

X

j=n

0

L(n; j + 1)F (j) (3)

and L is an m�m matrix.

Moreover, weighted norms are used to �nd suÆient onditions under whih Equation

(1) has bounded solutions.

A multipliity result for a oating beam equation

Anna Maria Miheletti

Dipartimenti di Matematia Appliata, Pisa

email: a.miheletti�dma.unipi.it

We onsider a strongly inde�nite funtional whose ritial points are the weak solu-

tions of a beam equation of the type

u

tt

(x; t) + u

xxxx

(x; t) + b[u(x; t)℄

+

=  in [0; a℄�R

0 = u

xx

(0; t) = u

xx

(a; t) = u

xxx

(0; t) = u

xxx

(a; t) for all t 2R

u(x; t) = u(x; t+ 2�) for all x 2 [0; a℄, t 2R

u(x; t) = u(x;�t) for all x 2 [0; a℄, t 2R

u(x; t) = u(a� x; t) for all x 2 [0; a℄, t 2R

where b and  are positive onstants and [u℄

+

= max(0; u). This kind of equation,

modelling a oating beam, has been studied by Lazer and M Kenna by means of a

�nite dimensional redution. They prove the existene of two nontrivial solutions when

b belongs to a ertain interval.

We get the existene of two nontrivial solutions for b > ��

�

1

, and the existene of four

nontrivial solutions for b > ��

k

(with k � 2) and b lose to �

k

. Here we denote by �

�

i

the sequene of the negative eigenvalues of the operator Lu = u

tt

+ u

xxxx

.

In the proof we desribe the geometry of a suitable assoiated funtional and use a limit

ategory argument.

This is a joint work with Claudio Saon.
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Lower and Upper Solutions Method for Third Order Nonlinear Periodi

Problem

Feliz Manuel Minh�os

Departamento de Matem�atia. Universidade de

�

Evora. 7000

�

Evora PORTUGAL

email: fminhos�dmat.uevora.pt

We study in this work an existene result for the nonlinear third order periodi

boundary value problem x

000

= f(t; x; x

0

; x

00

) using topologial degree and the method of

lower and upper solutions for ontinuous funtions. With our tehnique we an bound

the solution and its derivative.

Referenes

[1℄ Coster, C. de .La m�ethode des sur et sous solutions dans l'�etude de probl�emes aux

limites. Universit�e Catolique de Louvain. Fault�e des Sienes. D�epartment de

Math�ematique. F�evrier (1994).

[2℄ Mawhin, J. Topologial Degree Methods in Nonlinear Boundary Value Problems.

AMS, Providene, Rhode Island. (1979)

[3℄ Rahunkov�a, I. Periodi Boundary Value Problems for Third Order Di�erential

Equations. Math. Slovaa, 41 (3): 241-248, (1991).

[4℄ Rusn�ak, J. Construtions of Lower and Upper Solutions for a Nonlinear Boundary

Value Problem of the Third Order and Their Appliations. Math. Slovaa,41 (1):

101-110, (1990)

Quasilinear Ellipti Equations in the whole spae

Ireneo Peral

Departamento de Matematias, U.A.M. 28049 Madrid (Spain)

email: ireneo.peral� uam.es

We look for positive (weak) solutions of the following problems:

��

p

u(x) + �u

p�1

(x) = �h(x)u

q�1

(x) + g(x)u

r�1

(x); x 2 IR

N

; (P

�

)

with 1 < p <1, 1 < q < p < r � p

�

, where p

�

=

Np

N�p

if 1 < p < N , p

�

= 1, if p � N ,

� is a real parameter, � � 0, h and g verify some integrability onditions. When p = 2

the problem orresponds to the lassial Laplaian and even in this ase the results are

new. We will study three di�erent ases:

We will emphasize the di�erenes of behaviour with the ase of the Dirihlet problem

in a bounded domain.

We would like to point out that for p = 2 and the ritial ase the problem is related

to some salar urvature problems in IR

N

.

Referenes

[1℄ Perturbation of �u + u

(N+2)=(N�2)

= 0; the salar urvature problem in IR

N

and

related topis. J. Funt. Anal., (To appear)

[2℄ Ellipti Variational Problems in IR

N

with Critial Growth J. Di�. Equations., (To

appear)

[3℄ Perturbation Results for an Anisotropi Shr�odinger Equation via a variational

Method. Nonlinear Di� Equations and Appliations, (To appear)
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[4℄ Bifuration for the p-Laplaian in IR

N

. Advanes in Di�. Equa. (To appear)

Setting of the dual problems in mathematial physis

Boris E. Pobedria

Mehanial and Mathematial Faulty, Mosow State University

email: pobedria�meh.math.msu.su

A solution of boundary value problem of mathematial physis is used at alulation

of physial �elds. These problems are a di�erential orollary of onservation laws of

some physial magnitudes (u | basi variable). For magnitude u in domain V � R

3

the funtional equation is given:

L(u) = f (1)

Let the "natural" boundary onditions are given on a surfae bounding the domain

pn = � (2)

where "uxes" p of magnitude u are introdued with the help of operator M

p = M(u) (3)

Thus

Div M = L (4)

There is a dual setting of problem (1), (2). It onsists of solution of the equations

Div p = f (5)

being a orollary of relations (1), (4). Besides the "equations of a ompatibility" are

introdued:

P (p) = 0 (6)

being the solvability onditions of the equation (3).

Variational priniples are onneted, as a rule, with eah of the dual problems (1),

(2) and (5), (6), (2). The simultaneous appliation of these variational priniples allows

energetially estimating a solution of the problem from above and from below.

We o�er new setting of the dual problem whih in most ases essentially simpli�es re-

alization of applied alulations of physial �elds. It onsists of solution of the funtional

equations

P (p) + AfDiv p� fg = 0

with boundary onditions

P

n

= �; Div p� f = 0

The new variational priniple is o�ered. The e�etive methods of a numerial realization

of the problem in new setting are indiated. Speial examples are inluded. The possible

generalizations are onsidered.
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Upper and lower solutions for �rst order disontinuous BVPs

Rodrigo L. Pouso

Depto. de An�alise Matem�atia, Univ. de Santiago de Compostela

email: rodrigo�zmat.us.es

Existene of Carath�eodory { type solutions for the problem

(P ) x

0

(t) = f(t; x(t)) for a.e. t 2 [0; T ℄; B(x(0); x) = 0;

where f and B are not neessarily ontinuous funtions, is studied in the frame of upper

and lower solutions.

Condition B(x(0); x) = 0 is de�ned as an extension of the periodi boundary ondi-

tions (x(0) = x(T )) whih involves the behavior of the solution along the whole interval

[0; T ℄. For instane, under the previous formulation we will be able to onsider funtional

onditions suh as

x(0) =

Z

T

0

x(s)ds or x(0) = max

t2[0;T ℄

x(t):

Existene of solutions for problem (P ) is studied in [1℄, with absolutely ontinuous

upper and lower solutions. We shall see that the regularity of these funtions an be

relaxed to obtain �ner results in pratial situations: we shall de�ne the onepts of

upper and lower solutions in the spae of funtions of bounded variation, overing the

useful ase of pieewise absolutely ontinuous upper and lower solutions (see [2, 3℄).

In [1℄ the following assumptions on f are required: f(t; x) = q(x)g(t; x) where q :

IR ! (0;1) needs not be a ontinuous funtion, and g is a Carath�eodory funtion (in

partiular, ontinuous with respet to its seond variable). We shall see how to prove

an existene result for (P ) assuming no ontinuity hypothesis over g: essentially, this is

done replaing the Carath�eodory onditions by the ones introdued in [4℄.

Finally, we onsider the situation in whih the upper and the lower solution are given

with no ordering. To prove a proper existene and loalization result in this ase we

have to ouple the basi ideas presented in [5℄ with adequate new arguments (suitable

to deal with upper and lower solutions of bounded variation).

Referenes

[1℄ S. Heikkil�a. First-order disontinuous di�erential equations with funtional bound-

ary onditions. Advanes in Nonlinear Dynamis; Stability, Control Theory Meth-

ods Appl., Gordon & Breah, Amsterdam, 5: 273-281, (1997).

[2℄ C. De Coster. La m�ethode des sur et sous solutions dans l'�etude de probl�emes aux

limites. PhD Thesis, Universit�e Catholique de Louvain-la-Neuve (1994)

[3℄ E. Liz & R.L. Pouso. Upper and lower solutions with \jumps". J. Math. Anal.

Appl., 222: 282-493, (1998).

[4℄ E.R. Hassan & W. Rzymowski. Extremal solutions of a disontinuous di�erential

equation. Nonlinear Anal., to appear.

[5℄ C. Marelli & P. Rubbioni. A new extension of lassial M�uller's theorem. Nonlin-

ear Anal., 28(11): 1759-1767, (1997).
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Equivalene of two de�nitions of index of periodi solutions of an evolution

equation of seond order

Aureliano M. Robles-P�erez

Universidad de Granada

email: arobles�goliat.ugr.es

We onsider the evolution equation

�u+  _u+ `u = f(t; u)

where ` is a oerive self-adjoint operator with dense domain in a Hilbert spae H and

f is periodi in time.

If u is a periodi solution in t of suh equation, we an de�ne the index of u in two

ways: either as the �xed point of the Poinar�e map or in terms of a standard funtional

setting for periodi problems.

We prove the equivalene of both de�nitions. In the proof we follow the ideas of

Krasnoselskii and Zabreiko.

This is joint work with R. Ortega.

Referenes

[1℄ M.Krasnoselskii, P.P. Zabreiko. Geometrial Methods of Nonlinear Analysis, Sprin-

ger-Verlag, (1984).

The Fuik spetrum of general Sturm-Liouville problems

Bryan Rynne

Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh EH14 4AS, Sotland

email: bryan�ma.hw.a.uk

We onsider the general Sturm-Liouville boundary value problem

�(pu

0

)

0

+ qu = �u

+

� �u

�

; in (0; �);

a

0

u(0) + b

0

u

0

(0) = 0; a

1

u(�) + b

1

u

0

(�) = 0;

where u

�

= maxf�u; 0g. The set of points (�; �) 2 IR

2

for whih this problem has a non-

trivial solution is alled the Fuik spetrum. When p � 1, q � 0, and either Dirihlet

or periodi boundary onditions are imposed, the Fuik spetrum is known expliitly,

and onsists of a ountable olletion of urves, with ertain geometri properties. In

this talk we show that similar properties hold for the general problem above, and also

for a further generalization of the Fuik spetrum. We also disuss some spetral type

properties of a positively homogeneous, `half-linear' problem, and use these results to

onsider the solvability of a nonlinear problem with jumping nonlinearities.

Bounded solutions for nonlinear ellipti equations in unbounded domain

Robert Sta�nzy

Faulty of Mathematis, University of  L�od�z, Banaha 22, 90-238  L�od�z, Poland

email: stanzr�imul.math.uni.lodz.pl
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We prove the existene of a bounded, radial solution in unbounded domain of the

nonlinear ellipti problem

�u = f(kxk ; u) for kxk > 1; x 2 IR

n

; n � 3

u(x) = 0 for kxk = 1

(1)

under some asymptoti and sign ondition on f .

Under stronger assumptions it is proved that this solution must be of onstant sign.

The problem is at resonane, sine the funtion u(x) = 1 � kxk

2�n

is a solution

for oresponding homogeneous BVP (with zero right-hand side of (1)). The theory of

oinidene degree developed in [1℄, [2℄ does not apply here, beause the di�erential

operator (with the boundary ondition taken into aount) is not Fredholm.

To prove the existene of solution of (1) we use perturbation method together with

some �xed point theorem in the spae of bounded and ontinuous funtions.

A good survey of known results on the existene of positive solutions of (1) is in [3℄.

However, only solutions onvergent to zero at in�nity are onsidered therein.

Referenes

[1℄ R.E. Gaines and J. Mawhin. Coinidene Degree and Nonlinear Di�erential Equa-

tions. Leture Notes in Math., 568, Springer Verlag, New York, Berlin, (1977).

[2℄ J. Mawhin. Topologial Degree Methods in Nonlinear Boundary Value Problems.

CBMS Regional Conf. Series in Math., 40, Amer. Math. So., Providene, RI,

(1979).

[3℄ B. Franhi, E. Lanonelli and J. Serrin. Existene and uniqueness of nonnegative

solutions of quasilinear equations in IR
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. Adv. Math., 118:177-243, (1996).

Adjoint Operators to Nonlinear Operators

Vladilen A. Trenogin

Mosow State Steel and Alloys Institute, Address: Departement Mathematis, Leninsky

prosp.4, 117936, Mosow, Russia

email: vladilen�trenogin.misa.a.ru

If on a nonvoid set the nonnegative idential symmetri funtion is given then this

set is alled weakly metri spae. An operator whih maps one weakly metri spae

to another weakly metri spae is onsidered. In this situation the onepts of adjoint

spaes and adjoint operator are introdued. Di�erent properties of adjoint operators

are establshed. The role of adjoint operator onept for nonlinear equation solvability

is explained. More expliitly the Lipshitz operators and its adjoint operators in Banah

spaes are investigated.

Referenes

[1℄ Trenogin V.A. Funtional Analysis. (in Russian) 2nd ed.,1993, Nauka, Mosow;

Frenh.transl.: 1987, Mir, Mosow.

[2℄ Trenogin V.A. Doklady Aad.Nauk, 1996, 350(4).
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2.10 Variational Methods

Organizer : Mariano Giaquinta

Key note leture

Minimal geodesis on groups of volume-preserving maps and generalized

solutions of the Euler equations

Yann Brenier

U. Paris 6 and IUF

email: brenier�ann.jussieu.fr

The three-dimensional motion of an inompressible invisid uid is lassially de-

sribed by the Euler equations, but an also be seen, following Arnold, as a geodesi on

a group of volume-preserving maps. Loal existene and uniqueness of minimal geodesis

have been established by Ebin and Marsden. In the large, for a large lass of data, the

existene of minimal geodesis may fail, as shown by Shnirelman. For suh data, we

show that the limits of approximate solutions are solutions of a suitable extension of

the Euler equations or, equivalently, as sharp measure-valued solutions to the Euler

equations in the sense of DiPerna and Majda.

Invited letures

Existene of equivariant harmoni maps

Andreas Gastel

Heinrih-Heine-Universit�at D�usseldorf

email: gastel�s.uni-duesseldorf.de

One way to obtain harmoni maps between Eulidean spheres in nontrivial homotopy

lasses is to redue the e�etive dimension of the problem by imposing ertain symmetry

onditions. Several situations where this redution leads to ODE problems have been

disussed (f. [1℄ for an overview), beginning with Smith's paper [3℄ about harmoni

joins. In this talk, examples are given where the redued problem is of higher dimension.

We minimize energy in Sobolev spaes of mappings between spheres whih are equiv-

ariant with respet to ertain torus ations. Doing so, we get weakly harmoni minimiz-

ers. It is now a matter of regularity theory [2℄ to dedue onditions under whih these

minimizers are atually smooth harmoni maps. These onditions imply existene of

harmoni representatives of the nontrivial elements of the following homotopy groups:

�

n+1

(S

n

)

�

=

Z

2

(n � 3), �

n+2

(S

n

)

�

=

Z

2

(n � 5 odd). Moreover, eah of these lasses

ontains in�nitely many harmoni maps of arbitrarily high energy.

Referenes

[1℄ J. Eells, A. Ratto. Harmoni maps and minimal immersions with symmetries.

Annals of Math. Studies, 130, Prineton University Press (1993).

[2℄ A. Gastel. Regularity theory for minimizing equivariant (p{)harmoni mappings.

Cal. Var. PDE, 6:329{367, (1998).
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[3℄ R.T. Smith. Harmoni mappings of spheres. Amer.J.Math., 97:364{385, (1975).

Critial points of the area funtional by gluing tehnis

Frank Paard

Universit�e Paris 12

email: paard�univ-paris12.fr

We prove a `gluing theorem', whih states roughly that if two (appropriate) onstant

mean urvature surfaes (resp. minimal surfaes) are juxtaposed, so that their tangent

planes are parallel with opposite orientation, and very lose to one another, then there

is a new onstant mean urvature surfae (resp. minimal surfae) near this on�gu-

ration, whih is a topologial onneted sum of the two surfaes. Even though, gluing

onstrutions for geometri objets are by now well understood and somewhat ommon-

plae (e.g. in the ontext to CMC and minimal surfaes, the pioneering work was that

of N. Kapouleas and, probably more relevant to the results here, is the reent work of

S.D. Yang, in whih geometri onneted sums of omplete minimal surfaes of �nite

total urvature are onstruted), our proedure is both easier to understand, gives more

information. What is more, the tehnis an be easily adapted to other problems (e.g.

existene (and uniqueness) of Ginzburg-Landau vorties, existene of CMC or minimal

hypersurfaes, existene of singular or regular solutions of semilinear ellipti equations,

. . . ).

A simple ontext for our result is when we are given two orientable ompat non-

degenerate CMC surfaes, �

1

and �

2

, with nonempty boundaries. Let us asume that

0 2 �

1

\�

2

, that T

0

�

1

= T

0

�

2

are equal to the x y-plane and have opposite orientation

at this point. Then we prove that there is S

�

a one-parameter family of smooth, im-

mersed CMC surfaes with boundary, for � 2 (0; �

0

℄, suh that, S

�

onverges in the C

1

topology to �

1

[ �

2

away from the origin, and the dilated surfae �

�1

S

�

onverges in

the C

1

topology to a atenoid with vertial axis. Moreover, the boundary of S

�

is the

union of the boundaries of the �

i

, eah possibly transformed by a small rigid motion.

We also give suÆient onditions for S

�

to be embedded and �nally we prove that

these surfaes S

�

are "generially" nondegenerate (This question of nondegeneray is

quite important in the moduli spae theory).

The above result an be used to establish a general onneted sum theorem for

omplete, nonompat, embedded CMC surfaes (resp. minimal surfaes). For example,

using this theorem and starting from two Delaunay surfaes, we are able to produe new

embedded four-ended CMC surfaes whih are quite di�erent from the previously known

examples.
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Contributed talks

Periodi solutions and rigid rotation of Ginzburg-Landau vorties

Sophia Demoulini

University of Oxford

email: demoulini�maths.ox.a.uk

Ginzburg-Landau vorties are �nite ation ritial points of the funtional

E(A;�) =

1

2

Z

D

jdAj

2

+ jD

A

�j

2

+

�

4

(j�j

2

� 1)

2

dx GL

where �iA is an S

1

onnetion, � is a setion of the assoiated omplex line bundle and

D

A

� = d � iA� is the ovariant derivative. The ation is invariant under an in�nite

dimensional group of gauge transformations �(�) : (A;�) 7! (A+r�;�e

i�

) for smooth

funtions �. The domain D is taken to be either S

2

or a dis in the plane. Time periodi

solutions of systems desribing the dynamis of Ginzburg-Landau vorties are obtained

by a diret variational method. The existene of suh solutions was onjetured in [1℄.

The systems studied inlude the Abelian Higgs model, whih is a system of semi-linear

wave equations, as well as a system of non-linear Shr�odinger type, introdued in [2℄.

The solutions desribe vorties moving in rigid rotation about one another. A previous

result of this type was proved in [3℄ by perturbative tehniques.

Referenes
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The loaded di�erential Equations and their Appliations

Muvasharkhan Dzhenaliev

Institute of Theoretial and Applied Mathematis

Pushkin str.125, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan

email: dzhenaliev�itpm.si.kz

The equations presribed in 
 � R

n

are alled loaded, if they ontain some operations

of the traes of desired solution on manifolds (of dimension whih is strongly less than

n) from Closure 
: The loaded equations are examined in Works [1℄, [2℄.

Assume we are given a bounded and regular onneted open Set 
 � R

N

and positive

Number T (T is a �nal instant of time). Let Q = 
�(0; T );� = �
�(0; T );
 = 
[�
:

Problem. Find a Solution u(x; t) of the Boundary Value Problem:

�u

�t

= �u+

X

m

k=1

M

k

(x; t)u+ f; fx; tg 2 Q;

�u

�t

+

�u

�~n

+

X

n�1

k=1



k

(�; t)

�u

�~�

k

=

X

m+l

k=m+1

M

k

(�; t)u+ g; f�; tg 2 �;

u(x; 0) = u

0

; x 2 
; u(�; 0) = u

1

; � 2 �
;
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where M

k

(�; t)u =

Z

�

k

(t)

M(�; �; t)D

�

k

(t)

�

u(�; t)d�;

�

k

(t)� (n� 1)� dimensional Manifolds in 
 for 8t 2 [0; T ℄;

D



�

= (1��

j�


)

=2

� frational integral-di�erential Operator of -order;

�

j�


� the Laplae-Beltrami Operator;

~n; ~� � the unique outer normal and tangent vetors to �
:

Theorem 1. Let f 2 L

2

(0; T ; �

�1

(
)); g 2 L

2

(0; T ;H

�1=2

(�
)); u

0

2 L

2

(
); u

1

2

L

2

(�
): Then the Problem has unique Solution u(x; t) whih satis�es

u 2 L

2

(0; T ;H

1

(
)) \ L

1

(0; T ;L

2

(
) \ L

2

(�
))

and depends ontinuously from f; g; u

0

; u

1

:

Theorem 2. Let f 2 L

2

(Q); g 2 L

2

(�); u

0

2 H

1

(
)(u

1

= u

0

j�
)

): Then the

Problem has unique Solution whih satis�es u 2 L

1

(0; T ;H

1

(
)) \ H

1

(0; T ;L

2

(
)

\L

2

(�
)) and depends ontinuously from f; g; u

0

:
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On the Heat Equation with Integral Mean-Values

Meyramkul Dzhenalieva

Institute of Theoretial and Applied Mathematis

Pushkin str.125, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan

email: dzhenaliev�itpm.si.kz

Eequations with integral mean-values arise in the searh of approximative solutions

of partial di�erential equations. For example, this approah was used for the alulation

of the physial and heat engineering properties of the oiling in the bearings [1℄.

Let Q = fx; tj0 < x < 1; 0 < t < Tg: We examine the following boundary value

problem:

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

(�)v

0

(t) =

�

2

u(x; t)

�x

2

+ f in Q;

u(0; t) = u(1; t) = 0 in (0; T );

v(0) = 0; where v(t) =

R

1

0

u(�; t)d�;

(1)

W

1

= fuju 2 L

2

(0; T ;H

2

(0; 1) \H

1

0

(0; 1)); v

0

(t) 2 L

2

(0; T )g;

W

2

= fuju 2 L

2

(0; T ;H

1

0

(0; 1)); v

0

(t) 2 L

2

(0; T )g:

We examine problem (1) both with the sign plus and the sign minus.
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Theorem 1. For every f 2 L

2

(Q); there is a unique u 2 W

1

suh that (1) holds.

Theorem 2. For every f 2 L

2

(0; T ;H

�1

(0; 1)); there is a unique u 2 W

2

suh that

(1) holds. We examine the following generalization of problem (1):

�v(x; t)

�t

= �u(x; t) + f(x; t) at 
� (0; T );

u(x; t) = 0 at �
 � (0; T ); v(x; 0) = '(x) at 
;

v(x; t) �

X

m

j=1

�

j

(x)u(x

j

; t):

Here 
 � R

n

� bounded Region, �� Laplae's Operator.
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Integral inequalities assoiated with Inequalities of Opial type

Bronislaw Florkiewiz

Wrolaw University of Tehnology
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Malgorzata Kuhta

Wrolaw University of Tehnology
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We derive some new integral inequalities of the form (�):

Z

I

ujhj

p

jh

0

jdt � (p+ 1)

p=(p+1)

�

Z

I

rjh

0

j

p+1

dt

�

1=(p+1)

�

Z

I

sjhj

p

jh

0

jdt

�

p=(p+1)

; h 2 H;

where I = (�; �);�1 � � < � � 1, p > 0, H is a wide, determined lass of funtions

h, absolutely ontinuous on I, satisfying the limit onditions h(�) = 0 or h(�) = 0, the

funtions r; s and u are any set of funtions related by the appropriate weight funtions.

The inequalities we examine are analogues of integral inequalities of Weyl type whih

are onneted with integral inequalities of Hardy type [1℄. To obtain the inequalities

(�) we use at �rst the uniform method of obtaining integral inequalities of Opial type

of the form (��):

Z

I

sjhj

p

jh

0

jdt �

Z

I

rjh

0

j

p+1

dt; h 2; H;

where r is an arbitrary weight funtion, s depends on a parameter and is hosen appro-

priately for r in suh a way that the inequality (��) holds in a wide lass of funtions

absolutely ontinuous on I [2℄. Next by the optimisation with respet to parameter we

obtain the inequality (�).
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Multiple existene of solutions for semilinear ellipti problems

Norimihi Hirano

Yokohama National University

email: hirano�math.si.ynu.a.jp

In this talk, we onsider the multiple existene of semilinear ellipti problems of the

form

��u+ u = g(x; u); x 2 


u = 0 on �


where 
 is an unbounded domain in IR

N

and g : 
 � IR ! IR is a ontinuous funtion

with a superlinear growth. The existene of solutions of the problem above has been

studied by many authors. In ase that g(x; t) =j t j

p�1

t with 1 < p < (N + 2)=(N � 2)

and 
 = IR

N

, it is well known that the problem has a unique positive solution. It is also

known in this ase that the problem has in�nity many sign hanging solutions. In this

talk, we onsider the existene of positive solutions and sign hanging solutions for the

ase that g depends on x and the domain 
 is not neessarily the whole spae.
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Reent results about existene of solutions to dynami ontat problems
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Despite its pratial appliation, the theory of dynami ontat problems remains

underdeveloped. The Signorini ontat ondition to the hyperboli system is up{to{

now solvable only for half{spaes or for one spae dimension. This led to introdution

of some (possibly small) physially based visosity into the elasti problems. Moreover,

the Coulomb frition law reates the problem to be nonsmooth, the frition term is

nonmonotone and seems to be of the same order as the volume fores.

We shall present our reent results about the existene of solutions for the approxi-

mate Signorini ondition formulated in veloities. They are based on the penalization of

the ontat ondition and on the proof of a partial regularity of solutions to suh aux-

iliary problem (whih allows the limit proedure to the original problem). The proof,

employing a ertain loalization tehnique, is based on exat trae and inverse trae

theorems whih allow the bounds for the admissible magnitude of the oeÆient of fri-

tion to be as high as possible. The bounds depend exlusively on the visous behaviour

of the material and are remarkably better for homogeneous isotropi materials. The

oeÆient of frition an be solution{dependent.
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Bifuration of homolini solutions for Hamiltonian systems

Robert Joosten

EPFL (Switzerland)

email: Robert.Joosten�epfl.h

We onsider the following �rst order Hamiltonian system

Ju

0

(x) +Mu(x)�r

s

F (x; u(x)) = �u(x)

where J is a 2N � 2N real matrix suh that

J = �J

T

= �J

�1

;

M is a 2N � 2N real symmetri matrix suh that

�(JM) \ iIR = ;

and F : IR� IR

2N

! IR is suh that

lim

jsj!0

F (x; s)

jsj

2

= 0 :

We are interested in existene and bifuration results of homolini solutions for a

subset of suh systems. By homolini solution, we mean a solution u(x) suh that

lim

x!�1

u(x) = 0.
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With global and loal hypotheses on F , we prove the existene of non trivial homo-

lini solutions when the parameter � is in a small neighbourhood.

Under ertain loal onditions on F , we �nd a bifuration point for the system.

The proofs are based on variational arguments developed in the referene below.
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The shape of funtions yielding best onstants in Sobolev-type inequalities

Bernd Kawohl
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If for p; q 2 [1;1℄ one looks for minimizers u of

J

1

(v) :=

jjrvjj

L

p

(
)

jjvjj

L

q

(
)

on W

1;p

(
) \

Z




v dx = 0 (1)

or

J

2

(v) :=

jjvjj

W

1;p

(
)

jjvjj

L

q

(
)

on W

1;p

(
); (2)

then already in one spae dimension, for 
 = [�1; 1℄ the shape of minimizers varies

onsiderably in q, for �xed p.

As shown in [1℄, the minimizer u

1

of (1) hanges of ourse sign and is odd and

monotone for q � 2p+ 1 and not odd but still monotone for q > 4p� 1. This improves

results in [2℄ and [3℄.

The minimizer u

2

of (2) is always of one sign. In fat it is onstant for q � p,

but nononstant, positive, stritly monotone and has exatly one inetion point for

p < q < 1, whih moves to the boundary as q ! 1. The ase q = 1 was treated in

[4℄.
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Gradient ow for Willmore surfaes

Ernst Kuwert

Universit�at Freiburg

email: kuwert�mathematik.uni-freiburg.de

Here we report on joint work with Reiner Sh�atzle (Freiburg). An immersion f : � ! IR

3

of a losed, oriented surfae � is alled a Willmore surfae if it is ritial for the Willmore

integral

W (f) =

Z

�

H

2

d�; (1)

where H =

�

1

+�

2

2

is the mean urvature and d� is the indued area element. L. Simon

used the diret method to prove the existene of a minimizing torus, see also [2℄. Here

we propose the study of the orresponding L

2

gradient ow

�

t

f = (�H + 2H(H

2

�K))�; (2)

where � is the unit normal and K = �

1

�

2

is the Gau� urvature. It is not lear whether

(2) develops singularities in �nite time and whether it onverges as t!1.

We prove a lower bound for the maximal lifespan T > 0 of the solution to (2) depending

on how muh the urvature is onentrated in L

2

for the initial surfae. More preisely

for 0 < "

0

< 8� we introdue the quantity

r

0

(f) = inffr > 0 : 9 x 2 IR

3

with

Z

f

�1

(B(x;r))

jAj

2

d� � "

0

g (3)

and prove the following result:

Theorem Let f

0

: � ! IR

3

satisfy

R

�

jA

0

j

2

d�

0

� � <1. There are onstants "

0

> 0,



0

<1 depending only on � suh that T � 

0

r

"

0

(f

0

)

4

=: T

0

. On [0; T

0

℄ the solution is

estimated in terms of the initial data.

If the ow blows up at T < 1, the result implies r

"

0

(f) �

�

T�t



0

�

1=4

! 0 and thus the

urvature onentrates.
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Regularity for minimizers of some variational integrals
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We onsider integral funtionals of the alulus of variations

F(u;
) =

Z




f(Du) dx; (1)

where 
 is an open subset of IR

n

, n � 2, u : 
 ! IR

N

, N � 1 and the integrand f

satis�es the following growth assumption

j z j

p

� f(z) � L(1+ j z j

q

); (2)

q � p � 2, z 2 IR

nN

. A wide literature has been devoted to the study of regularity

properties of loal minimizers of (1) when q = p. More reently, the ase q > p has

been onsidered. In partiular, in the salar ase (N = 1) regularity of loal minimizers

has been proved, provided q and p are not too far apart. Counterexamples show that

restritions on the exponents p, q have to be assumed in order to have regular minimizers,

[1, 2, 3℄. Now we onsider the vetorial ase N � 1 and we deal with higher integrability.

In our setting a loal minimizer of F is a funtion u 2 W

1;1

lo

(
) suh that

f(Du) 2 L

1

lo

(
) (3)

and

Z

supp'

f(Du) dx �

Z

supp'

f(Du+D') dx; (4)

for every ' 2 W

1;1

(
) with supp' �� 
. By (2) and (3) we only have that u 2 W

1;p

lo

(
):

we prove (see [4℄) that the minimality of u boosts its integrability from W

1;p

lo

(
) to

W

1;q

lo

(
) provided

q < p+ 2 minf1;

p

n

g: (5)

One we �lled the gap between p and q, standard tehnique allows us to get higher

di�erentiability and further higher integrability.
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Let � � IR

3

be a losed surfae, and h be its mean urvature whose sign is positive

for onvex surfaes. We onsider a variational problem for the bending energy

W (�) =

Z

�

(h� 

0

)

2

dS

under the presribed area A(�) and volume V (�). Minimizers of this problem are

interpreted as models of the shape of red blood ells [1,2℄. Here, the onstant 

0

denotes

the spontaneous urvature for the red blood ell membrane. If � is a ritial point, then

it satis�es

ÆW (�) + �

1

ÆA(�) + �

2

ÆV (�) = 0;

where Æ means the �rst variation, and �

i

's are the Lagrange multipliers. This is a seond

order ellipti partial di�erential equation for h.

Many results on the existene of ritial points as well as their stability have been

obtained numerially or by formal omputations. For instane, Jenkins [3℄ obtained

numerially bifurating families of ritial points near the sphere whih are surfaes of

revolution (in the ase 

0

= 0). Subsequently Peterson [5℄ and Ou-Yang and Helfrih [4℄

arried out formal analysis of the stability/instability of the lowest-mode solution.

The purpose of this work is (i) to point out some subtleties overlooked in those formal

analyses, (ii) to give a solid mathematial basis for the bifuration analysis, and (iii) to

prove, among other things, that there do exist loal minimizers near the sphere unless



0

oinides with an exeptional value.
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Multiple solutions for an ellipti equation with non{homogeneous

boundary onditions

Addolorata Salvatore

University of Bari, Italy

email: salvator�pasal.dm.uniba.it
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Let us onsider the nonlinear ellipti problem

(

�u + juj

p�2

u = 0 in 


u = g on �


(1)

where 
 is an open smooth bounded subset of IR

N

, N � 2, g 2 C(�
) \H

1=2

(�
) and

p > 2 is �xed.

If g � 0, it is well known that (1) has in�nitely many distint solutions for 2 <

p <

2N

N�2

if N � 3 or p > 2 if N = 2. In this ase the energy funtional is even in a

Banah spae, then suh results have been proved by using variational methods and the

properties of the genus for symmetri sets.

On the ontrary, if g 6� 0 the problem (1) loses its symmetry and the energy funtional

is not invariant under any group of symmetries.

However, we prove that it is possible to apply a perturbative method introdued by

Rabinowitz and developed by Bahri { Berestyki and Struwe. Hene, for p > 2 but

not too larger, the existene of in�nitely many solutions of (1) with higher and higher

energy an be stated (see [2℄).

Further generalizations of this result are ontained in [1℄ and [3℄.
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Convexity estimates for mean urvature ow of mean onvex surfaes

Carlo Sinestrari

Universit�a di Roma \Tor Vergata"

email: sinestra�axp.mat.uniroma2.it

We onsider a familyM

t

(t � 0) of n{dimensional immersed surfaes in IR

n+1

evolving

by mean urvature ow under the assumption that the initial surfae M

0

is smooth,

losed and mean onvex (i.e. with nonnegative mean urvature). Then the ow is

de�ned up to some ritial time T at whih the urvature beomes unbounded. Our

aim is to desribe the singular behaviour as t! T using resaling tehniques.

The paper [2℄ onsidered the ase of surfaes satisfying a bound of the type H �

C=

p

T � t for the mean urvature H. It was shown that any limit of resalings of suh

surfaes is a self-similar homothetially shrinking solution of the ow.
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Here we develop a di�erent approah, based on a{priori estimates, whih an be

applied without restritions on the growth of H. We denote by �

1

; : : : ; �

n

the prinipal

urvatures of the evolving surfaes M

t

and let S

k

(k = 1; : : : ; n) be the elementary

symmetri polynomial of degree k evaluated in �

1

; : : : ; �

n

. In partiular, S

1

= H. Then

our main result is (see [3,4℄)

Theorem 1 Let M

t

be a family of surfaes evolving by mean urvature ow with M

0

losed and mean onvex. Then, for any � > 0 there exists C

�

suh that the estimate

S

k

� ��H

k

� C

�

holds on M

t

for any t 2 [0; T [ and for all k = 2; : : : ; n.

The arbitrariness of � breaks the saling invariane in the above inequality and implies

that near a singularity, where H beomes unbounded, eah S

k

beomes nonnegative after

resaling:

Corollary 2 Let M

t

be a solution of mean urvature ow as in Theorem 1. Then any

smooth resaling of the singularity for t! T is onvex.

One we know that the resaling is onvex, we an use the results of [1℄ about onvex

eternal solution of the ow to desribe the pro�le of the surfaes whih do not satisfy the

growth restrition mentioned above. We show that in this ase the resaling proedure

yields a translating solution of the ow.
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Some general quadrati integral inequalities of the seond order

Katarzyna Wojtezek

Tehnial University of Opole

email: kwoj�polo.po.opole.pl

Integral inequalities of the seond order of the form

(1)

Z

I

sh

2

dt �

Z

I

rh

00

2

dt; h 2 H;

where I = (�; �);�1 � � < � � 1; r and s are real funtions of the variable t, H is a

lass of funtions h absolutely ontinuous on I, have been onsidered by many authors.

They have been also derived by Florkiewiz and Wojtezek (see [1℄) using the uniform

method of obtaining integral inequalities involving a funtion and its derivatives.
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Now we shall derive integral inequalities of the form

(2)

Z

I

(rh

00

2

+ sh

0

2

+ uh

2

)dt � 0; h 2

^

H;

using a generalization of this uniform method.

This generalization of the uniform method lets us for a given funtion r and auxiliary

funtions '

1

, '

2

to determine diretly the weight funtions s and u and use them to

build a wide lass

^

H of funtions h for whih the inequality (2) holds.

Then, using the inequality (2), we shall obtain some integral inequalities with on-

stant weight funtions, e.g. lassial Hardy, Littlewood and Polya inequality of the

form

(3)

Z

I

(h

00

2

� h

0

2

+ h

2

)dt � 0;

(see [2℄) and examine the lasses of funtions h for whih these inequallities hold.
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Bifuration Results for a Class of Quasilinear Ellipti Systems on R

n

Nikos Zographopoulos

National Tehnial University of Athens

email: nz�math.ntua.gr

In this paper we prove the existene of a branh of solutions for the system

��

p

u = �a(x)juj

p�2

u+ F

1

(x; �; u; v); x 2 R

n

��

q

v = �d(x)jvj

q�2

v + F

2

(x; �; u; v); x 2 R

n

under ertain onditions for p,q,F

1

; F

2

: This fat is ahieved by applying degree theory. It

was possible to arry out these methods by working between ertain equivalent weighted

and homogeneous Sobolev spaes.
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Diret gradient method for semilinear ellipti systems
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The subjet of this paper is the numerial solution of semilinear ellipti systems

�

T

i

(u

1

; : : : ; u

r

) � �div (a

i

(x)ru

i

) + f

i

(x; u

1

; : : : ; u

r

) = g

i

(x) in 


Qu

i

� �(x)u

i

+ �(x)�

�

u

ij�


= 0

(1)

(i = 1; : : : ; r), where a

i

(x) � m > 0 and the eigenvalues � of the matries

n

�f

j

(x;�)

��

i

o

ful�l 0 � � � � � �

0

+ 

r

P

j=1

j�

j

j

p�2

. We investigate the appliation of the Hilbert spae

version of the gradient method (GM) to system (1). Whereas the usual appliation

of the GM is done after disretization , our approah is, in ontrast, to exeute the

iteration diretly in the orresponding Sobolev spae, whih demands the solution of

linear auxiliary problems.

It is proved that for any u

0

= (u

0

1

; : : : ; u

0

r

) 2 H

2

(
)

r

with Qu

i

= 0 (i = 1; : : : ; r) in

trae sense we an suitably de�ne M > 0 suh that the sequene

u

k+1

i

= u

k

i

�

2

M +m

(��)

�1

(T

i

(u

k

)� g

i

) (k 2 N; i = 1; : : : ; r)

onverges to the weak solution u

�

= (u

�

1

; : : : ; u

�

r

) of (1) aording to the estimate

ku

k

� u

�

k

H

1

0

(
)

r

� onst:�

�

M �m

M +m

�

k

:

The solution of the auxiliary equations an be ahieved by disretization, thus linear

algebrai systems have to be solved instead of nonlinear ones obtained from disretizing

(1). (A suitable FEM or FDM might be used here, similarly to the ase of the Dirihlet

problem.)

We examine some speial domains in the ase of polynomial nonlinearity when the

auxiliary equations an be sol ved diretly (without disretization). This inludes do-

mains that an be suitably transformed to a ball, ube or an annulus. Numerial exam-

ples of the solution of ellipti RDE equations are given.

Bifuration of some semilinear ellipti equations

Peter L. Simon

E�otv�os Lor�and University, Applied Analysis Department, Budapest

email: simonp�s.elte.hu

J�anos Kar�atson

E�otv�os Lor�and University, Applied Analysis Department, Budapest

email: karatson�s.elte.hu

We investigate the exat number of positive solutions of the semilinear boundary

value problem

�u+ f(u) = 0

u

j�B

R

= 0

�

(BV P )

where B

R

� R

n

is the ball entered at the origin with radius R and f is a C

2

onvex

funtion on [0;1). Our aim is to determine the bifuration diagram of positive solutions
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versus the radius R and to lassify every stritly onvex C

2

funtion aording to the

shape of the bifuration diagram.

As is well-known, every positive solution of (BVP) is radially symmetri, hene it

satis�es an ODE boundary value problem on the interval [0; R℄. Then positive solutions

of (BVP) an be obtained by the shooting method. We investigate the number of

positive solutions via the time-map. Our aim is the desribe the shape of the time-map,

whih is ahieved through the following three harateristi properties:

� the domain of the time-map

� the limit of the time-map at the boundary points of its domain

� the monotoniity of the time-map on the maximal subintervals of its domain.

Using this the exat number of positive solutions of (BVP) an be determined.

We present di�erent results on the above properties for n � 1 and establish the

bifuration diagram for ertain onvex funtions. In the one-dimensional ase a full

haraterization is given for stritly onvex C

2

funtions.

2.11 Visosity Solutions

Organizer : Neil Trudinger

Key note leture

Homogenization of Hamilton{Jaobi PDE and Hamiltonian dynamis

Lawrene C. Evans

Department of Mathematis, University of California, Berkeley

email: evans�math.berkeley.edu

I will disuss some reent work (done jointly with D. Gomes) onerning the ho-

mogenization of Hamilton{Jaobi PDE in the spirit of Lions{Papaniolaou{Varadhan.

The prinipal new ideas onern the interpretations and impliations of the \e�etive"

Hamiltonian for the long time asymptotis of ertain solutions of the related Hamilto-

nian ODE.

Invited letures

Singularities of Conave Solutions to Hamilton-Jaobi Equations

Paolo Albano

Dipartimento di Matematia, Universit�a di Roma Tor Vergata

email: albano�axp.mat.uniroma2.it
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Piermaro Cannarsa

Dipartimento di Matematia, Universit�a di Roma Tor Vergata
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After a general introdution to the properties of the singular set (points of non-

di�erentiability) of visosity solutions to nonlinear �rst order partial di�erential equa-

tions, the authors investigate the struture of suh a set. In partiular, a new tehnique

introdued in [1℄ for studying propagation of singularities will be presented and om-

pared with earlier methods.

Finally, the speial ase of a Hamilton-Jaobi equation of the form

u

t

+H(Du) = 0 a:e: in IR

+

� IR

n

with initial ondition

u(x; 0) = u

0

(x)

will be onsidered. It is well known that the solution of the above problem is onave

with respet to x whenever the initial datum u

0

is onave and the Hamiltonian H is

onvex (see e.g. [2℄). Atually, using Hopf's formula, one an prove that u is onave

in IR

+

� IR

n

. For suh a solution the authors show that singularities propagate, from

any initial singular point (t

0

; x

0

), along a Lipshitz ar (t; x(t)) for all times t � t

0

up to

+1. Moreover, the singular ar x(t) satis�es the generalized equation of harateristis

_x(t) 2 rH(D

+

u(t; x(t))) t � t

0

a:e:
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On the rate of onvergene in the homogenization of HJ equations

Italo Capuzzo Doletta

Universita' Roma La Sapienza
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The homogenization of partial di�erential equations an be regarded as an asymptoti

proess in whih one looks at the limiting behaviour of solutions of a PDE with a rapidly

osillating struture as the frequeny of osillations tends to in�nity.

We shall onsider here fully nonlinear �rst order salar partial di�erential equations

of Hamilton-Jaobi type suh as

u

�

(x) +H(x;

x

�

;Du

�

(x)) = 0 in IR

N

(1)

where � is a small positive parameter and the Hamiltonian H satis�es

� 7! H(x; �; p) is Z

N

� periodi (2)
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for eah (x; p) 2 IR

2N

. Equations of type (1) arise for example, via dynami program-

ming, in optimization problems for non linear ontrol systems with rapidly osillating

dynamis. Although the importane of homogenization of Hamilton-Jaobi equations

the �rst step on this subjet was taken in 1985 by P. L. Lions, G. Papaniolau and

S.R.S.Varadhan who established that, as � tends to 0, the limit problem of equations

(1) is given by

u(x) +H(x;Du(x)) = 0 ; x in IR

N

(3)

where the e�etive Hamiltonian H is obtained by solving the so-alled ell problem

(whih, in the ontrol theoreti interpretation, an be seen as an ergodi ontrol prob-

lem) . The next major ontributions are due to L.C.Evans (1989) who developed the

perturbed test funtions methods for studying the homogenization problem in the frame-

work of the theory of visosity solutions. Further reaserh in this diretion has been

performed by M.C. Conordel, K. Horie and H. Ishii, O. Alvarez.

The question of estimating, in terms of � , the rate of the uniform onvergene of

solutions of equations (1) to the solution of equation (3) has not been takled up to now,

at least in our knowledge. The purpose of this talk is to present some reent results in

this diretion obtained in ollaboration with H. Ishii. Our main result is as follows:

Theorem Assume that H satis�es assumption (2),

�jpj �M � H(x; �; p) � �jpj+M (x; �; p 2 IR

N

);

and kD Hk

1

�M; for some onstant M > 0 and let u

�

,u 2 BUC(IR

N

) be respetively

the visosity solutions of equations (1) and (3).

Then there is a onstant C > 0 independent of � 2 (0; 1) suh that

ju

�

(x)� u(x)j � C�

1=3

(x 2 IR

N

):

Almost Periodi Homogenization of Hamilton-Jaobi Equations

Hitoshi Ishii

Tokyo Metropolitan University

email: ishii�hitoshi.math.metro-u.a.jp

I shall disuss the almost periodi homogenization of the Hamilton-Jaobi equation

�u

"

(x) +H(x; x="; u

"

(x); Du

"

(x)) = 0 in IR

N

:

Here � > 0 is a given onstant, H is a given ontinuous real funtion on IR

N

� IR

N

�

IR � IR

N

, whih is often alled the Hamiltonian, u

"

represents the unknown funtion,

and " > 0 is a small parameter to be sent to zero. The question addressed here is the

haraterization of the limit funtion of u

"

as "! 0. Main assumptions on H(x; y; r; p)

are its oeritiveness in the p variable and its almost periodiity in the y variable.

The results I shall explain desribe the limit partial di�erential equation whih the limit

funtion should solve and show the uniform onvergene of u

"

to the solution of the limit

equation under the assumptions above together with some other mild assumptions.
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Hessian Measures

Neil S. Trudinger
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Hessian measures are de�ned through the ation of ertain seond order, partial dif-

ferential operators on assoiated lasses of subharmoni funtions. Speial ases are

the distributional Laplaian ating on lassial subharmoni funtions and the Monge-

Ampere measure of Aleksandrov, as determined by the ation of the Monge-Ampere

operator on the lass of onvex funtions. In the omplex ase, a measure arises through

the ation of the omplex Monge-Ampere operator on ertain plurisubharmoni fun-

tions.For these and more general operators,the assoiated lasses of subharmoni fun-

tions are the visosity subsolutions, and one is led to the general question of how the

operator ats on its visosity subsolutions. In this talk,we present a reent result,with

Xu-jia Wang,on the weak ontinuity of operators given as elementary symmetri fun-

tions of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of seond derivatives.We also explore the

extension of our tehniques to other lasses of operators,inluding quasilinear operators.

Contributed talks

Propagation of Maxima and Strong Maximum Priniple for Degenerate

Ellipti equations

Martino Bardi

Dept. of Mathematis, University of Padova, Via Belzoni 7, 35100, Padova, Italy
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Franesa Da Lio
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We onsider 2nd order partial di�erential equations of the form

F (x; u;Du;D

2

u) = 0; in 
; (1)
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where 
 � IR

N

is an open set, F : 
 � IR � IR

N

� S(N) ! IR; Du orresponds to the

gradient of u; D

2

u orresponds to the matrix of seond derivatives of u and S(N) is the

set of symmetri N � N matries. We require that F satis�es a very weak elliptiity

ondition.

We extend a Boundary Hopf Lemma and the Strong Maximum Priniple to semi-

ontinuous visosity subsolutions of (1). We test our assumptions on several examples

involving for instane the p-Laplaian and the minimal surfaes operator. We an over

equations that are singular at p = 0 and very degenerate operators suh as the 1-

Laplaian and some �rst order Hamilton-Jaobi equations. Moreover we haraterize the

set of propagation of maxima of the subsolutions of 2nd order Hamilton-Jaobi-Bellman

equations. More preisely we onsider 2nd order operators whih an be represented as

the supremum or the in�mum of a parametrized family of linear operators. We show

that the set where a maximum propagates ontains the reahable set of a suitable deter-

ministi ontrolled system as well the reahable set of a ontrolled stohasti di�erential

equation. We also derive a Strong Maximum Priniple for fully nonlinear equations

satisfying a suitable version of H�ormander hypoelliptiity ondition.
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On the Liouville property for visosity solutions of fully nonlinear ellipti

problems

Alessandra Cutr��

University "Tor Vergata", Rome

email: utri�mat.uniroma2.it

The lassial Liouville theorem states that every bounded either from above or from

below harmoni funtion in IR

N

is onstant. This property still holds for nonnegative,

superharmoni funtions in IR

N

, provided that N � 2.

In reent years, the Liouville property has been generalized to semilinear ellipti

equations stating the nonexistene of positive solutions in unbounded domains and it

has been the objet of a keen interest in the literature, also for its onnetion with the

problem of the a priori bounds and the existene of positive solutions of superlinear
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boundary value problems in bounded domains, see e.g. [1,2,4.5℄ and the referenes

therein.

I will present some results, obtained in a joint work with Fabiana Leoni (see [3℄),

onerning the Liouville property for nonnegative visosity supersolutions of a lass of

fully nonlinear uniformly ellipti equations in IR

N

. The �rst one regards the problem:

u � 0 ; �M

+

�;�

(D

2

u) � 0 in IR

N

;

where M

+

�;�

, for �xed 0 < � � �, is the Pui extremal operator

M

+

�;�

(D

2

u) = sup

A2A

�;�

tr(AD

2

u)

with A

�;�

= fA 2 S

N

: �j�j

2

� A� � � � �j�j

2

; 8 � 2 IR

N

g. I will show that u is

onstant provided that N � 1 +

�

�

.

The seond one is relative to the problem:

u � 0 ; F (x;D

2

u)� h(x)u

p

� 0 in IR

N

;

where F is a uniformly ellipti operator with elliptiity onstants 0 < � � �. Under

some optimal restritions on h � 0 and p, the only solution is u � 0.
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Lyapunov funtions for in�nite-dimensional systems

Maiej Koan

University of Cologne

email: mkoan�mi.uni-koeln.de

Pierpaolo Soravia

University of Padova

email: soravia�math.unipd.it

We study Lyapunov funtions for in�nite dimensional dynamial systems governed by

general maximal monotone operators. We obtain a haraterization of Lyapunov pairs

by means of the assoiated Hamilton-Jaobi partial di�erential equations, whose solu-

tions are meant in visosity sense, as evolved in works of Tataru [1℄ and Crandall-Lions.

Our approah leads to a new suÆient ondition for Lyapunov pairs, generalizing a

lassial result of Pazy [2℄.
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Referenes

[1℄ D. Tataru. Visosity solutions for Hamilton-Jaobi equations with unbounded non-

linear terms. J. Math. Anal. Appl., 163:345{392, (1992).
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spaes. J. Analyse Math., 40:239{262, (1981).

Gradient estimates, interior gradient blow up and omparison priniple of

nonlinear pde's

Nikolai Kutev

Institute of Mathemtis, So�a 1113, Bulgaria and Mathematishes Institut der

Universit�at zu K�oln, Weyertal 86-90, 50931 K�oln

email: kutev�mi.uni-koeln.de

A omparison priniple for semiontinuous visosity sub- and supersolutions of gen-

eral fully nonlinear seond order ellipti equations F (x; u;Du;D

2

u) = 0 is proved. The

ase of uniformly ellipti equations as well as degenerate ellipti ones is onsidered. As an

appliation, existene and uniqueness of the ontinuous visosity solutions is obtained.

Under the preise onditions for the validity of the omparison priniple Lipshitz reg-

ularity of the ontinuous visosity solutions is given. If these onditions fail, existene

of ontinuous visosity solutions whih are not Lipshitz in the interior of the domain

is proved. As a onsequene of the interior gradient blow ups the visosity solutions

form interior jump disontinuities with an in�nite gradient at the points of disontinu-

ity in the stritly ellipti ase. The onept of jump disontinuous visosity solutions

for nonlinear problems with interior gradient blow-up phenomena is disussed.

The minimum time funtion for ontrol systems with ontrols in L

p

, p � 1

Monia Motta

Universit�a di Padova - Italy-

email: motta�math.unipd.it

Caterina Sartori

Universit�a di Padova - Italy-

email: sartori�dmsa.unipd.it

We study the properties of the minimum time funtion to reah the origin and its

relative reahable set for the solutions y

x

(�; u) of a ontrol system of the form

_y(t) = Ay(t) +Bu(t) t > 0; y(0) = x 2 IR

n

where the admissible ontrols belong to the set U

p;k

= fL

p

([0;+1[; IR

m

) : kuk

p

� kg:

Moreover we want to haraterize suh a funtion, denoted by T

p

(x; k), and the reahable

set R

p

= [

k>0

fx : 9t � 0; 9u 2 U

p;k

: y

x

(t; u) = 0g � fkg; by means of an opportune

boundary value problem assoiated to the (HJB) equation.

In ase p = +1 everything is well known both for regularity and haraterization

of T

1

and R

1

(see e.g. [1℄). If p > 1, under ontrollability onditions there are only

regularity results for the k{setions T

p

(�; k) (see [2℄), and there is no haraterization of

T

p

, R

p

through the (HJB) equation. If p = 1, (to our knowledge) nothing is known.
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As new results we prove that, under the Kalman ondition, if p > 1 then (x; k) 7!

T

p

(x; k) is ontinuous on R

p

; while if p = 1 then T

1

is ontinuous on the interior of R

1

(R

1

fails in general to be an open set). Moreover for p � 1 we haraterize the funtion

T

p

and the reahable set R

p

by means of the unique bounded bilateral visosity solution

W

p

to the boundary value problem given by

max

w

0

�0; j(w

0

;u)j=1

f�

�W

�x

(x; k)(Axw

0

+Bu) +

�W

�k

(x; k)juj

p

� e

�k

w

p

0

+W (w

p

0

+ juj

p

)g = 0

on (IR

n

n f0g)�℄0;+1[, and the boundary onditions

W (0; k) = 0 8k � 0; W (x; 0) = 1 8x 6= 0:

More preisely, one obtains that for any �xed k > 0 one has

T

p

(x; k) = � log(1� e

k

W

p

(x; k)); R

p

= f(x; k) : W

p

(x; k) < e

�k

g

if p > 1, while for p = 1 IntR

p

= Intf(x; k) : W

p

(x; k) < e

�k

g.

We remark that these results are proven also for a wide lass of nonlinear systems

with ontrols bounded in L

p

{ norm (p � 1).

Referenes
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Existene, uniqueness and regularity of the solution of a Dirihlet problem

Maria Alessandra Ragusa

Dipartimento di Matematia, Viale A.Doria,6 -95125, Catania, Italy

email: maragusa�dipmat.unit.it

The aim of this leture is to ontinue the study begun in [4℄ and to extend the

loal regularity properties of the solutions of the ellipti seond order divergene form

operators to global ones obtaining, for the solution of a Dirihlet problem, the global

H�older regularity.

Let us onsider a bounded open set 
 in IR

n

; n � 3; and H

1;p;�

0

(
) the subset of

funtions u 2 H

1;p

0

(
) suh that its �rst derivatives lie in the Morrey spae L

p;�

(
) and

the following Dirihlet problem

(

Lu � �

P

n

i;j=1

(a

ij

(x)u

x

i

)

x

j

= div(f) a. e. in 
;

u 2 H

1;p;�

0

(
); 1 < p <1; 0 < � < n:

The oeÆients a

ij

are disontinuous, preisely they are assumed to be in the subset

V:M:O: of the John-Nirenberg spae whose elements have norm on the balls vanishing

as the radius of the balls approahes zero. The known term f = (f

1

; : : : ; f

n

) is supposed

suh that f

i

belongs to the Morrey spae 2 L

p;�

(
); 8i = 1; : : : ; n:
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Under these assumptions there exists the unique solution u 2 H

1;p;�

0

(
) of the above

Dirihlet problem.

Moreover, there exists a onstant k independent on f suh that

kuk

C

0;�

(

�


)

� kkfk

L

p;�

(
)

; where� = 1�

n

p

+

�

p

; p > n� �:

The tehnique used is similar to that used for the nondivergene form ellipti equation

in [3℄. In this paper the authors derive a C

1;�

lo

�regularity result, related to that of

Ca�arelli ontained in [1℄ and [2℄ about the W

2;p

visosity solutions, using an integral

representation formula for the seond derivatives of the solutions of the above equation.

Referenes
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Some results on �rst order Hamilton-Jaobi equations

with disontinuous oeÆients

Pierpaolo Soravia

Dipartimento di Matematia Pura e Appliata

Universit�a di Padova

email: soravia�math.unipd.it

I will disuss Hamilton-Jaobi equations of the form

H(x; u;Du) = g(x);

where the funtion g an be disontinuous. It an be shown that visosity super and

subsolutions an be haraterized by optimality priniples. These priniples allow to

obtain expliit representation formulas for minimal and maximal solutions, and to prove

uniqueness of the visosity solution under suitable onditions. Examples where the

solution is not unique an also be produed.
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C. Global Attrators and Stability

3.1 Global Attrators and Limits

Organizers : Jak K. Hale, Genevi�eve Raugel

Key note leture

Compat attrators

Jak K. Hale

Georgia Teh, USA

email: hale�math.gateh.edu

The �rst part of the talk will disuss the neessity of the lassial hypotheses for

existene of ompat global attrators. The seond part will onentrate on di�usively

balaned onservation laws.

Invited letures

Attrators of Paraboli Problems and Perturbations of the Di�usion

Jos�e M. Arrieta

Universidad Complutense de Madrid

email: arrieta�sunma4.mat.um.es

We are interested in studying the ontinuity properties of the asymptoti dynamis

for seond order paraboli problems when the di�usion oeÆient varies in a singular

fashion.

For � 2 (0; �

0

), for ertain �

0

> 0, the family of problems we onsider are of the type

8

<

:

u

�

t

� div(a

�

(x)ru

�

) + u

�

= f(u

�

); on 


a

�

�u

�

�n

= g(u

�

); on �


where f; g : IR ! IR are loally Lipshitz funtions, 
 � IR

n

is a bounded and smooth

domain and a

�

, the di�usion oeÆient, satis�es that there exist positive onstants m

0

,

M

�

suh that m

0

� a

�

(x) � M

�

.

Under several growth restritions on f and g we will pose this problem in an L

q

or

W

1;q

setting and by imposing some dissipativity assumptions we will prove the existene

of a global attrator A

�

. We will also obtain uniform bounds on A

�

in the H

1

(
) and

C

0

(

�


)-norm.

We are interested in the following perturbation of the di�usion

a

�

(x)

�!0

�!

�

a

0

(x) uniformly on 


1

1 uniformly on ompat subsets of 


0
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where 


1

is a subdomain of 
. This kind of perturbation may appear, for instane, in

omposite material, where the di�usivity behavior of the material may di�er signi�antly

from one part to another.

The limiting problem that we obtain is given by

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

u

t

� div(a

0

(x)ru) + u = f(u) on 


1

a

0

�u

�~n

0

= g(u) on �


u

j


0

=: u




0

; (onstant) on 


0

;

_u




0

+

1

j


0

j

Z

�

0

a

0

�u

�~n

+ u




0

= f(u




0

)

and this problem has an attrator A

0

whih lies in a bounded subset of C

0

(

�


).

We will show that the family of attrators fA

�

g

��0

is upper semiontinuous at � = 0

in the H

1

(
) and C

0

(

�


)-norms, that is

sup

u

�

2A

�

dist(u

�

;A

0

)

�!0

�!0:

where dist is the distane either in H

1

(
) or in C

0

(

�


). Notie that to obtain the upper

semiontinuity in the uniform topology a deliate analysis of the behavior of the solutions

near �


0

is needed.

On the time-periodi solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations of

ompressible ow

Eduard Feireisl

Institute of Mathematis AV

�

CR, Praha

email: feireisl�math.as.z

We prove the existene of the time-periodi solutions with given positive mass to the

Navier-Stokes system of ompressible isentropi ow:

�

t

%+ div(%u) = 0;

�

t

(%u

i

) + �

x

j

(%u

i

u

j

)� ��u

i

� (�+ �)�

x

i

div u+ a�

x

i

%



= %f

i

(t; x); i = 1; 2; 3:

with a given time-periodi driving fore f . The unknown density %(t; x) and the veloity

u(t; x) = [u

1

; u

2

; u

3

℄ are funtions of the time t and the spatial variable x 2 
, where


 is a bounded regular domain. The homogeneous Dirihlet boundary onditions are

imposed on u.

Referenes

[1℄ E.Feireisl,

�

S. Matu�s�u - Ne�asov�a, H.Petzeltov�a, I. Stra�skraba. On the motion of a
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Meh. Anal., to appear.
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Attrators for dissipative problems on unbounded domains

Alexander Mielke

Universit�at Stuttgart

email: mielke�mathematik.uni-stuttgart.de

We onsider paraboli problems of reation{di�usion type on large or unbounded

spatial domains 
 � IR

d

. Under suitable onditions on the nonlinearity, global existene

and the existene of an absorbing ball an be established by using weighted energy

estimates with a weight deaying at in�nity, [1,2,6,7℄. The method of weighted norms

an even improve existing bounds for the absorbing ball in the ase of bounded domains,

[7℄. Compatness properties of the semiow are obtained in the weaker toplogy indued

by the weighted norm. In this way it is possible to onstrut a global attrator A




whih is losed and bounded in L

1

(
) and ompat and attrating with respet to the

weighted norm k � k

�

= supf �(x)ju(x)j : x 2 
g, [4,6,8℄.

Using examples we illuminate the essential di�erenes between the dynamis on

bounded and on unbounded domains. For instane, systems whih are gradient ows

when onsidered on bounded intervals will display nontrivial reurrent behavior when

onsidered on the real line with initial data in L

1

(IR). Another instane is onvergene

to a whole ontinuum of steady states like in di�usive mixing, [4℄.

The attrator A




an be ompared with A

IR

d

by extending all funtions on 
 by 0

outside of 
. Upper semiontinuity for 
 approahing IR

d

, that is

dist

k�k

�

(A




n

;A

IR

d

)! 0 for 


n

� fjxj > r

n

g with r

n

!1;

is obtained easily. Lower semiontinuity is false in general. However, onsidering a joint

limit in the sense of [5℄, where the time and the domains go to in�nity simultaneously,

gives a limit attrator A

�

whih oinides with A

IR

d

.
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The global attrator of the visous Cahn-Hilliard homotopy

Amy Novik-Cohen

Tehnion-IIT Haifa

email: amyn�tx.tehnion.a.il

Mihael Grinfeld

University of Strathlyde

email: mihael�onley.maths.strath.a.uk

For the visous Cahn-Hilliard homotopy it is possible to asertain detailed infor-

mation on the equilibria whih allows the relative energies and Morse indies to be

alulated, and a Morse deomposition based on energy an be onstruted. Addition-

ally, near the nonloal Allen-Cahn end of the homotopy, a weak lap number priniple

is proven. This information permits a partial unraveling of many of the onnetions

on the global attrator and demonstrates that the struture of the global attrator in

the metastable region an be distintly di�erent from earlier preditions for the Cahn-

Hilliard equation in zero mean mass (spinodal) ase. Impliations for a model for shape

memory materials known as Eriksen's bar will be disussed if time permits.

Referenes

[1℄ M. Grinfeld and A. Novik-Cohen, Counting stationary solutions of the Cahn-

Hilliard equation by transversality arguments, Pro. Roy. So. Edin. A 125

(1995), 351-370.
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Contributed talks

Global Attrator in Overdamped Dynamis of tilted Frenkel-Kontorova

Models

Claude Baesens

Nonlinear Centre, DAMTP, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB3 9EW, UK

email: .baesens�damtp.am.a.uk

We study a model for nonlinear ondution in harge density wave materials:

m�u

n

+ _u

n

= �h

1

(u

n

; u

n+1

)� h

2

(u

n�1

; u

n

) + F;

where subsripts on h denote partial derivatives, m � 0, F � 0, h

12

� � < 0, and

h(x + 1; y + 1) = h(x; y).

For the gradient dynamis ase m = 0, we proved in [1℄ that there is a globally

attrating time-periodi orbit (in the sense that there is a T > 0 suh that u

n

(t+ T ) =

u

n

(t)+1 for all t and n), in eah of the following lasses of on�guration if F is suÆiently

large that there is no equilibrium in that lass:

1. �nite hain with free ends;
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2. spatially periodi on�gurations: u

n+q

= u

n

+ p for all n, for some integers p; q;

3. weakly rotationally-ordered on�gurations of irrational mean spaing.

The key tool is the monotoniity of the ow with respet to a partial order on on�gu-

rations (u

n

).

In the overdamped ase 0 � m � (4�)

�1

, where � = sup h

11

+ h

22

, the ow is again

monotone, this time with respet to a ertain partial order on sequenes ((u

n

; _u

n

)). I

shall disuss the extent to whih the above results generalise to this ase.

Referenes

[1℄ C.Baesens and R.S. MaKay. Gradient dynamis of Frenkel-Kontorova models.

Nonlinearity, 11: 949-964, (1998).

On equivalene of exponential and asymptoti stability under hanges of

variables

Lars Gr�une

Fahbereih Mathematik, J.W. Goethe-Universit�at, Frankfurt, Germany

email: gruene�math.uni-frankfurt.de

Eduardo D. Sontag

Department of Mathematis, Rutgers University, USA

email: sontag�hilbert.rutgers.edu

Fabian Wirth

Zentrum f�ur Tehnomathematik, Universit�at Bremen, Germany

email: fabian�math.uni-bremen.de

Lyapunov's notion of (global) asymptoti stability of an equilibrium is a key onept

in the qualitative theory of ordinary di�erential equations and nonlinear ontrol. In

general, a far stronger property is that of exponential stability, whih requires deay

estimates of the type \kx(t)k � e

��t

kx(0)k." In this talk, we show that, for di�erential

equations evolving in �nite-dimensional Eulidean spaes IR

n

(at least in dimensions

6= 4; 5) the two notions are one and the same under oordinate hanges. The same

statement holds if perturbed di�erential equations are onsidered

Of ourse, one must de�ne \oordinate hange" with are, sine under di�eomor-

phisms the harater of the linearization at the equilibrium is invariant. However, if, in

the spirit of both strutural stability and the lassial Hartman-Grobman Theorem, we

relax the requirement that the hange of variables be smooth at the origin, then all ob-

strutions disappear. Thus, we ask that transformations be ontinuously di�erentiable,

and they have inverses that are ontinuously di�erentiable exept possibly at the origin,

and globally ontinuous.

Closely related to our work is the fat that all asymptotially stable linear systems

are equivalent (in the sense just disussed) to _x = �x; see e.g. [1℄. The basi idea of the

proof is based upon projetions on the level sets of Lyapunov funtions, whih in the

linear ase of ourse be taken to be quadrati. It is natural to use these ideas also in

the general nonlinear ase, and Wilson's paper [2℄, remarked that level sets of Lyapunov

funtions are always homotopially equivalent to spheres. Indeed, it is possible to obtain,
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in great generality, a hange of oordinates rendering the system in normal form _x = �x

(and hene exponentially stable), and several partial versions of this fat have appeared

in the literature.

It is perhaps surprising that, at least for unperturbed systems, the full result seems

not to have been observed before, as the proof is a fairly easy appliation of results from

di�erential topology. Those results are nontrivial, and are related to the generalized

Poinar�e onjeture and obordism theory; in fat, the reason that we only make an

assertion for 6= 4; 5 is losely related to the fat that the original Poinar�e onjeture is

still open.
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Limit sets for reation transport equations

Hartmut Shwetlik

Univ. T�ubingen

email: shwetlik�uni-tuebingen.de

Our aim is to propose a hyperboli generalisation of the well-known reation di�usion

equation and to study the struture of its !{limit sets.

We onsider moving and interating partiles, haraterised by their position x 2


 � IR

n

in spae and by their diretion of movement v 2 V = S

n�1

. The evolution of

the density u(t; x; v) is governed by the following isotropi reation transport equation

 

�

�t

+ v � r + �L

!

u =

1

jV j

f(�u);

ombined with the initial ondition u(0; x; v) = u

0

(x; v) and appropriate boundary on-

ditions on �
. Here � denotes the sattering parameter, �u(t; x) =

R

V

u(t; x; v)dv is the

total density, jV j the measure of V , and Lu = u�

1

jV j

�u is the loal deviation from the

mean. The linear part on the left hand side models the spreading of partiles due to

a transport proess, the nonlinearity f ontains the reation laws. The name isotropi

refers to the usage of the total density �u both in the sattering and in the reation part.

Equations of this type were proposed in [3,4℄ to model interating bateria when their

motion onsists of straight runs interrupted by re-orientations.

The linear existene theory of transport equations is well-established, f. for instane

[1℄ and the referenes therein.

On suitably de�ned Hilbert spaes we prove global in time existene of solutions by

an argument based on a Lyapunov funtion approah. Here we assume a dissipativity

ondition on f , namely lim sup

jzj!1

f(z)=z < 0.

The main step in proving that orbits are relatively ompat uses the far-reahing

regularity estimates in [2℄ for veloity averages in transport equations. By lassial

results on the !{limit sets of orbits, f. [5℄, we an onlude that !(u

0

) is non-empty,
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ompat, and onneted. Furthermore, the Lyapunov funtion ensures that any !{

limit set is ontained in the set of equilibrium solutions of the above reation transport

equation.
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Asymptoti Behavior of Some Nonlinear Dissipative Hyperboli Equations

on IR

N

Nikos Stavrakakis

National Tehnial University, Dept of Mathematis, 157-80, Athens, HELLAS

email: nikolas�entral.ntua.gr

Nikos Karahalios

National Tehnial University, Dept of Mathematis, 157-80, Athens, HELLAS

We onsider the semilinear hyperboli problem

u

tt

+ Æu

t

� �(x)�u+ � f(u) = �(x); x 2 IR

N

; t > 0;

with the initial onditions u(:; 0) = u

0

and u

t

(:; 0) = u

1

in the ase where Æ > 0; N � 3

and (�(x))

�1

:= g(x) lies in L

N=2

(IR

N

). The energy spae X

0

= D

1;2

(IR

N

) � L

2

g

(IR

N

)

is introdued, to overome the diÆulties related with the nonompatness of operators

whih arise in unbounded domains. We derive various estimates to show loal existene

of solutions and existene of a global attrator in X

0

. We show that the global attrator

has �nite Hausdor� dimension and we prove the existene of an exponential attrator of

�nite fratal dimension that attrats all solutions at exponential rate. The ompatness

of the embedding D

1;2

(IR

N

) � L

2

g

(IR

N

) is widely applied.

Global attrators of reation-di�usion equations without uniqueness

Jos�e Valero

Fundai�on Universitaria San Pablo CEU Elhe

email: euade�tv.es

We study the existene of global attrators for reation di�usion equations in whih

the nonlinearity is a di�erene of two maximal monotone maps.

Even though for these equations it is possible to prove the existene of at least one

solution orresponding to eah initial ondition, this solution an be non-unique. So, this
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equation does not generate a semigroup of operators. Taking the union of all possible

solutions of a ertain lass we de�ne a multivalued semiow. By applying the theory of

attrators for multivalued semiows we obtain under ertain onditions the existene of

a global ompat attrator.

This result is applied to several physial proesses suh as a model of ombustion in

porous media and some models of transmission of eletrial impulses in nervous axons.

Referenes
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Geometry of heterolini asades in salar semilinear paraboli PDE

Matthias Wolfrum

WIAS-Berlin, Germany

email: wolfrum�wias-berlin.de

We study the long-time behaviour of one-dimensional reation-di�usion equations

u

t

= u

xx

+ f(u; u

x

; x); x 2 [0; 1℄; t 2 R

+

with Neumann boundary onditions. Partiular properties of the orresponding semi-

ow on the spae of x-pro�les, suh as the gradient-struture or the linearization being

of Sturm-Liouville-Type, allow for a detailed geometrial desription of the global at-

trator.

The main tool for suh investigations, beside the general geometri theory for semi-

linear paraboli equations, introdued by D.Henry [1℄, are the nodal properties of the

stationary solutions. G.Fuso and C.Roha reognized that one an desribe these nodal

properties in terms of a permutation of the equilibrium solutions [2℄. This permutation

whih is determined already by the stationary equation, an ODE, an provide ruial

information about the long-time behavior of the full PDE.

The attrator onsists of the unstable manifolds of all equilibria. These are parti-

tioned into sets of heterolini orbits, onneting to the same equilibrium. The main

problem is to understand the struture of these sets and how they are assembled in the

attrator. A �rst important step in this diretion was a result of C.Roha and B.Fiedler

[3℄, using Conley-Index and giving a riterion for these sets to be empty or not. But

as an inspetion of several examples shows, their result is not suÆient to provide a

satisfatory geometrial desription of the attrator.

Mainly we present a result, giving more insight in the struture of the sets of onnet-

ing orbits by taking into aount the deomposition of stable and unstable manifolds

aording to di�erent exponential rates. We give a riterion in terms of the permutation,

deiding exatly in whih strong-stable and strong-unstable manifold the heterolini

onnetions between given equilibria take plae. This information seems also to be ru-

ial for the understanding of the attrator as a whole. The main ingredient of the proof

will be a detailed study of the permutation of equilibria. Finally, we suggest a new

onept for the equivalene of attrators.
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Posters

Optimal Stabilization of Almost Periodi Systems

Alexey O. Ignatiev

Institute for Applied Mathematis and Mehanis

email: ignat�iamm.a.donetsk.ua

Consider a system of di�erential equations of perturbed motion

_x = X(t; x; u) (1)

where x = (x

1

; :::; x

n

); X = (X

1

; :::; X

n

); u = (u

1

; :::; u

r

) -is a ontrol funtion, and

X(t; x; u)-is an almost periodi funtion in t.

Suppose that funtion X(t; x; u) is de�ned, ontinuous and satisfying Lipshitz on-

dition in x in the domain

t 2 R; kxk < H (H = onst): (2)

Suppose that riterion of motion x(t) is given as

I =

Z

1

t

0

!(t; x

1

[t℄; :::; x

n

[t℄; u

1

[t℄; :::; u

r

[t℄) dt; (3)

where !(t; x; u) is nonnegative funtion.

Theorem. If there exist almost periodi in t, positive de�nite,

ontinuously di�erentiable funtion V

0

(t; x) and funtions u

0

j

(t; x), whih are satis-

fying in the domain (2) the following onditions:

1) funtion w(t; x) = !(t; x; u

0

(t; x)) is nonnegative, and w(t; x) may equal zero

only in the points of set whih does not inlude any samitrajetory of the system (1)

x(x

0

; t

0

; t); (t

0

< t < +1) entirely (exept the trivial solution);

2) an equality

B[V

0

; t; x; u

0

(t; x)℄ = 0 (4)

holds, where

B[V ; t; x; u℄ =

�V

�t

+

n

X

i=1

�V

�x

i

X

i

(t; x; u) + !(t; x; u) =

dV

dt

+ !(t; x; u); (5)

3) an equality

B[V

0

; t; x; u℄ � 0; (6)
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holds for eah ontrol funtions u

j

, then funtions u

0

j

(t; x) solve the problem of optimal

stabilization and an equality

Z

1

t

0

!(t; x

0

[t℄; u

0

[t℄) dt = min

Z

1

t

0

!(t; x[t℄; u[t℄) dt = V

0

(t

0

; x(t

0

)) (7)

holds.

3.2 Nonautonomous Attrators

Organizer : Mark Vishik

Key note leture

Attrators of Nonautonomous Evolution Equations

Mark Vishik

Institute for Information Transmission Problems, B.Karetny 19, Mosow 101447

GSP-4, Russia

email: vishik�iitp.ru

1. Nonautonomous evolution equations and the orresponding proesses. Time-

symbols of suh equations and their hulls. Uniform attrators for a family of proesses

with translation ompat symbols. Uniform attrator for nonautonomous 2D Navier-

Stokes system, reation-di�usion systems, dissipative nonlinear hyperboli equations

and other systems.

2. Upper and lower bounds for the fratal dimension of the attrators for the equa-

tions with quasiperiodi symbols. Upper bounds for Kolmogorov "-entropy of the uni-

form attrator for the above equations with translation ompat foring terms and in-

teration funtions.

3. Trajetory attrator for evolution equations without uniqueness of solution to the

orresponding Cauhy problem or for equations for whih the uniqueness is not proved

yet. Constrution of trajetory attrator for 3D-Navier-Stokes system, for dissipative

hyperboli equation with arbitrary polynomial interation term and for other equations.

Convergene of the trajetory attrators of �nite dimensional Galerkin approximations

to the trajetory attrator of orresponding system.

4. Trajetory attrator for an evolution equation that singularly depends on a param-

eter. Trajetory attrator for an evolution equations with rapidly osillating oeÆients

and their limit { the trajetory attrator of the averaged equations. Examples.

The exposition follows the papers of V.Chepyzhov and M.Vishik.
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Invited letures

Kolmogorov Epsilon-entropy of Attrators of Non-autonomous

Evolution Equations

Vladimir Chepyzhov

Institute for Information Transmission Problems, B.Karetny 19, Mosow 101447

GSP-4, Russia

email: hep�iitp.ru

It is well known that global attrators of many autonomous dissipative equations and

systems of mathematial physis have �nite fratal dimension. Among suh equations

are: the 2D Navier-Stokes system, the reation-di�usion systems, the Ginzburg-Landau

equation, the nonlinear hyperboli equation with damping and others.

In this report we onsider uniform attrators of the orresponding non-autonomous

equations and systems whose oeÆients, external fores or interating funtions de-

pend on time expliitly. All time-dependent terms of a partiular equation are alled

the time symbol of this equation. The symbol is a quasi-periodi funtion, or an almost

periodi funtion, or a general translation ompat funtion with values in an appropri-

ate Banah funtion spae. It is proved that the uniform attrators of the mentioned

above non-autonomous equations have �nite fratal dimension if the time symbols are

quasi-periodi. Moreover the upper estimate of the fratal dimension of the uniform at-

trator has two summands. The �rst summand oinides with the upper estimate of the

global attrator of the orresponding autonomous equations, while the seond summand

is the number of rationally frequenies of the quasi-periodi symbol of the equation. At

the same time, examples show that the fratal dimension of uniform attrators of non-

autonomous equations an be in�nite, when the symbol is an almost periodi funtion

of time. This observation leads to the study of the Kolmogorov "-entropy of uniform

attrator sine the "-entropy desribes the omplexity of in�nite dimensional ompat

sets in funtional spaes.

We prove the following theorem. If the time symbol of the non-autonomous equation

is a general translation ompat funtion then the "-entropy of the uniform attrator

does not exeed the sum of two terms: the �rst term is upper estimate of the global

attrator of the orresponding autonomous equation multiplied with log

2

�

1

"

�

and the

seond term is the "-entropy of the hull of the initial time symbol of the equation

measured on the �nite time interval having the length of the order log

2

�

1

"

�

. We note

that in general the seond term is the main term of the estimate as "! 0. (In the quasi-

periodi ase this term has the form k � log

2

�

1

"

�

; where k is the number of rationally

independent frequenies of the time symbol). In partiular, the funtional dimension of

the uniform attrator does not exeed the funtional dimension of the hull of the symbol

of the non-autonomous equation under onsideration. These results are appliable to

various equations and systems arising in mathematial physis.

This researh is the joint work with Professor Mark Vishik.

Long time behavior in phase-�eld models with memory

Maurizio Grasselli

Dipartimento di Matematia - Politenio di Milano
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email: maugra�mate.polimi.it

We present two thermodynamially onsistent phase-�eld models with memory. One

is based on the linearized version of the Gurtin-Pipkin heat ondution law (f. [1℄),

the other is haraterized by a linear heat ondution law of Coleman-Gurtin type

(f. [2℄). The formulation of Cauhy-Neumann initial and boundary value problems for

these evolution systems is framed in a history spae setting. Namely, the summed past

history of the temperature is regarded itself as a variable along with the temperature

and the phase-�eld. Well-posedness results are disussed as well as long term behavior

of solutions. In partiular, regarding the �rst model, suitable onditions are stated in

order to ensure the existene of a uniform absorbing set. In the seond ase, taking

advantage of a higher dissipation in the equation for the temperature, we an prove the

existene of a uniform attrator.
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Long time behavior of models of Cahn-Hilliard equations in deformable

media

Alain Miranville

Universite de Poitiers, Department de Mathematiques, Frane

email: miranv�wallis.univ-poitiers.fr

We are interested in the study of the long time behavior of models of Cahn-Hilliard

equations in elasti deformable ontinua. More preisely, we onsider models of gener-

alized Cahn-Hilliard equations that take into aount the e�ets of internal mirofores

introdued by M. Gurting, oupled with the stationary Navier equation of linear elas-

tiity (we assume that the displaement gradient is small and that the deformation is

in�nitesimal).

We prove that the variational formulation assoiated with the problem an be unou-

pled, de�ning a type of system that we all weakly oupled (nonautonomous) system.

We de�ne and study the notions of (uniform) attrator and of (uniform) exponential

attrator for a weakly oupled system and then obtain the existene of �nite dimensional

uniform attrators for the weakly oupled Cahn-Hilliard equations.

Existene, uniqueness, and asymptoti behaviour of the solutions of

nonlinear hyperboli equations

Giovanni Prouse

Dipartimento di Matematia - Politenio di Milano

email: giopro�mate.polimi.it

Two hyperboli equations of Mathematial Physis are onsidered, the �rst related

to traveling waves in a strip, while the seond refers to nonlinear models of the vibrating

string and membrane, obtained without making any assumptions on the "smallness" of
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the motion and assuming a not neessarily linear stress-strain relationship. In the �rst

ase, it is proved that the orresponding semigroup possesses a trajetory attrator,

onstituted by the union of all bounded solutions of an assoiated set of equations.

Regarding the vibrating string and membrane models, it is possible to prove the existene

of a global solution and of an absorbing set.
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Attrators for nonautonomous dynamial systems

Bj�orn Shmalfu�

Department of Applied Sienes

FH Merseburg

Geusaer Stra�e

06849 Merseburg

email: shmalfuss�in.fh.merseburg.de

We introdue a general nonautonomous dynamial system on a �ber bundle. Let P 6= ;

be the base of this �ber bundle and X(p) denote the �bers whih are assumed to be

Polish spaes. This dynamial system is given by a oyle

�(t; p; �) : X(p)! X(�

t

p)

�(t+ �; p; �) = �(t; �

�

p; �(�; p; �)); �(0; p; �) = id

X(p)

for p 2 P; t; � 2 IR

+

where � is a ow on P :

�

t+�

= �

t

Æ �

�

; �

0

= id

P

for t; � 2 IR. Note we do not assume that P arries any struture. In partiular, we do

not suppose that P is ompat. An attrator of the nonautonomous dynamial system

is a multifuntion p 7! A(p) with ompat images suh that we have a generalized

invariane:

�(t; p; A(p)) = A(�

t

p):

In addition, we have pull bak onvergene:

lim

t!1

dist(�(t; �

�t

p;D(�

�t

p)); A(p)) = 0

where D is a multifuntion ontained in the basin of attration. If P arries a measur-

able struture then A is alled a random attrator.
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Conditions for the existene and uniqueness of suh an attrator will be formulated. We

will apply this general result to show the existene of attrators for the nonautonomous

and the stohasti Sine Gordon equation and the 3D stohasti Navier Stokes equation

(see [1℄). In another appliation we will prove the existene of attrators for numeri-

al shemes with nonequidistant steps (see [2℄). In addition, we will study Lyapunov

funtions for nonautonomous dynamial systems introdued above (see [3℄).
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Contributed talks

Dynamis of the slightly ompressible Navier-Stokes equations

C�edri Galusinski

MAB, Umiversit�e Bordeaux I

email: galusins�math.u-bordeaux.fr

The subjet of this talk is to ompare the long time behavior of the solutions of a

slightly ompressible Navier-Stokes equations and the ones of the inompressible Navier-

Stokes equations (INSE), in a two dimensional bounded set 
. We onlude by om-

paring the bounds of the fratal dimensions of the global attrators related to the two

onsidered systems.

The onsidered slightly ompressible model of Navier-Stokes equations reads,

�

t

u

"

� � 4 u

"

� u

"

^ rot u

"

+r�

"

= f

"

2

�

t

�

"

+ div u

"

= 0

u

"

(0) = u

"

0

�

"

(0) = �

"

0

;

(1)

where u ^ rot u = rot u (u

2

;�u

1

)

t

= (�

1

u

2

� �

2

u

1

) (u

2

;�u

1

)

t

.

We onsider Dirihlet boundary onditions on �
. This is an approximation of

(INSE) whih orresponds formally to " = 0 without fored initial data on the pressure.

The dynami of the problem (1) was �rstly studied in [3℄ but the size and the fratal

dimension of the global attrator was not estimated uniformly with respet to ". Here,

we introdue new results [1℄ [2℄. We denote by P the orthogonal Leray projetion on

the subspae of L

2

(
)

2

of free divergene funtions and u

"

k

= (I � P )u

"

,

Theorem 1 For smooth enough initial data (u

"

0

; "�

"

0

) and for " � "

0

("

0

�xed), there

exist Æ and K, two nonnegative onstants independent of ", suh that

ju

"

k

(t)j

2

2

+ jp

"

(t)j

2

2

� 4(ju

"

0

k

j

2

2

+ jp

"

(0)j

2

2

)e

�Æt

+ "

2

K;
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with rp

"

= "r�

"

+ (I � P ) (Pu

"

^ rot (Pu

"

) + � 4 Pu

"

).

For other boundary onditions, an asymptoti expansion (w. r. to ") an be given,

u

"

k

= "

2

u

1

k

+ :::; Pu

"

= u+ "

2

u

1

?

+ :::; �

"

= � + "

3

p

1

+ :::

where (u; �) are solution of (INSE), u

1

k

, p

1

are expliitly given in funtion of (u; �).

Theorem 2 For an adequate norm and for " � "

1

, "

1

small enough, the fratal dimension

of the attrator A

"

in the variable (u

"

; "�

"

) is bounded by G

2

=

jf j

2

2

�

4

�

2

1

.

The fratal dimension of the global attrator related to (INSE) is bounded by G. This

di�erene is only due to the fat that the system (1) is not fully dissipative.

Referenes

[1℄ P. Fabrie, C. Galusinski. The slightly ompressible Navier-Stokes equations revis-

ited Nonlinear Analysis, to appear.

[2℄ C. Galusinski. The fratal dimension of...Asympt. Anal., submitted.

[3℄ J.M. Ghidaglia, R. Temam. Long time behavior for partly dissipative equations: the

slightly ompressible 2D-Navier-Stokes equations Asympt. Anal., 1:23-49, (1988).

Hausdor� dimension estimates by use of adapted Carath�eodory outer

measures and appliations to invariant sets with an equivariant tangent

bundle splitting

Katrin Gelfert

TU Dresden, Germany

email: gelfert�math.tu-dresden.de

The ontribution is onerned with upper bounds for the Hausdor� dimension of a

ow invariant ompat set K � M whih arises from an autonomous C

2

-vetor �eld

f on M . Speial Carath�eodory outer measures are onstruted whih majorize the

Hausdor� measures (see [1℄). They are de�ned via overing elements whih are tubular

neighborhoods of ars of smooth urves to approximate the �ber struture of the sets.

New oordinates are introdued in order to separate the omponents of the vetor �eld

whih at normally to the ow lines. The Hausdor� dimension bounds are formulated

in terms of the eigenvalues of the symmetri part

1

2

�(p)(rf(p) + rf(p)

�

)�(p) of the

operator whih generates the assoiated system in normal variations with respet to the

diretion of the vetor �eld (see [2℄). Here �(p) is the orthogonal projetor onto the

linear subspae orthogonal to the vetor f(p) and rf(p) is the ovariant derivative of

f in p. Assuming speial properties of the stable and unstable manifolds of equilibrium

points the results are derived for vetor �elds having a �nite number of suh equilibrium

points in the onsidered invariant set.

Suppose that the ompat and ow-invariant set K �M without equilibrium points

possesses an equivariant tangent bundle splitting T

K

M = E

0

� E

1

� E

2

with respet

to the ow. Then an entropy term of the ow an be indrodued into the dimension

estimates. Considering the long-time behavior of the ow dimension bounds are de-

rived inluding uniform Lyapunov exponents with respet to the splitting of the tangent

bundle.
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Referenes

[1℄ K. Gelfert. Tubular Carath�eodory struture for ows. Preprint MATH-AN-12-1998

TU Dresden, (1998).

[2℄ G. A. Leonov, K. Gelfert, and V. Reitmann. Hausdor� dimension estimates by use

of a tubular Caratheodory struture and their appliation to stability theory. Pre-

print 31/98 in DFG-Shwerpunktprogramm "Dynamik: Analysis, eÆziente Sim-

ulation und Ergodentheorie", Aepted for publiation in " Stability and Control:

Theory, Methods and Appliations". An International Series of Sienti� Mono-

graphs. GORDON AND BREACH PUBLISHERS. Advanes of Stability Theory

at the End of XX Century, (1999).

Posters

On the Bounded Solutions of Autonomous Ordinary Di�erential Equations

Andrey Ignat'ev

Donetsk State University, Ukraine

email: ignat�iamm.a.donetsk.ua

Consider an autonomous system of ordinary di�erential equations

dx

dt

= X(x); (1)

where x;X 2 R

n

, t is time, X is ontinuous funtion, satisfying a Lipshitz ondition

on any ompat. Denote

x(t) = x(x

0

; t) (2)

the solution of the system (1) with initial data x(0) = x

0

. Suppose that the semitra-

jetory (2) is bounded under t � 0, and all its !-limit points are initial points of stable

semitrajetories. Then x(t) = y(t) + z(t), where y(t) is almost periodi funtion, and

z(t) is vanishing funtion, i.e. lim

t!1

z(t) = 0.

On the Periodi Solutions of Ordinary Di�erential Equations

Tatyana N. Tuphiy

Donetsk Railway Institute, Ukraine

email: tanya�imail.d.ukrtel.net

Consider a system of ordinary di�erential equations

dx

dt

= X(t; x); (1)

where x;X 2 R

n

; t is time, X is ontinuous funtion, satisfying a Lipshitz ondition

on any ompat. Besides we assume the funtion X(t; x) to be periodi in t with the

period !

1

:

X(t+ !

1

; x) � X(t; x):

Theorem. Let x(t) be any periodi solution of the system (1) with the period !

2

.

If !

1

=!

2

is an irrational number, then for every t

0

the funtion X(t; x(t

0

)) is onstant.
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3.3 Order-Preserving Systems

Organizer : Hiroshi Matano

Key note leture

Order Preserving Systems in the Presene of Symmetry

Hiroshi Matano

University of Tokyo

email: matano�ms.u-tokyo.a.jp

Toshiko Ogiwara

Josai University

email: toshiko�math.josai.a.jp

Given an equation with ertain symmetry suh as symmetry with respet to rotation

or translation, an important questions is whether or not the symmetry of the equation

is inherited by its solutions.

In this leture, whih is based on a joint work with Toshiko Ogiwara (Pro. Royal

So. Edinburgh 129 (1999), Disrete and Continuous Dynamial Systems 5 (1999)),

we will �rst disuss the above question in a general framework of order-preserving dy-

namial systems under a group ation and establish a theory onerning symmetry or

monotoniity properties of stable equilibrium points.

In short, our result states that if G is the group of symmetry and if u is a stable

equilibrium point (or a �xed point) of the dynamial system in an ordered metri spae,

then either Gu = fug or Gu is a totally ordered set homeomorphi to R.

The results we present here are extensions of those of Mierzy�nski - Pol�a�ik and

Taka� in the late 1980's, in whih they required that the dynamial system be strongly

order-preserving and the group of symmetry be ompat and onneted. We do not

require the ompatness of the group, whih makes the theory appliable to the study

of travelling waves. We have also relaxed the assumption that the dynamial system

be strongly order-preserving, whih allows our theory to deal with some degenerate

equations and equations on unbounded domains. It should be noted that our idea is

losely related to the so-alled sliding method introdued by Berestyki and Nirenberg.

In other words, it is, in some sense, an abstrat formulation of sliding method.

As appliations of our theory, we will show, among other things, the following:

(i) rotational symmetry of solutions of nonlinear ellipti equations;

(ii) instability of periodi solutions for equations of surfae motion;

(iii) monotoniity of travelling (or \pseudo-travelling") waves.

We will also show, under additional assumptions, that stability implies asymptoti

stability (or stability with asymptoti phase). Using this general result, we an show

uniqueness and asymptoti stability of travelling or pseudo-travelling waves for a lass

of nonlinear di�usion equations and systems, inluding degenerate ones.
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These results for the travelling waves put the earlier results by Volpert-Volpert-

Volpert, Vega, Chen and other people in a more uni�ed perspetive.

Invited letures

Order-preserving random dynamial systems

Igor Chueshov

Kharkov University, Ukraine

email: hueshov�ilt.kharkov.ua

We present the general onept of an order-preserving (or monotone) random dy-

namial system and we apply well-developed deterministi ideas to study the long-time

behaviour of the trajetories and the properties of random attrators of these systems.

As a main example we onsider the random dynamial system generated by a oupled

system of reation{di�usion equations of the form

�

t

u

j

= �u

j

+ f

j

(u

1

; : : : ; u

m

) +

m

X

k=1

h

kj

(u

j

) � �

k

(t; !); j = 1; : : : ; m;

in a smooth bounded domain D � IR

d

with the Neumann boundary onditions. Here

� is the Laplae operator, f = (f

1

: : : ; f

m

) : IR

m

7! IR

m

is a C

1

-mapping satisfying the

so-alled ooperativity ondition, h

kj

: IR 7! IR are smooth funtions and f�

k

(t; !)g is a

family of (generalized) random stationary proesses (white noise ase is not exluded).

We give the onditions that guarantee the existene of random equilibria and we study

their stability properties under various additional assumptions onerning the funtions

f

j

(u

1

; : : : ; u

m

) and h

kj

(u

j

). We note that in ontrast with the deterministi autonomous

or periodi ase random order-preserving systems an possess nontrivial ompletely or-

dered omega-limit sets. Our onsideration relies ruially on the onept of sub- and

super- equilibria whih for the deterministi ase is well-known, and for the random ase

was introdued in [1℄. We also use random and stohasti omparison priniples.

The results presented are based on ideas and methods whih were developed in ol-

laboration with L. Arnold [1,2℄ and with P. Vuillermot [3,4℄.

Referenes

[1℄ Arnold L., Chueshov I. Order-preseving random dynamial systems: Equilibria, at-

trators, appliations. Dynamis and Stability of Systems, 13(3):265{280, (1998).

[2℄ Arnold L., Chueshov I. A limit set trihotomy for order-preserving random systems.

Report Nr.437, Institut f�ur Dynamishe Systeme, Bremen Universit�at, (1998).

[3℄ Chueshov I., Vuillermot P. Long-time behavior of solutions to a lass of quasilin-

ear paraboli equations with random oeÆients. Ann. Inst. H.Poinar�e, Anal.

Nonlin., 15(2):191{232, (1998).

[4℄ Chueshov I., Vuillermot P. Long-time behavior of solutions to a lass of stohasti

paraboli equations with white noise: Stratonovith's ase. Prob. Theory Rel.

Fields, 112:149{202, (1998).
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Prinipal spetrum for nonautonomous linear paraboli PDEs

Janusz Mierzy�nski

Wro law University of Tehnology

email: mierzyn�im.pwr.wro.pl

We generalize the onept of prinipal eigenvalue to the ase of a nonautonomous

linear paraboli partial di�erential equation

u

t

= �u+ a(t; x)u; t 2 IR; x 2 
;

where 
 � IR

N

is a bounded domain with suÆiently smooth boundary and a: IR�

�


!

IR is a bounded ontinuous funtion uniformly H�older in both variables. The equation

is omplemented with Dirihlet boundary onditions.

The idea of the generalization is the following. Consider a linear skew-produt semi-

ow generated by the family of equations

u

t

= �u+ b(t; x)u; t 2 IR; x 2 
;

where b belongs to the losure in the supremum norm of the set of all time-translates of

a. For that semiow there is a anonially de�ned one-dimensional invariant subbundle

S ([2℄), whih an be haraterized as the set of all global solutions that are of the same

sign for all t 2 IR ([1℄).

The prinipal spetrum of the equation is de�ned as the dynamial (Saker{Sell)

spetrum (see [3℄) of the skew-produt semiow restrited to S.

Referenes

[1℄ J. Mierzy�nski. Globally positive solutions of linear paraboli partial di�erential

equations of seond order with Dirihlet boundary onditions. J. Math. Anal.

Appl., 226(2):326{347, (1998).

[2℄ P. Pol�a�ik and I. Tere�s��ak. Exponential separation and invariant bundles for maps

in ordered Banah spaes with appliations to paraboli equations. J. Dynam.

Di�erential Equations, 5(2):279{303, (1993).

[3℄ R. J. Saker and G. R. Sell. A spetral theory for linear di�erential systems. J.

Di�erential Equations, 27(3):320{358, (1978).

Stable subharmoni solutions of reation-di�usion equations

Peter Pol�a�ik

Institute of Applied Mathematis, Comenius University, Bratislava

email: polaik�fmph.uniba.sk

We onsider the Neumann problem for time-periodi reation-di�usion equations. The

asymptoti behavior of most bounded solutions of suh equations is governed by stable

periodi solutions. We address the question whether a stable periodi solution an be

subharmoni, that is, whether its minimal period an be larger than the period of the

equation.

Speial attention will be given to nonlinearities that are spatially homogeneous, that

is, they do not depend on the spatial variable expliitly. We show that, unlike in
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the nonhomogeneous ase, the answer depends on the shape of the domain. Stable

subharmoni solutions annot our on a onvex domain, but they do our on some

nononvex domains.

Posters

Star Produt for Bimodal Maps

Jos�e Paulo Lampreia

Departamento de Matem�atia, Universidade Nova de Lisboa

email: jpl at mail.ft.unl.pt

Riardo Severino

Departamento de Matem�atia, Universidade do Minho

email: riardo at math.uminho.pt

Jos�e Sousa Ramos

Departamento de Matem�atia, Instituto Superior T�enio, Universidade T�enia de

Lisboa

email: sramos at math.ist.utl.pt

This ommuniation will disuss a symboli star produt of the dynamis of iterated

ubi maps from the real line to itself. We also haraterize the subsets in the parameters

spae that are self-similar.

3.4 Qualitative Theory of Paraboli Equations

Organizer : Peter Pol�a�ik

Invited letures

On the gradient struture of the FitzHugh{Nagumo system

Carlos Roha

Instituto Superior T�enio

email: roha�math.ist.utl.pt

We onsider the system of partial di�erential equations

8

>

<

>

:

u

t

= d

1

�u+ f(u)� v

v

t

= d

2

�v + Æu� v

u(x; 0) = u

0

(x); v(x; 0) = v

0

(x)

x 2 
: (1)

with Neumann or Dirihlet boundary onditions on 
 2 IR

n

and suÆient onditions on

f to ensure the existene of a global attrator for the semigroup generated by (1). A

typial nonlinearity f is the ubi funtion f(u) = �(u� u

3

).

Due to the abundane of results on gradient-like systems, the existene of a Lyapunov

funtional for (1) has been onsidered in the literature for partiular parameter regimes.
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For example, if d

2

= 0 the system generated by (1) is gradient-like in the region Æ � 

2

and the same result holds for a shadow system obtained from (1) by a limiting proess

as d

2

! +1.

We present a Lyapunov funtional for (1) holding in the general ase (0 < d

1

; d

2

<

+1) and draw some immediate onsequenes for the struture of the attrator.

This is a ollaboration work with Pedro Freitas.

Reation-di�usion equations on thin domains

Krzysztof P. Rybakowski

Universit�at Rostok

email: krzysztof.rybakowski�mathematik.uni-rostok.de

We onsider reation-di�usion equations on thin domains obtained by squeezing a

given domain in some spae diretion by a fator � > 0. We show that as � ! 0

the orresponding dynamial systems tend to a limit system, generated by a paraboli

equation on a graph. We also obtain the upper-semiontinuity of attrators as � ! 0,

thus extending some earlier results of Hale and Raugel proved for domains lying under

the graph of a funtion. (Joint work with Martino Prizzi)

Reation-Di�usion Systems with Skew-Gradient Struture

Eiji Yanagida

University of Tokyo

email: yanagida�ms.u-tokyo.a.jp

We onsider the reation-di�usion system

8

>

<

>

:

Tu

t

= D�u+ f(u) in 
;

�u

��

= 0 on �
:

(RD)

Here 
 is a bounded domain in IR

N

, u = u(x; t) 2 IR

n

, T = diag(�

1

; � � � ; �

n

) with �

i

> 0,

D = diag(d

1

; � � � ; d

n

) with d

i

> 0, and f : IR

n

7! IR

n

is a smooth funtion of u. We say

that the above system has skew-gradient struture if the nonlinear term f is written as

f(u) = Qr

u

H(u)

with some funtion H(u) : IR

n

7! IR and n�n matrix Q = diag(1; � � � ; 1;�1; � � � ;�1). In

short, the skew-gradient system is a sort of ativator-inhibitor system whih resembles

a gradient system but has nonlinearities with di�erent sign.

In this talk, we disuss some fundamental properties of reation-di�usion systems

with skew-gradient struture. Any stationary solution of the skew-gradient system (RD)

orresponds to a ritial point of the funtional

J [v℄ =

Z




�

1

2

hDr

x

v;Qr

x

vi �H(v)

�

dx:

We study its stability as a steady state of (RD) and min-maximizing property as a

ritial point of J [v℄.
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Contributed talks

Logarithmi Sobolev inequalities and the rate of onvergene to

equilibrium for paraboli equations of Fokker-Plank type

Anton Arnold

Fahbereih Mathematik, TU{Berlin, MA 6-2, D{10623 Berlin, Germany

email: arnold�math.tu-berlin.de

In this talk we are onerned with the large-time behavior of the Cauhy problem for

linear Fokker{Plank type equations (advetion-di�usion equations). These problems

appear as homogeneous versions of kineti Fokker{Plank models, e.g. In partiular, we

use the entropy method to analyze the rate of onvergene to the equilibrium. Spei�-

ally, we onsider the IVP for the Fokker-Plank type equation

�

t

= div(r�+ �rA); x 2 IR; t > 0; �(t = 0) = �

I

2 L

1

+

(IR

n

)

with a given potential A = A(x) suh that the steady state �

1

= e

�A

2 L

1

(IR).

For a wide lass of problems the solution onverges (in a weighted L

2

-spae) expo-

nentially to the unique steady state, whih is due to the spetral gap of the Hamil-

tonian that governs the evolution of the symmetrized problem. To extend this re-

sult to more general initial data we analyze the time deay of the relative entropy

e(t) = e

 

(�(t)j�

1

) =

R

IR

 (

�(t)

�

1

) �

1

(dx); generated by the onvex funtion  (�); � > 0

with  (1) =  

0

(1) = 0. The idea of our analysis is to derive a di�erential inequality

for the entropy prodution I(t) = I

 

(�(t)j�

1

) =

d

dt

e

 

(�(t)j�

1

) � 0 and the entropy

prodution rate I

0

(t). For uniformly onvex A(x), i.e.

�

�

2

A(x)

�x

2

�

� �I, x 2 IR, we get

d

dt

I(t) = �2�I(t) + r

 

(�(t)); (1)

with a non-negative remainder r

 

(�(t)). This shows the exponential deay of I(t). An

integration in t then gives

I(t) = e

0

(t) � �2�e(t); (2)

and the relative entropy onverges to 0 exponentially with rate �2�.

(2) is the entropy version of a onvex Sobolev inequality. For the physial entropy

( (�) = � ln���+1) and Gaussian steady states �

1

=M

a

(with standard deviation a)

(2) an be transformed to the well-known Gross logarithmi Sobolev inequality (L. Gross,

Leture Notes in Mathematis, 1563, 1993):

Z

IR

f

2

ln

0

�

f

2

kfk

2

L

2

(dM

a

)

1

A

M

a

(dx) � 2a

Z

IR

jrf j

2

M

a

(dx); 8f 2 L

2

(dM

a

):

From the preise form of the remainder r

 

in (1) one an dedue sharpness onditions

on �; �

1

, and  suh that (2) beomes an equality.

Referenes

[1℄ A. Arnold, P. Markowih, G. Tosani, A. Unterreiter. On logarithmi Sobolev

inequalities, Csisz�ar-Kullbak inequalities, and the rate of onvergene to equilib-

rium for Fokker-Plank type equations. submitted, (1998).
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The stability of solutions of the di�erential equations

Ilya Boikov

Penza State University

email: boikov�diamond.stup.a.ru

In [1℄ the stability riteria for solutions of systems of di�erential equations in the

ritial ase of one zero root, based on analysis of spetrum of the Jaobi matrix for

the right-hand side of the equation in a neighborhood of the solution is reeived. This

method was generalized for investigation of stability of solutions of di�erential and

di�erene equations in a Banah spaes and in all possible ritial ases [2℄. In the paper

[3℄ this generalization was used for investigation of a domain of stability of systems of

di�erential equations. In the paper [4℄ the Aizerman's problem was deided for a self-

adjoint matrix. In the papers [5,6℄ the problems of stability of di�erential equations

with lateness, of stability of the di�erential equations with a small parameter attahed

to derivative are investigated. In this paper we di�use these results for reeiving of some

suÆient onditions of stability of di�erential equations of paraboli and hyperboli

types. In partiular we study systems of partial di�erential equations of the following

type

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

�u

1

(t; x

1

; x

2

)

�t

= a

11

(t)

�

2

u

1

(t; x

1

; x

2

)

�x

2

1

+ a

12

(t)

�

2

u

1

(t; x

1

; x

2

)

�x

2

2

+

+a

13

(t)

�

2

u

2

(t; x

1

; x

2

)

�x

2

1

+ a

14

(t)

�

2

u

2

(t; x

1

; x

2

)

�x

2

2

+ g

1

(t; x; u);

�u

2

(t; x

1

; x

2

)

�t

= a

21

(t)

�

2

u

1

(t; x

1

; x

2

)

�x

2

1

+ a

22

(t)

�

2

u

1

(t; x

1

; x

2

)

�x

2

2

+

+a

23

(t)

�

2

u

2

(t; x

1

; x

2

)

�x

2

1

+ a

24

(t)

�

2

u

2

(t; x

1

; x

2

)

�x

2

2

+ g

2

(t; x; u)

(1)

with starting onditions

u(t

0

; x

1

; x

2

) = u

0

(x

1

; x

2

): (2)
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Periodi Orbits and Attrators for Autonomous Reation-Di�usion Systems

Matthias B�uger

Justus-Liebig-Universit�at Gie�en

email: matthias.bueger�math.uni-giessen.de

Let n 2 IN and 
 � IR

n

be a bounded domain with smooth boundary. It is a well

known fat that bounded solutions of an autonomous reation-di�usion equation of the

form u

t

= �u

xx

+ q(u), t > 0, x 2 
 with Dirihlet-boundary onditions and � > 0 tend

to stationary solutions. Far less is known about solutions of systems of autonomous

reation-di�usion equations suh as

d

dt

 

u

v

!

= ��

 

u

v

!

+ g

 

u

v

!

; t > 0; x 2 
 (1)

with Dirihlet boundary onditions and � > 0. In order to understand the dynamis of

reation-di�usion systems, the desription of the dynamis of the model system

d

dt

 

u

v

!

= ��

 

u

v

!

+ f

 

u

v

! 

u

v

!

+

 

�v

u

!

; t > 0; x 2 
 (2)

an be looked at as a �rst step. We will see that the dynamis of (2) seriously di�ers

from the dynamis of one equation; in partiular, periodi motion an our.

If dim
 = 1, i.e. 
 is an interval, then we an prove a Poinar�e-Bendixson result for (2)

whih means that all solutions tend either to zero or to a periodi orbit. We examine

these periodi orbits and prove qualitative statements on the dynamis of all solutions

of (2) using torsion number results. This is a onept for the examination of symmetri

reation-di�usion systems whih is related to osillation numbers for one equation.

If dim
 > 1, then the existene of a stable periodi orbit an be proved under appro-

priate smoothness and monotoniity onditions on f . Furthermore, we an desribe a

part of the global attrator inluding the stable periodi orbit, the zero solution and all

onnetions between them.
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Reents Results in Miromagnetism

Pierre Fabrie

MAB, Universit�e Bordeaux 1 et CNRS

email: fabrie�math.u-bordeaux.fr

In this work, joint with Gilles Carbou, we study a model of ferromagneti material

governed by a nonlinear Laudau-Lifshitz equation oupled with Maxwell equations (1).

�u

�t

+ u ^

�u

�t

= 2u ^ (��u+H) in IR

+

� 
;

�

�(H+�u)

�t

+ url E = 0; "

�E

�t

� url H = 0 in IR

+

� IR

3

;

(1)
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with appropriated boundary onditions and initial data. Let us assume that

u

0

2 IH

1

(
) ; H

0

2 IL

2

(IR

3

) ; E

0

2 IL

2

(IR

3

); ju

0

j = 1 a:e: ; div (H

0

+ �u

0

) = 0: (H)

This system desribes eletromagneti waves propagation in a ferromagneti medium

on�ned to the domain 
. In the ferromagneti model the magneti moment denoted

by u links the magneti �eld H with the magneti indution B through the relationship

B = �(H + �u). Moreover u is a vetor �eld whih takes its values on the unit sphere

of IR

3

. Finally " is the dieletri permittivity and � is the magneti permeability. This

model is desribed in detail in [2℄. The quasistati model orresponds to � = 0; " = 0.

After proving that under the assumption (H), equation(1) has at least one weak solution,

we establish :

Theorem 1 Under assumption (H), if u is a weak solution of (1), eah point v of

the !-limit set of the trajetory u is a weak solution of the steady state system.

Theorem 2 Consider a sequene ("(n); �(n))

n

whih tends to (0; 0) as n ! +1

with �(n)="(n) bounded. Then under the assumption (H) if u

n

denotes a weak solution

of (1) with " = "(n) and � = �(n), there exists a subsequene (u

n

k

)

k

onverging to u,

solution of the quasistati model.

Theorem 3 Let us assume u

0

2 H

2

(
);

�u

0

��

�

�

�

�


= 0; ju

0

j � 1: Then there exists a

time T

?

�

> 0 depending only on the size of the data, and a unique u suh that for any

T < T

?

�

, u 2 C

0

((0; T );H

2

(
)) \ L

2

((0; T );H

3

(
)).

Moreover lim

�!0

T

?

�

= +1 and for any T > 0; u

�

! u in L

2

((0; T );H

2

(
)) with

�u

�t

� u ^H(u) + u ^ (u ^H(u)) = 0 in IR

t

� 
 (2)
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Radial solutions of the equation

u

t

= �u+ �e

u

on an N -dimensional ball are studied for 3 � N � 9. We disuss blow-up-onnetions

between equilibria. By a blow-up-onnetion from an equilibrium �

�

to an equilibrium

�

+

we mean a funtion u(�; t) whih is a lassial solution on the interval (�1; T ) for

some T 2 IR and blows up at T but ontinues to exist in an appropriate weak sense for

t 2 [T;1) and satis�es

u(�; t)! �

�

as t! �1

in a suitable sense.

On a Class of Selfsimilar Solutions of a Third-Order Model for the

Shearless Turbulene Mixing Layer

Vladimir Grebenev

Institute of Computational Tehnologies SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia

email: vova�lhd.it.ns.ru

Boris Ilyushin

Institute of Thermophysis SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia

email: ilyushin�itp.ns.ru

We study similarity solutions in the problem on the interation and mixing between

two semi-in�nite homogeneous turbulent ow �elds of di�erent sales. The modelling

study of this turbulene mixing layer is based on using a third{order model. This model

inludes a transport equation for the vertial omponent < w

2

> of the turbulent kineti

energy and two equations of di�usion type for the triple orrelation < w

3

> and for the

spetral ux � of the turbulent kineti energy. We analyze this model in the ase of

planar geometry. A self-similar solution of this system is a solution of the form

< w

2

>= t

�2�

f(�); < w

3

>= t

�3�

g(�); � = t

�3���

h(�);

� = t

��1

(z � z

0

); z

0

= Æ

0

t

1��

+ Æ

1

; Æ

k

� onst; k = 1; 2:

The free similarity exponent � has to be determined from a solution of the obtained

nonlinear eigenvalue problem. This is a typial situation appearing in problems of

nonlinear di�usion where a onservation law does not exist. The boundary onditions

are determined by the physial model, the funtions f(�), g(�), h(�) tend to given,

generally speaking, positive limits at � ! �1. To �nd a solution to this nonlinear

eigenvalue problem, we note that self-similar solutions an be found as steady-state

solutions of the original system of partial di�erential equations after rewriting it in the

new independent variables x = t

�

(z � z

0

), � = log t.

In the present artile, we study the steady-states solutions and prove that there exists

a positive steady state. The existene of a steady-state solution of this type implies that

on this solution the system of equations will be transformed, returning to the original

variables, into a system of two equations for < w

2

> and � in general. For the funtion
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< w

3

>, we get a relation whih is similar to a di�usion relation in the algebrai triple-

orrelation model. In other words, we prove that there is a regime of the turbulent ow

whih an be desribed in the framework of more simple model of seond-order.

This work has been supported by INTAS Grant No. 97-2022.

Bifuration of an equilibrium point in singularly perturbed paraboli

system with transformed argument

Ivan Klevhuk

Chernivtsi State University, the hair of mathematial modelling

email: klevhuk�hdu.v.ua

We onsider the system of singularly perturbed paraboli equations with transformed

argument

L(")�u=�t = D(t)�

2

u=�x

2

+ A(t)u+B(t)u

�

+ f(t; x; u; u

�

) (1)

with periodi ondition u(t; x + 2�) = u(t; x). Here " is a small positive parameter,

L(") = diag[I

m

; "I

p

℄; m+p = n, u

�

= u(t; x��), � is a transformation of the argument,

matries D(t); A(t); B(t) and funtion f : IR

2n+2

! IR

n

are 2� periodi with respet

to t, f(t; x; u; v) = O(juj

2

+ jvj

2

) when juj+ jvj ! 0, the matrix L

�1

(")D(t) is positive

de�nite.

We will searh the solution of system (1) in the form of Fourier series

u(t; x) =

1

X

k=�1

y

k

(t) exp(�ikx): (2)

Substituting (2) into (1), we obtain a ountable system of di�erential equations in Fourier

oeÆients.

Let the following onditions are valid.

1) All roots of the harateristi equations det(M

k4

(t)� �I) = 0 lie on the halfplane

Re� < 0, whereM

k

(t) = �k

2

D(t)+A(t)+B(t)exp(ik�),M

k1

(t),M

k2

(t),M

k3

(t);M

k4

(t)

are bloks of matrix M

k

(t).

2) The monodromy operator for linear equations dv

k

=dt = P

k

(t; ")v

k

(t), P

k

(t; ") =

M

k1

(t)+M

k2

(t)h

0

(t)+"M

k2

(t)h

1

(t), h

0

(t) = �M

�1

k4

(t)M

k3

(t), h

1

(t) =M

�1

k4

(t) [dh

0

=dt+

h

0

M

k1

(t) + h

0

M

k2

(t)h

0

℄, has a pair of roots exp[�(") � i�(")℄, �(0) = 0, �

0

(0) 6= 0,

�(0) 6= 0, and the remaining roots satisfy j�j 6= 1.

Sine the onditions 1, 2 are ful�lled, the enter manifold of the ountable system

of di�erential equations exist. If �

0

(0) and the �rst Liapunov value for the equation on

manifold have opposite signs, an invariant torus of system (1) exist. It will be ondi-

tionally stable if �

0

(0) > 0. The solutions on the torus may be periodi or quasiperiodi

in dependene of the rotation number. These solutions are obtained by normal forms. If

the rotation number on the torus satis�es some ondition then subfuration of periodi

solutions ours.
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Inertial Manifolds and a Modi�ed Strong Squeezing Property

Norbert Koksh

TU Dresden

email: koksh�math.tu-dresden.de

We study dissipative nonlinear evolution equations

_u+ Au = f(u)

in a Banah spae X. We are interested in the existene of positively invariant, ex-

ponentially attrating, smooth, �nite dimensional manifolds M , the so-alled inertial

manifolds, see [1℄. Usually inertial manifolds are seeked as the graph of a smooth fun-

tion � over PX where P is a �nite projetor.

It appears that independent of the method used a speial ondition is utilized pre-

dominantly of the form

�

2

� �

1

> CL(�

�

1

+ �

�

2

);

usually referred to as a spetral gap ondition. This spetral gap ondition assumes that

the spetrum of A is split into a �nite set of eigenvalues with real part less or equal

to �

1

and the remaining set of eigenvalues with real part greater or equal to �

2

, and

that the di�erene of �

2

and �

1

is large enough to majorize CL(�

�

1

+�

�

2

), where L is a

Lipshitz onstant for f , � 2 [0; 1[ is an additional parameter depending on f , and C is

a tehnial onstant depending on the partiular proof used.

Sine the spetral gap ondition is the most restritive ondition with regards to

appliations, it is of interest to weaken this ondition or even to �nd sharp onditions.

One way to weaken the assumptions is to work out the essential properties of the

semiow whih are used for the onstrution of the inertial manifold. Suh properties are

the one invariane and the squeezing property. The one invariane property desribes

the fat that the di�erene of solutions annot leave a ertain one. This property is

mainly used to prove the existene of the manifold. Robinson [2℄ has shown that the

one invariane property is suÆient to prove the existene of an invariant Lipshitz

manifold. The squeezing property requires that the di�erene of eah pair of solutions

deays exponentially as long as the di�erene is outside of a possibly another one; it

is used to prove the attration properties. Together both properties are alled strong

squeezing property, see [2℄.

We shall replae the strong squeezing property by introduing a modi�ed strong

squeezing property onsisting of a one invariane property and a modi�ation of the

squeezing property. To assume this property is a natural assumption and it is also

suÆient for the existene of an inertial manifold having the asymptoti ompleteness

property. We show that in general the modi�ed strong squeezing property is weaker

than the strong squeezing property.
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Banah ontration priniple in paraboli problems

Henryk Leszzy�nski

Institute of Mathematis, University of Gda�nsk

email: hleszz�ksinet.univ.gda.pl

The di�erential-funtional problem

D

t

u(t; x) �

n

X

j;l=1

a

jl

(t; x)D

x

j

x

l

u(t; x) = f

�

t; x; u

(t;x)

�

is transformed to a �xed point equation u = TTu whih is solved by means of the

iterative method u

(k+1)

= TTu

(k)

. The Banah ontration priniple (=BCP) provides

the error estimates

ku

(k+2)

� u

(k+1)

k � � ku

(k+1)

� u

(k)

k; � 2 (0; 1);

provided the Lipshitz ondition is satis�ed. We disuss the question how far the BCP

is from nonlinear ases.
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Unfoused blow up in semilinear paraboli equations

J�ulia Matos

CMAF, University of Lisbon

email: jmatos�lm.f.ul.pt

The aim of this talk is to study the blow up behaviour of radially symmetri solutions

u of a semilinear paraboli equation, around a blow up point other than its entre of

symmetry. We show that u behaves as if a one-dimensional problem was onerned,

that is the possible blow up patterns around an unfoused blow up point are the ones

orresponding to the ase of dimension N = 1.

Collision of Layers in a Salar Reation-Di�usion Equation of 1-Spae

Dimension

Yoshihisa Morita

Department of Applied Mathematis and Informatis, Ryukoku University

email: morita�rins.ryukoku.a.jp

We are onerned with the following salar reation-di�usion equation:

u

t

= �

2

u

xx

+ u(u� a)(1� u); �1 < x <1;
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where � > 0 and 0 < a < 1=2 are parameters. One an observe that for small �,

transition layers emerge from appropriate initial data and those move with speed O(�)

as long as eah layer is apart from the others of distane O(1). This dynamis of the

layers was well studied mathematially. It is also known by numerial omputations

that two faing layers ollide and eventually ollapse in a �nite time. In this leture we

show rigorously the ollision and the ollapse of any two faing layers starting from a

suitable initial funtion. We also estimate the life time of the layers. A key tool used

in the study is a lower solution globally de�ned for t > 0. This is joint work with M.

Mimoto [2℄.
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Formation of stable inner layers in di�usion equations: neessary and

suÆient onditions

Arnaldo Do Nasimento

Universidade Federal de S. Carlos

email: arnaldon�dm.ufsar.br

In [1℄, S.B. Angenent, J. Mallet-Paret and L.A. Peletier lassi�ed all stable stationary

solutions of a one-dimensional spae semilinear boundary value problem whih appears

as a simpli�ed model in population genetis. Their problem naturally generalises to

N-spae dimension as follows:

� v

"

� t

= "

2

4v

"

+v(1� v)[v � a(x)℄

with � v

"

=� n̂ = 0 on �
 and 
 � IR

N

: In partiular, in [1℄ every solution develops

inner transition layer with interfae loated at the zeros of a(x)� (1=2): For the ease of

presentation we work with the nonlinearity f(x; v) = (v + 1)(1� v)[v � a(x)℄:

We know from [2℄ that given a smooth hypersurfae S in 
, one of the neessary

onditions for a family v

"

of stationary solutions of the above equation to develop an

inner transition layer, as "! 0 , with interfae S is that the N -vetor equation holds

Z

S

a(x)n̂(x)dS = 0

where n̂(x) stand for the outward normal vetor on S.

Given a nodal hypersurfae S of a(x) we will give suÆient onditions on a for the

existene of a family of solutions as above having S as interfae. We suppose that S

lies between two arbitrarily narrow N -dimensional annulus on eah of whih a(x) is

radially symmetri and satis�es two tehnial onditions. Our method of proof relies on

tehniques based on �-onvergene and on sub- and super-solutions. More spei�ally

we take two "-families of onveniently de�ned funtionals whose �-limits, as " ! 0,

have eah of them, an isolated loal minimiser in BV (
; f�(r); �(r)g), the spae of
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funtions of bounded variation in 
 whih assume only two values: �(r) and �(r). Here

�(r) = (1=3)[a(r) � (3a

2

(r) + 9)℄

1=2

and �(r) = (1=3)[a(r) + (3a

2

(r) + 9)℄

1=2

. Close to

eah of these minimisers (in the L

1

-topology ) there is a loal minimiser of the original

funtional. These, by its turn, will generate a sub- and a super-solution of the original

equation and existene of a solution, for " small, follows.

SuÆient onditions for the existene of suh solutions for equations like the above

one but with variable di�usivity and the nonlinearity f(x; v) satisfying the generalized

equal-area ondition

R

b

a

f(x; �)d� = 0; 8x 2 
, where a and b are zeros of f (not

neessarily onseutive), will be provided.
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On the stabilization of bounded solutions to paraboli systems with

analyti nonlinearity and Liapunov funtionals

Mikhail Vishnevskii
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In this ommuniation we onsider a boundary value problem to paraboli systems

in bounded domains. We assume that the problem has analyti dependene of un-

known funtion and its derivatives. We also assume that the problem has a Liapunov

funtional. Let u(x; t) denote the solution of problem in the lassial sense. We say

that the solution u(x; t) stabilizes (stabilizes in bakward time) if u(x; t) onverges as

t! +1(t! �1) to one stationary solution. It is shown that the uniformly bounded

for t � 0(� 0) solution to the problem stabilizes ( stabilizes in bakward time). Let

us assume that the problem is dissipative. It is shown that the global attrator of this

problem onsists of stationary solutions and onneted orbits and the ow on global at-

trator is gradient like. In ontrast, for one paraboli equation with many spae variable

(and of ourse for paraboli system with one spae variable) with Liapunov funtional

the stabilization theorem beomes false. The example of suh nononvergent bounded

solution was onstruted by P.Pol�hik and K.Rybakovskii. This example shows that it

is impossible to omit the assumption about the analyti dependene of nonlinearity.

3.5 Stability of Fronts and Pulses

Organizer : Bj�orn Sandstede
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Key note leture

Dynamis of pulses and fronts

Bj�orn Sandstede

Ohio State University

email: sandsted�math.ohio-state.edu

Travelling waves form an important lass of patterns that arise in a variety of applied

problems. The issue onsidered in this talk is the interation between several well-

separated stable travelling waves. Suppose that a ertain dissipative partial di�erential

equation posed on either the real line or an unbounded ylinder exhibits a stable pulse.

We begin by desribing the ordinary di�erential equations that govern the interation

of �nitely many, well-separated opies of that pulse [1℄. Equilibria of these di�erential

equations orrespond to multi-hump pulses whose stability properties were studied, for

instane, in [5,6,7,8℄. If in�nitely many pulses are onatenated, the situation is far

more ompliated. As a �rst step towards a more omplete desription, the stability

of spatially periodi wave trains with large period is onsidered. It has been proved

by Gardner that their spetrum onsists entirely of essential spetrum; here, we loate

their spetrum [2℄. A di�erent type of interation ours for travelling pulses near

the onset to instability. Suppose that the homogeneous asymptoti rest state towards

whih the pulse onverges destabilizes. This bifuration is often referred to as the Turing

bifuration; typially, small spatially-periodi stationary patterns are reated near the

asymptoti rest state. We show that the interation between the pulse and these small

Turing patterns produes a ontinuum of time-periodi travelling pulses that resemble

a superposition of the pulse and the Turing patterns [3,4℄. The main tehnique used

in the proofs of the aforementioned results are exponential dihotomies together with

Lyapunov-Shmidt and enter-manifold redutions.
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Invited letures

The stability of large pulse solutions

Arjen Doelman

University of Amsterdan

email: doelman�wins.uva.nl

First, it is shown that there exist various families of large-amplitude homolini

(multi-)pulse solutions in singular perturbed reation-di�usion equations (on the real

line) under relatively mild onditions. Seond, the stability of these pulses is investigated

using the Evans funtion. It is established that the natural slow/fast deomposition of

the Evans funtion exhibits singularities: the slow omponent an have poles at (some of)

the zeros of the fast omponent. The eigenvalues of the linearized stability problem, i.e.

the zeros of the Evans funtion, an be determined expliitly by the reently developed

`NLEP method'; this method gives a leading order approximation of the slow omponent

of the Evans funtion. As a onsequene, it an be shown that only the 1-pulse solutions

an be stable: all homolini multi-pulse solutions must be unstable. The methods will

be applied to the Gierer-Meinhardt problem.

Convergene to travelling waves in damped hyperboli equations

Thierry Gallay

Universit�e de Paris-Sud

email: Thierry.Gallay�math.u-psud.fr

Genevi�eve Raugel

Universit�e de Paris-Sud

email: Genevieve.Raugel�math.u-psud.fr

We disuss the stability of travelling waves for a nonlinear damped hyperboli equa-

tion on the real line. This system depends on a harateristi time � > 0 as a parameter,

and redues to the paraboli Fisher equation as � ! 0. Using energy estimates and a

hyperboli version of the maximum priniple, we show that the travelling waves are sta-

ble against perturbations in a weighted Sobolev spae. In the important ase of fronts

travelling with minimal speed, we prove in addition that the perturbations deay to zero

like t

�3=2

as t ! +1 and approah a universal self-similar pro�le, whih is essentially

independent of �, of the nonlinearity, and of the initial data.

Slowly-modulated two-pulse solutions and pulse-splitting in the 1-D

Gray-Sott model

Tasso Kaper

Boston University

email: tasso�math.bu.edu

Arjen Doelman

Universiteit van Amsterdam

email: doelman�wins.uva.nl

Wiktor Ekhaus

Universiteit Utreht
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email: ekhaus�math.uu.nl

Two pulse solutions play a entral role in the phenomena of self-repliating pulses

in 1-D reation-di�usion systems. In this talk, whih is on a joint paper with Arjen

Doelman andWiktor Ekhaus, we fous on the 1-D Gray-Sott model as a prototype. We

report on an existene and stability study for solutions onsisting of two pulses moving

apart from eah other with slowly varying veloities. In the various parameter regimes,

ritial maximum wave speeds are identi�ed, and ODE's are derived for the wave speed

and for the separation distane between the pulses. The bifurations in whih these

solutions are reated and annihilated, and in whih they gain stability, are determined.

Good agreement is found between these theoretial preditions and the results from

numerial simulations. The inhibitor omponent is far away from its homogeneous

value, and slowly varying, between the pulses. Hene, the results presented here apply

to the strong pulse interation problem. The main methods used are analytial and

geometri singular perturbation theory for the existene demonstration, and the nonloal

eigenvalue problem (NLEP) method developed in our earlier work on stationary pulses

for the stability analysis.

Essential instabilities of travelling waves

Arnd Sheel

FU Berlin

email: sheel�math.fu-berlin.de

We analyze instabilities of travelling waves in reation-di�usion systems aused by

the essential spetrum rossing the imaginary axis. As a typial example, we examine

travelling fronts and pulses whose asymptoti states undergo a Turing instability. Under

typial assumptions we prove bifuration of stable modulated travelling waves asymp-

toti to small amplitude Turing patterns, if the Turing instability is reated ahead of the

front. If the instability is reated behind the front, we show that modulated travelling

waves annot bifurate and the primary front remains onvetively stable. A pulse is

shown to move through a Turing pattern, leaving a reovery zone of Turing patterns,

whih are growing in amplitude, behind.

Referenes

[1℄ B. Sandstede and A. Sheel. Essential instability of pulses and bifurations to

modulated travelling waves. Pro. Roy. So. Edinburgh, to appear.

[2℄ B. Sandstede and A. Sheel. Spetral stability of modulated travelling waves bifur-

ating near essential instabilities. Pro. Roy. So. Edinburgh, to appear.

Existene and stability of modulating fronts

Guido Shneider

Mathematishes Institut, Universit�at Bayreuth, 95440 Bayreuth

email: guido.shneider�uni-bayreuth.de

Modulating front solutions look like a front like envelope advaning in the laboratory

frame and modulating an underlying spatially periodi pattern. They are transient solu-

tions whih onnet a spatially periodi equilibrium with the unstable spatially periodi
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ground state. A lassial example is the bifurating front onneting the Taylor vorties

with the trivial Couette ow for the Taylor{Couette problem in in�nite ylinders. Here

we talk about existene and stability of suh objets.

Contributed talks

Multi-pulse solutions in problems with the reetion symmetry

in an unbounded domain

Andrei Afendikov

KIAM RAS, Mosow

email: andre�spp.keldysh.ru

Let us onsider an evolutionary autonomous system that is invariant under shifts

z 7! z+onst in the unbounded spatial oordinate z and reetion z 7! �z. We assume

that the basi fully symmetrial steady state loses stability via perturbations with the

spatial ritial wave number k



= 0. That is the ase for a variety of the physial prob-

lems, for instane: 3D Poiseuille problem on visous inompressible uid ows between

parallel plates, onvetion in inlined layer, �lm ows, hemial reations and so on

(see [1℄,[2℄). If the time periodiity is presumed together with periodiity in additional

unbounded diretions then near the instability threshold the loal study of the problem

an be redued with the use of the spatial dynamis formulation to the analysis of the

phase portrait of SO(2)-invariant reversible vetor �eld with nonsemisimple eigenvalue

0 of the linearized problem. Quasihomogeneous trunation orresponding to a positive

fae of the Newton polyhedron of the ODE problem is equivalent to the steady om-

plex Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation ([2,3,5℄. For the GL equation a primary family

of homolini orbits T

�

H

0

, � 2 S

1

is known expliitly. Under a generi transversality

ondition with respet to parameter, the existene of homolini n-pulse solutions is

demonstrated for a sequene of parameter values. The existene of asades of 2

l

3

m

-

pulse solutions follows by showing their transversality and then using indution. The

method relies on the onstrution of an SO(2)-equivariant Poinar�e map whih, after

fatorization, is a omposition of two involutions: a logarithmi twist map and a smooth

global map. Reversible periodi orbits of this map orresponds to small reversible pe-

riodi or homolini solutions of the problem. Using perturbation arguments we relate

reversible n{pulse solutions of this equation to n{pulse solutions of the original problem

on a spatial enter manifold. Thus, we obtain multi{pulse solutions of the PDE problem

for parameters near the ritiality. In 3D Poiseuille problem these solutions are loalized

in spanwise diretion, but periodi in streamwise diretion.

Referenes

[1℄ Afendikov A., Mielke A. Bifurations of Poiseuille ow between parallel plates:

three-dimensional solutions with large spanwise wavelength. Arh. Rat. Meh.

Anal., 129: 101-127, (1995).

[2℄ Afendikov A., Mielke A. Bifuration of homolini orbits to a saddle-fous in

reversible systems with SO(2){symmetry. Preprint DANSE 1, Universit�at Han-

nover, p. 19, (1998). (J. Di�. Eqns. (1998) Submitted)
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[3℄ Afendikov A., Mielke A. Multi-pulse solution to Navier-Stokes problem between

parallel plates. Preprint DANSE 58, Universit�at Hannover. p. 20, (1998) (Zeits.

angev. Math. Phys. (ZAMP) Submitted.)

[4℄ A.L. Afendikov, A. Mielke: On the unfolding of reversible vetor �elds with SO(2)-

symmetry and a non-semisimple eigenvalue 0. (Submitted to Doklady Russian

Aad. Sienes (1998)).

Stability of travelling fronts for reation-di�usion-onvetion systems

Elaine Crooks

University of Bath

email: em�maths.bath.a.uk

We are onerned with the role of travelling fronts in the asymptoti behaviour of

solutions of systems of the form

u

t

= Au

xx

+ f(u; u

x

); x 2 IR; t > 0; u(x; t) 2 IR

N

;

u(x; 0) = u

0

(x); x 2 IR;

where A is a positive-de�nite diagonal matrix and the nonlinearity f has two ordered

equilibria and satis�es onditions suÆient for a omparison priniple for this system to

hold.

Suppose that f is \bistable" and that there exists a travelling-front solution w with

veloity  onneting the two stable equilibria of f . (We have a set of hypotheses on f

under whih suh a front is known to exist.) If u

0

is bounded, uniformly ontinuously

di�erentiable and suh that kw(x)� u

0

(x)k is small when jxj is large, we an show that

there exists � 2 IR suh that

ku(�; t)� w(� � t + �)k

BUC

1

! 0 as t!1;

(see [1℄). Our approah extends an idea developed by Roquejo�re, Terman and Volpert

in the onvetionless ase, where f is independent of u

x

. First loal stability is proved

using the spetrum of the linearisation about w. Then u

0

is assumed to be inreasing

in x, and onvergene proved via a homotopy argument. The result for arbitrary u

0

is

dedued by showing that there is an inreasing funtion in the !-limit set of u

0

.

Suppose now that f is \monostable". In this ase, there is some 

0

2 IR suh that

there exist travelling-front solutions for eah veloity  � 

0

. We are investigating the

stability of the superritial waves ( > 

0

) by formulating the problem in exponentially

weighted funtion spaes, where the veloity-dependent weight is hosen so as to render

the \monostable" nonlinearity essentially \bistable", and thus amenable to some of the

methods used in the \bistable" ase. (Suh use of weighted spaes goes bak to work of

Sattinger, and has been disussed by Volpert, Volpert and Volpert for reation-di�usion

systems where f is independent of u

x

.)

Referenes

[1℄ E.C.M.Crooks. Stability of travelling-wave solutions for reation-di�usion-onve-

tion systems. University of Bath Mathematis Preprint 98/21

(http://www.maths.bath.a.uk/MATHEMATICS/preprints.html).
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Global struture of traveling waves for 3 ompeting speies model with

di�usion

Hideo Ikeda

Toyama University

email: ikeda�si.toyama-u.a.jp

Reation-di�usion equations are used extensively as ontinuous spae-time models

for interating and di�using biologial speies in population dynamis. In mathematial

eology, there are three types of interations between individuals with the di�usion

terms whih model the migration of eah speies; ompetition for limited resoures,

prey-predator interation, and mutualisti relationships. Though these equations are

relatively simple, they an exhibit a variety of interesting spatial and spatio-temporal

patterns, inluding traveling fronts and pulses.

In this talk, we study the following 3-omponent reation-di�usion systems for three

ompeting speies :

(1)

8

>

<

>

:

u

1t

= d

1

u

1xx

+ (r

1

� a

11

u

1

� a
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u

2

� a

13

u

3

)u

1

u

2t
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2

u

2xx

+ (r

2

� a

21

u

1

� a

22

u

2

� a

23

u

3

)u

2

u

3t

= d

3

u

3xx

+ (r

3

� a

31

u

1

� a

32

u

2

� a

33

u

3

)u

3

(t; x) 2 IR

+

� IR;

where u

i

(t; x) denote the population densities of three ompeting speies at time t and

spatial position x. d

i

are the di�usion rates, r

i

are the intrinsi growth rates, and a

ij

are

the intraspei� and interspei� ompetition rates, respetively. All of the oeÆients

are positive onstants. We assume that

(H1) d

1

; d

2

<< d

3

(i.e., d

1

= "

2

; d

2

= "

2

d; d

3

= 1 for small positive " ),

(H2) If u

1

= 0, this system (1) has a stable equilibrium solution P

2

= (0; u

�2

; u

�3

) with

u

�2

> 0 and u

�3

> 0. On the other hand, if u

2

= 0, (1) has a stable equilibrium solution

P

3

= (u

�

1

; 0; u

�

3

) with u

�

1

> 0 and u

�

3

> 0.

Let us onsider the following situation. If the u

1

-speies invades on the stable equi-

librium state P

2

, what happens with the population dynamis of the invader u

1

-speies

? For suitable parameters, we an hek numerially that u

1

-speies propagates into the

state P

2

with onstant shape and onstant veloity and inhibits u

2

-speies and then it

reahes to the state P

3

. This motivates us to study the existene and stability of travel-

ing fronts onneting the states P

2

with P

3

. We use the analytial singular perturbation

method to show the existene and the SLEP method to show the stability. Finally,

we onsider the global struture of traveling wave solutions; traveling fronts, standing

pulses, traveling pulses, with respet to some parameter.

Referenes

[1℄ Y. Kan-on and M. Mimura, Singular perturbation approah to a 3-omponent

reation-di�usion systems arising in population dynamis, SIAM J. Math. Anal.,

29(6):1519-1536, (1998).

[2℄ P. D. Millar, Nonmonotone waves in a three speies reation-di�usion model, Meth-

ods and Appliations of Analysis, 4(3):261-282, (1997).

[3℄ P. D. Millar, Stability of non-monotone waves in a three-speies reation-di�usion

model, Proeedings of the Royal Soiety of Edinburgh, 129A:125-152, (1999).
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Instability of Multiple Pulses in a System of Quadratially Coupled

Shr�odinger Equations

Alie Yew

The Ohio State University

email: yew�math.ohio-state.edu

Many mathematial models studied in modern optis take the form of two or more

Shr�odinger equations oupled together in a nonlinear fashion. Of speial interest are

solitary-wave solutions for whih all omponents of the system are loalised in time (rep-

resenting pulses in optial �bres) or in the spae diretions transverse to propagation

(modelling beams in waveguides). This talk is mainly onerned with a system that

desribes the phenomena of seond-harmoni generation and parametri wave intera-

tion in dispersive quadrati media. In partiular, the existene and stability properties

of multiple pulses (multibump solitary-waves) are investigated within the framework

of homolini bifuration theory, employing a funtional-analyti approah with strong

geometri underpinnings. All of the multiple pulses generated via the bifuration our-

ring at a resonant semi-simple eigenvalue senario are demonstrated to be unstable; we

then disuss the generalisation and impliations of this result for other, related, systems.

Referenes

[1℄ A. C. Yew, A. R. Champneys & P. J. MKenna. Multiple solitary-waves due to

seond harmoni generation in quadrati media. Journal of Nonlinear Siene,

Vol. 9: 33{52 (1999).

[2℄ A. C. Yew. An analytial study of solitary-waves in quadrati media. PhD Disser-

tation, Brown University (1998).
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D. Computational Aspets

4.1 Computer Algebra Tools

Organizer : Jan Sanders

Key note leture

Algorithms from representation theory

Jan A. Sanders

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

email: jansa�s.vu.nl

First a desription of the role of sl(2; IR) in the omputation and lassi�ation of nilpo-

tent normal forms is given. This leads to a similar role for the Heisenberg algebra in

the ase of the total di�erentiation operator

D

x

=

�

�x

+

1

X

i=0

u

i+1

�

�u

i

:

One de�ne derivations

F

x

=

1

X

i=1

iu

i�1

�

�u

i

:

and

E

x

=

1

X

i=0

u

i

�

�u

i

:

These form a Heisenberg algebra with the usual operator ommutation rules. Using

representation theory one an now e�etively integrate, i.e. solve f from g = D

x

f . One

an now de�ne transvetants or Hirota operators by

�

n

(f; g) =

X

r+s=n

(�1)

r

r!s!

D

r

x

E

s

x

(f)D

s

x

E

r

x

(g) =

1

n!

(E

x

^ D

x

)

n

f 
 g:

Notie that �

n

: kerF 
 kerF ! kerF , i.e. the bilinear operators are de�ned on the

spae of funtionals and �

0

and �

1

de�ne a Poisson struture there.

One an then deform the usual multipliation by de�ning

f ?

t

g =

1

X

n=0

t

n

�

n

(f; g):

This de�nes an assoiative produt, and thereby a nonommutative deformation of the

Poisson struture.

The various onnetions between lassial invariant theory, transvetants, Hirota

operators, Rankin-Cohen brakets in the theory of modular funtions and pseudo-

di�erential operators and the Poisson algebra of funtionals, as they are de�ned in

the theory of integrable evolution equations will be disussed.
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Referenes

[1℄ J.A. Sanders and J.P. Wang. Hodge deomposition and onservation law. Mathe-

matis and Computers in Simulation, 44:483{493, (1997).

[2℄ Cohen, Paula Beazley and Manin, Yuri and Zagier, Don. Automorphi pseudodif-

ferential operators. Algebrai aspets of integrable systems, 17{47, (1997).

[3℄ J.A. Sanders. Versal normal form omputations and representation theory Com-

puter algebra and di�erential equations, LMSNS, 193, 185{210, (1994).

Invited letures

Algorithmi invariant theory and dynamis

Karin Gatermann

FU Berlin/ ZIB

email: gatermann�zib.de

In reent years there has been a lot of progress in omputational algebra, espeially

in the algorithmi treatment of invariant rings and modules of equivariants. The aim

of this talk is to show the bene�ts of this for situations in the theory of equivariant

dynamial systems where a general equivariant vetor �eld is required. I will disuss

the onsequent algorithmi treatment of the enter manifold redution with symmetry.

The method of Noether normalization will be explained and the advantages of using

Noether normalization in this ontext illustrated.

Finally, we will omment on a generalization of the orbit spae redution to group

ations on the di�erential equations whih may at on the independent variable and

may be nonlinear.

Referenes

[1℄ K. Gatermann. Computer Algebra methods for equivariant dynamial systems.

Habilitation thesis. (1999).

[2℄ K. Gatermann. Semi-invariants, equivariants and algorithms. Appliable Algebra

in Engineering, Communiation and Computing, 7: 105-124, (1996).

[3℄ K. Gatermann, F. Guyard. Gr�obner bases, invariant theory and equivariant dy-

namis. To appear in J. Symboli Computation, 27, (1999).

[4℄ A. Lari-Lavassani, W.F. Langford, K. Huseyin, K. Gatermann. Steady-state mode

interations for D

3

and D

4

-symmetri systems. To appear in Dynamis of Con-

tinuous, Disrete and Impulsive Systems, Fields Preprint series FI-NP 1997-009,

(1997).

Using the symboli method to lassify evolution equations

Jing Ping Wang

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

email: wang�s.vu.nl
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The main purpose of this talk is to demonstrate the existene of (in�nitely many)

symmetries and onservation laws for �|homogeneous evolution equations using the

symboli method.

The symboli method �rst introdued by Gel'fand and Dikii. The idea is simply to

replae u

i

, where i is an index | in our ase ounting the number of derivatives | by

�

i

, where � is now a symbol. The basi operation of di�erentiation, i.e. replaing u

i

by u

i+1

, is now replaed by multipliation with �, as is the ase in Fourier transform

theory. For higher degree terms with multiple u's, one uses di�erent symbols to denote

di�erentiation.

The key fat is the following symboli formula for the braket of a di�erential poly-

nomial Q of degree m with a linear di�erential polynomial:

d

[u

k

; Q℄ = G

(m)

k

b

Q;

where

G

(m)

k

= �

k

1

+ � � �+ �

k

m

� (�

1

+ � � �+ �

m

)

k

:

With this one an readily translate solvability questions into divisibility questions

solved by diophantine approximation theory, and we an use generating funtions to

handle in�nitely many orders at one.

The omplete list of �|homogeneous integrable evolution equations ontains only

10 all-known equations when � > 0. This explains why after the gold rush it was so

diÆult to �nd any new integrable systems.

The lassi�ation of o-symmetries (onservation laws) is more ompliated. One

often enounters equations with only a �nite number of onservation laws. Here a om-

plete lassi�ation for 5-th order KdV-like equations is given using generating funtion.

Referenes

[1℄ I.M. Gel'fand and L.A. Dikii. Asymptoti behaviour of the resolvent of Sturm{

Liouville equations and the algebra of the Korteweg{de Vries equations, Russ.

Math. Surveys 30(5): 77{113, (1975).

[2℄ J.A. Sanders and J.P. Wang. Combining Maple and Form to deide on integrability

questions, Computer Phys. Commun., 115: 447{459, (1998).

[3℄ J.A. Sanders and J.P. Wang. On the integrability of homogeneous salar evolution

equations, J. Di�. Eq. 147: 410{434, (1998).

A Method for Computing Center Manifolds and Normal Forms

Pei Yu

Department of Applied Mathematis, University of Western Ontario,

London, Ontario, Canada N6A 5B7

email: pyu�pyu1.apmaths.uwo.a

Center manifold theory and normal form theory are two basi tools in the study of

nonlinear di�erential equations. The idea of these two theories is to use a sequene

of near identity nonlinear transformations to obtain a simple form on the so alled

enter manifold. This redution greatly simpli�es the analysis of the dynamial behavior

of the system suh as bifurations and instability. Di�erent methodologies have been
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developed for omputing normal forms, based on matrix theory, algebrai manipulation,

representation theory, invariant theory, et. [1{4℄. However, for a given system, �nding

the expliit formulas of normal forms and the assoiated nonlinear transformations is not

easy. Thus, symboli omputer languages suh as Maple, Mathematia and Masyma

have been introdued in suh omputations.

Normal forms are generally not uniquely de�ned due to the existene of unertainty in

omputing the oeÆients of nonlinear transformations. This diÆulty may be overome

either by imposing additional onditions so that the oeÆients of nonlinear transfor-

mations an be uniquely determined; or by imposing ertain onditions suh that some

oeÆients in the normal forms may be set zero. Suh a simpli�ation raises a question:

In general how to �nd a \simplest" or \minimum" normal form? Some results related

to simple singularities have been obtained ([5, 6℄, more referenes an be found in [5℄).

However, it is noted that a unique normal form may be not a \simplest" form, and

simplest normal forms may be not unique.

We will present an early developed perturbation tehnique for omputing the normal

forms of a general n-dimensional system desribed by a set of di�erential equations for

ertain ases of singularities [7℄. The method does not need the appliation of enter

manifold theory, nor requires for solving large matrix systems. In fat, the approah

ombines the normal theory and enter manifold theory in one omputation proedure.

Moreover, it has been found that the method may be extended to diretly ompute a

unique, \simplest" normal form for ertain ases. Symboli omputation using Maple

will be disussed, and examples will be presented to show the omputation eÆieny of

the method.

Referenes

[1℄ J. Gukenheimer and P. Holmes, Nonlinear Osillations, Dynamial Systems, and

Bifurations of Vetor Fields, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1983.
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[3℄ R. Cushman and J. A. Sanders, \Normal form for (2;n)-nilpotent vetor �eld, using
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[4℄ Q. Bi and P. Yu, \Symboli omputation of normal forms for semi-simple ases".

Journal of Comput. and Appl. Math., (1999).

[5℄ J. A. Sanders and J.-C. Van der Meer, \Unique normal form of the Hamiltonian

1:2-resonane". Geometry and Analysis in Nonlinear Dynamis, (Editors: H. W.

Broer and F. Takens), Longman Si. Teh., Harlow, 1992.

[6℄ P. Yu, \Simplest normal forms of Hopf and generalized Hopf bifurations". Inter-

national Journal of Bifuration and Chaos, 9(10): (1999).
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Vibration, 211(1): 19{38 (1998).
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Contributed talks

Computer Algebra Tools for the Solution of Boundary-value Problems

L. Braverman

Int. College of Tehnology, Carmiel, Israel

email: merbrvr�tx.tehnion.a.il

A. Nepomnyashhy

Tehnion, IIT, Hifa, Israel

email: nepom�tx.tehnion.a.il

B. Rubinshtein

Tehnion, IIT, Hifa, Israel

email: boris�kernel.tehnion.a.il

A. Thess

Ilmenau University of Tehnology, Ilmenau, Germany

email: thess�tu-ilmenau.de

The introdued pakage provides tools for numerial solution of linear boundary value

problems, both regular and eigenvalue ones. It has a syntax of the built-inMathematia

funtion NDSolve and strongly enhanes its funtionality. For the solution of men-

tioned problems two basi methods are applied. The �rst one is known as Chasing

method and was generalized by authors partiularly for multipoint problems, and the

seond one is the well-known Shooting method. The newest version of Mathematia 3.0

ontains the funtion NDSolve whih has a very limited ability to ope with regular

boundary value problems, but not with eigenvalue ones. Unfortunately, the funtion

uses an in some sense erroneous algorithm whih leads sometimes to strange and even

wrong results. Moreover, it an solve neither boundary value problem ontaining more

than one equation nor multipoint ones. Below we present an example of a wrong result:

NDSolve an't ope with the following problem: the ommand

NDSolve[y

000

[x℄ + y[x℄ == 0; y

0

[0℄ == 0; y

0

[2℄ == 1; y

00

[0℄ == 0; y[x℄; fx; 0; 2g℄

gnereates the answer: NDSolve::"unsol": "Not possible to initiate boundary

value problem with the hasing method" - message fromNDSolve, while DSolve

gives analytial solution:

DSolve[y

000

[x℄ + y[x℄ == 0; y

0

[0℄ == 0; y

0

[2℄ == 1; y

00

[0℄ == 0; y[x℄; x℄==Simplify

ffy(x)!
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+
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In ontrast, our implementation of the abovementioned methods produes more aurate

results for a wider lass of problems. In addition to the solution of a regular boundary

value problem our funtions an solve eigenvalue problems, whih is very important in

appliations (for instane, for linear stability analysis). We present an example of linear

stability analysis in Marangoni onvetion in the spherial layer, whih was suess-

fully performed using our tools. Another advantage of the presented tools is also the

possibility to input the problem in its natural form.
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A omputational method for the stability of a lass of mehanial systems

Gianlua Gorni

University of Udine, Dipartimento di Matematia e Informatia

email: gorni�dimi.uniud.it

(Joint work with Prof.

^

Angelo Barone-Netto and Prof. Mauro de Oliveira Ce-

sar, of the Institute of Mathematis and Statistis, University of S~ao Paulo, Brazil).

Consider the di�erential system

�x = �xf(x)

�y = �yg(x);

where f; g: IR! IR are smooth funtions and f(0) > 0, g(0) > 0. Clearly the system has

the onstant solution x(t) � y(t) � 0. The problem here is how to deide the stability

of this equilibrium solution, that is, what is the asymptoti behaviour as t ! +1 of

the trajetories starting with initial data lose to 0.

We will say that the system assoiated to a given pair of funtions f; g is k-deidable

for some k 2 IN if the stability of the equilibrium an be deided from the values of the

derivatives up to the order k of f and g at 0. The system will be �nitely deidable if it

is k-deidable for some k.

Not all pairs of funtions are �nitely deidable. However �nite deidability is generi

in C

1

, and we desribe an algorithm for �nding expliit suÆient onditions for k-

deidability. When implemented on a omputer the algorithm runs easily enough for

k = 1 up to 5 or 6.

With the expliit onditions at our disposal it is easy to onstrut examples of pairs

f; g and of sequenes of initial data onverging to 0 for whih either all y

n

(t) are un-

bounded as t ! +1, or, more interestingly, where t 7! y

n

(t) is bounded for all n, but

sup

t�0

jy

n

(t)j diverges as n! +1.

Referenes

[1℄ Cesar, Mauro de Oliveira; Barone-Netto,

^

Angelo. The existene of Liapunov fun-

tions for wome nononservative positional mehanial systems. J. Di�erential

Equations, 91 (2): 235{244, (1991).

[2℄ Cesar, Mauro de Oliveira; Barone-Netto,

^

Angelo. A neessary and suÆient ondi-

tion for the sability of the equilibrium. J. Di�erential Equations, 96 (1): 142{151,

(1992).
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University of Augsburg

email: olonius�math.uni-augsburg.de

We onsider families of ordinary di�erential equations where time dependent oeÆ-

ients are allowed to take their values in a given set. Thus one obtains a family of

nonautonomous di�erential equations indexed by the oeÆient funtions whih may be

onsidered as (open loop) admissible ontrols. The long time behavior of this family an

be desribed via an assoiated skew produt ow, the ontrol ow, over the base spae

of admissible ontrols. The topologially transitive omponents and the hain transi-

tive omponents orrespond to the ontrol sets and the hain ontrol sets, respetively.

If the losure of a ontrol set is a hain ontrol set, then it depends ontinuously (in

the Hausdor� metri) on parameters. Also some related bifuration problems will be

disussed.

Invited letures

Charaterization and Computation of Reahable Sets

via Optimal Control

Lars Gr�une

FB Mathematik, J.W.-Goethe Universit�at

Postfah 111932, 60054 Frankfurt a.M., Germany

email: gruene�math.uni-frankfurt.de

For ontrolled and perturbed systems governed by nonlinear dynamis of the form

_x(t) = f(x(t); u(t))

on some manifold M , with u(�) from some funtion spae U , the knowledge of reaha-

bility properties plays an important role in the analysis of the system behaviour.

For u(�) being a ontrol funtion e.g. the reahable set

R(x) := fy 2M j 9u(�) 2 U : �(t; x; u(�)) = yg

is an important objet; if u(�) models a time varying perturbation, and x

�

2 M is a

loally stable equilibrium for eah u(�) 2 U the robust domain of attration

RD(x

�

) := fy 2M j�(t; y; u(�))! x

�

as t!18u(�) 2 Ug

is of interest [4℄.

In this talk we give a survey on reent work [2, 3℄ about the haraterization of

these sets via optimal ontrol tehniques. Appropriate formulations are e.g. mini-

mum/maximum time and minimum/maximumdistane optimal ontrol problems, whih

have in ommon that their optimal value funtions are haraterized by Hamilton-

Jaobi-Bellman PDEs. Furthermore we will present a generalization of the lassial

Zubov's equation [1℄ whih niely �ts into the Hamilton-Jaobi framework.

Based on these formulations we then disuss numerial methods for the omputation

of these sets and illustrate them by a number of examples. In partiular, we will highlight

advantages and limitations of this approah ompared e.g. with trajetoriwise or ell

mapping algorithms.
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Referenes

[1℄ F. Camilli, L. Gr�une, F. Wirth. A Generalization of Zubov's equation. In prepa-

ration

[2℄ M. Falone, L. Gr�une, F. Wirth. Computing robust domains of attration via

maximum-time optimal ontrol. In preparation

[3℄ I. Greger. Berehnung von Erreihbarkeitsmengen durh zeitoptimale Steuerung.

Diplomarbeit, Universit�at Augsburg (1997)

[4℄ A.D.B. Paie, F. Wirth. Robustness analysis of domains of attration of nonlin-

ear systems. Proeedings of the Mathematial Theory of Networks and Systems

MTNS98, Padova(1998), to appear

Twist maps and sliding-mode ontrol

Russell Johnson

Universita' di Firenze

email: johnson�ingfi1.ing.unifi.it

Paolo Nistri

Universita' di Siena

email: pnistri�dii.unisi.it

In this talk we will study the dynamial stability properties of a suitably de�ned

approximation of equivalent ontrol in sliding manifold ontrol systems. For this we use

both the lassial theory of singularly perturbed dynamial systems and the theory of

twist maps. Examples of ontrol problems whih possess dynamial stability properties

are presented. The work disussed here ontinues the investigation of ontrol design,

via singular perturbation theory, for ontrol systems posessing a sliding manifold.

Referenes

[1℄ A. Cavallo, G. De Maria and P. Nistri, A sliding manifold approah to the feedbak

ontrol of rigid robots, Internat. Jour. Robust Control 6, 501-516, 1996.

[2℄ R. Johnson and P. Nistri, Variable struture ontrol systems and the theory of

singular perturbations, Pro. 31st IEEE Conferene on Deision and Control,

Tuson USA, 2370-2375.

[3℄ K. Siegel and J. Moser, Letures on Classial Mehanis, Grundlehren der Math.

Wissenshaften 187, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1972.

[4℄ V. Utkin, Sliding Modes and their Appliations in Variable Struture Systems,

MIR, Mosow, 1972.

Controllability of Matrix Eigenvalue Algorithms

Uwe Helmke

Mathematishes Institut, Universit�at W�urzburg, Germany

email: helmke�mathematik.uni-wuerzburg.de

Fabian Wirth

Zentrum f�ur Tehnomathematik, Universit�at Bremen, Germany

email: fabian�math.uni-bremen.de
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Numerial matrix eigenvalue methods suh as the QR algorithm or inverse power

iterations provide interesting examples of nonlinear disrete dynamial systems de�ned

on Lie groups or homogeneous spaes. A typial approah from numerial linear algebra

to improve onvergene properties of suh algorithms is via suitable shift strategies for

the eigenvalues, see [1℄. Suh eigenvalue shifts an be viewed as ontrol variables and the

resulting algorithms an therefore be analyzed using tools from nonlinear ontrol theory.

So far the analysis and design of shift strategies in numerial eigenvalue algorithms has

been more a kind of an art rather than being guided by systemati design priniples.

The advane made during the past two deades in nonlinear ontrol theory indiates

that the time may now be ripe for a more systemati investigation of ontrol theoreti

aspets of numerial linear algebra.

In this talk we investigate the ontrollability properties of the well known inverse

power iteration for �nding the dominant eigenvetor of a matrix A, de�ned by

x

k+1

=

A

�1

x

k

kA

�1

x

k

k

:

Shifted versions of the inverse power method de�ned by

x

k+1

=

(A� u

k

I)

�1

x

k

k(A� u

k

I)

�1

x

k

k

lead to nonlinear ontrol systems on projetive spae, or more generally on Grassmann

manifolds. For yli matries A neessary and suÆient onditions for omplete on-

trollability on the projetive spae are given. These are always satis�ed if omplex shifts

are allowed.

In the real ase the situation is more involved and we use reent results on the exis-

tene of universally regular ontrols in our analysis, see [2℄. In the real ase neessary

onditions in terms of the loation of the eigenvalues are presented. These may be equiv-

alently rephrased by the algebrai statement that every polynomial with real oeÆients

splits modulo the harateristi polynomial of the matrix A into linear fators over IR.

We onjeture that these onditions are also suÆient. If this turns out to be true it

may be inferred that omplete ontrollability of the inverse power iteration is a generi

property.

Referenes

[1℄ G. Golub and C. van Loan. Matrix Computations. John Hopkins University Press,

Baltimore, MD, 2nd edition, 1989.

[2℄ E. D. Sontag and F. R. Wirth. Remarks on universal nonsingular ontrols for

disrete-time systems. Syst. Cont. Lett., 33(2):81-88, (1998).

Contributed talks

Controllability of generi ontrol systems near k-singular points

Aleksey Davydov

Dept. of math., Vladimir State University

email: davydov-m2�vpti.vladimir.su
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Jose Basto-Gon�alves

Centro de Matem�atia Apliada, Universidade do Porto

email: jbgonal�f.up.pt

Control system on n-dimensional smooth manifold is de�ned by smooth family of

vetor �elds parameterized by the points of (n � 1)-dimensional sphere. A generi

ontrol system is a system from a ertain open everywhere dense subset in the spae of

suh families endowed with the �ne Whitney's C

1

{topology.

At a point of the phase spae values of the �elds forms veloity indiatrix at this

point, and any veloity from the indiatrix is admissible one at this point. Attainability

of one point from another one is de�ned in standard manner in the lass of pieewise

ontinuous ontrols.

A point of the phase spae has small time loal transitivity property (=SLTP) if for

any time T > 0 and any neighborhood V of this point there exists a neighborhood of

this point suh that any two point of the latter neighborhood are attainable from eah

other in a positive time smaller than T and along a trajetory lying in the neighborhood

V . A k-singular point is de�ned as a point of the boundary of set of points having SLTP

suh that there is a passage through zero on a plane of support to the veloity indiatrix

at this point ontaining exatly k admissible veloities. In the generi ase there an

appear suh singular points with k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng:

Theorem For n � 3 any k-singular point of a generi ontrol system on n-

dimensional manifold has SLTP if 3 � k � n and it has nor SLTP if k = 1.

For 2-singular points for a generi ontrol system some neessary and some suÆient

onditions to have SLTP are found. In [1℄, [2℄ the omplete answer on loal ontrol-

lability of systems on surfaes was obtained for the generi ase. In partiular, their

ontrollability near 1-, 2-singular points was studied (in [3℄ analogous results are ob-

tained for a generi two dimensional dynami inequality).

This researh was supported in part by RFBR970100713, FCT and Calouste Gul-

benkian Foundation.

Referenes

[1℄ J.Basto-Gon�alves. Loal ontrollability of nonlinear systems on surfaes. Compu-

tational and Applied mathematis, 12, (1993).

[2℄ A.A. Davydov. Qualitative Theory of Control Systems. Translations of Mathemat-

ial Monographs, 141, AMS, Providene, Rhode Island in ooperation with MIR,

Mosow, 147 pp., (1994).

[3℄ A.A. Davydov. Loal Controllability of Typial Dynami inequalities on Surfaes.

Proeedings of the Steklov Mathematial Institute, 209, pp. 73{106, (1995).

The desent onstant in the optimal ontrol problems with Lipshitzian

di�erential inlusions

Vladimir A. Dubovitskij

Institute of Chemial Physis Problems, Mosow, Russia

email: dubv�ip.a.ru

We onsider the optimal ontrol problem with �xed time endpoints: J(x(S); x(T ))!

min; (x(S); x(T )) 2 C; _x(t) 2 F (x(t)); G(x(t)) � 0; 8t 2 [S; T ℄ where minimum is
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sought in the lass of absolutely ontinuous ars x(�), x(t) 2 R

d

x

. Here J;G are real-

valued Liphitz funtions; F (�) is Liphitz multifuntion with onvex ompat values

belonging to R

d

x

, C is lose subset of R

d

x

� R

d

x

.

For this problem the neessary ondition of the strong minimum in the maximum

priniple (MP) form is well-known [1℄. In the important sublass with loally-onvex J;G

where C and F (x) an by represented by a regular system of equations and inequalities,

this MP is equivalent [2℄ to existene of a nontrivial solution of Eulier equation, i.e.

there is no reduing diretions simultaneously tangentially to loal problem's onstrains.

But in the ase of general problem under onsideration the onnetion of onjugate

multipliers and geometrial "desent algorithm" is lost ompletely. This serious defet

of modern MP theory is onneted with ine�etive traditional way of its derivation

(penalty method, Ekeland theorem ets.). The purpose of proposed investigation onsist

in the restoring of the of noted relation. Consider, for brevity, the problem without

state onstraint G � 0 and de�ne the auxiliary objets.

�(x) := f� = (�; l; n

C

;  (t); n(t))g - the totality of onjugate strings of an admis-

sible trajetory x(�). Here � � 0; l 2 �J(x(S); x(T )); n

C

2 N

C

(x(S); x(T )); n(t) =

(n

x

(t); n

u

(t)) 2 lgN

gr F (x(t))

(x(t)),  (t); n(t) are Liphitz and Borelian measurable

funtions with values in R

d

x

; R

d

x

� R

d

x

respetively; N

C

; lgN

grF (x(t))

denotes the

ones of external normals and the losure "be graph" of the external normals for the

respet sets.

b(x) := inffk � n

x

k

L

1

+ k

_

 � n

u

k

L

1

+ k( (S);  (T )) � n



k : � 2 �(x); � =

0; k( ; n; n

C

)k = 1g; a(x) := inffk � n

x

k

L

1

+ k

_

 � n

u

k

L

1

+ k( (S);  (T ))� n



� �lk :

� 2 �(x); � = 1g

Theorem : Let the admissible trajetory x

0

(�) satisfy the inequalities a(x

0

) >

0; b(x

0

) > 0. Then 8� > 0 9Æ > 0 and a family of admissible trajetories fx

r

g; r 2 [0; Æ℄

suh that 8 0 � r

0

� r

00

� Æ the following onditions are satis�ed: kx

r

0

� x

r

00

k �

r

00

� r

0

; J(x

r

00

(S); x

r

00

(T ))� J(x

r

0

(S); x

r

0

(T )) � �(a(x

0

)� �)(r

00

� r

0

).

That is, the objetive funtion an be dereased over the "Liphitz" family of admis-

sible trajetories x

r

with the speed a(x

0

). The proof of theorem is based on onstrutive

Lusternike's type iteration proess. Note, that there is no, in general, the strit desent

diretions.

Referenes

[1℄ Frank H.Clarke. The maximum priniple under minimal hypotheses. SIAM J.

Control Optim., 14:1078-1091, (1976).

[2℄ A.Ja.Dubovitskij, A.A.Milutin. The onstrained optimization problems. Journal

of Numerial Mathematis and Mathematial Physis, 5(3):395-453, (1965).

About the Optimality Conditions in Control Problems

Muvasharkhan Dzhenaliev

Institute of theoretial and applied Mathematis, Pushkin str.125, Almaty 480100,

Kazakhstan

email: dzhenaliev�itpm.si.kz

Kossy Smatov
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The Optimal Control Problems presribed by Operator Relations in the Banah

Spaes are onsidered in the Work. The Development of the absolute Minimum Theory

based on the V.F.Krotov Lemma is given. Let K = fkjk = 1; 2; :::g; S = fsjs = 1; 2; :::g

are index Sets. We assume that the Families of Sets fD

k

; k 2 Kg; v

k

2 D

k

are given.

The Funtional J

k

: D

k

! R on D

k

is given.

Lemma 1. Let the Problems f<< D

k

; J

k

>>; k 2 Kg satisfy to the Conditions:

1

0

: for all k 2 K : J

k

(v) � J

k+1

(v); v 2 D

k

; 2

0

: there are the Integers p; q 2 K and

the Sequene fv

s

; s 2 Sg � D

p

suh that p < q and lim

s!1

= i

q

= inf

D

q

J

q

: Then

fv

s

; s 2 Sg is minimizing for the Problems f<< D

k

; J

k

>>; k = p; p + 1; :::; qg and

any minimizing Sequene for << D

k

; J

k

>> satis�es to the Condition 2

0

and is also

minimizing for Family of Problems f<< D

k

; J

k

>>; k = p; p+ 1; :::; qg:

Let Y

1

; Y

2

; U

1

are the Banah Spaes, Y

1

is reexive, ontinuously and densely em-

bedding in Y

2

:Y = Y

n

1

; U = U

r

with Elements y = fy

1

; :::; y

n

g and u = fu

1

; :::; u

r

g

aordingly, fy; ug are the pair State-Control. Let

Y



� Y; U



(y) � U; V



= fy; ujy 2 Y



; u 2 U



(y)g � V = Y � U: (1)

We suppose that the pair State-Control satis�es to the following funtional Constraints:

A

i

(y; u) = 0

Y

2

; i = 1; :::; l

1

; A

i

(y; u) � 0

Y

2

; i = l

1

+ 1; :::; l: (2):

We designate a Set of pairs (y; u) whih satisfy (1), (2) as D

1

and assume D

1

6= ;:

Funtional J

1

(y; u) is de�ned in D

1

:

Problem. To �nd a Solution of the Minimization Problem << D

1

; J

1

>> :

Let

D

2

= fy; uj(1)g; J

2

(y; u) = J

1

(y; u)�

l

X

i=1

< �

i

(y); A

i

(y; u) >; (3)

where �

i

: Y ! Y

2

; i = 1; :::; l

1

; �

i

: Y ! P

�

; i = l

1

+ 1; :::; l; are nonlinear Operators,

P is the Cone of positive Elements in Y

2

:

Theorem 1. Let there are a). Operators �

i

; i = 1; :::; l; b). Sequene fy

s

; u

s

; s 2

Sg � D

1

suh that

lim

s!1

J

1

(y

s

; u

s

) = i

2

= inf

D

2

J

2

: (4)

Then fy

s

; u

s

; s 2 Sg � D

1

is minimizing for << D

1

; J

1

>>; and any minimizing Se-

quene for the Problem << D

1

; J

1

>> satis�es to the Condition (4).

Referenes
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Bifuration of ontrol sets
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We onsider ontrol-aÆne systems on IR

d

of the following form:

_x = f

0

(x) +

P

m

i=1

u

i

(t) f

i

(x);

u 2 U

�

= fu : IR! IR

m

; u(t) 2 U

�

8t 2 IR;meas.g

(1)

where U � IR

m

, ompat and onvex ontaining 0 and U

�

= � � U for � 2 [0; �

�

℄ � IR.

We assume, that the system (1) has a singular point x

�

2 IR

d

, i.e. f

i

(x

�

) = 0 for all i =

0; : : : ; m:

Control sets are subsets of IR

d

where every point an be steered to another at least

approximately. Motivated by numerial experiments with the perturbed DuÆng-van der

Pol equation, the question arised under whih onditions there are ontrol sets around

the singular point x

�

. By linearization of the system (1) at the singular point we get

the bilinear ontrol system

_x = A

0

x +

m

X

i=1

u

i

(t)A

i

x; u 2 U

�

where A

i

:=

�f

i

�x

�

�

�

�

�

x=x

�

: (2)

Denote the solution by �(t; p; u) with �(0; p; u) = p. For every (u; p) 2 U

�

� IR

d

de�ne

the Lyapunov exponent �(u; p) := limsup

t!1

1

t

ln k�(t; p; u)k. There is a Whitneysum-

deomposition U�IR

d

=V

�

1

� : : :� V

�

l

; 1 � l � d suh that �

�

Ly

(V

i

) = f�(u; p) : (u; p) 2

V

�

i

g are ompat intervals (f. [2℄). Under regularity onditions on (1) and (2) and with

0 2 int�

�

Ly

(V

1

) and �

�

Ly

(V

i

) � IR

�

for 2 � i � l;

we an show, that there exists a ontrol set D with nonvoid interior and x

�

2lD.

Here we use the Hartman-Grobmann Theorem and the theory of stable and unstable

integral manifolds for nonautonomous di�erential equations (f.[1℄) for onstruting an

appropriate ontrol funtion. The ontrol set D is haraterized via the stable and

unstable manifolds of (1). We show that there is a ontrol set of the system (2) whih

is tangential to D at x

�

.

Referenes

[1℄ B.Aulbah and T.Wanner. Integral manifolds for Caratheodory type di�erential

equations in Banah spaes. Six letures on Dynamial systems, B.Aulbah and

F.Colonius, eds., World Sienti�, pp. 45-119, (1996).
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Generalized Solutions for Singular Linear-Quadrati Optimal Control

Problems

Manuel Guerra

ISEG, Universidade Tenia de Lisboa, Portugal

email: mguerra�iseg.utl.pt

We study general linear-quadrati optimal ontrol problems with time and end points

�xed. It is well known that singular problems of this type may fail to have a minimizer in

the lass of "ordinary", for example, square integrable ontrols, even in ases when the

problem has a �nite in�mum. In suh ases, the minimizing sequenes of trajetories
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for the problem may onverge to a disontinuous urve, implying that the respetive

optimal ontrols ontain impulses.

From the funtional-theoreti point of view, the problem is one of �nding the mini-

mizer of a quadrati funtional on an aÆne subspae, U , of �nite odimension in L

k

2

[0; T ℄.

The approah we suggest is the extension of the funtional by ontinuity onto a larger

lass of ontrols and �nding its minimizers in the extension (losure) of U .

We �nd a set of onditions neessary and suÆient for the existene of an aÆne

subspae of �nite odimension in L

k

2

[0; T ℄ on whih the funtional has �nite in�mum.

These onditions are algebrai with respet to the initial data of the problem. We show

that when these onditions are satis�ed, there is a unique extension of the funtional

onto a ertain subspae, H



r

, of the Sobolev spae H

k

�n

[0; T ℄, (n=dimension of the state

spae). If the funtional has �nite in�mum in U , then the extended funtional has a

minimum in the losure of U relative to the topology of H



r

. The problem of �nding a

minimizer of the extended funtional is equivalent to a regular linear-quadrati optimal

ontrol problem, with �nal state on�ned to an aÆne subspae of IR

n

instead of a single

point.

Under suitable onditions (�niteness of the in�mum and ontrollability of the sys-

tem), there exists a minimizer of the extended funtional that is the sum of a real-

analyti funtion on [0; T ℄ with a distribution of order r � n onentrated at the initial

and �nal instants. The trajetories orresponding to suh ontrols are sums of real

analyti funtions on [0; T ℄ with distributions of order (r � 1). If the optimal ontrol

is unique, any minimizing sequene of "ordinary" trajetories must approximate the

generalized optimal trajetory in the topology of H

n

�(r�1)

[0; T ℄.

Assuming ontrollability of the system and existene of a solution for an appropriate

Riati di�erential equation, we provide an algorithm for the omputation of generalized

optimal ontrols.

Referenes

[1℄ Guerra, M.; Saryhev, A.. Generalized Optimal Controls for the Singular Linear-

Quadrati Problem. Pro. 3th Portuguese Conf. Automati Control, Controlo'98,

431-436, (1998).
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Exat boundary ontrollability for a forth order paraboli equation

Yung-Jen Lin Guo

Department of Mathematis, National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei 117, Taiwan

email: yjguo�math.ntnu.edu.tw

We onsider exat boundary ontrollability problem for a forth order paraboli equa-

tion. We obtain exat boundary ontrollability results when the initial data is in�nitely

di�erentiable.
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On dual approah to optimization problems with ellipti operator

Vladimir Kaminsky

Bar-Ilan University

email: kamin�mas.biu.a.il

We study the optimization problem formulated on solutions of some family of bound-

ary value problems. This family is generated by di�erent boundaries (i.e. by smooth

losed lines on the plane so that eah of these lines bounds some oherent orresponding

area. All boundary value problems have the di�erential equation generated by means

of the same ellipti operator (in our example, it is Laplae's operator). The objet

funtion of this problem desribes the uniformity of the vetor potential with respet

to the vertial omponent under restrition on the horizontal omponent values. Thus,

we vary the boundary of the area in order to obtain the most uniform �eld, i.e. vetor

potential (in sense of the some measure) in the �xed subarea of the onsidered area.

The problem formulation desribes an important pratial problem, namely, reating

the most uniform magnet �eld in MRI-tomography devies. To obtain results of the

medial MRI-test whih are oinident with the real state of patients, it is neessary

to generate uniform magnet �elds of high rate with respet to the vertial intensity. In

addition, it is neessary to restrit the other omponent into some presribed limits. It

is well known that onstant magnet �elds have a salar potential satisfying the Laplae

equation.

We propose an e�etive numerial reursive algorithm whih is based on a two-step

proedure in eah reursion. This proedure ontains the boundary value problem with

a modi�ed boundary on eah reursion (as the �rst step) and the speial auxiliary linear

programming problem (as the seond step). The last one is intended for two aims: 1) to

�nd the most onvenient parts of the boundary for a variation into the urrent reursion

and 2) to �nd the points of the subarea whih inuene most essentially an improvement

of the objet funtion. A dual form of the auxiliary problem has been a new approah

to solving this multidisiplinary problems. The onvergene theorem of the method and

several results on the degree of onvergene are obtained in this work. This approah

may also be used in other boundary value problems with ellipti operators.

Flight Autopilot Design for a Remotely Piloted Vehile using LQ and

feedbak ontroller theories

Mostafa Mjahed

Maths and Systems Department, Eole Royale de l'Air, 40000 Marrakeh, Moroo.

jahed�hotmail.om

In the last years, several ontrol theories have been widely developed. They are

generally applied to ontrol task suh as trajetory traking and mission optimization. In

this paper, we onsider a Remotely Piloted Vehile (RPV airplane), the linear quadrati

(LQ) and feedbak methods are used to perform the ontrol law of the autopilot.

The equations of the omplete airplane motion are �rst linearized and the ight

parameters deoupled. The total motion is equivalent to a sum of superposed modes.

The LQ design of the autopilot onsists in the minimization of a ost funtion. The

result is then obtained by the solution of the Riati equation. When using the feedbak
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theory, the adjustement of the autopilot gains is based on the pole plaement proedure.

The response of the omplete system (nonlinear RPV airplane with autopilot) is �nally

simulated. The two methods has proved to be well adapted for this design. The results

show that the system is stable with adequate values of rapidity and damping ratio for

all the ight modes.

Referenes
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Stabilization of Overhead Traveling Cranes by Nonlinear Feedbak

Yoshiyuki Sakawa

Kinki University, Wakayama, Japan

email: sakawa�me.waka.kindai.a.jp

Overhead traveling ranes are widely used in fatories for the transfer of heavy loads.

In our previous papers [1℄, [2℄, a set of nonlinear di�erential equations was derived as

an exat mathematial model of the rane, whih makes three-dimensional motion. In

this paper, we present a solution to the problem of global feedbak stabilization of the

nonlinear system of the overhead traveling ranes. The rane system has three motors,

and torques of the motors an be taken as the ontrol inputs to the system. By using

Lyapunov's diret method, we derive a nonlinear feedbak ontrol law that ensures the

global asymptoti stability of the equilibrium state of the rane system. It will also be

proved that the stabilizing ontrol is of swithing type.

Referenes

[1℄ Y. Sakawa and H. Sano. Nonlinear model and linear robust ontrol of overhead
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Loal theory for di�erential equations of Carath�eodory-type

Stefan Siegmund

Institut f�ur Mathematik | Universit�at Augsburg

email: stefan.siegmund�math.uni-augsburg.de

A nonautonomous di�erential equation _x = f(t; x) is of Carath�eodory-type if f :

D � IR � IR

N

! IR

N

is measurable in t (for �xed x) and C

k

in x (for �xed t). Two

examples: Random di�erential equations (RDE) _x = f(�

t

!; x) driven by a metri

dynamial system � are pathwise of Carath�eodory-type [1℄. Bilinear ontrol systems

_x = [A

0

+

P

N

i=1

u

i

(t)A

i

℄x for �xed ontrols u : IR ! U , U � IR

N

ompat and onvex,

are of Carath�eodory-type [4℄. In this talk we present three new results:

1. For linear systems _x = A(t)x a ompat dihotomy spetrum (related to the Saker-

Sell spetrum [4℄) is established under very general onditions.
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2. Gap onditions on the dihotomy spetrum for the smoothness lass of integral man-

ifolds [2℄ and foliations are given.

3. Poinar�e's non-resonane ondition [3℄ on eigenvalues known from the autonomous

ase is generalized to a non-resonane ondition on ompat spetral intervals of the

dihotomy spetrum.
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Control of Distributed Autonomous Roboti Systems

Jens Starke

University of Heidelberg

email: starke�iwr.uni-heidelberg.de

P�eter Moln�ar

Clark Atlanta University

email: pmolnar�au.edu

Self-organized and error-resistant ontrol of distributed autonomous roboti units

is ahieved by using a spei�ally onstruted dynamial system. The roboti units

have to be assigned to targets in a manufaturing environment with obstales in a ost

e�etive way. Besides the dynami ontrol of the roboti units in spae, the underlying

optimization problems are the (two-index) assignment problem or the NP-hard three-

index assignment problem.

The used di�erential equations are based, �rst, on the seletion of modes whih

appears in pattern formation of physial, hemial and biologial systems (see e.g. [1℄ or

[2℄). Coupled seletion equations based on these pattern formation priniples an be used

as dynamial system approah to assignment problems [3℄, [4℄. The obtained solutions

always respet the onstraints of the onsidered assignment problem [3℄. Seond, a

model of Behavioural Fores is used, whih has been suessfully applied to desribe

self-organized rowd behaviour of pedestrians [5℄.

This approah inludes ollision avoidane as well as error resistivity, i.e., in systems

where failures are of onern, the system overs up for sudden external hanges like

breakdowns of some roboti units. Furthermore, the ontrol guarantees always feasible

solutions, i.e., no spurious states ause the system to fail whih is of great importane

in industrial appliations. Computer simulations verify these results and demonstrate

the apability of this approah.
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Lyapunov funtions method in pratial stability

Andrey Voloshuk

Kiev University, Lomonosov 49, ap. 115, Kiev 252022, Ukraine

email: haton�ake.kiev.ua

Alex Bashniakov

Kiev University, Boyhenko 2/6, ap. 41, Kiev 253206, Ukraine

email: haton�ake.kiev.ua

Let us onsider a system of di�erential equations

dx

dt

= f (x; t) (1)

where x is a n-dimensional vetor, the vetor funtion f (x; t) satis�es the onditions of

the existene and uniqueness theorem, f (0; t) � 0, t 2 [t

0

; T ℄.

We denote x (t) = x (t; x

0

; t

0

) the trajetory of the system (1) at Cauhy ondition

x (t

0

) = x

0

and also assume that �

t

� R

n

are ompats, 0 2 �

t

, t 2 [t

0

; T ℄, G

0

� �

t

0

,

0 2 G

0

.

De�nition. The unperturbed solution x (t) � 0 of the system (1) is said to be

fG

0

;�

t

; t

0

; Tg-stable if x (t; x

0

; t

0

) 2 �

t

, t 2 [t

0

; T ℄ as soon as x

0

2 G

0

:

Theorem. For the trivial solution of the system (1) to be fG

0

;�

t

; t

0

; Tg-stable it is

neessary and suÆient that there exists a ontinuous noninreasing on the system (1)

solutions Lyapunov funtion V (x; t) suh that

fx 2 R

n

: V (x; t) � 1g � �

t

; t 2 [t

0

; T ℄ ; (2)

G

0

� fx 2 R

n

: V (x; t

0

) � 1g : (3)

Corollary. If the trivial solution of the system (1) is fG

0

;�

t

; t

0

; Tg-stable and G

0

is

ompat then the funtion

V (x; t) =

8

<

:

1 + min

y2�G

0

� (' (t; t

0

; x) ; y) ; x 2 fx 2 R

n

: ' (t; t

0

; x) 2 R

n

nG

0

g ;

1� min

y2�G

0

� (' (t; t

0

; x) ; y) ; x 2 fx 2 R

n

: ' (t; t

0

; x) 2 G

0

g :
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satis�es all the theorem onditions. Here � is a metri equivalent to Eulidean one,

' (t; t

0

; x) = x

0

on the solution x (t; x

0

; t

0

).

Further, if the set of initial data is starry ompat, then it is possible building Lya-

punov funtion whih belongs to di�erentiable funtions lass. We also estimate the

optimal sets of initial onditions in strutural forms for linear system and onrete

phase onstraints [1,2℄.
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Key note leture

Computing Periodi Orbits of Vetor Fields

John Gukenheimer

Cornell University, Ithaa, NY

email: guken�am.ornell.edu

Periodi orbits are fundamental strutures of ows. New methods for omputing

periodi orbits and their bifurations with high auray are being developed with the

use of automati di�erentiation. This leture will present these methods, make ompar-

isons with other methods and disuss outstanding problems. Case studies inlude sti�

systems with multiple time sales and the omputation of anards.

Invited letures

Convergene, parameter-identi�ation and C++-ode

for bifuration numeris in real life problems

Klaus B�ohmer

Fahbereih Mathematik, Philipps-Universit�at Marburg, Germany

email: boehmer�mathematik.uni-marburg.de

This talk presents a resume of parts of the results of our Marburg group.

In real life problems, the orresponding equations, often PDEs, are known. Numerial

omputation of bifuration senarios is an important task for appliations. Results for

bifuration numeris from the last deade, e.g. [4℄,[5℄, only over a few methods, suh

as spei� �nite element methods.
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We use reation-di�usion and Navier-Stokes equations as motivating examples. The

lassial onepts of stability and onsisteny, yielding onvergene, do not apply to the

singular situation in bifuration. So we formulate a new general theory, e.g. [1℄,[2℄,[6℄,

modifying these onepts: Stability for bordered systems and the seond property, the

onsistent di�erentiability, are proved, e.g. for the above examples and for �nite di�er-

ene, �nite element and spetral methods. It is partiularly important that the stability

for bordered systems is the onsequene of available properties, e.g. the linearized oper-

ator represents a ompat perturbation of a monotone operator and for this monotone

operator the standard inf-sup-onditions for disretizations are satis�ed. Under these

onditions the numerial bifuration senarios with all the interesting bifurating so-

lutions, dynamial properties, transformations of the en-foldings bak to the original

situation, see [2℄,.. indeed onverge to the the original senarios.

Hene, the huge number of published bifuration numeris for operator equations,

based on bordered systems indeed present onverging results: These papers are either

diretly overed by the above results or an probably be shown to satisfy these ondi-

tions.

Based on these results, a C++ ode is being developed, suh that parameter depen-

dent solution urves an be ontinued and the bifuration and dynamial properties be

determined. For a new lass of problems the appropriate disretization has to be in-

trodued �tting to the side onditions of the ode. Then this software yields the above

informations for the new problem.
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Numerial bifuration analysis of delay equations

Koen Engelborghs

Department of Computer Siene, K.U.Leuven

email: Koen.Engelborghs�s.kuleuven.a.be

Tatyana Luzyanina

Department of Computer Siene, K.U.Leuven
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email: Tatyana.Luzyanina�s.kuleuven.a.be

Dirk Roose

Department of Computer Siene, K.U.Leuven

email: Dirk.Roose�s.kuleuven.a.be

In this talk we disuss numerial bifuration analysis of retarded funtional di�eren-

tial equations (RFDEs) with multiple onstant delays. Steady state solutions of suh

equations are independent of the delays and an be found with any standard pakage

for bifuration analysis of ordinary di�erential equations. Their stability, however, is

determined by the in�nite roots of a transendent harateristi equation. We desribe

an algorithm whih omputes the rightmost, i.e. stability determining, roots of this

equation. When a steady state solution looses its stability via a Hopf bifuration a

branh of periodi solutions arises. Computing periodi solutions of RFDEs is an in�-

nite dimensional problem beause a (periodi) solution is not determined by one point

at a given time, instead a funtion segment with length the maximal delay has to be

determined. We disuss numerial omputation of the periodi solution and approxima-

tion of the dominant Floquet multipliers using a shooting and a olloation approah.

We end with a brief disussion of the extra diÆulties arising in the study of neutral

funtional di�erential equations.

Numerial Investigation of Periodi solutions of multibody systems

Cornelia Franke

Frankfurt

email: Cornelia.Franke�tl.de

A simple wheelset rolling with onstant veloity on a straight trak osillates laterally

in a stable periodi motion if its veloity exeeds a ertain ritial value. The equations

of motions of suh mehanial multibody systems are di�erential algebrai equations of

index three. Motivated by this appliation we present numerial methods for the investi-

gation of periodi solutions of multibody systems depending on parameters. A projeted

olloation method approximates periodi solutions and provides Floquet multipliers,

whih haraterize the stability of an approximated solution. A branh of periodi solu-

tions an be traed using ontinuation methods, where the Floquet multipliers indiate

bifurations on the branh. Finally, numerial results obtained with a wheelset model

are presented.

Ordinary di�erential equations, di�erential-algebrai equations and their

use in optimization

Johannes Shropp

University of Konstanz

email: johannes.shropp�uni-konstanz.de

We onsider the following general smooth optimization problem:

Minimize f(x); x 2 D � IR

N

open; subjet to g(x) = 0 and k(x) � 0: (1)

Our approah to solve (1) is to integrate an ordinary di�erential equation (ODE) ap-

propriate to (1). With the slak variables y as well as z = (x; y),

�

f(x; y) = f(x),
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�g(x; y) = (g(x); k(x) � diag(y)y), the projetor Q(z) = D�g(z)

T

(D�g(z)D�g(z)

T

)

�1

D�g(z)

suh an equation reads

_z = (I �Q(z))(�r

�

f (z))�D�g(z)

T

(D�g(z)D�g(z)

T

)

�1

�g(z): (2)

Using a BDF-method to integrate (2) this gives a reliable optimization ode, whih is

partiularly well suited for highly nonlinear optimization problems. But in omparison

with a lassial SQP-method it is not so eÆient. This is beause one has to solve a

linear system of equations to evaluate the right hand side of (2) one. In addition, one

is not able to exploit the strutures of g and k, sine they are destroyed by Q.

To signi�antly improve the eÆieny of that approah, we rewrite (2) as an index 2

di�erential-algebrai equation (DAE). In this formulation the evaluation of the right

hand side is less ostly and allows to take advantage of the strutures of the onstraints.

To solve the DAE we use a BDF-ode with the speiality that funtional iterations

instead of Newtons method is used to solve the nonlinear equations in every time step.

This substantially dereases the number of evaluations of the �rst derivatives of f , g

and k.

In addition, we disretize the ODE (2) as well as the orresponding DAE with lassial

one- and linear multistep methods and present disrete onvergene results to underpin

the power of that approah theoretially.

Referenes

[1℄ Shropp, J., One- and multistep proedures for onstrained minimization problems,

IMA J. of Numer. Anal., to appear.

Domain on Bifuration

R�udiger Seydel

Universit�at Ulm

email: seydel�mathematik.uni-ulm.de

The virtualWorld of Bifuration (WOB) has been established as a www-domain.

WOB ombines a database of bifuration problems with a tutorial on nonlinear phe-

nomena. The name of the domain is www.bifuration.de.

The approah is example-oriented and experimental. The emphasis is on examples

that are appliation-oriented. Most of the examples are dynamial systems.

The �rst version of WOB has inluded a set of 12 examples suh as a trigger iruit,

a reation in a atalyst partile, Hodgkin-Huxley's nerve model, and voltage ollapse in

a power system.

It is planned to extend WOB into several diretions. Suggestions are welome. WOB

inludes �gures in postsript format. The �gures and other items may be downloaded.

Currently large emphasis is plaed on developing omputer demos that show dynamial

systems. A �rst set of demos is DOS-oriented, a future set of demos will be based on

Java.
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Contributed talks

Kineti of growth of Guinier-Preston zones in alloys

Amine Benmakhlouf

Laboratory of Mehanis, Faulty of Sienes Ain Chok, BP 5366, Maarif,

Casablana, Moroo

email: bnamine�hotmail.om

Abdelatif Hassnaoui

Laboratory of Nulear, Faulty of Sienes Ain Chok, Casablana, Moroo

email:

Ahmed Menai

U.F.R of Partiles Physis and Transport Phenomena, Faulty of Sienes Ain Chok,

Casablana, Moroo

email:

The Guinier-Preston zones diretly a�et the mehanial and eletrial proprieties of

metalli alloys. Indeed, for the ase of the Al-rih Zn alloys the maximum in resistivity

whih ours at a time of the order of minutes for room temperature ageing has been

assoiated with a ritial zone size [1℄. On the other hand, many studies on Al-Ag

single rystals [2℄ have shown that the GP zones have a faed spherial form for ageing

temperatures ranging from 20 to 250C.

In this work, a new mathematial model for analysing the growth of G- P zones in

alloys is presented and solved. The new model ombines the reation di�usion equations

given by the vaany pump model [3℄ and a surfae limited mass-transfer boundary

ondition, whih reets surfae-limited mass-transfer between the G-P zones and the

matrix. An important result of the new model is the introdution of a new variable,

h

m

, whih is de�ned as the surfae-limited mass-transfer oeÆient.

A new impliit �nite di�erene method has been developed for solving the nonlinear

Reation-Di�usion equation [4℄. This new approah removes the stability onstraints of

the expliit treatments presented in the literature and allows one to use onsiderably

larger time steps. The numerial program developed gives the radius temporal variation

R(t) of the G-P zones, the obtained results present a good agreement with experimental

resistivity urves obtained in Al-Zn alloys [5℄, for relatively higher times the radius

dereases after a ritial value R

0

. The inuene of the other parameters on the ritial

size of G-P zones, for example the aging and quenhed temperatures, is also studied.

Radial onentration of di�erent speies and the total onentration deay ould also

be provided.

Referenes

[1℄ H. Herman, J. B. Cohen and M. E. Fine, Ata Met., 11:43, (1963).

[2℄ Ph. A. Dubey, B. Sh�onfeld and G. Kostorz, Ata Metall. mater., 39:1161, (1991)

[3℄ L. A. Girifalo and H. Herman, Ata Met., 13:583, (1965).

[4℄ A. Benmakhlouf and A. Menai, Algerian Journal of Advaned Materials, 3, (1999).

[5℄ C. Panseri and T. Federighi, Ata Met., 8, (1960).
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A numerial method for omputing unstable quasi{periodi solutions for

the 2{D Poiseuille ow

Pablo S. Casas

Departamento de Matem�atia Apliada I, Universidad Polit�enia de Catalu~na

Diagonal, 647; 08028 Barelona. Spain

email: pablo�vilma.up.es

�

Angel Jorba

Departamento de Matem�atia Apliada y An�alisis, Universidad de Barelona

Gran Via, 585; 08007 Barelona. Spain

email: angel�maia.ub.es

It is known that the laminar ow in a plane hannel beomes unstable to small

disturbanes for Reynolds number over the ritial one, Re

r

= 5772:22, for � = 1:02056,

being � the wavenumber. In this work we ompute, for several values of �, the branh

of unstable solutions whih bifurate from the laminar one. These solutions are periodi

on time. Due to the translational symmetry of the hannel, they behave as rotating

waves, whih are steady in the frame of referene moving with the wave speed . In this

way we an �nd stable and unstable rotating waves, whose stability is examined through

the spetrum of the orresponding linearization in the Navier{Stokes equations.

This analysis allow us to on�rm previous results with regard to the existene of

two Hopf bifurations for � = 1:02056 in the Reynolds{amplitude urve, namely when

Re � 4700 and Re � 7400. We also verify that the �rst bifuration ours further

from the minimum Reynolds of the urve (� 4660). From these bifurations emanates

a family of quasi{periodi solutions (modulated waves) whih, again due to symmetry,

may be viewed as periodi ones when the observer is moving with an appropriate speed.

Using tehniques from �nite{dimensional dynamial systems, we follow, by means of a

ontinuation method, one branh of quasi{periodi orbits. Newton's method, applied

to searh for �xed points of a suitable Poinar�e map of the ow, allows us to �nd stable

and unstable modulated waves.

Referenes

[1℄ Barkley, D. Theory and preditions for �nite-amplitude waves in two-dimensional

plane Poiseuille ow.Phys. Fluids A, (6): 955{970, (1990).

[2℄ Orszag, S.A. Aurate solution of the Orr{Sommerfeld stability equation.

J. Fluid Meh., (50-4): 689{703, (1971).

[3℄ Pugh, J.D. and Sa�man, P.G. Two-dimensional superharmoni stability of �nite-

amplitude waves in plane Poiseuille ow. J. Fluid Meh., (194): 295{307, (1988).

[4℄ Soibelman, I. and Meiron, D.I. Finite-amplitude bifurations in plane Poiseuille

ow: two-dimensional Hopf bifuration. J. Fluid Meh., volume(229): 389{416,

(1991).

Rigorous disretization of subdivision tehniques

Oliver Junge

Department of Mathematis and Computer Siene

University of Paderborn

email: junge�uni-paderborn.de
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Reently eÆient set-oriented methods have been proposed for the numerial inves-

tigation of dynamial systems [1,2,3℄. A basi question arising in implementing these

methods is to ompute the \set-wise image" of some set: determine all sets of some

olletion whih interset the image of the given set. In this talk we desribe how this

disretization question an be takled rigourosly and furthermore how the numerial

e�ort an be redued to a minimum. As an example we ompute rigorous overings of

stable and unstable manifolds in the Henon map and show that they interset transver-

sally. We indiate how these methods arry over to ordinary di�erential equations.

Referenes

[1℄ M. Dellnitz and A. Hohmann. The omputation of unstable manifolds using subdi-

vision and ontinuation. In Nonlinear Dynamial Systems and Chaos, eds. H.W.

Broer, S.A. van Gils, I. Hoveijn, F. Takens. Birkh�auser, PNLDE 19:449-459,

(1996).

[2℄ M. Dellnitz and A. Hohmann. A subdivision algorithm for the omputation of

unstable manifolds and global attrators. Numerishe Mathematik, 75:293-317,

(1997).

[3℄ M. Dellnitz and O. Junge. On the approximation of ompliated dynamial behav-

ior. SIAM Journal on Numerial Analysis, 36(2): 491-515, (1999).

Two-dimensional global manifolds of vetor �elds

Hinke Osinga

CDS, Calteh 107-81, Pasadena CA 91125, U.S.A.

email: hinke�ds.alteh.edu

Bernd Krauskopf

Eng Maths, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TR, UK

email: B.Krauskopf�bristol.a.uk

We present an algorithm for omputing two-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds

of three-dimensional vetor �elds. The main idea is to grow the manifold in onentri

(topologial) irles. Eah new irle is omputed as a set of intersetion points of the

manifold with a �nite number of planes perpendiular to the last irle. Together with

a sheme for adding or removing suh planes this guarantees the quality of the mesh

representing the omputed manifold. As examples we show the stable manifold of the

origin spiralling into the Lorenz atrator, and an unstable manifold in Arneodo's system

onverging to a limit yle.

Strong singularities and the ontinuous Newton method

Riardo Riaza

Universidad Polit�enia de Madrid r�mat.upm.es

Pedro J. Zu�ria

Universidad Polit�enia de Madrid

email: pzz�mat.upm.es

The formulation of ontinuous-time analogues of iterative methods for root-�nding

and optimization problems an be traed bak to Davidenko in 1953, and found a great
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development in the deade of 1970, with several papers by Abbott and Brent, Boggs,

Branin and Smale, among others (see referenes in [1,3℄). Sine then, ontinuous models

have been further developed in the ontext of homotopy tehniques and, more spei�-

ally, as trajetory methods [1℄. In the ontinuous-time setting, a unique model may lead

to di�erent iterative tehniques, inluding damped and aelerated methods, through

di�erent integration shemes. This approah shifts the onvergene analysis of these

iterations to a stability study of the ontinuous system and the disretization method.

Continuous models display a better global behavior and, spei�ally, the diÆulties aris-

ing when trajetories of Newton-based methods approah singular points in the searh

of regular roots an be overome.

The existene of singular roots introdues additional problems. In the ontext of the

disrete Newton method, the basi theorem, due to Reddien [5℄, states linear onvergene

when approahing a singular zero from a one-shaped region with vertex in the root.

This result has been later extended in several diretions, mainly by Deker and Kelley,

Griewank and Keller (see [2,4℄ and referenes therein).

In this talk, the loal behavior of the ontinuous-time analogue of Newton method

is studied at singular roots x

�

of f 2 C

3

(IR

n

; IR

n

) through a taxonomy of these into

weak and strong ones and assuming rdetf

0

(x

�

) 6= 0. The weak ase, de�ned by the

ondition f(x) 2 Imf

0

(x) for all x in the loal singular manifold around x

�

, haraterizes

both disrete and ontinuous-time situations in whih a singular root has a spherial

attration domain inluding singularities, against a ommon assumption in this ontext

[2℄. A theorem on diretional stability in the generi ase of strong singular roots is then

proven via a Lyapunov-Shmidt approah. Forward Euler disretization yields Reddien's

result.

Referenes

[1℄ I. Diener. Trajetory methods in global optimization. In R. Horst (ed.), Handbook

of Global Optimization, Kluwer A. Publ., 649-668, (1995).

[2℄ A. Griewank. On solving nonlinear equations with simple singularities or nearly

singular solutions. SIAM Review, 27(4):537-563, (1985).

[3℄ S. Inerti, V. Parisi and F. Zirilli. A new method for solving nonlinear simultaneous

equations. SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 16(5):779-789, (1979).

[4℄ C. T. Kelley and Z. Q. Xue. Inexat Newton methods for singular problems. Op-

timization Methods and Software, 2:249-267, (1993).

[5℄ G. W. Reddien. On Newton's method for singular problems. SIAM J. Numer.

Anal., 15(5):993-996, (1978).

Posters

Analityal Formulae for Solutions of Di�erene Equations

Anna Andruh-Sobilo

Institute of Mathematis, Poznan University of Tehnology

email: andruh�math.put.poznan.pl

Jerzy Popenda
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Institute of Mathematis, Poznan University of Tehnology

This paper onerns the analytial formulae for solutions of linear di�erene equations

with non-onstant oeÆients. We present analityal formulae whih are non-reurrent

algorithms for obtaining solutions of equations. We use some kind of sum operators and

elements of the graph theory.

Referenes

[1℄ J.Popenda. One Expression for the Solutions of Seond Order Di�erene Equations.

Pro.Amer.Math.So, 100(1):87-93, (1987).

4.4 Exponentially Small Phenomena

Organizer : Carles Sim�o

Key note leture

Analytial and numerial detetion of exponentially small phenomena

Carles Sim�o

Dept. de Matem�atia Apliada i An�alisi, Univ. de Barelona

email: arles�maia.ub.es

Exponentially small phenomena our in a wide variety of problems. Always dealing

with problems whih are analytial, we �nd these phenomena both in estimates of

the remainders in normal forms of vetor �elds and di�eomorphisms and in averaging

methods and, in general, in most of the problems whih annot be deteted by using

any �nite order approah of the lassial perturbation theory. They an be revealed by

a suitable use of omplex variable, by extending the phase spae and time to suitable

omplex strips. They also appear in phenomena like the delay of the bifuration for

�xed points and periodi solutions, in the ase of slowly varying parameters, in adiabati

invariane and in the orresponding bifuration diagrams of all these problems.

We desribe di�erent methods to detet this exponential smallness, dealing both with

analytial and numerial aspets. In some problems, the use of Melnikov method an

give a key to predit the orret order of magnitude. However, some examples will

be displayed where a diret use of Melnikov method fails to give the orret estimate.

This is speially true in systems involving several fast frequenies. In that ase, the

orret answer depends strongly on the arithmeti properties of the frequenies, and

some bifurations are indued by the arithmetis.

Numerially it an be a hard task to detet these phenomena. They an be revealed

and estimated by going to the omplex. Keeping the omputations in the reals requires

high preision arithmetis.
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Invited letures

Singular separatrix splitting and Melnikov theory for nearly-integrable

systems

Amadeu Delshams

Universitat Polit�enia de Catalunya

email: amadeu�ma1.up.es

Several results are presented, based on [1℄, [2℄, [3℄, about the appliability of the Mel-

nikov potential to the detetion of the exponentially small splitting of separatries that

takes plae in some families of nearly-integrable exat sympleti maps and Hamiltonian

ows.

Referenes

[1℄ A. Delshams and R. Ram��rez Ros. Exponentially small splitting of separatries for

perturbed integrable standard-like maps. J. Nonlinear Si., 8(3):317{352, (1998).

[2℄ A. Delshams and R. Ram��rez Ros. Singular separatrix splitting and the Melnikov

method: An experimental study. Experiment. Math., 8(1):29{48, (1999).

[3℄ A. Delshams and P. Guti�errez. Splitting potential and Poinar�e{Melnikov theory

for whiskered tori in Hamiltonian systems. Preprint, 1999.

Exponentially small splitting of separatries

near bifurations in area-preserving maps

Vassili Gelfreih

The Steklov Mathematial Institute at St.Petersburg, Russia

email: gelf�math.fu-berlin.de

When the saddle-enter bifuration ours in an analyti family of area-preserving maps,

�rst a paraboli �xed point appears at the origin and then this point bifurates, reating

an ellipti and hyperboli �xed point. Separatries of the hyperboli �xed point form

a small loop around the ellipti point. In general the separatries interset transversely

and the splitting is exponentially small with respet to the perturbation parameter. We

derive an asymptoti formula, whih desribes the splitting, and study the properties of

the preexponential fator.

On auray of adiabati invariant onservation in one-frequeny systems

Anatoly Neishtadt

Spae Researh Institute, Profsoyuznaya 84/32, Mosow 117810, Russia

email: aneishta�iki.rssi.ru

Consider a Hamiltonian system with one degree of freedom depending on a slowly

varying in time parameter. Let for every frozen value of this parameter the phase

portrait of the system ontain a domain �lled with losed trajetories. Let I be the

\ation" variable in this domain. Suppose that as time tends to �1 the value of the

parameter tends to de�nite limits in suh a manner, that the value of the \ation" along

a trajetory also tends to de�nite limits I

�

. The di�erene �I = I

+

� I

�

is alled an

auray of adiabati invariant onservation [1℄. If the Hamiltonian of the system is an
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analyti funtion of its arguments, and the parameter is an analyti funtion of the \slow

time" "t; 0 < "� 1, then the value �I is exponentially small: �I = O(exp(�="));  =

onst > 0. In [2℄ the method for the analyti ontinuation of solutions of the system

under onsideration is suggested and an estimate from below for the onstant  is found.

This estimate an not be improved. In the talk the proof of this estimate on the base

of a modi�ation of the method of [2℄ is given.

Referenes

[1℄ L.D.Landau and E.M.Lifshitz. Mehanis. Pergamon, New York (1976).

[2℄ A.A.Slutskin. Motion of a one-dimensional nonlinear adiabati osillator under

adiabati onditions. Sov. Phys., JETP, 18 (3):676-682, (1964).

A new method for measuring the splitting of invariant manifolds

David Sauzin

CNRS { Institut de M�eanique C�eleste, Paris

email: sauzin�bdl.fr

We study the so-alled Generalized Arnold Model (a weakly hyperboli near-integr-

able Hamiltonian system), with d + 1 degrees of freedom (d � 2), in the ase where

the perturbative term does not a�et a �xed invariant d-dimensional torus. This torus

is thus independent of the two perturbation parameters whih are denoted " (" > 0)

and �.

We desribe its stable and unstable manifolds by solutions of the Hamilton-Jaobi

equation for whih we obtain a large enough domain of analytiity. The splitting of the

manifolds is measured by the partial derivatives of the di�erene �S of the solutions,

for whih we obtain upper bounds whih are exponentially small with respet to ".

A ruial tool of the method is a harateristi vetor �eld, whih is de�ned on a

part of the on�guration spae, whih ats by zero on the funtion �S and whih has

onstant oeÆients in well-hosen oordinates.

It is in the ase where j�j is bounded by some positive power of " that the most

preise results are obtained. In a partiular ase with three degrees of freedom, the

method leads also to lower bounds for the splitting.

Averaging in multi-frequeny slow-fast systems

Dmitry Treshev

Mosow State University

email: dtresh�meh.math.msu.su

We onsider the multi-frequeny slow-fast system

_x = ! + "f(x; y; "); _y = "g(x; y; "):

Here x 2 T

n

, y 2 R

m

, " is a small parmeter, the onstant vetor ! 2 R

n

is Diophantine,

and the funtions f; g are real-analyti. It is well-known that by a hange of the variables

X = x + "�(x; y; "); Y = y + "�(x; y; ") the system an be redued to the form

_

X = ! + "F

0

(y; ") + "F

1

(x; y; ");

_

Y = "G

0

(y; "):+ "G

1

(x; y; ");
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with F

1

and G

1

exponentially small with respet to ". The funtions F

1

; G

1

depend on

the hange, but they an not be removed in general.

We are interested in estimates for the "smallest possible" F

1

and G

1

.

Contributed talks

Time averaging of paraboli partial di�erential equations:

exponential estimates

Karsten Matthies

Freie Universit�at Berlin

email: matthies�math.fu-berlin.de

We onsider a lass of systems of nonautonomous paraboli partial di�erential equa-

tions, where the time dependene is a small rapid foring

�U

�t

= diag(d

1

; : : : ; d

n

)�U + F (U) + hG(U;

t

h

; h)

U(0) = U

0

2 H

s

per

(
; IR

n

)

We assume periodi boundary onditions on 
 = [0; l℄

d

, enough smoothness on the initial

onditions by s > d=2 and suitable hypotheses of analytiity on the loal nonlinearities

F and G. Then we an show in [2℄ a ounterpart for paraboli partial di�erential

equations of the well known result by Neishtadt [3℄ for ordinary di�erntial equations.

By an analyti time dependent oordinate hange we get a new equation:

�V

�t

= diag(d

1

; : : : ; d

n

)�V + F (V ) +

~

F (V ) + h�(V;

t

h

; h)

V (0) = U

0

2 H

s

per

(
; IR

n

);

where the nonautonomous remainder � is exponentially small after any time t > 0 with

a bound of the form exp(�min(; t)h

�

1

3

). The orretion terms

~

F and the remainder

� are nonloal in spae. The proof is based on Galerkin approximation, an adaption

of Neishtadt's methods on �nite dimensional approximation spae and the use of very

high regularity. Following Ferrari and Titi one an show, that the solutions V (t) are

in Gevrey lasses G

s=2

�

= D((��)

s=2

exp(�(��)

1

2

)). For positive times the solutions

are analyti in the spatial variable and the Fourier modes deay exponentially fast.

Appliations an be made to the splitting of the homolini orbits.

Referenes

[1℄ A. Ferrari, E. Titi, Gevrey regularity for nonlinear analyti paraboli equations,

Comm. Part. Di�. Eq. 23: 1-16, (1998).

[2℄ K. Matthies, Time averaging of paraboli partial di�erential equations: exponential

estimates, PhD-thesis, Freie Universit�at Berlin, (1999).

[3℄ A. Neishtadt, On the separation of motions in systems with rapidly rotating phase,
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4.5 Geometri Integrators

Organizer : Jerrold E. Marsden

Key note leture

Multisympleti Integrators

George Patrik

University of Saskathewan

email: patrik�math.usask.a

For �rst order Lagrangian �eld theories, the existene of the fundamental geometri

strutures as well as their preservation along solutions an be obtained diretly from

the variational priniple. Using this observation, we onstruted in [1℄ integrators for

Lagrangian �eld theories and identi�ed the strutures they preserved, by diret dis-

retiztion of the variational priniple.

My talk will be a review of this work.

Referenes

[1℄ J. E. Marsden, G. W. Patrik and S. Shkoller. Multisympleti Geometry, Vari-

ational Integrators, and Nonlinear PDEs. Comm. Math. Phys., 199:351{395,

(1998).

Invited letures

Variational Struture/Numeris of Contat Problems

Couro Kane

Control And Dynamial Systems|Graduate Aeronautial Laboratories, Calteh

email: kane�aero.alteh.edu

Jerrold E. Marsden

Control and Dynamial Systems, Calteh

email: marsden�ds.alteh.edu

Mihael Ortiz

Graduate Aeronautial Laboratories, Calteh

email: ortiz�aero.alteh.edu

The purpose of this talk is to analyze a variational formulation of problems involving

ontat and frition. Some numerial examples are done using the Coulomb model of

frition to illustrate the method.

Geometri Annealing

Benedit Leimkuhler

University of Kansas/University of Leiester

email: leimkuhl�math.ukans.edu
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The author disusses dynamial approahes to global minimization and suggests an

alternative to simulated annealing based on the ombination of a temperature-ontrolled

extended Hamiltonian with eÆient sympleti integrators.

The problem of �nding the global minimum or nearly-global minima of a smooth non-

linear funtion f of several variables|possibly with respet to one or more onstraints|

is widespread and fundamental to sienti� and engineering researh, inluding, in par-

tiular, problems in atomi and moleular physis, design of materials, protein struture,

and sphere paking. The most popular methods share ertain obvious features: (1) they

are iterative in nature, generally requiring a large number of steps to �nd the global min-

imum of a omplex funtion, (2) they rely on suessive evaluations of f and|often|its

gradient to diret the searh proess, and (3) in the proess of approahing the min-

imum they allow the value of f to inrease as well as derease, in order to surmount

loal barriers.

Dynamial approahes to the global minimum have been developed based on a gra-

dient ow or a damped Hamiltonian ow. In either model, the loal minima of f beome

exponentially stable equilibria; for this reason, these ows may onverge too rapidly to

loal minima to form the basis of a global minimization proedure. (Although, in the

ontext of mild damping, it is interesting to note that ertain numerial disretization

methods appropriately damp the sympleti area form.)

In this talk, an alternative approah to global minimization dynamis is developed

based on the ombination of Nos�e's thermostated Hamiltonian with a ooling shedule

(as in 'simulated annealing'). Alternative formulations of the Nos�e temperature ontrol

are derived, with an emphasis on failitating eÆient sympleti integration. The nu-

merial stability of various approahes with respet to variation of the temperature is

investigated, and results of experiments with model problems are presented.

Symmetry, pseudospetral methods, and onservative PDEs

Robert MLahlan

Massey University, New Zealand

email: R.MLahlan�massey.a.nz

Preserving the struture, for example the symmetry, of ontinuum objets under dis-

retization has always been part of the �eld of numerial PDEs. It is well known, for

example, that Fourier pseudospetral di�erentiation matries are antisymmetri while

Chebyshev ones are not. This is intimately related to the linear and nonlinear stability

of methods whih used these matries. In this talk I disuss this situation in detail

and show how the Chebyshev matries are, in fat, skew-adjoint with respet to an

appropriate inner produt, and how they an therefore provide onservative disretiza-

tions of some wave equations, with orresponding nonlinear stability and Hamiltonian

struture. For more ompliated (e.g. Euler) equations, normal pseudospetral methods

are not onservative, but with are|disretizing the onserved energy and the equation

ompatibly, and using antialiasing and fast transforms|they an be made to be so.
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Symmetry Redution of Disrete Lagrangian Mehanis on Lie groups

Sergey Pekarsky

CDS, Calteh, USA

email: sergey�ds.alteh.edu

Steve Shkoller

CNLS, LANL, USA

email: shkoller�nls.lanl.gov

Jerrold E. Marsden

CDS, Calteh, USA

email: marsden�ds.alteh.edu

We show that when a disrete Lagrangian L : G�G! IR is G-invariant, a Poisson

struture on (a subset) of one opy of the Lie group G an be de�ned by means of

redution under the symmetry group G of the anonial disrete Lagrange 2-form !

L

on G � G. Alternatively, for the orresponding redued disrete mehanial system

on a Lie group G determined by the (redued) Lagrangian ` we an de�ne a Poisson

struture via the pull-bak of the Lie-Poisson struture on the Lie algebra g

�

by the

orresponding Legendre transform. Our main result shows that these two strutures

oinide and govern the orresponding disrete redued dynamis. In partiular, the

sympleti leaves of this struture beome dynamially invariant manifolds whih are

manifestly preserved under the struture preserving disrete Euler-Poinar�e algorithm.

Moreover, starting with a disrete Euler-Poinar�e system on G one an readily re-

over, by means of the Legendre transformation, the orresponding Lie-Poisson Hamil-

ton-Jaobi system on g

�

analyzed by Ge and Marsden [1℄; the relationship between

the disrete Euler-Lagrange and disrete Euler-Poinar�e equations and the Lie-Poisson

Hamilton-Jaobi equations was examined from a di�erent point of view in [2℄.

Referenes

[1℄ Z.Ge and J.E. Marsden, Lie-Poisson Hamilton-Jaobi theory and Lie-Poisson inte-

grators, Phys. Lett A, 133:134{139, (1988).

[2℄ J.E. Marsden, S. Pekarsky, and S. Shkoller, Disrete Euler-Poinar�e and Lie-Poisson

Equations, submitted to Nonlinearity.

Making Waves: Multi-Sympleti Methods for Hamiltonian PDEs

Sebastian Reih

University of Surrey

email: s.reih�surrey.a.uk

Various Hamiltonian PDEs an be reformulated as a multi-sympleti PDEs whih

implies the existene of a loal onservation law of sympletiity. We take this on-

servation law as the starting point for deriving multi-sympleti methods for PDEs in

a similar manner as done in ase of sympleti methods for Hamiltonian ODEs. We

will disuss multi-sympleti shemes based on Runge-Kutta olloation and �nite vol-

ume methods. Numerial results will be presented for the sine-Gordon equation and a

simpli�ed shallow water system.
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Contributed talks

Finite-Di�erene Approximations and Cosymmetry Conservation in

Filtration Convetion Problem

B�ulent Karas�ozen

Department of Mathematis,Middle East Tehnial University, 06531 Ankara, Turkey

email: bulent�metu.edu.tr

Vyaheslav Tysbulin

Department of Mathematis and Mehanis, Rostov State University, 344090

Rostov-on-Don, Russia

email: tsybulin�math.rsu.ru

We study di�erent onservative �nite-di�erene disretizations of partial di�erential

equations (PDEs) with respet to preservation of osymmetry property. The onept of

osymmetry was introdued reently by Yudovih [1℄, [2℄, and some interesting phenom-

ena was found for both ordinary di�erential equations (ODEs) and PDEs. It was shown

that osymmetry may be a reason for the existene of ontinuous family of regimes of

the same type and this family is not onneted with a symmetry group. Symmetry

implies idential spetrum for all points on the family, while the stability spetrum for

osymmetri systems depends on the loation of a point. We onsider two-dimensional

planar Dary �ltration onvetion of saturated inompressible visous uid in a retan-

gular ontainer �lled with porous medium. We are interested in aurate omputation

of the family of equilibria. The key point here is disretization of nonlinear terms of

the PDE, whih are represented by the Jaobian. Several �nite di�erene approxima-

tions of Jaobian are ompared and it was found that the Arakawa sheme provides

the most aurate results due to its onservation properties. The numerial results

given demonstrate that onservative �nite-di�erene methods an be e�etively used to

ompute the ontinuous family of stationary regimes. We give some evidene of family

degeneration when unappropriate approximations were used, whih do not preserve the

skew-symmetry of the Jaobian and nulli�ation of the gyrosopi fores.

Referenes

[1℄ V. I. Yudovih, Cosymmetry, degeneration of solutions of operator equations, and

the onset of �ltration onvetion, Math. Notes, (49): 540-545, 1991

[2℄ V. I. Yudovih, Seondary yle of equilibria in a system with osymmetry, its

reation by bifuration and impossibility of symmetri treatment of it, Chaos,

(5): 402-411, 1995

Equivalene of Newmark and Variational Algorithms

and Extensions to Dissipative Mehanial Systems

Matthew West

Control and Dynamial Systems

California Institute of Tehnology

email: mwest�ds.alteh.edu

We present two related results. First, for onservative systems, we o�er an explana-

tion for the unusually good performane of the lassial Newmark family of integrators.
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This is done by showing that these algorithms, as well as related shemes, are variational

in the sense of the Veselov disrete mehanis. Suh variational algorithms are exam-

ples of sympleti{momentum preserving integrators and exhibit the exellent global

energy behavior typial of geometri methods. Analytial results onerning variational

integrators an, through the established equivalene, be applied to explain the observed

numerial behavior of the Newmark algorithm.

Seond, we extend the variational framework to inlude fored mehanial systems

and, in partiular, those with dissipation. This is done both by diret disretization of

the Lagrange-d'Alembert priniple and by the use of a variational formulation of dissi-

pation. We demonstrate that integrators derived in this manner have good numerial

behavior in that they orretly estimate the total hange in energy and momenta over

the integration run. This extends some of the advantages harateristi of geometri

integrators for onservative systems to the dissipative realm.

Posters

Constant Temperature Moleular Dynamis using an Extended Lagrangian

Method

Stephen Bond

University of Kansas

email: bond�math.ukans.edu

Brian Laird

University of Kansas

email: blaird�ao3.hem.ukans.edu

Benedit Leimkuhler

University of Kansas

email: leimkuhl�math.ukans.edu

We present a new extended phase spae method for onstant temperature (anonial en-

semble) moleular dynamis. Our starting point is the extended Hamiltonian introdued

by Nos�e to generate trajetories orresponding to on�gurations in the anonial ensem-

ble. Using a Poinar�e time-transformation, we onstrut a Hamiltonian system with the

orret intrinsi timesale and show that it generates trajetories in the anonial en-

semble. Our approah orrets a serious de�ieny of the standard hange of variables

(Nos�e-Hoover dynamis), whih yields a time-reversible system but simultaneously de-

stroys the Hamiltonian struture. A sympleti disretization method is presented for

solving the Nos�e-Poinar�e equations. The method is expliit and preserves the time-

reversal symmetry. Extensions are presented for lassial spin systems.

Referenes

[1℄ S. Bond, B. Laird, and B. Leimkuhler. The Nos�e-Poinar�e Method for Constant

Temperature Moleular Dynamis. J. Comp. Phys., 151(1):To Appear, (1999).

[2℄ S. Nos�e. A Uni�ed Formulation of the Constant Temperature Moleular-Dynamis

Methods. J. Chem. Phys., 81(1):511{519, (1984).
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[3℄ W.G. Hoover. Canonial dynamis: Equilibrium phase-spae distributions. Phys.

Rev. A, 31(3):1695{1697, (1985).

[4℄ J. Frank, W. Huang, and B. Leimkuhler. Geometri Integrators for Classial Spin

Systems. J. Comput. Phys., 133:160{172, (1997).

4.6 Numerial Ergodi Theory

Organizer : Mihael Dellnitz

Key note leture

Set Oriented Numerial Methods for Dynamial Systems

Mihael Dellnitz

Department of Mathematis and Computer Siene

University of Paderborn

D-33095 Paderborn

Germany

email: dellnitz�uni-paderborn.de

Frequently dynamial systems exhibit ompliated temporal behavior. In this ase it

an be useful to approximate orresponding haraterizing statistial quantities suh as

Lyapunov exponents or invariant measures. For this purpose there have been proposed

reliable numerial tehniques, whih are based on a set-oriented approah rather than

on long term simulations of the underlying dynamial system. Here we give an overview

of reent developments in this area.

In partiular, we explain how to approximate a natural invariant measure, that is, an

SRB-measure if suh a measure exists. These measures provide the information about

the frequeny by whih a typial solution is observed in di�erent parts of state spae.

The numerial approximation is obtained by adaptive multilevel subdivision strategies

based on box overings of the orresponding invariant set. (One the invariant measure

is known Lyapunov exponents an eÆiently be omputed by spatial integration, see

[1℄.)

In addition to the stationary statistial behavior obtained by the invariant measure

we show how to approximate almost invariant sets (f. [3℄). These are regions in state

spae where typial solutions stay for a relatively long period of time before leaving again.

(The onept of almost invariane has turned out to be useful in the approximation of

so-alled onformations of moleules of moderate size, see [4℄.)

There are several onvergene results for the (adaptive) numerial methods whih

are presented here, e.g. the onvergene of approximating measures to an SRB-measure.

Additionally we justify the tehniques for the omputation of almost invariant sets by

reent analytial results onerning the spetrum of the Perron-Frobenius operator (f.

[2℄). We illustrate both analytial results and numerial methods by several examples.
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Referenes

[1℄ Philip Aston and Mihael Dellnitz. The omputation of Lyapunov exponents via

spatial integration with appliation to blowout bifurations. Comput. Methods

Appl. Meh. Engrg., 170(2):223-237, (1999).

[2℄ Mihael Dellnitz, Gary Froyland and Stefan Sertl. On the spetrum of the Perron-
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[3℄ Mihael Dellnitz and Oliver Junge. On the approximation of ompliated dynamial

behavior. SIAM J. Num. Anal., 36(2):491-515, (1999).
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appliation to biomoleules. Habilitation Thesis, Freie Universit�at Berlin, (1999).

Invited letures

Numerial Problems for Random Dynamial Systems

Ludwig Arnold

Institut f�ur Dynamishe Systeme, Universit�at Bremen, 28334 Bremen, Germany

email: arnold�math.uni-bremen.de

We will review the state of the art of the numerial approximation of invariant objets

of random dynamial systems, in partiular of

{ Lyapunov exponents and rotation numbers,

{ random point attrators,

{ random set attrators,

{ invariant manifolds,

{ stationary and invariant measures,

{ entropy.

Markov modelling of random dynamial systems

Gary Froyland

University of Paderborn

email: froyland�math.uni-paderborn.de

Tehniques for estimating the stationary distribution of deterministi systems based

on a disrete Markov approximation of the dynamis are well known and have been

suessfully used in the past. We now extend these tehniques to random dynamial

systems by de�ning a suitably averaged Markov model. We �nd that these onstrutions

are often superior to iterative orbit based methods and for some lasses of maps provide

rigorous error bounds for our estimates of the stationary distribution.

Referenes

[1℄ Gary Froyland. Ulam's method for random dynamial systems. Nonlinearity, In

press.

[2℄ Gary Froyland and Kazuyuki Aihara. Rigorous numerial estimation of Lyapunov

exponents and invariant measures of iterated funtion systems and random matrix

produts. Internat. J. Bifur. Chaos, In press.
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Finite Representation of the Conley Deomposition

Fern E. Hunt

Mathematial and Computational Sienes Division 8910, National Institue of

Standards and Tehnology, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

email: fern.hunt�nist.gov

A �nite preision representation of the Conley deomposition of a ontinuous map

ating on a ompat spae is presented providing a method to �nd hain transitive

sets and isolating neighborhoods in terms of ommuniation lasses of a Markov hain

assoiated with a partition of phase spae. When an attrating set supporting an SBR

measure exists we an prove the onvergene of a set approximation of the attrator

and show the relation between the invariant measure and the stationary measure of the

hain. When the invariant set is Lyapounov stable and transitive, the work of Buesu

and Stewart show that the measure is uniquely ergodi. We use this result to show

onverene of an approximate measure to the SBR measure.

Contributed talks

Numerial Shemes for Stohasti Delay Di�erential Equations

Evelyn Bukwar

Dept. of Mathematis, University of Manhester

Manhester M13 9PL, United Kingdom

email: ebukwar�ma.man.a.uk

We are onerned here with stohasti delay di�erential equations or SDDEs, whih

generalise both deterministi delay di�erential equations (DDEs) and stohasti ordinary

di�erential equations (SODEs). This lass of problems is of pratial interest, e.g. in

population dynamis and robotis.

Let (
;A; P ) be a omplete probability spae with a �ltration (A

t

) satisfying the

usual onditions; i.e. the �ltration (A

t

)

t�0

is right-ontinuous, and eah A

t

; t � 0,

ontains all P -null sets in A. Let W (t) be the 1-dimensional Brownian motion given

on this spae. With � > 0 we denote by C := C([��; 0℄; IR) the Banah spae of all

ontinuous paths � : [��; 0℄ ! IR given the supremum norm k�k

C

:= sup

s2[��;0℄

j�(s)j,

� 2 C. Let 0 = t

0

< T < 1 and onsider the stohasti delay di�erential equation

(SDDE) with one �xed lag � :

dX(t) = f(t; X(t); X(t� �)) dt + g(t; X(t))dW (t); t 2 [0; T ℄

X(t) = 	(t); t 2 [��; 0℄

)

(1)

where 	(t) is anA

t

0

-measurableC([��; 0℄; IR) valued random variable suh that Ek	k

2

<

1. The SDDE (1) is interpreted in the Itô sense. If g does not depend on X, the equa-

tion has additive noise, otherwise it has multipliative noise. An IR-valued stohasti

proess X(t) : [��; T ℄ � 
 ! IR is alled a strong solution of (1), if it is a measurable,

sample-ontinuous proess suh thatXj

[0;T ℄

is (A

t

)

0�t�T

-adapted, f : [0; T ℄�IR�IR! IR

and g : [0; T ℄ � IR ! IR are ontinuous funtions and X satis�es (1) almost surely. It
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is well known, that a unique strong solution to Equation (1) exists, if f and g satisfy

Lipshitz onditions and a linear growth bounds.

We address the prinipal issues involved in progressing to the numerial treatment

of Equation (1) and our purpose is to asertain how familiarity with methods used

for DDEs and for SODEs an be exploited to yield methods for approximating strong

solutions of SDDEs. We will present numerial results. The work is jointly performed

with Christopher Baker, at Manhester.

Supported by EU grant ERBFMBICT983282

Young Measures and Invariane

Mihael Grinfeld

Department of Mathematis

University of Strathlyde

Glasgow, UK

email: mihael�onley.maths.strath.a.uk

Philip A. Knight

Department of Mathematis

University of Strathlyde

Glasgow, UK

Invariant measures are an important tool in disussing the statistis of long-term

behaviour of dynamial systems. There are two diÆulties assoiated with this approah

to dynamis. One is that for disontinuous systems, whih are beoming more and more

important in appliations, the set of invariant measures may prove to be empty. Another

problem is that the set of invariant measures may prove to be too big in a sense, and

there arises the problem of piking a \physial" invariant measure from this set. In this

presentation we make a ase for the use of Young measures, introdued initially by

L. C. Young in the ontext of hattering ontrols. Examples of analyti and numerial

omputation of Young measures for many well-known dynamial systems will be given.

Calulation of the Morse Spetrum of a Dynamial System

George Osipenko

St.Petersburg State Tehnial University, Russia

email: math�math.hop.stu.neva.ru

A disrete dynamial system generated by a homeomorphism F de�ned on a vetor

bundle E and linear on �bers is onsidered. The investigation is motivated by the

inspetion of Lyapunov exponents of a di�erential on the tangent spae. The Morse

spetrum is a limit set of Lyapunov exponents of periodi "-trajetories as "! 0. Our

aim is the alulation of the Morse spetrum without any preliminary information on a

dynamial system. The investigation is based on methods of symboli dynamis and all

estimates required an be obtained by standard numerial methods. A ommon sheme

of the study is the following. By using a overing of the assoiated projetive bundle PE

by ells, a dynamial system is assoiated with the direted graph G alled a symboli

image. The symboli image G an be onsidered as a �nite disrete approximation of

the assoiated mapping PF on the projetive bundle. A lot of the e�etive information
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on the global struture of a system on the projetive bundle an be obtained by the

analysis of the symboli image. Periodi paths on the symboli image generate the

set of Lyapunov exponents that are estimates of Lyapunov exponents of periodi "-

trajetories. The Morse spetrum of the symboli image is de�ned as a limit set of

Lyapunov exponents of periodi paths. It turns out that the Morse spetrum of a

symboli image is determined by Lyapunov exponents of simple periodi paths. A

periodi path is simple if it passes through di�erent verties. The set of simple periodi

paths is �nite. This allows one to alulate the Morse spetrum of a symboli image.

The Morse spetrum of a symboli image is in turn an estimate of the Morse spetrum

of the initial mapping F depending on diameters of overing ells. In this manner a

neighborhood of the Morse spetrum of F an be obtained. By applying a subdivision on

the overing, a sequene of embedded neighborhoods of the Morse spetrum onverging

to the Morse spetrum of F is onstruted. The method disussed above is realized

as a omputer software. The loalization of the Morse spetrum allows one to verify

hyperboliity by mean of a omputer.

The researh is supported by the Russian Foundation for Basi Researhes under

Grant 97-07-90088.

Referenes

[1℄ G.S.Osipenko. On a symboli image of dynamial system. Boundary value prob-

lems, Perm, 101-105, 1983 (in Russian).

[2℄ G.S.Osipenko and I.Komarhev. Applied Symboli Dynamis: Constrution of
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[3℄ George Osipenko and Stephen Campbell. Applied Symboli Dynamis: Attrators
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4.7 Numeris of Dynamis

Organizer : Celso Grebogi

Key note leture

Shadowability of Chaoti Dynamial Systems

Celso Grebogi

Department of Mathematis, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

email: grebogi�haos.umd.edu

In studying their systems, physial sientists write di�erential equations derived from

fundamental laws. These equations are then used to understand, analyze, predit, and

ontrol the system's behavior, provided one is able to determine the solutions. As the

role of nonlinearity grows in importane for the study of physis, solutions often annot

be obtained in losed form, and numerial solutions must be relied on. Computers are

now an integral part of the physiist's modus operandi.
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A basi question always present when obtaining numerial solutions is to what extent

they are valid. This question is espeially meaningful when dealing with haoti dynam-

is, sine loal sensitivity to small errors is the hallmark of a haoti system. Floating-

point alulations ommonly used to approximate solutions of di�erential equations or

ompute disrete maps produe pseudo-trajetories, whih di�er from true trajetories

by new, small errors at eah omputational step. Despite the sensitive dependene on

initial onditions, the methods of shadowing have shown that for haoti systems that

are hyperboli or nearly hyperboli, loally sensitive trajetories are often globally in-

sensitive, in that there exist true trajetories with adjusted initial onditions, alled

shadowing trajetories, very lose to long omputer-generated pseudo-trajetories. A

dynamial system is hyperboli if phase spae an be spanned loally by a �xed number

of independent stable and unstable diretions whih are onsistent under the operation

of the dynamis.

In the absene of hyperboli struture, muh less is known about the validity of

long omputer simulations. Reently it was shown that trajetories of a haoti system

with a utuating number of positive �nite-time Lyapunov exponents fail to have long

shadowing trajetories. In other words, they are globally sensitive to small errors.

Suh hyperhaoti system has two positive Lyapunov exponents, although �nite-time

approximations of the smaller of the two utuate about zero, due to visits of the

trajetory to regions of the attrator with a varying number of stable and unstable

diretions. The destrution of hyperboliity aused by this phenomenon leads to global

sensitivity { only relatively short pseudo-trajetories will be approximately mathed by

true system trajetories.

Our disussion of the global sensitivity of trajetories for these non-hyperboli sys-

tems is limited in this talk to the omparison between physial models and omputer

simulations, but the same questions arise whenever omparing the time behavior of two

systems evolving under similar, but slightly di�erent dynamial rules. For example, a

natural system and its theoretial model di�er by modeling errors. In the presene of

utuating Lyapunov exponents, global sensitivity may lead to trajetory mismath,

in partiular when long times are onsidered. The result is that no trajetory of the

theoretial model mathes, even approximately, the true system outome over long time

spans.

Invited letures

Numerial exploration of homolini dynamis

Wolf-J�urgen Beyn

Department of Mathematis, University of Bielefeld

P.O. Box 100131, D-33501 Bielefeld

email: beyn�mathematik.uni-bielefeld.de

In many instanes haoti behavior in disrete dynamial systems is related to homo-

lini and heterolini intersetions. In this talk we disuss these phenomena from the

viewpoint of numerial bifuration analysis.
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First we report on some reent results of J.-M. Kleinkauf [3℄,[4℄ on the numerial

omputation of homolini and heterolini tangenies in disrete systems. His analysis

starts with the observation that these tangenies an be haraterized as turnig points of

branhes of orresponding orbits in sequene spaes. It is then shown how heterolini

tangenies an be omputed numerially in a robust way by solving appropriate �nite

boundary value problems. Error estimates for the branhes are derived inluding a

superonvergene phenomenon for the ritial parameter value at whih the tangeny

ours.

Using these tools we then analyze bifuration phenomena reated through homolini

tangenies and - more generally - through losed loops of homolini and heterolini

orbits. In a ertain sense a homolini tangeny may be onsidered as a bifuration

of in�nite odimension. We show how this a�ets the ontinuation of multi-humped

homolinis and their tangenies and makes it inreasingly more diÆult to follow them

in a reliable way. The above tehniques will also be used to extend the methods for

evaluating the symboli dynamis that is reated by homolini intersetions [1℄. Finally,

we will shed some new light on the well-known result by Fiedler and Sheurle [2℄ that

the disretization of homolini orbits generially reates transversal intersetions and

that these our in an exponentially small wedge under analytiity assumptions.
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The Computation of Lyapunov Exponents via Spatial Integration

Mihael Dellnitz

Department of Mathematis and Computer Siene, University of Paderborn

D-33095 Paderborn, Germany

email: dellnitz�uni-paderborn.de

Philip Aston

Department of Mathematis and Statistis, University of Surrey

Guildford GU2 5XH, UK

email: mas1pa�ms.surrey.a.uk

We propose a new method for the numerial approximation of the largest Lyapunov

exponent. This method is based on the omputation of a spatial average with respet

to an underlying (natural) invariant measure rather than on a long-term simulation of

the dynamial system. Thus, this approah an be interpreted as a generalization of

the lassial power method for eigenvalue problems. We will show that it is partiularly

advantageous for the detetion of so-alled blowout bifurations of a synhronous haoti

state, and we illustrate this fat for a system of two oupled DuÆng osillators.
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Referenes
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Modeling and omplexity of oupled haoti systems

Ying-Cheng Lai

University of Kansas

email: lai�poinare.math.ukans.edu

Celso Grebogi

University of Maryland

email: grebogi�haos.umd.edu

Coupled osillators are relevant to a large variety of physial and biologial phe-

nomena. Arrays of Josephson juntions and oupled solid state lasers are well known

examples in physis and eletrial engineering. In biology, vital organs suh as hearts,

auditory, visual, and entral nervous systems are omplex networks of many small os-

illators suh as ells and neurons. Coupled equations an also arise from spatial dis-

retization of nonlinear partial di�erential equations suh as the Navier-Stokes equation

in uid dynamis. The dynamis of the fundamental elements, or the individual osilla-

tors in the network, an be either regular or haoti. Typially, the olletive behavior

of all the osillators in the network an be extremely rih, ranging from steady state or

periodi osillations to haoti or turbulent motions.

The fous of this talk is on modeling and omplexity of oupled haoti osillators.

In partiular, it has been known that haoti dynamis may impose severe limits to

deterministi modeling by dynamial equations of natural systems. The obstrution to

deterministi modeling is aused by a type of nonhyperboli behavior in haoti sys-

tems: unstable dimension variability. Roughly, unstable dimension variability means

that periodi orbits embedded in the haoti invariant set have distint number of un-

stable diretions. Theoretial argument and numerial omputations will be presented

to show that unstable dimension variability is ommon in systems of oupled haoti

osillators. Evidene will also be given indiating that unstable dimension variability

may be responsible for omplexity observed in these systems.

Referenes

[1℄ Y.-C. Lai and C. Grebogi. Modeling of oupled haoti osillators. Physial Review

Letters 82, (1999).

[2℄ Y.-C. Lai, C. Grebogi, and J. Kurths. Modeling of deterministi haoti systems.

Physial Review E, 59, 2907 (1999).

Shadowing time for haoti trajetories

Timothy D. Sauer

George Mason University

email: tsauer�gmu.edu
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We explore the statistial aspets of �nite-time shadowing in nonhyperboli dynam-

ial systems. A di�usion model parametrized by information from the �nite-time Lya-

punov exponent distributions of the system an be used to alulate expeted shadow-

ing times and shadowing distanes. This explains the mehanism by whih long-term

shadowing breaks down in ases of \unstable dimension variability", when �nite-time

Lyapunov exponents utuate about zero.

Contributed talks

Dimension and stability of sets embedded in normally hyperboli invariant

manifolds

Volker Reitmann

TU Dresden, Germany

email: reitmann�rz.urz.tu-dresden.de

We investigate disrete-time dynamial systems on Riemannian manifolds whih are

generated by smooth maps. Using properties of assoiated full variational systems and

partial variational systems in diretion transversal to the onsidered invariant subman-

ifolds we obtain onditions for orbital stability and instability of suh invariant sets.

A known stabiliy riterion of Ruelle for periodi orbits of a disrete-time system with

invariant measure is formulated in terms of Lyapunov exponents. But in appliation

to onrete systems in synhronization theory suh a riterion is not always e�etive.

These diÆulties are handled in the present ontribution by deriving stability onditions

using singular values of the tangent map. A number of these onditions leads to upper or

lower estimates of the largest two singular values of the linearized map. The tehniques

whih are developed here are similar to the onstrutions for ontinuous-time systems

on Riemannian manifolds used in a joint work with G. A. Leonov and A. Noak [1℄.

Assuming that the disrete-time system is given in feedbak ontrol form (see [2℄) on

the ylinder the onditions for the stability of invariant sets are split into requirements

for the linear part (frequeny domain onditions) and the nonlinearity. The ontribution

is also onerned with upper bounds for the Hausdor� dimension of normally hyperboli

invariant sets. The dimension bounds are formulated in terms of singular values of the

restrited tangent maps ating in transversal or longitudinal diretions [3℄.

Referenes

[1℄ Reitmann, V., G. A. Leonov and A. Noak. Asymptoti orbital stability ondi-
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namik: Analysis, eÆziente Simulation und Ergodentheorie", Aepted for publia-

tion in ZAMM.
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Veri�ation of haos in the planar restrited 3{body problem

Daniel Sto�er

ETH{Z�urih

email: stoffer�math.ethz.h

Urs Kirhgraber

ETH{Z�urih

email: kirhgraber�math.ethz.h

We present a omputer{assisted method to verify the existene of haoti behaviour in

disrete dynamial systems. Our approah is losely related to the proedure introdued

in Sto�er, Palmer [1℄. Yet the sheme of [1℄ is substantially improved leading to a

more eÆient proedure with a wider range of potential appliations. Moreover, the

appliation to the planar restrited three body problem with two primaries of equal

masses is o�ered. As is well known, this problem is desribed by a four{dimensional

system of di�erential equations. Restriting the ow to an energy surfae and de�ning

an appropriate Poinar�e setion the problem is redued to a map in IR

2

to whih our

method is shown to apply.

Stritly speaking we do not rigorously establish haoti behaviour. This is due to the

fat that we replae ertain rigorous error bounds by what we all realisti estimated

upper bounds.

Referenes

[1℄ D. Sto�er, K.J. Palmer. Rigorous veri�ation of haoti behaviour of maps using

validated shadowing. Preprint, (1998).

Wavelet Approah to Nonlinear Dynamis

Mihael Zeitlin

IPME, Russian Aademy of Sienes, V.O. Bolshoj pr., 61 199178, St.Petersburg,

Russia

email: zeitlin�math.ipme.ru

Antonina Fedorova

IPME,Russian Aademy of Sienes, V.O. Bolshoj pr., 61 199178, St.Petersburg,

Russia

email: anton�math.ipme.ru

We onsider a number of dynamial problems whih are desribed by the systems

of ordinary di�erential equations with polynomial nonlinearities and with or without

some onstraints. We onsider variational wavelet approah for onstruting expliit

solutions of these problems. We have the solutions as a multiresolution expansion in

the base of ompatly supported wavelets or wavelet paket bases. In the general ase

we onsider biorthogonal wavelet expansions. These solutions are parameterized by

solutions of redued algebrai problems. We onsider appliations to optimal ontrol

problem and nonlinear aelerator physis problems. Also we present appliations to

a number of Hamiltonian problems and their perturbations. We onsider dynamial

problems in invariant variational approah via oadjoint orbit piture, semiproduts
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and metapleti struture. We onstrut sympleti, Poisson and quasiomplex stru-

tures using generalized wavelets and non-standard (maximum sparse) representations

for operators in di�erent oherent, well loalized wavelet bases in funtional spaes or

sale of spaes. We onsider appliations of our approah to the theory of homolini

haos and quasilassis. Also we onsider appliations to a number of wave motion

problems (nonlinear wave equations) and turbulene problems (Kuramoto{Sivashinsky

equations). We onsider variational approah for onstruting wavelet{Galerkin rep-

resentations via redution from initial ompliated problems to a number of standard

algebrai problems. As a result we obtained expliit representation for well loalized

oherent strutures.

Referenes

[1℄ Fedorova, A.N., Zeitlin, M.G., Parsa, Z. Variational Approah in Wavelet Frame-

work to Polynomial Approximations of Nonlinear Aelerator Problems. Amerian
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pleti Group, Sympleti Topology and Sympleti Sales. New Appliations of

Nonlinear and Chaoti Dynamis in Mehanis, Kluwer, 31-40, (1998).

[4℄ Fedorova, A.N., Zeitlin, M.G. Wavelet Approah to Polynomial Mehanial Prob-
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Remarks on omputational aspets of omputer assisted proofs of haoti

behavior for ODE's

Piotr Zglizy�nski

CDSNS, Georgia Teh, Atlanta, USA

email: piotrz�math.gateh.edu

I will disuss the rigorous numeris using the omputer assisted proofs of haoti

behavior for Lorenz system and R�ossler equations [1{3℄.

The omputer part in the above mentioned proofs an be redued to the following

problem:

Compute fast and rigorously with a-priori presribed error the image of some relatively

big retangle under the Poinar�e map for a given ODE.

It should be stressed that we allow for relatively big errors (for example 10% of the

size of the important sets in the problem).

In priniple this is an easy problem, we just have to disretize both in time (i.e. we use

Runge{Kutta , or Taylor method) and in spae and then perform �nite omputations.

In the problems mentioned above it required up to 60 hours of omputation time to

omplete the task.

We disuss how the following issues inuene the omputation time
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� the order of the numerial method

� various norms for omputation Lipshitz onstant of the ow

� Lohner algorithm for error propagation

We show that di�erent approahes lead to drastially di�erent omputation times

overing range from just minutes to years for the same problem.

The onlusion from these experiments an be formulated as follows:

The most important fator in suh omputations is propagation of errors due to spae

disretization. It is reasonable to apply an ompliated algorithm (this means that to

perform a single time step takes muh omputer time) if this leads to a signi�ant

redution of the estimate for the Lipshitz onstant of the ow.

For example the use of Lohner algorithm in R�ossler system an speed up omputation

by a fator 1000, when ompared to original omputations from [2℄.

Referenes

[1℄ K. Mishaikow, M. Mrozek. Chaos in Lorenz equations: a omputer assisted proof.

Bull. AMS, 32:205{236, (1995).
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Posters

Heterolini behavior in rotating Rayleigh-B�enard onvetion

Ayhan Demiran

Institute of Physis, University of Potsdam

email: demiran�agnld.uni-potsdam.de

Norbert Seehafer

Institute of Physis, University of Potsdam

email: seehafer�agnld.uni-potsdam.de

We investigate numerially the appearane of heterolini behavior in a three-di-

mensional, buoyany-driven uid layer with stress-free top and bottom boundaries, a

square horizontal periodiity with a small aspet ratio, and rotation at low to moderate

rates about a vertial axis. The Prandtl number is 6:8. If the rotation is not too slow,

the skewed-variose instability leads from stationary rolls to a stationary mixed-mode

solution, whih in turn loses stability to a heterolini yle formed by unstable roll states

and onnetions between them. The unstable eigenvetors of these roll states are also of

the skewed-variose or mixed-mode type and in some parameter regions skewed-variose

like shearing osillations as well as square patterns are involved in the yle. Always

present weak noise leads to irregular horizontal translations of the onvetion pattern

and makes the dynamis haoti, whih is veri�ed by alulating Lyapunov exponents.

In the nonrotating ase the primary rolls lose, depending on the aspet ratio, stability
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to traveling waves or a stationary square pattern. We also study the symmetries of the

solutions at the intermittent �xed points in the heterolini yle.

Referenes

[1℄ Sheel S. and Seehafer N. Bifurations to osillation in three-dimensional Rayleigh-

B�enard onvetion . Phys. Rev., E(59):5511-5516,(1997).
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Key note leture

New Chemistry and Mathematis

Alexander Mikhailov

Fritz-Haber-Institut der MPG, Berlin

email: mikhailov�fhi-berlin.mpg.de

Chemistry has hanged and mathematis plays now an important role in this disi-

pline. Chemial systems provide paradigmati examples of nonlinear pattern formation

desribed by reation-di�usion models. Reent experimental developments in hetero-

geneous atalysis and biohemistry show that in some important ases one must go

beyond this lass of models. Chemial reations in soft matter are oupled to strutural

phase transitions in suh ondensed systems and physial interations between reating

partiles should therefore be inorporated into a model. Enzymes and other proteins

of a living ell form a network of moleular mahines whose olletive dynamis an

show oherene and mutual synhronization, similar to the behaviour found in large

populations of oupled nonlinear osillators.

Invited letures

Parity breaking bifurations in reation-di�usion systems with nonloal

oupling

Markus B�ar

Max-Plank-Institut f�ur Physik komplexer Systeme

N�othnitzer Str. 38, 01187 Dresden, Germany

email: baer�mpipks-dresden.mpg.de

We study two omponent ativator-inhibitor reation-di�usion models with nonloal

oupling. It an be viewed either as a simple model of a pattern forming hemial rea-

tion subjet to a feedbak with an intrinsi length sale (range of the nonloal oupling)

or as a limit ase for a model desribing the interation of a single ativator speies

with two inhibitor speies, one with slow and the other with fast reation dynamis.

The nonloal oupling introdues the possibility of an osillatory instability with �nite

wavenumber (wave bifuration) in addition to the well known stationary bifuration

with �nite wavenumber (Turing bifuration) and an osillatory instability with zero

wavenumber. The linear stability analysis is performed and gives analyti riteria for

the ourene of wave bifuration as well as various odimension-2 bifurations, out of

whih we fous on the simultaneous wave and Turing bifuration.
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Amplitude equations of Ginzburg-Landau type are derived for the odimension-2

Turing-wave point and enable us to predit the nonlinear behavior with respet to the

appearane of traveling or standing waves and the ompetition of waves and Turing

patterns. Under onditions of bistability of these strutures, we observe a new type

of pattern, ellular drifting states that represent a �nite width inlusion of waves in

a Turing pattern bakground that travels in the diretion opposite to the onstituting

waves. This strutures are unstable in the amplitude equations and appear only in a

�nite distane to the onset of pattern formation. The drifting states have been stud-

ied in detail by extensive numerial studies. Their struture is similar to phenomena

ouring in experimental and theoretial studies of parity breaking instabilities in sta-

tionary ellular patterns. We ompare our results to alternative approahes based on

symmetry onsiderations. Further away from the wave or Turing bifuration, the mod-

els exhibit bistable behavior inluding the parity breaking front bifurations studied in

pure reation-di�usion systems. Thus, we have studied the transition from this regime

of large amplitude loalized oherent strutures (pulses, fronts) to a regime loser to

onset where periodi patterns desribed by amplitude equations appear. In the inter-

mediate regime, omplex traveling patterns and pathes of periodi stationary patterns

are observed.

Nano-sale Pattern Formation in Eletrodissolution

Hsueh-Chia Chang

Department of Chemial Engineering, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN

46556 USA

email: Hsueh-Chia.Chang.2�nd.edu

We investigate the pattern formation dynamis of two important eletrodissolution

proesses-eletropolishing and anodization. Eletropolishing is a entury-old tehnology

that exploits the stability of free-surfae dissolution dynamis to smooth metal surfaes.

An applied voltage is used to preferentially dissolve mirosopi bumps on the metal sur-

fae in an eletropolishing eletrolyte. In ontradition to this old wisdom, our group

disovered 5 years ago that eletropolishing is atually unstable at submiron sales.

More interestingly, using Atomi Fore Mirography, this new instability is found to pro-

due very regular hexagonal and stripe patterns beneath the hydrodynami boundary

layer. In the past three years, we have deiphered the eletrohemial origin of this new

free-surfae instability and have derived a simple evolution equation for its dyanamis.

Numerial simulation of the equation and bifuration analyses of the resulting ampli-

tude equations provide the windows of applied voltage and eletrolyte onentrations

when both regular patterns appear. They are in good quantitative agreement with our

measured experimental data. We an potentially use these results to generate nanosale

self-assembly very heaply.

Anodization is another eletrodissolution proess that involves the break down of a

metal oxide layer under an applied voltage. It is the fundamental mehanism behind

pitting orrosion of protetive aluminum oxide layers{a major problem in pollution. We

have formulated this free-surfae problem into a �ngering proess. The eletri potential

sati�es the Laplae equation within a thin strip around the growing �nger and nonlin-

ear urvature-dependent boundary onditions at the strip boundary due to �eld-assisted
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dissolution and double-layer uvature e�ets. Using mathed asymptotis and numerial

onformal mapping tehniques, we obtained the ritial voltage for the onset of �ngering

and the �nger dimensions as funtions of the eletrolyte hemistry. The results are fa-

vorably ompared to our experimental data. They allow us to determine when orrosion

of a metal oxide layer ours and the size of the resulting pits. We an also generate

hexagonally arranged pits that, if properly shrunk in dimension, an be used to house

quantum dots.

Mathematial issues in modeling hemially reating systems

Iannis G. Kevrekidis

Department of Chemial Engineering and PACM, Prineton University

Raymond E. Goldstein

Department of Physis, University of Arizona

The researh area of spatiotemporal dynamis in systems involving hemial meh-

anisms and their mathematial models (e.g. reation-di�usion PDEs) is haraterized

by a fruitful interplay between mathematis and experimentation. The development of

spatially and temporally resolved observation and analysis tehniques, beyond model

validation, provide onstant motivation for exploring ertain types of PDEs and their

solutions. The purpose of this hapter is to hart this interation, provide a summary

of reent ases of ross-fertilization between hemistry and mathematis, and disuss

future diretions for this researh area.

We start by disussing ertain lassial reation-di�usion and reation engineering

paradigms (the hemistry involved in the BZ and related reations as well as the hem-

istry of atalyti surfae reations like CO oxidation; the CSTR and the tubular reator

as well as reverse ow reators). Certain elements of numerial tehniques for the

omputer-assisted study of suh models are also briey reviewed.

We then proeed to disuss a number of urrent issues inluding

� pattern formation on inhomogeneous and anisotropi media (PDEs with spatially

varying oeÆients and issues of homogenization, both analytial and numerial);

� pattern formation in spatiotemporally fored systems (PDEs with spatiotempo-

rally varying oeÆients and their use in eluidating hemial and biohemial

mehanisms);

� issues of loal versus longer-range (up to global) interations and their e�et on

reation dynamis;

� omplex geometry issues;

� dissipativity and its impliations in low-dimensionality of the dynamis;

� the extration of features (like fronts and pulses) and the derivation of asymptoti

dynami equations for their evolution;

� kinetially based models of reating media and their dynamis;
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� moleular level modeling of reation dynamis and its real time observation;

We onlude by a disussion of urrent tehnologial developments (ranging from

the tehnology of miroreator fabriation to wavelet based \real-time" homogenization

tehniques and to issues of omputational hemistry) whih, we believe, will a�et the

way hemially reating systems are modelled and analyzed in the near future.

Long-Time Dynamis of Dissipative PDEs with Appliations to

Reation-Di�usion Systems

Edriss S. Titi

University of California - Irvine

email: etiti�math.ui.edu

In this talk we will disuss the long-time behavior of dissipative evolution PDEs,

with emphasize on models of uid ows and reation-difussion systems. In partiular,

we will survey the results onerning determining degrees of freedom in suh systems,

suh as determining modes and nodes, global attrators and invariant inertial manifolds.

Later we will introdue a novel numerial method for integrating dissipative PDEs -

the post-proessing Galerkin method. We will present numerial experiments that will

demonstrate the superiority, in omputational eÆieny, of this method in omparison

to the standard Galerkin and nonlinear Galerkin methods. Finally, we will present a

numerial riterion for designing a linear feed-bak ontroller for stabilizing unstable

steady states of paraboli dissipative equations inluding reation-difussion systems.

Contributed talks

Existene and mass onservation for the oagulation-fragmentation

equation

P.B. Dubovski

Institute of Numerial Mathematis, Russian Aademy of Sienes

email: dubovski�inm.ras.ru

We prove existene theorem and reveal the ases when the oagulation-fragmentation

equation possesses the mass onservation property. From physial point of view the mass

onservation is usually treated as the absene of gel point.

Referenes

[1℄ Dubovski P.B. and Stewart I.W., "Existene, uniqueness and mass onservation for

the oagulation-fragmentation equation," Math. Meth. Appl. Si., 19: 571{591

(1996).
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The mathemetial model for the ombined oxydational treatment of water

with phosphorus-organial pestiidi ontaminants

Ilya Gorenko

email: timur�ake.net

The sheme of free-radial reations in water surroundings was proposed for a de-

omposition of organial ontaminants under the ombined treatment of ozone, UV and

H

2

O

2

. A system of quadrati ordinary di�erential equations was built, whih desribes

this system kinetis, an investigation of dynamis and harateristi of its peuliar points

was installed. On basis of experimental data the problem of identi�ation was stated

and solved, also the problem of system optimal ontrol was stated:
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The solving of optimal ontrol problem was onduted by means of Hamilton-

Pontryagin's method.
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Kineti sheme redution in �rst order di�erential equation models

Sybille Handrok-Meyer

Tehnial University Chemnitz

email: Sybille.Handrok�mathematik.tu-hemnitz.de

Modelling reation kinetis in a homogeneous medium usually leads to sti� systems

of ordinary di�erential equations the dimension of whih an be large. A well-known

approah to redue the dimension of suh systems is the quasi-steady state assumption

(QSSA): the derivative of fast variables is assumed to be zero. This proedure requires

some knowledge of the underlying hemistry, moreover the orresponding di�erential

system must be expliitely given. In this paper we shall desribe and justify a proedure

for a loal redution of the dimension of state spae whih does not require hemial

insight as well as an expliit knowlegde of the system in a singularly perturbed form.

The mathematial justi�ation is based on the theory of invariant manifolds.

Continuation of Waves in Reation-Di�usion-Convetion Systems via

Heterolini and Homolini Orbits

Milan Kub���ek

Prague Institute of Chemial Tehnology

email: kubiek�vsht.z

Numerial methods for traking of homolini and heterolini orbits provide a pow-

erful tool in analysing bifuration problems of pratial importane, suh as a sudden

appearane (or extintion) of large amplitude osillations in stirred tank reators or o-

urrene of travelling waves in tubular reators. Typially, suh methods are formulated

as a speial boundary value problem.

We formulate eÆient methods for numerial traking and ontinuation of homo-

lini/heterolini orbits with a nonosillatory approah to the steady state(s) in systems

of ordinary di�erential equations. The method allows for studying waves in spatially

one-dimensional systems upon the moving frame oordinate transformation. In the ase

of homolini orbits, the method provides veloity-parameter urves for solitary pulse

waves. Traking of heterolini orbits an be used for �nding one-parameter families of

front waves. A omputer implementation of the methods inluded in a ontinuation pro-

gram CONT is applied to two problems: the �rst one deals with pulse and front waves

in a reation-di�usion system and the seond one fouses on shok waves in adsorption

olumns.

Posters

Bifurations to mixed mode osillations in hemial systems

Alexandra Milik

Tehnishe Universit�at Wien

email: amilik�umbriel.tuwien.a.at
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Mixed mode osillations onsist of alternating large and small amplitude osillations

and are a ommon phenomenon in osillatory hemial systems. To study this phe-

nomenon I analyze an extended version of the Boissonade de Kepper model whih is a

three dimensional Van der Pol DuÆng like osillator and shares some qualitative prop-

erties with models derived by �rst priniples from hemial mehanisms. The model is

analyzed by means of geometri singular perturbation theory and an adapted version

of Melnikov's method, whih allows to derive approximating formulas for some of the

odimension one and two bifuration urves.

5.2 Chemotaxis, Cross-Di�usion and Blow-Up

Organizer : Angela Stevens

Invited letures

On a reation{di�usion system modelling hemotaxis

Herbert Gajewski

WIAS Berlin

email: gajewski�wias-berlin.de

Klaus Zaharias

WIAS Berlin

email: zaharias�wias-berlin.de

Chemotaxis as the oriented migration of organisms under the inuene of hemial

substanes an be modelled by partial di�erential equations of reation{di�usion type

of the form

�U

�t

= �U � �r � (UrV );

�V

�t

= ��V � �V + ÆU:

Here U denotes the population density, V the density of the hemotati agent. The

system is onsidered for positive initial values U

0

; V

0

under homogeneous Neumann

onditions on IR

+

� 
 where 
 � IR

2

is a pieewise smooth domain; �, �, Æ, � are

positive onstants. The system has the Lyapunov funtion

F (U; V ) =

Z




�

�

2Æ

�

�jrV j

2

+ �V

2

�

+ U(logU � �V )

�

dx

i.e. this funtional deays along solutions as time inreases. If

Æ�kU

0

k

L

1

4��

< 1 ;

where � is the smallest interior angle formed by the boundary urves of 
, then

the Lyapunov funtion remains bounded from below for all times. Under this smallness

ondition for the initial values there is a (possibly nontrivial) asymptoti state (U

?

; V

?

) .

For large initial values the system an show blow{up.
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Referenes

[1℄ H. Gajewski, K. Zaharias. Global Behaviour of a Reation{Di�usion System Mod-

elling Chemotaxis. Math. Nahrihten, 195: 77{114, (1998).

Hyperboli Models For Chemotaxis

Thomas Hillen

Universit�at T�ubingen

email: thomas.hillen�uni-tuebingen.de

Paraboli models for hemotaxis (e.g. Keller-Segel type models) are well known and

widely studied in the literature. They desribe experiments well but are under disussion

for several reasons. First they allow for in�nite speed of propagation; seondly the

relevant parameters (motility and hemotati sensitivity) are not diretly related to

the individual movement of the investigated speies.

In this talk I will present hyperboli models and transport equations for hemotaxis.

The general transport model (Alt's equation [1℄) is based on the individual movement of

the partiles, and the way they respond to external stimuli. I will present results on loal

and global existene of solutions of hyperboli hemotaxis models in one dimension ([2℄,

[3℄). In the ase of global existene, the asymptoti behavior of solutions is desribed by

paraboli models (paraboli limit). Finally, some numerial simulations show interesting

behavior like pattern formation and �nite time blow up (see [2℄) and the formation of

shoks (see [3℄).

The results on the 1-D model are joint work with Angela Stevens (Leipzig) and

Christian Rohde (Freiburg).

Referenes

[1℄ W. Alt. Biased random walk model for hemotaxis and related di�usion approxi-

mation. J. Math. Biol., 9:147-177, (1980).

[2℄ T. Hillen and A. Stevens. Hyperboli models for hemotaxis in 1-D. Nonlinear

Analysis, (1999) to appear.

[3℄ T. Hillen and C. Rohde. Existene of weak solutions for a hyperboli hemotaxis

model. DANSE Preprint, 10/99 (1999).

Behavior of Solutions to a System Related to Chemotaxis

Takasi Senba

Miyazaki University, Japan

email: t0f302u�.miyazaki-u.a.jp

We will talk about blow-up of solutions of the following system related to hemotaxis

(KS)

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

u

t

= r � (ru� �urv); x 2 
; t > 0;

�v

t

= �v � v + �u; x 2 
; t > 0;

�u

�n

=

�v

�n

= 0; x 2 �
; t > 0;

u(�; 0) = u

0

; v(�; 0) = v

0

; x 2 
:
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Here 
 is a bounded domain in R

2

with smooth boundary �
, �, , � and � are positive

onstants, and u

0

and v

0

are non-negative smooth funtions on 
.

There exists a unique solution (u; v) to (KS) de�ned on a maximal interval of existene

[0; T

max

), whih is smooth in x 2 
 and 0 < t < T

max

. If u

0

�n 0 in 
, the solution

satis�es that u(x; t) > 0, v(x; t) > 0 for (x; t) 2 
� (0; T

max

)(see [6℄). If T

max

<1, we

an observe that lim

t%T

max

ku(�; t)k

L

1

(
)

= 1, whih we mean that the solution blows

up in �nite time.

We refer to the system (KS) as Keller-Segel model. Keller-Segel model is a lassial

model to desribe the initiation of hemotati aggregation of ellular slime molds. On

the system (KS), the existene of the solutions has been studied by [1,2,6℄ and the

blow-up of the solutions has been studied by [3℄.

Partiularly, Herrero and Vel�azquez [3℄ onstruted a radially symmetri solution

with u whih forms a delta funtion singularity in a �nite time. Suh a phenomenon is

referred to as the hemotati ollapse.

We will talk about some results onerning the hemotati ollapse.

Referenes

[1℄ P. Biler. Loal and global solvability of some paraboli systems modeling hemo-

taxis. Adv. Math. Si. Appl., 8:715{743, (1998).

[2℄ H. Gajewski and K. Zaharias. Global behaviour of a reation-di�usion system

modelling hemotaxis. Math. Nahr., 195:77{114, (1998).

[3℄ M. A. Herrero and J. J. L. Vel�azquez. A blow-up mehanism for a hemotaxis

model. Ann. Suola Norm. Sup. Pisa IV, 24(4):633{683, (1997).

[4℄ W. J�ager and S. Lukhaus. On explosions of solutions to a system of partial di�er-

ential equations modelling hemotaxis, Trans. Amer. Math. So., 329:819{824,

(1992).

[5℄ E. F. Keller and L. A. Segel. Initiation of slime mold aggregation viewed as an

instability, J. Theor. Biol., 26: 399{415, (1970).

[6℄ T. Nagai, T. Senba and K. Yoshida. Appliation of the Trudinger-Moser Inequality

to a Paraboli System of Chemotaxis, Funkial. Ekva., 40:411{433, (1997).

Systems of Reation Di�usion Equations Modelling Chemotaxis and

Angiogenesis

B.D. Sleeman

Department of Applied Mathematis, University of Leeds, Leeds, LS2 9JT, UK

email: bds�amstra.leeds.a.uk

In this paper we present a lass of reation di�usion equations based on the theory

of reinfored random walks whih are being developed to model problems of hemotaxis

and tumour angiogenesis.

Results onerning loal existene are presented together with a qualitative analysis

of global existene and blow-up. We also present a lass of exat similarity solutions.
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Contributed talks

Numerial Blow-Up Time Convergene for Disretizations of

Reation-Di�usion Equations

Luis M. Abia

Dpto. de Matem�atia Apliada y Computai�on, Faultad de Cienias, Universidad de

Valladolid, Valladolid, Spain

email: abia�ma.ie.uva.es

Juan C. L�opez-Maros

Dpto. de Matem�atia Apliada y Computai�on, Faultad de Cienias, Universidad de

Valladolid, Valladolid, Spain

email: lopezmar�ma.ie.uva.es

Julia Mart��nez

Dpto. de Eonom��a Apliada (Matem�atias), Faultad de Cienias Eon�omias y

Empresariales, Universidad de Valladolid, Valladolid, Spain

email: julia�esgueva.eo.uva.es

Convergene of the numerial blow-up times of �nite-di�erene disretizations on

a uniform mesh of a 1D reation-di�usion model is analyzed and speial attention is

devoted to symmetri solutions. Also nonsymmetri solutions are onsidered when the

reation term f(u) is suh that f(0) = 0. SuÆient onditions for blow-up in suh

disretizations are established and upper bounds of the blow-up time, whih depend

on the maximum norm of the initial onditions are provided. These results, although

onsidering a simple situation of blow-up, extend similar ones by Chen [1℄ and ontribute

to a better understanding on how to approximate the blow-up time of solutions of

reation-di�usion equations [2℄.

Referenes

[1℄ Y. G. Chen. Asymptoti behaviours of blowing-up solutions for �nite di�erene

analogue of u

t

= u

xx

+ u

1+�

. J. Fa. Si. Univ. Tokyo Set. IA Math., 33:541-

574, (1986).

[2℄ C. Bandle, H.Brunner. Blowup in di�usion equations: A survey. Journal of Com-

putational and Applied Mathematis, 97:3-22, (1998).

Some blowup results for the Keller-Segel model

Dirk Horstmann

Mathematishes Institut der Universit�at zu K�oln

email: dhorst�mi.uni-koeln.de

In this talk we onsider the so-alled Keller-Segel model

a

t

(x; t) = r � (ra(x; t)� �a(x; t)r(x; t)); x 2 
 � IR

2

; t > 0



t

(x; t) = k



�(x; t)� (x; t) + �a(x; t); x 2 
; t > 0

�a=�n = �=�n = 0; x 2 �
; t > 0

a(0; x) = a

0

(x); x 2 


(0; x) = 

0

(x); x 2 


9

>

>

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

>

>

;

(1)
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whih has been introdued in [1℄ and [2℄. We prove the existene of radialsymmetri

initial data for whih the solution of (1) blows up in �nite or in�nite time. For the proof

we assume that 
 is a disk,  = 0 and

��

Z




a

0

(x)dx > 8�k



;

where (��

R




a

0

(x)dx)=k



is not equal to a multiple of 8�.

In a seond result we show that if the solution blows up in the nonsymmetri ase, the

blowup must happen at the boundary of 
, provided that 
 � IR

2

is a smooth domain

and

8�k



> ��

Z




a

0

(x)dx > 4�k



:

Referenes

[1℄ Keller, E. F. and Segel, L. A. Initiation of slime mold aggregation viewed as an

instability. J. Theor. Biol., 26: 399-415, (1970).

[2℄ Nanjundiah, V. Chemotaxis, signal relaying and aggregation morphology. J. Theor.

Biol., 42: 63-105, (1973).

Long-wave unstable thin �lm equations | blow-up and steady-states

M. C. Pugh

University of Pennsylvania

email: mpugh�math.upenn.edu

R. S. Laugesen

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

email: laugesen�math.uiu.edu

A. L. Bertozzi

Duke University

email: bertozzi�math.duke.edu

We onsider long-wave unstable paraboli PDEs of the type

h

t

= �(h

n

h

xxx

)

x

� B(h

m

h

x

)

x

where B > 0, and n andm are positive exponents. Suh equations arise in modelling the

ow of thin liquid �lms, driven motion in a Hele-Shaw ell, the aggregation of aphids,

and models of Type-II superondutors.

Bertozzi and I onjetured that if m < n+ 2 then solutions remain L

1

bounded for

all time, if m � n + 2 and m � n=2 the solutions an grow at most exponentially in

time, and if both m > n+ 2 and m > n=2 then there is initial data whose solution has

L

1

norm beoming in�nite in �nite time. We prove the subritial ase m < n+ 2 and

disuss a spei� ritial and super-ritial ase n = 1, m � n + 2 = 3.

Laugesen and I have lassi�ed a large lass of nontrivial steady states of PDEs of the

above type. Here, we present the steady states, analytial and numerial results on the

linear and nonlinear stability of these steady states, and numerial simulations of the

initial value problem.
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Referenes

[1℄ \Stability of Positive Steady States for Thin Film Equations" with R. S. Laugesen,

submitted for publiation.

[2℄ \Properties of Steady States for Thin Film Equations" with R. S. Laugesen, to

appear in EJAM.

[3℄ \Long-wave instabilities and saturation in thin �lm equations" with A. L. Bertozzi,

CPAM 51(1998)625-661.

5.3 Industrial Appliations

Organizer : Andreas Shuppert

Key note leture

Dynami Systems in Eletronis Industry

Albert B. Gilg

Corporate Tehnology Dept., Siemens AG, ZT PP 2, D-81730 Munih, Germany

email: Albert.Gilg�mhp.siemens.de

Globalization in industrial ompetition speeds up an inrease in systems omplexity

at redued innovation yle times. Systems modeling gained a key role in keeping

pae in this rae. Inreasing system omplexity therefore enfores to keep trak with

saling-up problems of model evaluation algorithms. Furthermore it is still not possible

to fully over industrial systems analysis and design at abstration levels desribing

systems dynamis by disrete modeling paradigms. This leads to a key hallenge to

deal with ontinuous models, typially modeled by sets of di�erential equations, tightly

oupled within a disrete model environment, e.g. ontrol strutures. Another soure

of problems originates of top-down design methodologies, trying to design a system by

small modi�ations of already existing designs or by ombination from available modules

and omponents. This enfores a omponent or blok-based modeling onept leading to

problems in dynami systems analysis not yet satisfatorily solved. We disuss these ore

problems in a number of di�erent eletroni systems appliation �elds of our ompany,

e.g. miroeletronis design, industrial plant design, automotive eletronis and railway

traÆ appliations.

Invited letures

An EÆient Redued SQP Strategy for

Large-Sale Dynami Proess Optimization

Daniel Leineweber

Bayer AG, Leverkusen

email: Daniel.Leineweber.DL�Bayer-AG.De
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EÆient and robust tehniques for the optimization of dynami hemial proesses

are presented. In partiular, we address the solution of large, multistage optimal ontrol

and design optimization problems for proesses whih an be desribed by di�erential-

algebrai equation (DAE) models of index one. A new simultaneous solution strategy

{ based on multiple shooting and partially redued sequential quadrati programming

(PRSQP) { has been developed to fully exploit the struture of large sparse DAE proess

models. Unlike other simultaneous strategies based on olloation, diret use is made

of existing advaned, fully adaptive DAE solvers. Sine the integrations on di�erent

multiple shooting intervals are ompletely deoupled, the approah lends itself well to

parallel omputation.

A pratial implementation is provided within the modular optimal ontrol pakage

MUSCOD-II (Leineweber, 1999). The advaned BDF ode DAESOL (Bauer et al.,

1997) is used for the eÆient alulation of the required diretional sensitivities. As

a typial appliation, we disuss the optimization of a bath distillation proess. This

example involves a sparse nonlinear DAE model with several hundred states, leading to

a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem with several thousand variables. It is shown

that suh problems an still be eÆiently solved on a standard workstation using the

simultaneous strategy presented. Hene optimization strategies of this type are expeted

to �nd widespread pratial use in the near future.

Referenes

[1℄ Leineweber, D. B. EÆient Redued SQP Methods for the Optimization of Chem-

ial Proesses Desribed by Large Sparse DAE Models. Fortshritt-Berihte VDI,

Reihe 3, (1999).

[2℄ Bauer, I., F. Finohi, W. J. Dushl, H. P, Gail, J. P. Shl�oder. Astron. Astrophys.,

317:273{289, (1997).

Mathematis in industry|the balane between siene and eonomy?

Andreas Shuppert

Bayer AG

email: ANDREAS.SCHUPPERT.AS�bayer-ag.de

Although mathematial methods have a signi�ant impat on industrial pratie,

the aeptane of mathematial siene in industry is omparably poor. This is on the

one side due to a lak in mathematial eduation of engineers and eonomists, on the

other side there seems to be a gap between the struture of mathematial researh and

researh and development strutures in industry.

In this presentation on the example of mathematial appliations in proess industry

it will be shown how the develpopment of mathematial methods and industrial R&D

strutures an be brought together.

The sope of the presentation is

� to larify how R&D projets are strutured in industry,

� to show how bene�ts of mathematial development an be estimated even in an

eonomi sense
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� to stimulate the disussion how to improve dynamial systems appliations.

Contributed talks

Two-dimensional modelling of pollutant transport in a shallow basin

Moulay Mustapha Chara�

CRREE, LPEE, Groupe s�edimentologie, Km7, routed'Eljadida, Casablana, Moroo

email: mharafi�hotmail.om

Abdelaziz Sadok

CRREE, LPEE, Group of sedimentology

Abdelaziz Kamal

CRREE, LPEE, Group of sedimentology, Moroo

Shallow basins are often used for treatment proesses suh a sedimentation, waste

stabilisation, et. In this paper, a two dimensional numerial model was developed to

simulate the sediment and pollutant transport in a shallow basin. The developed model

onsists of two modules: Hydrodynami module and sediment/pollutant transport mod-

ule. A numerial hydrodynami module based on the St-Venant equations, is resolved

by a MaCormak numerial sheme and is used to simulate the irulation pattern in

the basin. The obtained ow irulation is used as input to the sediment/pollutant

transport module to simulate the transport and dispersion of a pollutant emitted into

the basin. To alibrate the numerial model, the distorted sale model of the Winder-

mere Basin ( JIAN WU and TSANIS, 1994 ) was used. In this physial model, the ow

visualisation and pollutant transport experiments provide a good alibration. The sim-

ulated results were found to be in good agreement with the experimental measurements

and the JIAN WU results. With the aid of the validated model, the inuene of the

onstrution of dikes on the residene time distributions in the basin were examined.

Referenes

[1℄ Jian. Wu and K. Tsanis. Pollutant transport and residene time in a distorted

sale model and a numerial model. Journal of Hydrauli researh, vol.32, :583-

598, (1994).

[2℄ M. M. Chara�, A. Sadok, A. Kamal, A. Menai, Numerial Modelling of Change

Bottom Elevation in a Cohesive Bed Channel , Conferene on Computational

physis CCP1998, sept. 2-5, 1998, Granada, Spain.

[3℄ Ma Cormak ( 1971) Numerial solution of the interation of a shok wave with a

laminar boundary layer. Leture Notes in Physis, Vol. 8 Spring- Verlag

[4℄ Rijn L.C, Priniples of sediment transport in Rivers, Estuaries, oastal seas and

oeans. Delft Hydraulis Novembre 1993.

[5℄ Elder J.W. (1959) The law of the wake in turbulent shear ow. Journal of uid

mehanis, Vol 5
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On the non-isothermal formation of polymeri �bers

Thomas Hagen

Department of Mathematis, The University of Wales, Aberystwyth, SY23 3BZ,UK

email: toh�aber.a.uk

Mihael Renardy

Department of Mathematis, Virginia Teh, Blaksburg, VA 24061-0123, USA

email: renardym�math.vt.edu

The fous of this presentation is the nonlinear hyperboli system governing the one-

dimensional formation of visous or visoelasti polymeri �bers under non-isothermal

ow onditions (\melt-spinning"). Two issues will be disussed in detail (f. referenes):

1. We will address the fundamental question of well-posedness of the system in the

visous and visoelasti regime. The visoelasti ow will be desribed through

appropriate quasi-linear uid models in di�erential form. The problem of well-

posedness will be takled through suitable energy methods.

2. We will furnish a rigorous proof that the stability of the steady-state solution

for the linearized equations in the exemplary visous regime is determined by the

eigenvalues of the assoiated semigroup generator. Sine the underlying equations

are hyperboli, this result has to preede any numerial resolution of the spetrum

of the semigroup generator.

Referenes

[1℄ T. Hagen and M. Renardy. On the Equations of Fiber Spinning in Non-Isothermal

Visous Flow. In J. Esher and G. Simonett, editors, Topis in Nonlinear Analysis.

The Herbert Amann Anniversary Volume, (1999).

[2℄ T. Hagen and M. Renardy. Studies on the Linear Equations of Melt-Spinning of

Visous Fluids. Di�erential and Integral Equations, (submitted).

[3℄ T. Hagen and M. Renardy. Non-Adiabati Elongational Flows of Visoelasti Melts.

Zeitshrift f�ur Angewandte Mathematik und Physik, (submitted).

Equality of two variable means: redution to di�erential equations

L�aszl�o Losonzi

Department of Mathematis and Computer S., Kuwait University

email: losonzi�math-1.si.kuniv.edu.kw

Let � be a stritly monotoni ontinuous funtion and F be a positive funtion on

an interval I. Then for any x = (x

1

; : : : ; x

n

) 2 I

n

the quantity

M

�F

(x) = �

�1

0

B

B

�

n

P

i=1

�(x

i

)F (x

i

)

n

P

i=1

F (x

i

)

1

C

C

A

lies between the maximum and minimum of the x

i

's. It is alled quasiarithmeti mean

weighted by the weightfuntion F: The equality problem for two suh means:

M

�F

(x) =M

	G

(x) (x 2 I

n

)
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was solved by Bajraktarevi� [1℄ if n � 3 is �xed and the funtions are twie di�erentiable.

Az�el and Dar�ozy [2℄ solved the same funtional equation, assuming that n (� 2) is

arbitrary and the funtions are ontinuous.

The aim of this paper is to solve the n = 2 variable equality problem, assuming, that

the funtions involved are six times di�erentiable.

We an easily rewrite this problem in the form

E(x; y) :=

'(x)f(x) + '(y)f(y)

f(x) + f(y)

� '

 

g(x)x+ g(y)y

g(x) + g(y)

!

= 0 (x; y 2 J)

where J = f	(x) : x 2 Ig; g = G Æ 	

�1

; f = F Æ 	

�1

; ' = � Æ 	

�1

. First we obtain

a system of di�erential equations from E

xx

(x; x) = 0; E

xxyy

(x; x) = 0; E

xxxyyy

(x; x) = 0

(here the subsripts denote partial derivatives, the �rst, third and �fth order derivatives

of E do not give independent equations).

These derivatives were alulated by the software pakage MapleV. Eliminating from

our system the funtions g; f we end up with the equation

4U

000

U

2

� 18UU

0

U

00

+ 15(U

0

)

3

= 0

where U(x) = 4

'

000

(x)

'

0

(x)

� 6

�

'

00

(x)

'

0

(x)

�

2

. Finding U is relatively simple. To determine '

we have to solve, among others, four Riati equations. Then we an �nd g; f . The

funtions so obtained are also solutions of the funtional equation, provided that we

make suitable restritions on their domains. The funtional equation has 33 families of

solutions and 32 of them are new, ompared to the ase n � 3.

Referenes

[1℄ J. Az�el and Z. Dar�ozy.

�

Uber verallgemeinerte quasilineare Mittelwerte, die mit

Gewihtsfunktionen gebildet sind. Publ. Math. Debreen , 10:171-190, (1963).

[2℄ M. Bajraktarevi�. Sur une �equation fontionnelle aux valeurs moyennes. Glasnik

Mat.-Fiz. i Astr., 13:243-248, (1958).

Non-Newtonian Fluids

�

S�arka Matu�s�u -Ne�asov�a

Mathematial Institute of Aademy od Sienes,

�

Zitn�a 25,11567 Prague 1,Czeh

Republi,

email: matus�math.as.z, matusu� math.utl.ist.pt

The investigation of the motion of visoelasti uids has been largely studied by

many authors but the rigorous mathematial analysis of ompressible visoelasti uids

has been only reently onsidered.There exists a proof of the existene of the slightly

ompressible uids of the steady motion given by Talhouk [6℄ and the existene of las-

sial solution of the steady motion of ompressible visoelasti uids of White-Metzner

type in a bounded domain was showed by Sy [5℄.

The aim of this leture is to show the existene of lassial solution of the steady

motion of visoelasti ompressible uids of Oldroyd type in an exterior domain. Fur-

ther, the existene and asymptoti behaviour of steady motion of Maxwell ompressible

uids will be shown as well as the existene of weak solution of the unsteady motion of

Oldroyd type. This is a joint work with A.Sequeira, J.H. Videman, see [1{4℄.
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5.4 Mehanis

Organizers : Jerrold E. Marsden, J�urgen Sheurle

Key note leture

Dynamial Systems, the Three Body Problem, and Spae Mission Design.

Jerrold E. Marsden

Calteh

email: marsden�ds.alteh.edu

Wang-Sang Koon

Calteh

email: koon�ds.alteh.edu

Martin Lo

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

email: mwl�trantor.Jpl.Nasa.Gov

Shane Ross

Calteh

email: shane�ds.alteh.edu

This talk onerns the appliation of dynamial systems tehniques to the problem

of heterolini onnetions and resonane transitions in the planar irular restrited

three-body problem. These related phenomena have been of onern for some time in

topis suh as the apture of omets and asteroids and with the design of trajetories

for spae missions suh as the Genesis Disovery Mission.
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The main new tehnial result reported on in this talk is the numerial proof of the

existene of a heterolini onnetion between pairs of periodi orbits, one around the

libration point L

1

and the other around L

2

, with the two periodi orbits having the same

energy. This result is applied to the resonane transition problem and to the expliit

numerial onstrution of interesting orbits with presribed itineraries.

The point of view developed is that the invariant manifold strutures assoiated to

L

1

and L

2

as well as the aforementioned heterolini onnetion are fundamental tools

that an aid in understanding dynamial hannels throughout the solar system as well

as transport between the \interior" and \exterior" Hill's regions and other resonant

phenomena.

Using these tools, a new tehnique for onstruting missions, suh as a petit grand

tour of the moons of Jupiter will be given. Other issues suh as the use of variational

integration algorithms and optimal ontrol tehniques for low thrust missions will also

be disussed.

Invited letures

Quasi-Periodi Motions of the Perturbed Euler Top

Heinz Han�mann

Institut f�ur Reine und Angewandte Mathematik der RWTH Aahen

email: Heinz�iram.rwth-aahen.de

Let the (rotational) motion of a rigid body, �xed at one point, be perturbed by a weak

external fore �eld. A normal form approah yields an integrable approximation, and

the 2-torus ation indued by the unperturbed system allows to redue to one degree

of freedom. This redued system desribes the (approximate) motion of the angular

momentum in spae. In the same way that the domains of rotational and librational

motions of the angular momentum are separated by stable and unstable manifolds of

hyperboli equilibria and shrink down to ellipti equilibria, the invariant 3-tori of the

integrable approximation are organised by the invariant 2-tori. This extends to the

Cantor families of persistent invariant tori of the original perturbed system.

The Hamiltonian struture of the dynamis of ideal liquid bridges

Hans-Peter Kruse

Zentrum Mathematik, TU M�unhen

email: kruse�mathematik.tu-muenhen.de

A liquid bridge is a uid drop that is trapped between two plates. The state of the

bridge is determined by the position of the free boundary � of the drop and its veloity

�eld v. In [2℄ and [5℄ a Hamiltonian formulation was introdued for the dynamis of an

ideal invisid liquid bridge moving under the inuene of surfae tension and adhesion

fores. In this model the ontat lines of � with the two plates are allowed to move

freely along the plates. The Hamiltonian formulation has been used in [3℄ to study the

stability of rigidly rotating liquid bridges with ylindrial shape and bifurations from

the family of rotating liquid ylinders whih our upon variation of the angular veloity
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of the bridge or its angular momentum, respetively. In [1℄ a model is introdued to

desribe axisymmetri potential ow of ideal invisid liquid bridges with �xed ontat

lines. In this talk we present a Hamiltonian formulation of the equations of motion of

an ideal invisid liquid bridge with �xed ontat lines that moves under the inuene

of surfae tension ating on its free boundary �. We do not assume that the veloity

�eld of the uid omes from a potential or that the veloity �eld is axisymmetri. The

on�guration spae of the liquid bridge in the Lagrangian desription has the struture

of an in�nite-dimensional Hilbert manifold (ompare [4℄). Using the methods of [3℄ and

[6℄ we study the stability of rigidly rotating liquid bridges with respet to perturbations

that �x the ontat lines of the bridge and bifurations from the family of rigidly rotating

liquid ylinders.

Referenes

[1℄ W. Eidel. Weak non-linear axisymmetri osillations of an invisid liquid ol-

umn with anhored free surfae under zero-gravity. Mirogravity Si. Tehnol.,

VII(1):6-11, (1994).

[2℄ H.-P. Kruse, J. Sheurle and J.E. Marsden. On uniformly rotating uid drops

trapped between two parallel plates. In: E.L. Allgower, K. Georg and R. Miranda

(eds): Exploiting Symmetry in Applied and Numerial Analysis. Let. Appl.

Math., 29: 307-317, (1993).

[3℄ H.-P. Kruse and J. Sheurle. On the bifuration and stability of rigidly rotating

invisid liquid bridges. J. Nonlinear Si., 8:215-232, (1998).

[4℄ H.-P. Kruse. On the on�guration manifold of a liquid bridge. J. Geom. Phys.,

29:260-282, (1999).

[5℄ H.-P. Kruse. The Hamiltonian struture of the equations of motion of a liquid drop

trapped between two plates. To appear in J. London Math. So.

[6℄ T.I. Vogel. Stability of a liquid drop trapped between two parallel planes. SIAM

J. Appl. Math., 47:516-525, (1987).

Singular relative normal modes for nonlinear Hamiltonian systems

Juan-Pablo Ortega

D�epartement de Math�ematiques,

�

Eole Polytehnique F�ed�erale de Lausanne. CH 1015

Lausanne. Switzerland.

email: Juan-Pablo.Ortega�epfl.h

An estimate on the number of relative periodi orbits around a relative equilibrium

in a Hamiltonian system with ontinuous symmetry is given. This estimate depends in

general on the topology of the singular redued spaes, exept for a few partiular ases

that are also analyzed.

Symmetri Hamiltonian Systems

Tudor S. Ratiu

Eole Polytehnique F�ed�erale de Lausanne

email: Tudor.Ratiu�epfl.h
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Singular redution tools to study the dynamis indued by a G{invariant Hamiltonian

are introdued. Several loal and global approahes to the redution problem are pre-

sented and ompared. The so{alled reonstrution equations are disussed in order to

provide a loal piture of the equations that govern G{Hamiltonian dynamis.

Referenes

[1℄ Ortega, J.{P. and Ratiu, T. S. Letures on Hamiltonian singular redution. Pre-

print.

[2℄ Ortega, J.{P. and Ratiu, T. S. Stability of Hamiltonian relative equilibria. Nonlin-

earity, 12(3):693{720, (1999).

Relative Equilibria of Moleules

Mark Roberts

University of Warwik

email: mark�maths.warwik.a.uk

This talk will desribe joint work with Igor Kozin (Warwik) and Jonathan Tennyson

(UCL) on the role that relative equilibria an play in the predition and interpretation

of moleular spetra. The presentation will onentrate on the example of the moleular

ion H

+

3

. The global relative equilibrium bifuration diagram for this example will be

desribed and `harmoni' quantization and indued representation theory applied to

predit how the energies and symmetries of the lowest lying quantum states hange as

angular momentum inreases. A brief desription of the possible spetral manifestations

of Hamiltonian Hopf bifurations of relative equilibria will also be given.

Referenes

[1℄ I.N. Kozin, R.M. Roberts and J. Tennyson. Symmetry and struture of rotating

H

+

3

. J. Chem. Phys., to appear, (1999).

Examples of Relative Equilibria

J�urgen Sheurle

University of Tehnology Munih

email: sheurle�mathematik.tu-muenhen.de

Analyzing the dynamis of a mehanial system usually starts with omputing equi-

libria or, in other words, steady state solutions and studying their stability properties.

If a system has symmetries in the sense that there exists a group of transformations

in phase spae under whih the equations of motion are ovariant, then the lass of

most basi solutions extends to so-alled relative equilibria. The talk fouses on reent

existene, stability and bifuration results for relative equilibria of examples for both,

dissipative and onservative mehanial systems.

Referenes

[1℄ H.-P. Kruse and J. Sheurle. On the bifuration and stability of rigidly rotating

invisid liquid bridges. J. Nonl. Sienes, 8: 215 - 232, (1998).

[2℄ J.E. Marsden and J. Sheurle. Lagrangian redution and the double spherial

pendulum. ZAMP, 44: 17 - 43, (1993).
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[3℄ J. Sheurle. Some aspets of suessive bifuration in the Couette-TAylor problem.

Fields Institute Comm., 5: 335 - 345, (1996).

Contributed talks

On the inuene of the kineti energy on the stability

of equilibria of natural Lagrangian systems

Maria Letizia Bertotti

Universit�a degli Studi di Palermo - ITALY

email: bertotti�dipmat.math.unipa.it

Sergey V. Bolotin

Mosow State University - RUSSIA

email: bolotin�meh.math.msu.su

We onsider natural Lagrangian systems (T;�) on IR

2

desribed by the equation

d

dt

�T

� _q

�

�T

�q

= �

��

�q

, where T (q; _q) is for all q 2 IR

2

a positive de�nite quadrati form in

_q and �(q) has a ritial point at 0. We are onerned with the question, whether the

kineti energy an inuene the stability properties of the equilibrium 0. We show that

there exist a C

1

potential energy � and two C

1

kineti energies T and

e

T suh that the

equilibrium q(t) � 0 is stable for the system (T;�) and unstable for the system (

e

T ;�).

We onlude that for C

1

natural systems the kineti energy an inuene the stability.

In the analyti ategory this isn't true.

Referenes

[1℄ M.L. Bertotti - S.V. Bolotin. On the inuene of the kineti energy on the stability

of equilibria of natural Lagrangian systems. preprint, (1999).

On the stability of relative equilibria of tethered satellite systems

Martin Krupa

Tehnishe Universit�at Wien

email: krupa�umbriel.tuwien.a.at

Martin Shagerl

Tehnishe Universit�at Wien

email: martin.shagerl�tuwien.a.at

Alois Steindl

Tehnishe Universit�at Wien

email: alois.steindl�tuwien.a.at

Hans Troger

Tehnishe Universit�at Wien

email: hans.troger�tuwien.a.at

We onsider the stability problem of the orbital motion of a system of two satellites

joined by a exible ontinuous elasti tether, whih an have a length up to 100 km. The

system moves under the ation of the gravitational �eld of a perfetly spherial Earth
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[1℄. This stability problem is quite ompliated, beause an in�nite dimensional system,

desribed by a set of oupled nonlinear ordinary and partial di�erential equations, must

be analysed. Analytial solutions may be expeted only in speial ases.

One speial ase is given by a irular orbit of the system's enter of mass. Due

to the O(3)-symmetry there exist relative equilibria, whih orrespond to equilibria in

properly rotating frames. These states are of great pratial interest. Their stability

will be investigated by means of the redued energy momentum method [2℄ sine by

symmetry, besides energy, also the angular momentum is onserved.

We will distinguish between two di�erent types of relative equilibria, existing for the

onsidered system. One are the so-alled trivial relative equilibria, for example, the

pratially most important state where the tether is in its radial on�guration. The

nontrivial (wavy) tether on�gurations require ative ontrol of the motion of at least

one of the satellites. By means of the appliation of the redued energy momentum

method we show that the trivial radial relative equilibrium state is stable provided the

tether is not too long. For the nontrivial relative equilibria we formulate a bifuration

problem, where we vary the position of one of the satellites relative to the other and

hek the stability of the resulting on�guration of the tether, whih is supposed to be

longer than the straight distane between the two satellites.

Numerial methods have to be applied, �rst, in the alulation of the relative equi-

libria by Finite Di�erenes and, further, in the evaluation of the stability ondition

following from the redued energy momentum method. This is done by formulating an

eigenvalue problem.

Referenes

[1℄ V. V. Beletsky, E. M. Levin. Dynamis of Spae Tether Systems. Advanes in the

Astronautial Sienes, 83, (1993).

[2℄ J. E. Marsden and T. Ratiu, Introdution to Mehanis and Symmetry. Texts in

Applied Mathematis, 17, Springer-Verlag, Berlin { Heidelberg { New York,(1996).

Evolution of rotations of a rigid body under the ation of perturbed

moment

Dmytro Leshhenko

Odessa State Aademy of Civil Engineering

email: zernov�usm.tm.odessa.ua

The authors investigated perturbed rotational motions of a rigid body, similar to

regular preession in the Lagrange ase, under the ation of the moment that is slowly

hanged in time. The average system of equations of motion is obtained in the �rst

approximation. Examples are onsidered. The qualitative features of the motion are

noted. Perturbed rotational motions of a rigid body, similar to regular preession in the

Lagrange ase, when the restoring moment depends on the rotation angle are investi-

gated. The averaged system of equations of motion is obtained and investigated in the

�rst and seond approximations. Spei� mehanial models of the perturbations are

onsidered.
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Nonlinear stability of periodi and relative periodi orbits in Hamiltonian

systems

Juan-Pablo Ortega

D�epartement de Math�ematiques,

�

Eole Polytehnique F�ed�erale de Lausanne. CH 1015

Lausanne. Switzerland.

email: Juan-Pablo.Ortega�epfl.h

The lassial Dirihlet riterion on the stability of equilibria in Hamiltonian systems

is generalized to handle the orbital stability of periodi orbits. The result obtained is

adapted to the study of the stability of relative periodi orbits in Hamiltonian systems

with symmetry.

Referenes

[1℄ Ortega, J.-P. and Ratiu, T. S. A Dirihlet riterion for the stability of periodi and

relative periodi orbits in Hamiltonian systems. To appear Journal of Geometry

and Physis.

[2℄ Ortega, J.-P. and Ratiu, T. S. Non{linear stability of singular relative periodi

orbits in Hamiltonian systems with symmetry. To appear Journal of Geometry

and Physis.

Posters

An Expliit Smale Horseshoe for Generi Quadrati Maps

Diego Vaz Bevilaqua

Instituto de F

�

isia, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

email: dvaz�if.ufrj.br

M�ario Bas��lio de Matos

Instituto de F

�

isia, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

email: mario�if.ufrj.br

The aim of this work is to present some new results regarding the distribution of

homolini and periodi points in generi quadrati mappings. We show that it is

possible to obtain asymptoti formula for the oordinates of suh points. The main

feature of these formula is that they depend only on the eigenvalue of the �xed point

and give the oordinates in terms of integers.

5.5 Models in Biology, Mediine and Physiology

Organizer : Philip Maini

Key note leture

From mirosopi models of individuals to ontinuum hemotaxis equations

Hans G. Othmer
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Department of Mathematis, University of Utah

email: othmer�math.utah.edu

A harateristi feature of living systems is that they sense the environment in whih

they reside and respond to it. The direted motile response of organisms to hemi-

al ues is alled hemotaxis. Frequently this individual response is manifested by the

olletive movement of a population up a gradient of onentration of some hemoat-

tratant. Smaller organisms suh as bateria frequently rely on some form of kinesis,

whih involves modulation of either the speed or the duration of movement in response

to environmental onditions. Both taxes and kineses are often desribed by marosopi

hemotaxis equations of the form

��

��

= r � (Dr�� ��()r); (1)

where � is the density of `partiles' and  is the attratant density, even though the

stohasti proesses that desribe movement at the single-organism level may be quite

di�erent. Chemotaxis equations have been derived from a variety of standpoints, and

we will disuss several of these. In partiular, we show how these an be obtained

either from reinfored random walks on a lattie [1℄, or from a transport equation that

desribes the veloity jump stohasti proess [2℄.

The simplest version of the mathematial model desribing the veloity jump proess

leads to the equation

�

�t

p(x; v; t) + v � rp(x; v; t) = ��p(x; v; t) + �

Z

V

T (v; v

0

)p(x; v

0

; t)dv

0

; (2)

where p(x; v; t) denotes the density of partiles at spatial position x 2 
 � IR

n

, moving

with veloity v 2 V � IR

n

at time t � 0. We �rst show how to derive a di�usion equation

in the di�usion limit of (2), using only a generalized Perron-Frobenius property of the

integral operator. In the di�usion limit the di�usion matrixD is not diagonal in general,

and we disuss neessary and suÆient onditions under whih D redues to a salar

times the identity. We also show that to derive hemotaxis equations suh as (1) we

must require suitable onditions on the strength of the bias due to the external �eld,

we give an estimate for the auray of the limit equation, and we show how to obtain

higher order approximations.

Referenes

[1℄ Hans G. Othmer and Angela Stevens. Aggregation, Blowup and Collapse: The

ABC's of generalized taxis. SIAM J. Appl. Math., 57 (4):1044{1081, (1997).

[2℄ Thomas Hillen and Hans G. Othmer. Chemotaxis Equations from the Di�usion

Approximation to Veloity Jump Proesses. SIAM J. Appl. Math., submitted,

(1999).

Invited letures

Bifuration analysis of an orientational aggregation model

Edith Geigant
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Theoretial Biology, University Bonn, Germany

email: edith.geigant�uni-bonn.de

We onsider the following integro-di�erential equation for the development of a fun-

tion f on the irle S

1

= IR= ZZ over time.

_

f(�) = �

Z

S

1

W [f ℄(�;  )f(�) d +

Z

S

1

W [f ℄( ; �)f( ) d (1)

Here W is a funtional mapping funtions on S

1

to funtions on S

1

� S

1

. We hoose

the following form for W .

W [f ℄(�;  ) =

Z

S

1

h(�� �)G

�

( � � � v(�� �)) f(�) d� ; (2)

where G

�

is a periodi Gaussian of deviation �, v : S

1

�! S

1

is an odd funtion, and

h : S

1

�! IR

�0

is an even funtion of total mass

R

S

1

h = 1.

Equations (1, 2) desribe orientational aggregation of partiles (e.g., ating �laments)

by a jump proess, where a partile loated at an angle � interating with another

partile loated at an angle � hanges its orientation instantly to an angle  . This

new angle is hosen relative to the loations of the interation partners; its preferred

value is given by v, and the auray of the movement is measured by �. The rate (or

probability) of interation depends on the relative angle �� �; it is given by h.

We study the bifuration behaviour of the model (1, 2) in some detail. In partiular,

we show that when there is a generi bifuration from the homogeneous distribution

(i.e., exatly one of the eigenmodes hanges stability), there is an analyti branh of

stationary solutions emanating from the bifuration point whose power series expansion

an be omputed expliitly. Moreover we show that our model an exhibit a wide variety

of types of dynamial behaviour, for example travelling waves, periodi solutions not of

travelling wave type, and solutions ombining harateristis of both.

Modelling the ellular response to multiple guidane ues

Kevin Painter

Department of Mathematis, University of Utah

email: painter�maths.ox.a.uk

The hemotati response of a ell population to a single hemial speies has been

haraterized experimentally for many ell types and has been extensively studied from

a theoretial standpoint. However, ells frequently have multiple reeptor types and an

detet and respond hemotatially to more than one hemial. How these signals are

integrated within the ell is not known, and a marosopi phenomenologial approah

is therefore often adopted. In this talk, I present hemotati models based on partial

di�erential (hemotaxis) equations for ell movement in response to multiple hemotati

ues. The derivation generalizes the approah of Othmer and Stevens, [1℄, who have

reently developed a modeling framework for studying di�erent hemotati responses

to a single hemial speies. The importane of suh a generalization is illustrated by the

e�et of multiple hemial ues on the hemotati sensitivity and the spatial pattern
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of ell densities in several examples. The model an be shown to generate the omplex

patterns observed on the skin of ertain animal speies, and used to model a variety of

biologial phenomena, inluding patterning in bateria populations and axonal guidane

during development of the nervous system.

Referenes

[1℄ H.G. Othmer and A. Stevens. Aggregation, Blowup and Collapse: The ABC's of

generalized taxis. SIAM J. Appl. Math., 57:1044-1081, (1997).

Contributed talks

Bifurations of traveling wave solutions in population models with taxis

Faina Berezovskaya

Center of Forest Eology R.A.S.

email: faina�epl.rssi.ru

Georgy Karev

Center of Forest Eology R.A.S.

email: Gkarev�hotmail.om

We study the oneptual polynomial model of population with auto-taxis:

P

t

= F (P ) + (P

r

=F i

1

(P )=F i

2

(S)S

r

)

r

; (A)

S

t

= T

1

(P )T

2

(S)

where P , S are orrespondingly density of population and substane produed by pop-

ulation, funtions F (P ) and T (P; S) = T

1

(P )T

2

(S) desribe the kinetis of population

and its substane, onstant D > 0 is a di�usion oeÆient and funtion F (P; S) =

=F i

1

(P )=F i

2

(S) is ross-di�usion oeÆient. Under ondition of =F i

2

(S)T

2

(S) = onst

(see Othmer, 1997) we desribe all prinipal wave solutions P (r; t) = P (r + t) = p(x)

and orresponding wave regimes of the model arising with non-linear autotaxis for lin-

ear, quadrati and ubi loal kineti funtion F (P ). We desribe also rearrangements

of suh regimes with hange of parameters of funtion F and the veloity  of wave

propagation.

Investigation of the model (A) is based on transition to orresponding wave ODE

system and systemati using of bifuration diagrams of normal forms ODE to whih

wave systems are redued by linear transformations.

Some possible appliations of obtained results to study of dynamis of ameba popu-

lations, forest inset outbreaks, et. are disussed.

Homolini bifuration in a Hodgkin-Huxley Model of Thermally Sensitive

Neurons

Ulrike Feudel

Institut of Physis, University of Potsdam, Germany

email: ulrike.feudel�agnld.uni-potsdam.de
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Alexander Neiman

Center for Neurodynamis, University of Missouri at St. Louis

email: neiman�neurodyn.umsl.edu

Xing Pei

Center for Neurodynamis, University of Missouri at St. Louis

email: xpei�newton.umsl.edu

Winfried Wojtenek

Center for Neurodynamis, University of Missouri at St. Louis

email: wojtenek�umsl.edu

Frank Moss

Center for Neurodynamis, University of Missouri at St. Louis

email: mossf�umslvma.umsl.edu

Bursting and irregular spiking ativity of neurons is often observed in eletrophysio-

logial experiments. Reently, several studies give strong arguments that this irregular

behavior an be explained in terms of low-dimensional dynamis. To investigate the

spiking ativity of thermally sensitive neurons we study global bifuration phenomena,

in partiular homolini bifurations, in a modi�ed Hodgkin-Huxley model. This model

has been proposed by Braun et al. [1℄ and mimis the ation potential observed in

eletroreeptors from dog�sh [1℄, at�sh [2℄, from faial old reeptors [3℄ and hypotha-

lami neurons of the rat [4℄. Using the temperature as the ontrol parameter, a large

region of haoti behavior is identi�ed. In a ertain temperature region we obtain a

sudden inrease in the Poinar�e return time. We provide numerial evidene that this

inrease an be explained as a result of a homolini bifuration related to a �xed point

of saddle-fous type in the four-dimensional state spae. The transition is aompanied

by intermittent behavior whih obeys the universal saling law for the average \laminar

phase" with the distane from the homolini bifuration. Furthermore, we disuss the

inuene of noise on the homolini bifuration in the modi�ed Hodgkin-Huxley model

to ompare our results with observations from eletrophysiologial experiments, whih

are always ontaminated by noise. In suh experiments, the only measurable quantity

are interspike intervals whih an be regarded as a diret measurement of the Poinar�e

return time. We present experimental results of interspike interval measurements taken

from the ray�sh audal photoreeptor, whih qualitatively demonstrate the same bi-

furation struture.
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General models of size-dependent population dynamis with nonlinear

growth rate

Nobuyuki Kato

Shimane University

email: nkato�math.shimane-u.a.jp
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We shall investigate the size strutured population models having the birth and aging

funtions of general type with the growth rate depending on the individual's size and

total population. The models are desribed as the following initial boundary value

problem with nonloal boundary ondition:

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

u

t

+ (V (x; P (t))u)

x

= G(u(�; t))(x); x 2 [0; l); 0 � t � T;

V (0; P (t))u(0; t) = C(t) + F (u(�; t)); 0 � t � T;

u(x; 0) = u

0

(x); x 2 [0; l);

P (t) =

R

l

0

u(x; t)dx; 0 � t � T;

where the unknown funtion u(x; t) stands for the density of the population of size x at

time t and l 2 (0;1℄ is the maximum size, and so P (t) is the total population at time

t. The mappings F and G orrespond to the birth and aging funtions respetively.

The funtion V (x; P (t)) represents the growth rate depending on the size x and the

total population P (t) at eah time. The funtion C desribes the inow of zero-size

individuals from an external soure.

Our aim is to generalize the results of A. Calsina and J. Salda~na [1℄, where they

treated the birth and aging funtions of the Gurtin-MaCamy type:

F (u(�; t)) =

R

l

0

�(x; P (t))u(x; t)dx;

G(u(�; t))(x) = �m(x; P (t))u(x; t):

This assumption is essential in their arguments. We deal with the birth and aging

funtions of general type as treated in [2℄ by G. Webb in the age dependent ase (whih

is equivalent to the ase V � 1) and we show the existene of the solution.
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Modeling of heterogeneous populations

Georgy Karev

Center of Forest Eology and Produtivity of Russian Aademy Sienes

email: gkarev�hotmail.om , karev�epl.rssi.ru, Georgy.Karev�ep.u-sud.fr

Individual-based models of dynamis of heterogeneous population with distributed

values of parameter and initial onditions of variables are suggested. The resulting model

represents the system of ODE (note that under standard approahes the dynamis of

heterogeneous population is desribed usually by partial di�erential equations). The

formulae for alulation of urrent average values and dispersions of phase variables

and parameters with the help of auxiliaries variables satisfying to a system of equations

in variations are obtained. Two main examples are onsidered: 1) the phenomenon

of formation of patterns (known as gap, lous, enon) in tree populations from initial

heterogeneous subpopulation of trees; 2) the models of number dynamis of population

with distributed values of a reprodution fator and/or environment parameters. The
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interesting new e�et was founded even for simple population model by Alle' type.

Namely, even small non-zero dispersion of environment parameter an result to probably

short-lived, but having large amplitude number outbreaks. The researh was supported

by grants RFFI N 98-04-48502 and 99-04-00234.

Referenes: 1. G.P. Karev. Strutured Models of Pattern Formation of Tree Popu-

lations. Modelling of Nature Resoures (in press).

Nonlinear mathematial model of pulsed-therapy of heterogeneous tumors

Abdelkader Lakmehe

University of Sidi Bel Abbes

email: Lakmehe�yahoo.fr

The impulsive models arise, generally, in the desription of phenomena in the applied

sienes subjeted to abrupt external hanges, where the time of the hange an be

neglegted, and an be onsidered as a jump in the simulation of the phenomena under

study.

More spei�ally, we onsider the following heterogeneous tumor model

�

x

= r

1

(x; y)x (1)

�

y

= r

2

(x; y) y (2)

x

�

t

+

n
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= �
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(D; x (t

n

) ; y (t

n

)) (3)

y

�

t

+

n

�

= �

n

(D; x (t

n

) ; y (t

n

)) (4)

where D is the drug dose administered, x and y are, respetively, the biomass of sen-

sitive ells and drug resistant ells. The values r

1

(x; y), r

2

(x; y) are, respetively, the

growth rates of sensitive and drug resistant ells. The values �

n

(D; x (t

n

) ; y (t

n

)) and

�

n

(D; x (t

n

) ; y (t

n

)) are, respetively, the biomass of sensitive and resistant ells whih

survive after the n

th

drug dose D administered at the moment t

n

, the sequene (t

i

) is

stritly inreasing.

Travelling wave solutions for reation di�usion equations

Luisa Malaguti

Department of Mathematis - University of Modena and Reggio Emilia (Italy)

email: malaguti�unimo.it

As it is well-known, the following general reation di�usion equation

�u

�t

+

�h(u)

�x

=

�

�x

"

d(u)

�u

�x

#

+ g(u) (1)

frequently ours in many biologial and hemial models (see i.e. [2℄ and [3℄). It takes

into aount both a non-linear onvetion e�et introdued by the term

�h(u)

�x

and a

density dependent di�usion given by the funtion d(u).
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In [1℄ we provide results on the existene of travelling wave solutions, that is solutions

u(t; x) of equation (1) suh that u(t; x) = u(z) with z = x + t. The onstant  stands

for the speed of the wave. To be physially realisti u(z) has to be bounded for all z

and non-negative. Therefore, the existene of bounded travelling fronts for equation (1)

essentially redues to the study of the following boundary value problem on the real line

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

((d(u)u

0

)

0

� ((+ h

0

(u))u

0

+ g(u) = 0

�

0

=

d

dz

�

u(�1) = 0; u(+1) = 1

(2)

where we stress that also the real onstant  is an unknown of the model.

Using lower and upper solutions tehniques, we get an existene and uniqueness

result of monotone solutions of (2) for any speed  � 

�

, and provide an estimate for

the threshold value 

�

.

Main Result Assume that h

0

; g; d are ontinuous in [0,1℄, with mind(u) > 0. Then,

if D

+

(dg)(0) < +1, there exists a onstant 

�

with

2

q

D

+

(dg)(0)� h

0

(0) � 

�

� 2

v

u

u

t

sup

u2℄0;1℄

d(u)g(u)

u

� min

u2[0;1℄

h

0

(u)

suh that (2) admits monotone solutions if and only if  � 

�

. Moreover, the solution

is unique (up to a translation of the origin).

Whereas, if D

+

(dg)(0) = +1, problem (2) does not admit monotone solutions for

any speed .
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The Basi Reprodution Number for STD's and Linear Chains

Johannes M�uller

Biomathematis, University of T�ubingen

email: johannes.mueller�uni-tuebingen.de

In models for infetious diseases, the basi reprodution number is the ruial param-

eter whih determines the stability of the uninfeted situation, i.e. the possibility of

an outbreak. In simple situations it depends in a monotone way on the infetivity.

Non-monotone behavior may our in diseases where infetivity depends on time sine

infetion and where transmission depends on soial struture [1℄. A typial applia-

tion is the HIV infetion where transmission rates depend on existing pair bonds and

infetivity hanges drastially over time.
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A lass of epidemi models with pair formation and infetivity depending on time

sine infetion is de�ned within the framework of hyperboli PDE's. The reprodution

number is derived and leads to a non-autonomous yli linear reation hain

x

1

! x

2

$ x

3

$ � � � $ x

n

$ x

1

where additionally there is an outow from eah state with a rate �(t). Note that no

transition is possible from state two to state one. Let furthermore �

1

(t) be the transition

rate from state one to state two. If we hoose as initial values x

1

(0) = 1 and x

i

(0) = 0

for i = 1; ::; n, the reprodution number an be represented as the number of transitions

from state one to state two,

R

0

=

Z

1

0

�

1

(�)x

1

(�) d�:

The monotoniity of R

0

with respet to the infetivity funtion is equivalent to the the

monotoniity of

R

1

0

�

1

(�)x

1

(�) d� with respet to an inrease of the transition rates from

the states i to states i + 1, and a derease of the transition rates from the states i + 1

to states i.

The ruial idea of the proof of this monotoniity theorem is to reformulate the

solution of the ODE as an integral of sequenes, whih mimi a stohasti random

walk. We do not diretly use the stohasti proess but a onstrution that has similar

properties, suh that it is possible to apply methods from the theory of stohasti partile

systems [2℄.
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Model redution by extended quasi-steady-state approximation

Klaus R. Shneider

WIAS Berlin

email: shneider�wias-berlin.de

Thomas Wilhelm

Institut f�ur Gew�asser�okologie und Binnen�sherei

email: wilhelm�igb-berlin.de

The quasi-steady-state assumption (QSSA) an be justi�ed mathematially by the

existene of an exponentially attrating integral manifold for the orresponding system

of singularly perturbed di�erential equations. We extend the QSSA with respet to

the lass of di�erential systems as well as with respet to the order of approximation.

Espeially, we extend it to the lass of singular singularly perturbed systems where

the assoiated system has a �rst integral. That means, we may introdue slow pool

variables by means of a (nonlinear) oordinate transformation. As an appliation we
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prove that the trimoleular autoatalator an be approximated by a fast bimoleular

reation system. Finally we desribe a lass of singularly perturbed systems for whih

the �rst order QSSA an easily be obtained.
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Periodiity versus haos in population dynamis

Hans Thunberg

Dep. of Mathematis, KTH, Stokholm

email: hasset�math.kth.se

Using reent results on the asymptotis of families of one-dimensional mappings we

investigate two standard models in population dynamis, namely the Riker family

R

�;�

(x) = �xe

��x

� > 1; � > 0

and the Hassell family

H

�;�

(x) =

�x

(1 + x)

�

; � > 1; � > 1:

These models seek to desribe ertain single-speies population dynamis, where � is

the intrinsi reprodution rate, and � ontrols the damping for large populations due

to the environmental e�ets. Lately the work by Gyllenberg, Hanski and Lindstr�om

shows that models suh as these also an be derived from more ompliated models

with strutured ompetition proesses.

Our fous is on generi behavior seen for many parameters and many initial on-

ditions. There is an almost dihotomy between maps with stable yles and strongly

haoti maps. Strongly haoti maps here means maps with global, exponential sensi-

tivity to initial onditions and an invariant probability measure, with integrable density,

desribing the asymptotis of almost all initial onditions.

The following generi results are appliable to the families above: (i) Eah map has

a unique metri attrator; (ii) Maps with stable yles are dense in parameter spae;

(iii) Strongly haoti maps appears with positive frequeny in parameter spae; (iv)

Asymptoti dynamis is almost independent of initial onditions, and an in most ases

be desribed by an invariant probability measure; (v) Various (in)stability properties of

these asymptoti distributions.

Posters

Parameter estimation and model seletion in ODEs: the lipid metabolism

Thorsten G. M�uller

Freiburger Zentrum f�ur Datenanalyse und Modellbildung

email: muellert�fdm.uni-freiburg.de
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Karl Winkler

Freiburger Universit�atsklinik

email: winkler�ukl.uni-freiburg.de

Jens Timmer

Freiburger Zentrum f�ur Datenanalyse und Modellbildung

email: jeti�fdm.uni-freiburg.de

Modelling biologial non-linear dynamial systems is often done using ordinary di�er-

ential equations (ODE). To analyze these systems and the underlying mehanisms with

help of data it is ruial to evaluate di�erent modelling approahes and to estimate

parameters of the models. To get numerially stable estimates of the parameters we

apply the so-alled multiple-shooting method [1℄, [2℄. To identify the model whih �ts

the data best we apply likelihood-ratio-tests whih have to be adjusted to the our-

ing non-standard onditions. This onept is exempli�ed with a data set from human

lipoprotein metabolism where di�erent ompartment models are ompared.
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5.6 Moleular Modelling
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Key note leture

Conformational Dynamis: How to Compute Almost Invariant Strutures

in the Compliated Motion of Moleular Ensembles

Christof Sh�utte

Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum, Takustr. 7, D-14195 Berlin, Germany

email: shuette�zib.de

The funtion of many important biomoleules omes from their dynami properties

and their ability to swith between di�erent onformations. In a onformation, the

large sale geometri struture of the moleule is understood to be onserved, whereas

on smaller sales the system may well rotate, osillate or utuate. In [2℄, it has been

demonstrated that onformations an be understood as almost invariant sets of the

Hamiltonian system governing the moleular dynamis. Moreover, it has been proposed

to follow Dellnitz and Junge [1℄ in omputing these almost invariant sets via ertain

eigenvetors of the Frobenius Perron operator of the system. We will shortly review this

approah in its appliation to moleular dynamis and disuss its potential drawbaks
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in this partiular ase. Analysis of these drawbaks will lead us to the insight that the

Frobenius-Perron operator must be replaed by some spei� Markov operator T that

orretly desribes the statistial utuations within the moleular ensemble [3℄. This

reformulation leads to nonlinear state spae Markov hains that replae the deterministi

Hamiltonian systems of the original approah. The onformations are identi�ed using

eigenvetors of T orresponding to the eigenvalue luster near the maximal eigenvalue

1. Following [4℄, we illustrate and justify this approah by disussing statistial and

spetral properties of T and the assoiated Markov hain. In order to approximate the

desired eigenvetors of T , we disretize the orresponding eigenvalue problem by means

of a spei� Galerkin proedure. This results in a stohasti disretization matrix T

N

[5℄

for whih, even for large moleules, the eigenvetors an be omputed eÆiently. Finally,

it is demonstrated how this leads to approximate onformational subsets. Our approah

allows for the �rst time to identify dynamial onformations of moleular ensembles

inluding their stability life spans and the rate of transitions between them.
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Invited letures

Moleular Propagation through Crossings and Avoided Crossings of

Eletron Energy Levels

George A. Hagedorn

Virginia Polytehni Institute and State University

email: hagedorn�math.vt.edu

Most information about moleular propagation is obtained from the time{dependent

Born{Oppenheimer approximation. This approximation fails to apply if two eletron

energy levels ross or approah lose to one another for some on�guration of the nu-

lei. In this talk we desribe the time{dependent Born{Oppenheimer approximation

and disuss what happens when a moleular system propagates through a generi level

rossing or avoided rossing.
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Adiabati Evolution of Systems with In�nitely many Eigenvalue Crossings

Alain Joye

Institut Fourier, Grenoble

email: alain.joye�ujf-grenoble.fr

Monti Franois

LPUB Dijon

Gu�erin St�ephane

LPUB Dijon

Jauslin Hans

LPUB Dijon

We formulate an adiabati theorem adapted to models that present an instantaneous

eigenvalue experiening an in�nite number of rossings with the rest of the spetrum.

We give an upper bound on the leading orretion terms with respet to the adiabati

limit. The result requires only di�erentiability of the onsidered spetral projetor, and

some geometri hypothesis on the loal behaviour of the eigenvalues at the rossings.

Enhaned Quantum{Classial Moleular Dynamis:

Models and Numerial Integrators

Peter Nettesheim

Konrad{Zuse{Zentrum Berlin, Berlin, Germany

email: nettesheim�zib.de

Christof Sh�utte

Konrad{Zuse{Zentrum Berlin, Berlin, Germany

email: shuette�zib.de

In reent years, mixed quantum{lassial models have attrated muh interest as approx-

imation to a full quantum dynamial desription in moleular dynamis. The attention

is based on the hope to overome the obstales of the widely used Born-Oppenheimer

approximation. In this partiular model, the dynamis of light partiles (i.e., eletrons)

is adiabatially oupled to the lassial dynamis of heavier nulei. It has been assumed

that the so{alled QCMD model, whih onsists of a singularly perturbed Shr�odinger

equation nonlinearly oupled to Newtonian equations, might desribe the | in many

appliations ruial | nonadiabati e�ets as well. The approximation properties of

QCMD were thoroughly analyzed [1,2℄. It ould be shown that QCMD is a valid approx-

imation under ertain assumptions and in mildly nonadiabati senarios only. A novel

and muh more promising approah for nonadiabati systems leads to the Quantum{

Classial{Liouville equation [3℄ implying some kind of QCMD surfae{hopping [4℄.

But not only the modelling should gain attention. To eÆiently obtain a reliable nu-

merial solution of the model equations the development of numerial integrators for the

ase of a singularly-perturbed PDE oupled to a Hamiltonian ODE is required. Due to

the great variation of appliation problems, there are many di�erent ways to disretize

the system: using struture onserving [5℄, long{time{step [6℄ and averaging methods

[7,8℄.

The �rst part of the talk is dediated to an overview of the approximation properties of
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some quantum{lassial models. In the seond part of the talk numerial algorithms to

solve the derived model equations will be onsidered.
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Contributed talks

Eletroni struture alulations via redued density matries and

semide�nite programming

Bastiaan J. Braams

Courant Institute, NYU

email: braams�ourant.nyu.edu

Joint work with Shidong Jiang, Madhu Nayakkankuppam, Mihael L. Overton and

Jerome K. Perus (Courant Institute) and Fran�ois Oustry (INRIA-Grenoble). The

ground state variational problem for a many-eletron system may be formulated in

terms of the one-body and two-body redued density matries instead of the omplete

wavefuntion [1-2℄. A entral issue is the \representability problem" of haraterizing

(through onvex inequalities) the lass of funtions that an arise as density matrix of

a many-eletron system. The alulation of ground-state properties then redues to

a linear optimization problem subjet to the representability onstraints, of whih the

simplest ones are a �nite set of linear equalities and bounds on eigenvalues, as in semidef-

inite programming. Signi�ant work on this appliation was done in the 1970s [3℄, but

interest has waned sine, partly beause of the unsettled status of the representability

problem and partly beause of the omputational ost of solving the assoiated optimiza-

tion problem. Reent advanes in the appliation of interior-point and related methods

to semide�nite programs [4℄ have enouraged us to revisit the redued density matrix

approah to eletroni struture alulations. Our researh follows two traks. On one

hand we are using analytial and numerial approahes to develop new representability

onditions. Our new onditions extend fundamentally the known "diagonal" onditions

developed in the 1970s [5℄, whih orrespond to the well-studied problem of harateriz-

ing the Cut Polytope [6℄. While a omplete solution of this problem appears intratable,

we hope that our approah will bring the status of the omplete representability problem
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to the same level as has been ahieved for the diagonal problem. On the other hand,

we are exploring numerially the strength of the known representability onditions by

alulations on model systems, in whih we ompare the ground state energy found by

the optimization approah with the ground state energy found using full on�guration

interation.
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Key note leture

The Visous Nonlinear Dynamis of Twist and Writhe

Raymond E. Goldstein

Department of Physis, University of Arizona, Tuson, AZ 85721

email: gold�physis.arizona.edu

Motivated by diverse phenomena in ellular biophysis, inluding DNA transription

and repliation, and baterial agellar motion, I desribe reent work on four aspets

of the overdamped nonlinear dynamis of a an elasti �lament in the low Reynolds

number regime. (i) A geometrially exat and gauge-invariant intrinsi formulation,

utilizing the "natural" frame of spae urves, that yields oupled nonlinear PDES for

the time evolution of the omplex urvature and twist density, and thereby desribes

the dynami interplay of twist and writhe. (ii) A lass of problems in the dynamis of

fored elasti �laments (and related experimental work) that reveals the basi priniples

of elastohydrodynamis, and in the ase of rotational foring, the ompetition between

twist injetion, twist di�usion, and writhing instabilities. (iii) A mehanisti explanation

for "hirality inversions" observed in helial baterial agella in external ow �elds. (iv)

Preliminary experiments with optial trapping tehniques on the elastiity of superoiled

baterial �bers that reveal for the �rst time the bending modulus of a baterial ell.
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Invited letures

Modelling Bioonvetion at Low and High Volume Frations of Swimming

Bateria

John O. Kessler

Department of Physis, University of Arizona, Tuson, AZ 85721

email: kessler�physis.arizona.edu

Modelling the dynamis of suspensions ontaining swimming miro-organisms requires

equations governing (1)onservation of organisms, (2)onservation of adveted and dif-

fusing passive salars whih may be emitted or onsumed, and whih may a�et the

probability density funtions for the organisms' swimmng veloity, (3)onservation of

mass, and (4)onservation of momentum, the Navier-Stokes equations. Conservation of

mass onventionally leads to divU=0, where U is the uid veloity. When organisms

an swim relative to U, and when their volume fration beomes large, e.g 0.1, this

equation must be augmented. The variability of uid density, due to swimming, must

also be aounted for in the D(momentum)/Dt term of the Navier Stokes equations.

The experimental motivation for this researh, observations of "miroturbulene" in

onentrated baterial suspensions, will be desribed.

Spatio-Temporal Phase Patterns in Fored Osillatory Systems

Ehud Meron

Institute for Desert Researh and the Physis Department, Ben-Gurion University,

Sede Boqer Campus, 84990, Israel

email: ehud�bgumail.bgu.a.il

Periodi foring of an osillatory system produes frequeny loking bands within

whih the system frequeny is rationally related to the foring frequeny. We study

extended osillatory systems that respond to uniform periodi foring at one quarter of

the foring frequeny (the 4:1 resonane). These systems possess four oexisting stable

states, orresponding to uniform osillations with suessive phase shifts of �=2.

Using an amplitude equation approah near a Hopf bifuration to uniform osilla-

tions, we study front solutions onneting di�erent phase states. These solutions divide

into two groups: �-fronts separating states with a phase shift of � and �=2-fronts sep-

arating states with a phase shift of �=2. We �nd a new type of front instability where

a stationary �-front \deomposes" into a pair of traveling �=2-fronts as the foring

strength is dereased. The instability is degenerate for an amplitude equation with u-

bi nonlinearities. At the instability point a ontinuous family of pair solutions exists,

onsisting of �=2-fronts separated by distanes ranging from zero to in�nity. Quinti

nonlinearities lift the degeneray at the instability point but do not hange the gross ef-

fets of the instability. We onjeture the existene of similar instabilities in higher 2n:1

resonanes (n = 3; 4; ::) where stationary �-fronts deompose into n traveling �=n-fronts.

The instabilities designate transitions from stationary two-phase patterns to travel-

ing 2n-phase patterns. As an example, we demonstrate with a numerial solution the

ollapse of a four-phase spiral wave into a stationary two-phase pattern as the foring

strength within the 4:1 resonane is inreased. Comparisons of theoretial results with
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experimental data obtained by Lin and Swinney on the periodially fored Belousov-

Zhabotinsky reation are disussed.

Referenes
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Complex Pulse Dynamis in Nonlinear Dissipative Systems

Yasumasa Nishiura

Hokkaido University

email: nishiura�aurora.es.hokudai.a.jp

Pulse dynamis is one of the typial patterns in dissipative systems, whih onveys

information from one plae to another. Like a propagating pulse in nerve axon, suh

waves in general annihilate upon ollision and it has been regarded as a harateristi

distintion from solitons in nonlinear dispersive systems. A di�erent lass of pulse

waves, however, has been found for several reation di�usion systems inluding the

Gray-Sott model: bouning pulse waves upon ollision or self-repliating patterns. In

this talk �rstly we disuss a skeleton struture of self-repliating patterns from global

bifurational point of view. It turns out that the aftere�et of hierarhy struture of

saddle-node bifuration is responsible for self-repliating proess. Also pulse interation

approah is quite useful to understand the manner of splitting asymptotially. Seondly

we disuss about the self-destrution phenomena arising in the Gray-Sott model, whih

appears typially after the self-repliating proess, namely the whole domain is �lled by

the loalized islands through self-repliation, then several groups of islands disappear

followed by the invading proess from the surroundings with repliation, and this proess

repeats over and over again in a haoti way. The saddle-node struture of the Turing

branh of the highest mode as well as the instability of the ritial point is ruial to

understand this omplex dynamis.

Referenes

[1℄ Yasumasa Nishiura and Daishin Ueyama, A skeleton struture of self-repliating

dynamis, Physia D, in press.

Loalized waves: worms in eletroonvetion

Hermann Rieke

Northwestern University

email: h-rieke�nwu.edu

A wide range of physial systems undergoes bifurations to spatial and temporal

patterns when they are driven suÆiently strongly. Of great reent interest have been

systems in whih the appearing patterns do not extend over the whole system but beome

loalized in only a small part of it, although the system is translationally invariant.

In ontrast to fronts that onnet two stable states these loalized patterns are not

topologially stable, and their stability depends on the dynamis of the system.
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Usually, loalized strutures arise in systems that exhibit a bistability between the

feature-less state and the spatially extended pattern. Reently, however, loalized waves

(`worms') have been observed in experiments on eletroonvetion of nemati liquid rys-

tals in the absene of a bistability between the basi state and the spatially extended

pattern [1℄. We show that this an be understood if the waves are oupled to a slowly

deaying large-sale �eld [2℄. We disuss a Ginzburg-Landau-type model for this ou-

pling that aptures various aspets of the experimental observations, e.g. the shape and

stability of the worms.

Referenes

[1℄ M. Dennin and G. Ahlers and D.S. Cannell. Chaoti loalized states near the onset
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Spinodal Deomposition for the Cahn-Hilliard Model

Thomas Wanner

Department of Mathematis and Statistis

University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Baltimore, MD 21250, USA

email: wanner�math.umb.edu

Some forty years ago J.W. Cahn and J.E. Hilliard introdued the fourth-order para-

boli partial di�erential equation

u

t

= ��("

2

�u+ f(u)) in 
 ;

�u

��

=

��u

��

= 0 on �


as a model for several physial phenomena ourring in binary alloys. One partiularly

intriguing phenomenon is spinodal deomposition: If a homogeneous high-temperature

mixture of two metalli omponents is rapidly quenhed to a ertain lower temperature,

then a sudden phase separation sets in. The mixture quikly beomes inhomogeneous

and forms a ompliated, �ne-grained struture, more or less alternating between the

two alloy omponents.

In this talk I present reent mathematial progress in explaining spinodal deomposi-

tion for the Cahn-Hilliard equation. This inludes both a desription of the main hara-

teristis of the generated patterns, as well as an explanation of the surprising mehanism

underlying the phase separation. I will also address the ase of multi-omponent alloys,

whih is modeled by a system of Cahn-Hilliard equations.

These results were obtained in ollaboration with Stanislaus Maier-Paape, Evelyn

Sander, and Barbara Stoth.

Referenes
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[2℄ S. Maier-Paape, T. Wanner. Spinodal deomposition for the Cahn-Hilliard equation

in higher dimensions. Part I: Probability and wavelength estimate. Communia-

tions in Mathematial Physis, 195(2):435{464, (1998).

[3℄ S. Maier-Paape, T. Wanner. Spinodal deomposition for the Cahn-Hilliard equa-

tion in higher dimensions. Part II: Nonlinear dynamis. Arhive for Rational

Mehanis and Analysis, submitted.
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Contributed talks

Spinodal deomposition for the stohasti Cahn-Hilliard equation

Dirk Bl�omker

University of Augsburg

email: Dirk.Bloemker�Math.Uni-Augsburg.DE

The talk addresses the spinodal deomposition for the stohasti Cahn-Hilliard equa-

tion

u

t

= ��

2

�

2

u+�(u

3

� u) + �

in a domain 
 with Neumann and no ux boundary onditions. 
 � IR

d

, d = 1; 2; 3

is a domain with suÆiently smooth boundary and � a Gaussian white noise proess.

Based on the work of Maier-Paape and Wanner [1,2℄ for the Cahn-Hilliard equation,

it is shown, that with high probability solutions of the linearized equation starting at

u = 0 will leave a neighborhood of 0 along a strongly unstable manifold, provided �

small enough. This will give solutions with a harateristi wavelength, as disussed in

[1℄. This linear result is then extended to the nonlinear stohasti equation near the

origin.
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Bifuration for reation-di�usion systems with nonstandard boundary

onditions

Jan Eisner

Mathematial Institute of Aademy of Sienes,

�

Zitn�a 25, 115 67 Prague 1, Czeh Republi

email: eisner�math.as.z
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Let us onsider a reation-di�usion system of ativator-inhibitor type

u

t
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1

(s)u

xx

+ f(u; v)

v

t

= �

2

(s)v

xx

+ g(u; v)

on (0;+1)� (0; 1) (1)

with boundary onditions
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x
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where � : IR ! IR

2

+

is a smooth urve, s 2 IR is a bifuration parameter, u; v are real

numbers, f; g : IR

2

! IR are real di�erentiable funtions suh that f(u; v) = g(u; v) = 0

(i.e. [u; v℄ is a steady state of (1), (2)), x

1

; x

2

2 (0; 1℄ and m

1

; m

2

: IR ! 2

IR

are

multivalued funtions of a ertain type.

The multivalued onditions in (2) with ertain m

1

and m

2

desribe for example

semipermeable membranes on the part of the boundary with sensors in x

1

and x

2

,

respetively. Partiularly, the sensors an be the interior of the domain and therefore

at di�erent points than the soures.

There exists a bifuration point s

I

2 IR of (1), (2) at whih stationary spatially

nononstant solutions (spatial patterns) bifurate from the branh of trivial solution

[u; v℄. Moreover, s

I

lies in the region of stability of [u; v℄ as a solution to a orresponding

stationary problem to (1) with lassial boundary onditions

u(0) = u; v(0) = v; u

x

(1) = v

x

(1) = 0; (3)

partiularly in the region, where bifuration for (1) with (3) is exluded.
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Lagrangian turbulene and the dynamo e�et in Magnetohydrodynamis

Fred Feudel

Institute of Physis, University of Potsdam, Germany

email: fred.feudel�agnld.uni-potsdam.de

Sten R�udiger

Institute of Physis, University of Potsdam, Germany

email: sten�agnld.uni-potsdam.de

Annette Witt

Institute of Physis, University of Potsdam, Germany

email: annette.witt�agnld.uni-potsdam.de

The generation and maintenane of magneti �elds by the motion of eletrially on-

duting uids are the subjet of dynamo theory. It is a prevalent assumption that this

phenomenon an be modeled by the magnetohydrodynami (MHD) equations whih

onsist of the oupled system of Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) and indution equation.
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The general idea is that the mehanial energy pumped into the uid by heating or

other mehanisms is transferred into the indution equation produing the dynamo. We

report on bifurations of the MHD equations whih are driven by an external foring of

the Roberts type [1,2℄. It drives a ow whih serves as a model for the onvetion in the

outer ore of the Earth [3℄ and is realized in an ongoing laboratory experiment aimed

at demonstrating a dynamo e�et. The symmetry group of the problem is determined

and we study in detail the �rst symmetry breaking transition from the nonmagneti

state. The appearane of the magneti �eld is spaially orrelated with the loation of

stagnation points. We observed that the magneti �eld is stongly ampli�ed in the neigh-

borhood of the �xed points of the veloity �eld whih have an one-dimensional stable

and a two-dimensional unstable manifold. The Lagrangian haos of passive traers in

this region gives numerial evidene that intersetions of stable and unstable manifolds

of �xed points of di�erent type are responsible for the reation of the dynamo in this

model.
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Asymptoti pro�les of nonlinear di�usion problems

Jorge Gar��a-Meli�an

Departamento de An�alisis Matem�atio, Universidad de La Laguna, Spain

garmel�ull.es

Jos�e Sabina de Lis

Departamento de An�alisis Matem�atio, Universidad de La Laguna, Spain

email: josabina�ull.es

We are desribing the existene, uniqueness and pro�le struture as � ! +1 of

positive solutions to the logisti type problems,

��

p

u = �u

p�1

� u

q

� f(u) x 2 


u = 0 x 2 �
;


 � IR

n

a smooth and bounded domain, �

p
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is C
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and both satis�es f = o(u
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), f = o(u

q

) respetively as u ! 0, u ! +1. The

ase 
 radially symmetri will studied in detail while spaial emphasis will be put in the

arising, on general domains 
, of dead ores, i.e. sets O

�

:= fx : u(x) = �u(�)g where u

is a positive solution and �u(�) satis�es �u
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� u

q

� f(u) (see [1℄,[2℄).

We are also dealing with a seond kind of spatially dependent di�usion problems,

namely,
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u = �u
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� a(x)(u

q

+ f(u)) x 2 


u = 0 x 2 �
;
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where a = a(x) 2 C

1

(
), a(x) � 0 but the relevant fat is D := supp a � 
. We are

onsidering the issues of existene and uniqueness of positive solutions and showing that

suh solutions eases to exist when � > �

1

(
nD). In fat, we are showing that positive

solutions blow-up for � lose �

1

(
nD) and we will provide a detailed aount on the

pro�le of suh solutions when �! �

1

(
nD) (see [3℄ for earlier results).
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Convetive Cahn-Hilliard models for kinetially ontrolled rystal growth

Alexander Golovin

Department of Chemial Engineering, Tehnion, Haifa 32000, Israel

email: ersgsg�tehunix.tehnion.a.il

Steven Davis

Department of Engineering Sienes and Applied Mathematis, Northwestern

University, Evanston, Illinois 60208-3100

email: sdavis�nwu.edu

Alexander Nepomnyashhy

Department of Mathematis, Tehnion, Haifa 32000, Israel

email: nepom�leeor.math.tehnion.a.il

Mihael Zaks

Department of Nonlinear Dynamis, Institute of Physis, Potsdam University,

D-14415, Potsdam, Germany

email: zaks�agnld.uni-potsdam.de

We onsider solidi�ation into a hyperooled melt in whih kineti underooling and

anisotropi surfae energy are present. We allow the anisotropy to be strong enough

that equilibrium on�gurations would ontain faets.

In one-dimensional ase, the formation of faets is governed by the onvetive Cahn-

Hilliard equation

u

t

+Duu

x

+ (u

xx

+ u� u

3

)

xx

= 0;

where u(x; t) is proportional to the slope of the interfae. Depending on the param-

eter D, the derived equation desribes the oarsening of faets (kinks), development

of a steady spatially-periodi surfae relief and appearane of a non-periodi attrator

(roughening). The bifurations and stability of spatially-periodi solutions, as well as

the rate of oarsening, are studied.

In two-dimensional ase, several generalizations of the onvetive Cahn-Hilliard equa-

tion have been derived for di�erent orientations of growing surfaes. The numerial
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simulation reveals the formation of hill-and-valley strutures in the form of oarsening

square, triangular and rhombi pyramids and grooves.

Spatial patterns for reation-di�usion systems with nonstandard boundary

onditions

Milan Ku�era

Mathematial Institute, Aademy of Sienes,

�

Zitn�a 25, 115 67 Prague 1, Czeh Republi

email: kuera�math.as.z

Reation di�usion systems of the ativator-inhibitor type

u

t

= d

1

�u+ f(u; v); v

t

= d

2

�v + g(u; v)

will be onsidered under the assumptions guaranteing the loss of stability of the spa-

tially homogeneous stationary solution (di�usion driven instability) in ase of lassial

boundary onditions. The existene and loation of a bifuration of stationary spatially

nonhomogeneous solutions (spatial patterns) will be disussed for the ase when lassi-

al boundary onditions are replaed by nonstandard nonlinear boundary onditions or

supplemented by some additional restritions in the interior of the domain. The lass of

onditions under onsideration inludes a desription of unilateral membranes or some

regulation on the boundary or in the interior of the domain (e.g. a thermostat type

regulation). The simplest example are boundary onditions

�u

�n

2 m

1

(u);

�v

�n

2 m

2

(v)

where m

1

; m

2

are multivalued funtions of a ertain type. The method used an be

applied to the ase when f; g ontain jumping nonlinearities. The results an be for-

mulated in the abstrat form for general inlusions of the type

x� T (�)x�G(�; x) 2 �M(x)

where for any �, T (�) is a linear ompletely ontinuous operator, G is a small ompat

perturbation, M is a multivalued mapping of a ertain type in a Hilbert spae, � is a

bifuration parameter. The main ommon feature of the problems under onsideration

is that they annot be linearized and therefore the lassial approahes to bifuration

and stability annot be used.
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Existene of bounded trajetories via upper and lower solutions

Cristina Marelli

Department of Mathematis - University of Perugia (Italy)

email: marelli�unipg.it

The talk deals with the boundary value problem on the whole line

(P )

(
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00
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) + g(u) = 0
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where g : R ! R denotes a ontinuous non-negative funtion having support ℄0; 1[,

and f : R

2

! R is a ontinuous funtion. In [2℄ we propose a new approah in order

to treat (P), based on a ombination of lower and upper-solutions methods and phase-

plane tehniques, by means of whih we ahieve both an existene and non-existene

result:

Main theorem. Assume that f(u; 0) = 0 for any u 2 [0; 1℄ . Then, if
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problem (P) admits monotone solutions. Moreover, if the funtion
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then problem (P) does not admit monotone solutions.

As an appliation of previous result we are able to disuss the existene of travelling

wave solutions for a reation di�usion equation of the general type (see [3℄)

�u
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�x
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�

�x

[d(u)

�u
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whih appears in several biologial and hemial models (see i.e. [1℄ and [4℄).
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Asymptotis, existene and stability of solutions with internal layers of

"fast" and slow ellipti systems

Nikolai Nefedov

Lomonosov Mosow State University

email: nefedov�mt384.phys.msu.su

Ellipti problems, inluding systems with "fast" and slow equations are onsidered.

We demonstrate our approah for the system

"

2

4u = g(u; v; x; "); 4v = f(u; v; x; "); x 2 D (1)

with presribed boundary onditions on �D.

We give some suÆient onditions of existene of solutions with internal layers. The

proof is based on asymptoti method of di�erential inequalities. Some relevant problems

for integro-di�erential equations are also dissussed.

More detailed onsideration of some of the presented problems in salar ase an be

found in the papers [1-2℄.
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Multibump patterns near a o-dimension 2 point

Vivi Rottsh�afer

Boston University

email: vivik�bu.edu

The behaviour of marginally unstable small solutions in a reation-di�usion model prob-

lem is studied near a o-dimension 2 point. At this o-dimension 2 point the 'lassial'

Ginzburg-Landau equation approximation breaks down. In numerial simulations on

the reation-di�usion system asymptotially stable multibump patterns are observed.

By applying normal form theory, these multibump patterns are found theoretially.

Stabilizing unstable periodi orbits in reation di�usion systems by global

time-delayed feedbak ontrol

Sott M. Zoldi

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM,USA

email: zoldi�nls.lanl.gov

Giorgio Franeshini

Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Tehnishe Universit�at Berlin

email: franeshini�physik.tu-berlin.de

Sumit Bose

Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Tehnishe Universit�at Berlin

email: bose�physik.tu-berlin.de
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Ekehard Sh�oll

Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Tehnishe Universit�at Berlin

email: shoell�physik.tu-berlin.de

The suess of haos ontrol in high-dimensional spatially extended dynamial sys-

tems is examined by applying the extended time-delay autosynhronisation ontrol

method. The ontrol tehnique is applied to a globally oupled reation-di�usion system

whih desribes harge transport in a bistable semiondutor. In our system, the ontrol

signal,

�(t) = K

 

(1�R)

1

X

m=1

R

m�1

y(t�m�)� y(t)

!

0 � R < 1: (1)

utilizes a ontrol variable y(t) given by the spatial average y = hai of the �eld a(x; t).

We note that with inreasing R orbits of higher period and orbits with larger Lyapunov

exponents should be stabilized [1℄. Using a damped Newton algorithm [2℄, we expliitly

ompute the unstable periodi orbits (UPOs) assoiated with the spatiotemporal haoti

reation-di�usion system. A variety of spatiotemporal UPOs of period-one, period-two,

or period-four an be stabilized if the produt of the period � and the largest Lyapunov

exponent � is less than 1.9. Even though we an ompute spatiotemporal UPOs to within

a high preision, we an not stabilize the omputed long-period UPOs or UPOs with

large Lyapunov exponents if �� > 1:9. This result is in ontrast with the approximate

theoretial limit of ontrol for low-dimensional temporal haos [1℄ where stabilization is

possible for �� � 2(1 + R)=(1� R) using the extended time-delay autosynhronisation

method.
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Patterns in an eletrially driven onduting uid layer

Norbert Seehafer

Institute of Physis, University of Potsdam, Germany

email: seehafer�agnld.uni-potsdam.de

J�org Shumaher

Department of Physis, University of Marburg, Germany

email: Joerg.Shumaher�physik.uni-marburg.de

A numerial stability and bifuration analysis is presented for an inompressible,

visous and eletrially onduting uid sheet, bounded by stress-free parallel planes

and driven by an external eletri �eld tangential to the boundaries. For the ase of

a uniform eletrial ondutivity it is found that the quiesent basi state, in whih

the urrent density is uniform and the magneti �eld pro�le aross the sheet linear,

remains stable, no matter how strong the driving eletri �eld. Instability is possible,

however, for appropriately varying ondutivity. We have studied in detail the Harris

equilibrium, where the ondutivity varies aross the sheet in suh a way that the

urrent is largely onentrated in a layer entered about the midplane of the sheet and
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the magneti �eld has a hyperboli-tangent pro�le. A Squire's theorem ould be proven

stating that two-dimensional perturbations beome unstable �rst. By varying several

parameters of the equilibrium, stability boundaries were determined. The unstable

perturbations are tearing modes, haraterized by urrent �laments, magneti islands

assoiated with them and a uid motion in onvetion-like rolls. Restriting the problem

to two spatial dimensions, the nonlinear evolution of the tearing modes was followed

up to time-asymptoti steady states. These are linearly stable with respet to two-

dimensional perturbations, but prove to be sensitive to three-dimensional ones even

lose to the primary bifuration point. Again stability boundaries were determind by

varying the system parameters. The unstably perturbed states were followed up in their

three-dimensional nonlinear evolution.
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Some Properties of Transendental Integrable Dynamial Systems

Maxim V. Shamolin

Institute of Mehanis, Lomonosov Mosow State University

email: shamolin�inmeh.msu.su

It is well-known that the onept of integrability has the various aspets due to in

what funtions an integration is made (analytial, smooth, meromorphi et.) [1,2℄. In

the given ativity the problem of integrability of systems of ordinary di�erential equa-

tions in the lass of transendental funtions, i.e. funtions, after whih prolongation

in omplex area they have essentially singular points is disussed [2℄. Conept of in-

tegrability of the lass of transendental funtions arises for the reason of availability

of this system asymptoti (attrating or repelling) limited sets, i.e. sets that have the

neighborhood whih onsist of diversities of dimensionality above 1.

In this paper, we touh upon some qualitative questions of the theory of ordinary

di�erential equations important for study of dynamial systems. The lots of them are

arising in dynamis of a rigid body interating with a medium. We shall review suh

problems as existene of the so-alled monotoni limit yles, the existene of losed tra-

jetories ontratible to a point along two-dimensional surfaes, the existene of losed

trajetories not ontratible to a point along a phase ylinder, qualitative problems of

the theory of topographial Poinare systems and more general systems for omparison

with dynamial systems on a plane, the existene and uniqueness of trajetories whih

have in�nitely remote points as limit sets for systems on a plane.

We are also dealing with the existene and uniqueness of trajetories of dynamial

systems on a plane whih have in�nitely remote points as �- and !-limit sets. So, on
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Riemann or Poinare spheres, limit sets of suh trajetories is the north pole. These are

key trajetories by de�nition beause an in�nitely remote point is always singular [3-5℄.

Reall that in a phase spae a trajetory is Poisson stable if in a �nite time it returns

to any suÆiently small neighborhood of its point.

SuÆient onditions for the existene of Poisson stable trajetories will be formulated

in this work.
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Key note leture

Wigner Transforms,Homogenisation and Dispersive Problems

Peter Markowih

Universitaet Wien

email: Peter.Markowih�univie.a.at

It is well known by now that Wigner transforms are the appropriate tool to arry

out the semilassial limit of the Shroedinger equation. The weak limit of the Wigner

transform of the wave funtion (the so alled Wigner measure) then satis�es the Liouville

phase spae equation and limits of physial observables an be alulated by essentially

omputing moments of the Wigner measure. This limit proedure is not at all inuened

by the possible ourane of austis. In the talk we shall generalize the methodology of

Wigner transforms to various applied p.d.e. problems. We onsider zero pressure and

ompressible isentropi quantumhydrodynamis, the inompressible Euler limit from the

nonlinear Shroedinger equation and mean �eld Shroedinger-Poisson oupling.

Also we show how the Wigner transform approah an be used to arry out ho-

mogenisation limits of quadrati funtions (funtionals) of solutions of linear and weakly

nonlinear antiselfadjoint (pseudodi�erential) initial value problems. As typial examples

we disuss eletrons in rystal latties, the Maxwell equations in a periodi medium and
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the lassial limit of the Dira equation (to the relativisti Vlasov equation). Finally,

we present a Wigner-funtion based method to derive dispersion and Morawetz-type

estimates for wave-like equations.
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Invited letures

Moment equations for arrier transport in semiondutors

Angelo Marello Anile

Dipartimento di Matematia, Universit�a di Catania, Italy

email: anile�dipmat.unit.it

Nikos Nikiforakis

D.A.M.T.P Cambridge University

email: N.Nikiforakis�damtp.am.a.uk

Rosa Maria Pidatella

Dipartimento di Matematia, Universit�a di Catania, Italy

email: rosa�dipmat.unit.it

Hydrodynamial models are urrently used in order to desribe arrier transport in

submiron semiondutor devies. Hydrodynamial models are obtained as moment

equations of the kineti Boltzmann transport equation, with appropriate losure as-

sumptions. Lately a lass of hydrodynamial models has been introdued with the

losure based on the maximum entropy ansatz (in the formulation of Extended Ther-

modynamis) by Anile, Romano and Russo. Mathematially the models onsist of a

hyperboli system of onservation laws with soures, endowed with onvex entropy and

oupled to the Poisson equation.

The simulation of a realisti devie, like the n

+

� n � n

+

diode, introdues strong

gradients in the density at the juntions and therefore requires, for an aurate solution,

high order methods suitable for hyperboli systems of onservation laws. In this artile

we report on the numerial solution of these models by using a high auray, high-order,

entred TVD shemes namely the FLIC (Flux LImiter Centred) method introdued by

Toro. The homogeneous part of the system was solved using the FLIC sheme, while

various onventional methods were employed for the solution of the foring terms in

the framework of a splitting strategy. One of the important advantages of using the

FLIC sheme is that this method an be implemented with ease for non stationary

problems in several dimensions and arbitrary geometries. Various lasses of models

have been investigated (aording to the various approximations whih an be made

when applying the maximum entropy approah) and the results have been ompared

with those of Monte Carlo simulations.
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About some mathematial questions onerning the embedding of

Shr�odinger{Poisson systems into the drift{di�usion model of

semiondutor devies

Hans{Christoph Kaiser

Weierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and Stohastis, Berlin

email: kaiser�wias-berlin.de

Joahim Rehberg

Weierstrass Institute for Applied Analysis and Stohastis, Berlin

email: rehberg�wias-berlin.de

Nanostrutures | quantum wells, quantum wires and quantum dots | beome ever

more important for the performane of semiondutor devies. While Van Roosbroek's

equations provide a good landsape view on an eletroni devie, Shr�odinger{Poisson

systems portrait the individual features of a nanostruture within the devie. This

leads to the embedding of Shr�odinger{Poisson systems, often inluding an e�etive

Kohn{Sham operator, into phenomenologial models for semiondutor devies. For

onneting the di�erent models boundary onditions for both Van Roosbroek's equa-

tions and the Shr�odinger{Poisson systems obviously play an important role. This leads

to the question about the regularity of basi quantities as density and urrent on the

interfae between regions governed by di�erent models.
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The dynamis of some quantum open systems with short-range

nonlinearities

Franis Nier

CPT, Luminy Case 907, F-13288 Marseille Cedex 9, Frane

email: nier�pt.univ-mrs.fr

We onsider the simplest model of quantum open systems, whih is the ase of

one-body statistial physis with inow boundary onditions at in�nity. We develop a

funtional framework for some nonlinear dynamis, where the nonlinearities are (very)

short-range perturbations of a given Hamiltonian. In this framework, one an prove the

global in time existene and uniqueness of a solution for the time dependent problem and

the existene of steady states of whih the form an be spei�ed. This approah relies

on some tools of quantum sattering theory, namely on Mourre theory and Sigal-So�er

propagation estimates. This problem arises from the modelling of semiondutors and

the proposed funtional framework espeially applies to the models desribed in [1℄[2℄[3℄

and [4℄.
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Contributed talks

Mathematial analysis of eletrostatis BVP

for dieletris in powerful eletrial �elds

Igor Brigadnov

North-Western Polytehnial Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia

email: brigadnov�ip.nwpi.ru

It is well known that in powerful eletrial �elds the behaviour of real dieletris is

essentially non-linear and it is not possible to use the linear model in many ases. For

dieleris with non-linear vetor-funtion of saturation D = D(x; E), the appropriate
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BVP is formulated as the variational problem for the salar eletrial potential u suh

that E = �ru. For dieletris with ideal saturation, where jDj � � < +1, the

existene of the limited eletrostati load (suh external harges with no solution of

BVP) and disontinuous eletrial potentials with breaks of the �rst type has been

proved by the author reently [1℄. From the physial point of view these e�ets are

treated as the eletrial punture of dieletri.

For estimation of the eletrial durability of the dieletrial body 
 2 R

3

the following

variational problem must be solved [1℄

t

�

= inf

8

<

:

Z




jru(x)j�(x) dx : u 2 V; L(u) = 1

9

=

;

; (1)

L(u) =

Z




�u dx+

Z

�

2

�u d; �(x) = lim inf

jEj!1

�(x; E)

jEj

;

�(x; E) = E

i

1

Z

0

D

i

(x; tE) dt;

where V = fu 2 W

1;1

(
) : u(x) = U(x); x 2 �

1

g is the set of admissible eletrial po-

tentials, U is the given potential on a portion �

1

of the boundary �
, � and � are the

external bulk and surfae harges, respetively; �

2

= �
 n �

1

, a

2

� a

1

> 0 and a

0

2 R

are the onstants. The limited eletrostati load is (�

�

; �

�

) = t

�

(�; �). If t

�

< 1, then

the appropriate eletrostatis BVP has no solution.

From the mathematial point of view the variational problem (1) is non-orret and,

therefore, needs regularization. We use the partial regularization whih is based on the

speial disontinuous �nite-element approximation (FEA) [2℄. After this disontinuous

FEA the problem (1) is transformed into the non-linear system of algebrai equations

whih is badly determined. Therefore, for the numerial solution the deomposition

method of adaptive blok relaxation is used [3,4℄. The main idea of this method onsists

of iterative improvement of zones with "proportional" �elds by speial deomposition

of variables, and separate alulation on these variables.

The numerial results show that, for �nding the main parameter t

�

of a limited ele-

trostati load, the proposed tehnique has the qualitative advantage over the standard

ontinuous �nite-element approimations.
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The Small Debye Lenght Limit in the Drift-Di�usion Model for

Semiondutors

Ingenuin Gasser

Institut f�ur Angewandte Mathematik, Universit�at Hamburg

email: gasser�math.uni-hamburg.de

We are going to study some aspets of the so alled Drift Di�usion Model for semi-

ondutors, whih is well known from semiondutor physis. The equations for the

eletron and hole densities n

�

and p

�

, respetively, and for the eletri �eld E

�

read

n

�

t

= �

n

(�n

�

+ div(n

�

E

�

))

p

�

t

= �

p

(�p

�

� div(p

�

E

�

))

��

2

divE

�

= n

�

� p

�

� C

n

�

(t = 0; x) = n

�

0

(x); p

�

(t = 0; x) = p

�

0

(x)

with x 2 R

d

, t � 0. The quantities �

n

, �

p

denote the eletron and hole mobilities and

C = C(x) is the dopingpro�le. A omplete existene theory for this model was given in

[1℄. The problem we are going to fous on is the vanishing Debye length limit � ! 0

(the supersript � denotes the ��dependene).

On the initial time layer sale s =

t

�

2

the formal limit equations for the limits n, p

and F of n

�

, p

�

and �

2

E

�

, respetively, are given by

n

s

= �

n

div(nF )

p

s

= �

p

div(pF )

� divF = n� p� C

p(t = 0; x) = n

0

(x); n(t = 0; x) = p

0

(x);

where n

0

and p

0

are the limits of n

�

0

and p

�

0

as �! 0. We give a rigorous prove of this

fat and disuss the limit s!1 in the limiting layer equations.

On the original (slow) time sale t the limit �! 0 is ompletely di�erent. Formally,

for �

n

= �

p

= 1 and C = 0 we obtain quasineutrality n � p = 0 and as limit the heat

equation for the limit w of w

�

= n

�

+ p

�

w

t

= �w

w(0; x) = n

0

(x) + p

0

(x):

We show this rigorously using an entropy estimate. The ases for di�ering �

n

and �

p

and nonvanishing C are studied in [2℄.
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Rigorous derivation of a hierarhie of marosopi models for

semiondutors and plasmas

Ansgar J�ungel

Fahbereih Mathematik, Tehnishe Universit�at Berlin

email: jungel�math.tu-berlin.de

Under speial physial onditions, ertain parameters in the quasi-hydrodynami

equations for semiondutors and plasmas are small ompared to referene values. Ne-

gleting the orresponding terms, one gets simpli�ed equations whih are numerially

easier to solve and whih ontain the important physial informations. The study of the

asymptoti limits and their mathematial veri�ation is of great importane to under-

stand the validity of the various models.

In this talk we analyze three asymptoti limits: relaxation-time limit, zero-eletron-

mass limit, and zero-spae-harge limit in the hydrodynami (Euler-Poisson) model and

the drift-di�usion equations. In partiular, we prove the following:

(i) Zero-eletron-mass limit. When the kineti energy of the eletrons is small om-

pared to the kineti energy of the positively harged ions (in plasmas) or holes (in

semiondutors), the ontinuity equation for the eletrons an be redued asymptoti-

ally to a nonlinear relation between the eletro-stati potential and the eletron density,

suh that the Poisson equation beomes nonlinear. This model is known by physiists

for `weakly ionized plasmas'. The limit is studied both in the hydrodynami and the

drift-di�usion equations [1,3℄.

(ii) Relaxation-time limit. In the relaxation-time limit, the hydrodynami model

redues to the drift-di�usion model. This limit is performed for both weakly ionized

and not weakly ionized plasmas in the adiabati (or isentropi) ase [2,4℄.

(iii) Zero-spae-harge limit. For small saled Debye lengths, the eletron and ion

densities are omparable. We study this limit rigorously for the drift-di�usion equations

[5℄. In the ase of plasmas, this limit is also alled quasi-neutral limit.

The proofs of the above results are all based on a priori estimates given by the

entropy funtional and appropriate ompatness methods (ompensated ompatness,

ompatness-by-onvexity). The entropy estimates are useful not only for the hyperboli

Euler equations, but also for the paraboli drift-di�usion models. Therefore, the entropy

method proves to be a very powerful tool also for paraboli systems.

Referenes

[1℄ T. Goudon, A. J�ungel, Y.-J. Peng. Zero-eletron-mass limits in hydrodynami

models for plasmas. Appl. Math. Lett. 12:75-79, 1999.
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Asymptotis of bound states and resonanes for laterally oupled

waveguides

Igor Yu. Popov

Leningrad Institute of Fine Mehanis and Optis, Sablinskaya, 14, St.-Petersburg,

197101, Russia

email: popov�mail.ifmo.ru

Sergei V. Frolov

Leningrad Institute of Fine Mehanis and Optis

A problem of quantum waveguides with Dirihlet boundary ondition whih are ou-

pled laterally through small apertures of width 2a is onsidered. Asymptotis in a of

an eigenvalue lose to the threshold is obtained. The result is in good orrelation with

variational estimates of Exner and Vugalter and with the orresponding results for zero-

width slit model based on the theory of self-adjoint extensions of symmetri operators

(Popov). The ases of two di�erent and two idential waveguides are studied. The

asymptotis of the eigenvalue for waveguides oupled through �nite number of windows

is obtained. It is shown that a measure of "ommon width of apertures" is a sum of

two-dimensional harmoni apaities of the windows. Asymptotis of real and imaginary

part of resonanes (quasi-bound states) lose to N�th threshold (N > 1) is found. The

bakground for the onstrution is the method of mathing of asymptoti expansions of

solutions of boundary problems.

Referenes

[1℄ P.Exner, S.Vugalter. J.Phys. A: Math. Gen. 30 (1997), 7863-7878.

[2℄ I.Yu.Popov. Rep. Math. Phys. 40 (1997), 521-529.

[3℄ I.Yu.Popov. Rep. Math. Phys. 43 (1999), 427-437.

Simulation of urrent �lamentation in an extended drift-di�usion model

Georg Shwarz

Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Tehnishe Universit�at Berlin

email: shwarz�physik.tu-berlin.de

Ekehard Sh�oll

Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Tehnishe Universit�at Berlin

email: shoell�physik.tu-berlin.de
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Reiner N�urnberg

Weierstra�-Institut f�ur Angewandte Analysis und Stohastik Berlin

email: nuernberg�wias-berlin.de

Herbert Gajewski

Weierstra�-Institut f�ur Angewandte Analysis und Stohastik Berlin

email: gajewski�wias-berlin.de

We simulate the nonlinear spatio-temporal dynamis of urrent �laments in doped

semiondutors in the regime of low temperature impurity breakdown. Charge transport

is modeled by a drift-di�usion approah ombined with loal generation-reombination

(GR) kinetis desribing the autoatalyti impurity impat ionization whih sets in

above a ertain threshold �eld. This is shown to result in an S-shaped urrent density-

�eld relation. The parameters of our model have been determined by a Monte Carlo

simulation of the mirosopi sattering proesses. The transport equations are solved

self-onsistently with Poisson's equation on two-dimensional spatial domains using a

�nite element disretization in spae and a bakward Euler sheme in time. Beause

of the very di�erent timesales, and the steep spatial gradients between the urrent

density inside and outside the �laments, whih di�er by several orders of magnitude,

our problem poses high hallenges to the numeris.

We onsider di�erent sample geometries, where we employ Dirihlet boundary on-

ditions at the ontats and Neumann boundary onditions elsewhere. For a retangular

spatial domain with two small irular ontats we �nd that the nasene of urrent �la-

ments upon appliation of a d bias is indued by two impat ionization fronts originating

from both athode and anode. After their oalesene they form a pre-�lament between

the two ontats whih subsequently grows into a fully developed �lament. The ation of

an external perpendiular magneti �eld leads to an asymmetrially broadened or bent

�lament due to the Lorentz fore. For radially symmetri samples with two onentri

irular ontats (\Corbino disks") we �nd spontaneous symmetry breaking whih re-

sults in a break-up of the initial radial impat ionization front into several streamers.

These develop into a number of radial pre-�laments. Due to the global oupling via the

external load resistane ompetition between the pre-�laments ours, with only a lim-

ited number of them surviving as stable �laments depending upon the bias onditions

(\winner takes all dynamis"). Our results are in good agreement with experimental

investigations of urrent �lamentation in thin n-doped GaAs �lms at low temperatures

for di�erent ontat geometries [1℄.

Referenes
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Key note leture

Phenomena beyond all orders and bifuration of reversible homolini

onnetions

Eri Lombardi

I.N.L.N, UMR 6618 CNRS-UNSA, Nie, Frane

email: lombardi�inln.nrs.fr

We have developed a general method to obtain an exponentially small equivalent of

osillatory integral when it involves solutions of nonlinear di�erential equations. The

method is based on a very preise desription of the holomorphi ontinuation of the

solutions of the perturbed equation and in partiular of their behavior near the omplex

singularities of the solutions of the unperturbed system. The method that we use to

build step by step the holomorphi ontinuation of the solutions is a rigorous version

for this problem of the formal theory of Mathing Asymptoti Expansions (M.A.E.).

In partiular, the onstrution of the holomorphi ontinuation of the solutions near

the singularities is based on the study of an \inner system" whih is well known in the

theory of M.A.E. and whih appears to be the relevant part of the equation near the

singularities.

This method enables us to study the problem of the persistene of homolini onne-

tions to 0 for the one parameter families V (:; �) of reversible vetor �elds whih admit

at the origin a 0

2

i! resonane, i.e. vetor �elds for whih the origin is a �xed point

and for whih 0 is a double non semi simple eigenvalues and �i! are simple eigenvalues

of the di�erential at the origin DV

u

(0; 0). This problem annot be solved by a diret

Melnikov approah sine the Melnikov funtion is given by an osillatory integral and

is exponentially small. Our \Exponential tools" enable us to prove [2℄ that generially,

vetor �elds admitting at 0 a 0

2

i! resonane at the origin do not admit any homolini

onnetion to 0, whereas we proved in [1℄ that they always admit homolini onnetions

to exponentially small periodi orbits. One example of suh a vetor �eld in in�nite di-

mensions ours when desribing the irrotational ow of an invisid uid layer under

the inuene of gravity and small surfae tension (Bond number b < 1=3) for a Froude

number F lose to 1. In this ontext a homolini onnetion to 0 would be alled a

solitary wave.

We have also developed a general method to obtain an exponentially small equivalent

of bi-osillatory integrals. In this ase, the interation between the two frequenies,

makes the study more intriate and a partial omplexi�ation of time is neessary. This

last method enables to study the (i!

0

)

2

i!

1

resonane, i.e. one parameter families V (�; �)

of reversible vetor �elds for whih �i!

0

are a double non semi simple eigenvalues and

�i!

1

are simple eigenvalues of the di�erential at the origin DV

u

(0; 0). Suh a resonane

ours for water waves when studying several layers problems and for hains of oupled

nonlinear osillators.

Referenes

[1℄ Lombardi E. Homolini orbits to exponentially small periodi orbits for a lass

of reversible systems. Appliation to water waves. Arh. Rational Meh. Anal.,

137:p. 227-304, (1997).
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[2℄ Lombardi E. Higher resonanes in reversible systems. Phenomena beyond all alge-

brai orders. Book in preparation.

Invited letures

Sympletiity and ritiality: extending ritiality to �nite-amplitude

vortial steady waves

Tom Bridges

University of Surrey

email: mas1tb�ms.surrey.a.uk

At the ornerstone of the theory and pratie of open hannel hydraulis is the

onept of ritiality of uniform ows. In the setting of uniform ows, ritiality an

be de�ned in a number of di�erent { but equivalent { ways, but the most fundamental

de�nition is generally given in terms of an energy-momentum argument. Considering the

fundamental nature of ritiality, it is remarkable that it has never been generalized as far

as we are aware to �nite-amplitude states or any steady state wave other than a uniform

ow. On the other hand it is not at all obvious how this might be aomplished. In this

talk we show that the lassial de�nition an be interpreted in terms of a sympleti

variational priniple, and that this de�nition easily generalises. The theory is then

applied to steady water waves with onstant vortiity. Muh like in the uniform ow

ase, we show that ritiality for �nite-amplitude steady water waves is related to the

bifuration of solitary waves, although in this ase the solitary waves are biasymptoti

to periodi travelling waves of �nite amplitude.

Multipliity of algebraially deaying solitary waves

Boris Bu�oni

Department of Mathematis, Swiss Federal Institute of Tehnology{Lausanne

email: Boris.Buffoni�epfl.h

Philippe Bolle

D�epartement de math�ematiques, Universit�e d'Avignon

email: Philippe.Bolle�univ-avignon.fr

It is known that, for appropriate values of the parameters (densities, gravity, surfae

tension, depths of the layers, propagation speed), two solitary waves deaying alge-

braially exist at the interfae between two �nite layers of perfet uids [1℄. The mathe-

matial model onsists of a system of partial di�erential equations with a free boundary.

It an be redued by the entre-manifold theorem to a four-dimensional Hamiltonian

system with a entre equilibrium that has two non semi-simple and imaginary eigen-

values. Homolini orbits, whih orrespond to solitary waves, are then obtained by

normal form theory and a areful persistene analysis.

Our main result states that there are not only two solitary waves, but in fat in�nitely

many that deay algebraially. More preisely, either there is a irle of solitary waves

or we an establish the existene of so-alled \multibump" solutions, in the spirit of [2℄

where saddle-fous equilibria are onsidered.
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The dynamis near the entre an only be fully understood by taking into aount

the third and fourth order terms of the Taylor expansion of the Hamiltonian at the

equilibrium. In general it is not true that the set of points in the phase spae that

onverge to a entre is a manifold. Thanks to the fat that some oeÆient of the

normal form at the entre is negative, we an nevertheless establish the existene of

two-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds made of orbits onverging polynomially

to the equilibrium. Moreover the Calulus of Variations allows us to obtain other orbits

near the equilibrium that are reminisent of those provided by the lambda-lemma in

hyperboli dynamial systems.

Then we show that the existene of a homolini orbit that is the topologial in-

tersetion of the stable and unstable manifolds implies the existene of in�nitely many

\multibump" homolini solutions and the topologial entropy of the system is positive.

In addition, for interfaial waves, if the intersetion is not topologially transverse, we

an dedue that the stable and unstable manifolds oinide and onsist of a irle of

homolini orbit.

Referenes

[1℄ G. Iooss, Existene d'orbites homolines �a un �equilibre elliptique, pour un syst�eme

r�eversible. C.R. A. Si. Paris, I 324: 993-997, (1997).

[2℄ B. Bu�oni and M.D. Groves, A multipliity result for solitary-apillary waves in

deep water via ritial point theory. To appear in Arh. Rat. Meh. Anal., (1999).
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Interfaial waves in the presene of a free surfae

Fr�ed�eri Dias

Institut Non-Lin�eaire de Nie

email: dias�inln.nrs.fr

In a two-uid system where the lower uid is bounded below by a rigid bottom and

the upper uid is bounded above by a free surfae, two kinds of solitary waves an

propagate along the interfae and the free surfae: lassial solitary waves haraterized

by a solitary pulse or generalized solitary waves with in addition nondeaying osillations

in their tails. The origin of these nonloal solitary waves an be easily understood from

a physial point of view. The dispersion relation for the above system shows that short

waves an propagate at the same speed as a solitary wave. The interation between

the solitary wave and the short waves reates a nonloal solitary wave. In this talk,

the interfaial-wave problem is redued to a system of ordinary di�erential equations by

using a lassial perturbation method. The lassial as well as the generalized solitary

waves whih are solutions of this system of model equations are onstruted.

Referenes

[1℄ H. Mihallet, F. Dias. Numerial study of generalized interfaial solitary waves.

Phys. Fluids, 11(6) (1999).
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Two- and three-dimensional steady gravity-apillary water waves via

Hamiltonian spatial dynamis

Mark Groves

Loughborough University, UK

email: M.D.Groves�lboro.a.uk

The hydrodynami problem onerning the irrotational ow of a perfet uid of

onstant density in a domain bounded above by a free surfae and below by a rigid

bottom is known as the water-wave problem. Here we examine the gravity-apillary

steady water-wave problem, in whih the uid is ated upon by the fores of gravity

and surfae tension and all waves are uniformly translating with onstant speed. The

problem depends upon two dimensionless ombinations � and � of the various physial

quantities. We onsider the two-dimensional version of the problem, in whih x is the

horizontal diretion of uniform translation and y points vertially upward, together with

a three-dimensional version in whih the waves have an additional periodi dependene

upon the horizontal diretion z perpendiular to x.

Starting from a variational priniple, we show that the two- and three-dimensional

steady water-wave problems an be formulated as in�nite-dimensional Hamiltonian sys-

tems in whih x plays the role of the time-like variable. A entre-manifold redution

tehnique is then used to show that the problem is loally equivalent to an ordinary dif-

ferential equation whose solution set an be analysed. In the two-dimensional problem

we look for the existene of solitary waves, that is solutions to the system whih deay

to zero at large values of jxj. We identify two regions (I and II) of (�; �)-parameter

spae in whih the system has in�nitely many solitary waves. In region I these waves

are multi-troughed waves of depression with exponentially deaying outskirts; in region

II they are modulated waves.

In the three-dimensional problem we identify regions of (�; �)-parameter spae in

whih there are generalised solitary waves, that is waves whih deay to a spatially peri-

odi motion at large jxj. In partiular, we �nd a family of three-dimensional disturbanes

whih deay to two-dimensional periodi waves at large jxj.

Referenes
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Three-dimensional apillary-gravity waves

Mariana Haragus-Courelle

Mathematishes Institut A, Universit�at Stuttgart, Germany

email: haragus�mathematik.uni-stuttgart.de
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We study analytially the existene of three-dimensional (3D) surfae waves, i.e.

waves for whih the assoiated free-surfae displaement varies in two horizontal di-

retions, the third diretion being the vertial diretion, as solutions of the full Euler

equations. The waves are assumed to travel at a onstant speed on the free surfae of

an invisid uid layer of �nite depth under the inuene of gravity and surfae tension.

We onsider small-amplitude waves bifurating from the state of rest that are periodi

in one of the two horizontal diretions.

The method whih we apply is based on ideas from the theory of dynamial systems.

The water-wave problem is formulated as a dynamial system in whih the evolutionary

variable is the variable in the unbounded horizontal diretion. The bounded solutions

are orbits in an in�nite-dimensional phase-spae onsisting of funtions living on the

bounded ross-setion of the domain. Restriting to solutions of small amplitude the

orresponding orbits live on a �nite-dimensional - enter - manifold and are desribed by

a �nite-dimensional system of ODEs. The normal form of this system an be obtained.

The reversibility and the O(2)-symmetry of the system play an important role in the

analysis.

Two types of 3D waves are onsidered: waves whih are periodi in the diretion

transverse to propagation that we all periodially modulated traveling waves, and waves

whih are periodi in the diretion of propagation that we all periodi traveling waves.

We have two di�erent formulations of the system depending on whih of the two types

of waves above we are looking for. In both ases, an in�nite sequene of bifurations

of inreasing omplexity as the surfae tension tends to zero is found. In the ase of

periodially modulated traveling waves, the simplest bifuration, for the lowest periodi

mode, leads to a redued system of dimension ten, and in the ase of periodi travel-

ing waves, to a redued system of dimension four. Various types of 3D symmetri or

asymmetri waves are obtained. Similar waves have been found for a model equation for

three-dimensional water-waves in [2℄ and [3℄. For the Euler equations, several types of

reversible periodially modulated traveling waves have been onstruted in [1℄ by using

a Hamiltonian formulation of the system.

Referenes
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apillary steady water waves. Preprint, (1999).
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Gravity and Capillary-gravity traveling waves for superposed uid layers,

one being deep

G�erard Iooss

Institut Universitaire de Frane, INLN, UMR CNRS-UNSA 6618,

1361 route des Luioles, F-06560 Valbonne

email: iooss�inln.nrs.fr
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The mathematial study of 2D traveling waves in the potential ow of two super-

posed layers of perfet uid, with free surfae and interfaes (with or without surfae

tensions) and with the bottom layer of in�nite depth, is formulated as a ill-posed re-

versible evolution problem, in a suitable funtion spae, where the horizontal oordinate

plays the role of a "time". We give the struture of the spetrum of the linearized oper-

ator L

�

near equilibrium (� denotes the set of parameters). This spetrum onsists in a

set of isolated eigenvalues of �nite multipliities, a small number of whih lie near or on

the imaginary axis, and of the entire real axis whih onstitutes the essential spetrum

where there is no eigenvalue, exept 0 in some ases.

A normal form analysis in in�nite dimensional spae is performed. We split the spae

into i) an invariant subspae belonging to the ontinuous spetrum (whih rosses the

imaginary axis) and to eigenvalues far from the imaginary axis and ii) a omplementary

invariant subspae belonging to eigenvalues near or on the imaginary axis, inluding 0,

if this one is an eigenvalue. This splitting and normal form analysis are made possible

thanks to the expliit knowledge of the resolvent of the linear operator L

�

n near 0, and

to good estimates of the resolvent on the imaginary axis.

Conerning periodi waves, we give a general onstrutive proof of bifurating so-

lutions, adapting the Lyapunov-Shmidt method to the present (reversible) ase where

0 (whih is "resonant") belongs to the ontinuous spetrum. In partiular we give the

results for the generi ase and for the 1:1 resonane ase.

For the 1:1 resonane ase, (with an additional 0 eigenvalue embedded in the on-

tinuous spetrum in some ases), in the ase of the two reversible homolini orbits for

the redued normal form, we an show that they do persist for the full system. They

orrespond to traveling solitary waves, with osillations algebraially damped at in�nity

(the non exponential damping being due to the ontinuous spetrum).

Referenes

[1℄ G.Iooss, P.Kirrmann. Capillary gravity waves on the free surfae of an invisid uid

of in�nite depth. Existene of solitary waves. Arh. Rat. Meh. Anal., 136:1-19,

(1996).
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Existene and Non-existene of Solitary Waves in Water

Shu-Ming Sun

Virginia Polytehni Institute and State University

email: sun�math.vt.edu

This talk onerns permanent apillary-gravity waves on the free surfae of a two-

dimensional inompressible invisid uid of �nite depth with small surfae tension. As-

sume that the ow is irrotational and a single hump wave, alled solitary wave, moving

with a onstant speed will be studied. The existene of solitary waves with small osil-

lations at in�nity, alled generalized solitary waves, is onsidered and the relationship

between the amplitude and the phase shift of the osillation is fully disussed. There

are two approahes to obtain the generalized solitary waves, assuming the magnitude of

the amplitude �rst or �xing the phase shift �rst. It will be shown that the generalized
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solitary waves obtained from these two approahes are atually onneted. By letting

the amplitude be a funtion of the phase shift Æ and the long-wave parameter �, it is

obtained that there exists a urve in Æ-� plane. When Æ and � are near this urve, the

amplitude an beome arbitrary large. Otherwise, the amplitude is exponentially small.

For some surfae tension lose to 1=3, the amplitude never beome zero for small �,

whih gives the non-existene of truly solitary waves.

Contributed talks

The wave resistane problem for a surfae-piering body

Carlo Domenio Pagani

Politenio di Milano, Italy

email: arpag�mate.polimi.it

Dario Pierotti

Politenio di Milano, Italy

One onsiders a \slender" ylinder semisubmerged in a heavy inompressible and

invisid uid and moving at uniform, superritial speed in the diretion orthogonal to

its generators; the problem is to �nd the resulting steady two-dimensional ow.

By a hodograph transformation, the problem (originally set up in a domain with

a free boundary) redues to the determination of a funtion, holomorphi in a �xed

domain, satisfying di�erent onditions (one of whih, the Bernoulli ondition, is nonlin-

ear) on di�erent parts of the boundary; but two separating points between these parts,

orresponding to the points of ontat uid-ylinder, are unknown and their determina-

tion is part of the problem. One proves the existene of a \smooth" solution for whih

the free boundary and the ylinder pro�le (whih is assumed onvex and reasonably

smooth) form a single C

1

{streamline; furthermore the free boundary is monotone in-

reasing downstream, monotone dereasing upstream and lies under the level of alm

water. This is not the only solution of the problem; for one proves that under ad-

ditional assumptions, another solution exists, whih is singular at the ontat points

uid-ylinder; suh points appear as stagnation points for the ow.

The linear approximation of the wave resistane problem (alled Neumann-Kelvin

problem) has been extensively studied (see, e.g. [1℄ and [2℄). The analogous problem

for a ompletely submerged body has been treated in [3℄ and [4℄.
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5.10 Unsteady Hydrodynami Waves

Organizer : John F. Toland

Key note leture

Boundary Integral Methods for Water Waves

J. Thomas Beale

Duke University

email: beale�math.duke.edu

We disuss numerial methods for time-dependent water waves and the analysis

needed to prove the onvergene of properly designed versions to the atual solution.

Boundary integral methods have been widely used for water waves; they are based on

singular integrals arising from potential theory. The water surfae is traked by points

whih move with the uid veloity. The veloity is determined from an integral equation

on the surfae. (For a reent survey, see [2℄.) We will begin by reviewing the equations

of water waves and their qualitative properties. We then present the boundary integral

formulation and desribe its use as a numerial method, with emphasis on the three-

dimensional ase. In [1℄ a version of the boundary integral method for doubly periodi

water waves is proved to onverge to the atual solution. We will disuss several issues

related to the design and analysis of this method. A new approah is used for the om-

putation of singular integrals, suh as a single layer potential on a surfae; the Green's

funtion is regularized and an eÆient loal orretion is omputed for the trapezoidal

sum. The numerial stability depends on hoosing disretizations so that the errors are

governed by equations with struture analogous to that of the full equations. For the

stability estimates, mapping properties of the disrete integral operators are used whih

are found by treating the sums as disrete versions of pseudodi�erential operators. The

Dirihlet-to-Neumann operator on the surfae is a fundamental part of the equations of

motion; the wavelike harater of the motion depends on the positivity of this operator.

Similarly, the stability of the numerial method seems to depend on the positivity of

the disrete version of this operator.

Referenes

[1℄ J. T. Beale. A onvergent boundary integral method for three dimensional water

waves. Submitted to Math. Comp.

[2℄ W. Tsai and D. Yue. Computations of nonlinear free-surfae ows. Ann. Rev.

Fluid Meh., 28:249-78, (1996).
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Invited letures

Nash-Moser Theory for Standing Water Waves

Pavel Plotnikov

Lavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynamis

email: Plotnikov�hydro.ns.ru

John F. Toland

University of Bath

email: J.F.Toland�maths.bath.a.uk

Unlike progressive (or steady) Stokes waves, standing waves are a truly time-depen-

dent phenomenon in the sense that they an not be regarded as stationary relative to

a moving referene frame and we believe that, until now, there has been no existene

theory, even for the ase of small amplitude waves.

Our purpose is to show how the Nash-Moser iteration method an be used to give a

rigorous proof of the existene of ertain small-amplitude standing water waves on an

inompressible irrotational ow of �nite depth over a horizontal bottom under gravity,

when surfae tension is negleted. The waves in question are solutions of the Eu-

ler equations, formulated in Lagrangian oordinates, for an ideal inompressible uid

whih satisfy exatly the onstant-pressure and kinemati boundary onditions on the

free surfae. But in addition, the solutions for whih existene is established satisfy

further onstraints whih are expressed in terms of the normal omponent of pressure

gradient on the free surfae. These onstraints are designed to failitate the mathe-

matial development here, with partiular regard to the method for obtaining a priori

bounds neessary for the Nash-Moser method. They have no obvious analogue for it in

the theory of Stokes waves.

Beause the proof is long and quite tehnial it will be possible only to outline the

main result and to sketh the method in the limited time available.

Justi�ation of quasistationary approximation in the problem of evolution

of a apillary drop

Vsevolod Solonnikov

V.A.Steklov Mathematial Institute, S.Petersburg Department

email: solonnik�pdmi.ras.ru

The problem of motion of a visous apillary drop onsists in the determination of a

bounded domain 


t

� R

3

, of the veloity vetor �eld ~v = (v

1

(x; t); v

2

(x; t):v

3

(x; t)) and

of the salar pressure p(x; t), x 2 


t

, satisfying the Navier-Stokes equations

"(~v

t

+ (~v � r)~v)�r

2

~v +rp = 0; r � ~v = 0; (1)

initial ondition

~v(x; 0) = ~v

0

(x) (2)

in a given domain 


0

and the onditions at the free boundary �

t

= �


t

~v � ~n = V

n

; T (~v; p)~n�H~n = 0: (3)
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Here " is a positive parameter proportional to the Reynolds number, V

n

is the veloity

of evolution of �

t

in the normal diretion ~n, T is the stress tensor and H is the doubled

mean urvature of �

t

. Quasistationary approximation onsists in setting " = 0 in (1)

(whih removes the time derivative ~v

t

and the nonlinear term) and in the elimination of

the initial ondition (2) for ~v (but not for 


t

). One an expet that the approximating

solution is lose to (~v; p) in the ase of small ".

We prove that the problem (1)-(3) is uniquelly solvable on a ertain �nite time interval

(0; t

1

) independent of " and that the di�erene between the exat and the approximating

solutions has the order of magnitude O(") for t > t

0

> 0.

The proof is based on a new Shauder type estimate for the linearized problem (1)-(3).

Well-posedness in Sobolev spaes of the full water wave problem

Sijue Wu

Univ. of Maryland and Univ. of Iowa

email: sijue�math.umd.edu

We onsider the motion of the interfae separating an invisid, inompressible, irro-

tational uid from a region of zero density in the three dimensional spae; we assume

that the uid region is below the region of vauum and the uid is under the inuene

of gravity and the surfae tension is zero. Assume that the density of mass of the uid

is one, the gravitational �eld is (0; 0;�1), and at time t � 0, the free interfae is �(t),

and the uid oupies the region 
(t), the motion of the uid is desribed by

v

t

+ v � rv = �(0; 0; 1)�rp on 
(t); t � 0; (1)

div v = 0 on 
(t); t � 0; (2)

url v = 0; on 
(t); t � 0: (3)

where v = (v

1

; v

2

; v

3

) is the uid veloity, p is the uid pressure. Sine we neglet the

surfae tension, the pressure is zero on the interfae. So on the interfae:

p = 0; on �(t) (4)

(1; v) is tangent to the free surfae (t;�(t)): (5)

The above model is a 3-dimensional water wave model. It is generally known that

when surfae tension is negleted, the motion of the interfae between an invisid uid

and vauum under the inuene of gravity an be subjet to Taylor instability [1℄, [2℄.

In a previous work [3℄, we studied the 2-dimensional water wave model, we showed

that for 2-D water wave, the sign ondition relating to Taylor instability always holds

for nonself-interseting interfae, that is, the motion of the interfae is not subjet to

Taylor instability; we showed further that the 2-D full nonlinear water wave problem

is wellposed in Sobolev spaes, loally in time, for any initially nonself-interseting

interfae.

In this talk, I will show that the results we obtained for the 2-D water wave also hold

for 3-D, that is, the motion of 3-D water wave is not subjet to Taylor instability and

the full 3-D water wave problem is uniquely solvable in Sobolev spaes for any nonself-

interseting initial interfae. I will demonstrate that Cli�ord analysis is an e�etive tool

for 3-D water wave problem.
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Contributed talks

Surfae waves for an inompressible ideal uid

Atusi Tani

Keio University

email: tani�math.keio.a.jp

In this ommuniation, we are onerned with a free boundary problem for the motion

of an inompressible ideal uid under the gravitational �eld in a two-dimensional domain

of in�nite extent and of �nite depth. Our problem is to �nd the two-dimensional domain

oupied by the uid whih is bounded below by the �xed bottom and above by the free

surfae together with the veloity vetor �eld and the pressure of the uid satisfying

the system of Euler equations and the initial-boundary onditions. The Euler equations

onsist of the onservations of mass and momentum under the gravitational �eld in

a downward diretion. The purpose of this paper is to establish the temporary loal

solvability in a Sobolev spae.

We also onsider the same problem as above taking into aount of the surfae tension

on the free surfae. For this problem we prove the temporary loal existene theorem

irrespetive of the diretion of the gravitational �eld, and the onvergene of this solution

to the prreponding one as the surfae tension oeÆient tends to zero if the gravitational

�eld ats in a downward diretion.

For the proof, we rely on the methods due to Nalimov and Yosihara for the water

waves, and to Iguhi-Tanaka-Tani for the vortial water waves of in�nite depth.
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6.1 Delay Equations

Nonlinear Retarded Funtional Di�erential Equations of Arbitrary

(Frational) Orders

Ahmed M. A. El-Sayed

Faulty of Siene, Alexandria University, Alexandria, Egypt

email: ama�alex.eun.eg

The arbitrary (frational) order integral operator I

�

; � � 0 is a singular integral

operator, and the arbitrary (frational) order di�erential operator D

�

= I

��

; � � 0

is a singular integro-di�erential operator, they generalize (interpolate) the integral and

di�erential operators of integer orders. The frational alulus fI

�

; � 2 Rg is

enjoying growing interest not only among mathematiians, but also among physiists

and engineers. In this leture we study the existene of monotone solution (in the lass

L

1

(0; T ) of Lebesgue integrable funtions) of the problems

D

�

a

x(t) = F (t; x(m(t))) ; x(a) = x

o

� 0 ; � 2 (0; 1℄;

where the funtion F is a nonlinear funtion satis�es the Caratheodory onditions,

and the more general one

D

�

x(t) = f(t; x(t); D

�

1

x(t� r); D

�

2

x(t� 2r)); :; :; :; D

�

n

x(t� nr)) ; t 2 I:

D

j

x(t) = 0 ; for t � 0 ; j = 0; 1; 2; :::; n:

Here the funtion f(t; U) satis�es the Caratheodory onditions i.e., t ! f(t; U) is

measurable for every U 2 R

n+1

and U ! f(t; U) is ontinuous for every t 2 I and

� 2 (n; n + 1℄; �

k

2 (k � 1; k℄; k = 1; 2; :::; n , and �

o

= 0 .

As speial ase we also onsider the following equations:

D

�

x(t) = a(t) +

n

X

k=0

g

k

(t; x(t))D

�

k

x(t� kr) ; t 2 I;

D

�

x(t) = a(t) +

n

X

k=0

f

k

(t; D

�

k

x(t� kr)) ; t 2 I;

with the initial onditions (3), where f

k

and g

k

are nonlinear funtions that satisfy

the Caratheodory onditions.

Speial slowly osillating periodi solution of

a state dependent delay di�erential equation

Mustapha Yebdri

University of Tlemen, Algeria

email: bel�ist.erist.dz
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We onsider the following state dependent delay di�erential equation

_x(t) = f(x(t� r(x(t))))

where f is a real smooth funtion. This equation playes an important role in mediine,

eonomy and so forth... We are interested in the existene of slowly osillating periodi

solutions, in partiular speial symmetri ones.

6.2 Numeris

On the Mathematial Foundation of the Nonstandard

Finite Di�erene Method

Roumen Anguelov

Vista University

email: anglv-r.marlin.vista.a.za

Jean M-S Lubuma

Vista University

email: lbuma-js.marlin.vista.a.za

The �nite di�erene method is one of the oldest, simplest and thus very popular teh-

nique for the numerial treatment of di�erential equations. For most of the equations in

mathematial physis �nite di�erene shemes have been designed and investigated from

both theoretial point of view (onvergene) and pratial point of view (onsisteny,

stability). Furthermore, provided the solution is smooth enough, these shemes produe

numerial solution with optimal rates of onvergene when the step-size approahes zero.

One disadvantage of this standard approah is that qualitative properties of the exat

solution are not transferred to the numerial solution. In pratie, the limit of the step-

size is not reahed. What we have is the numerial solution obtained for one or several

values of the step-size. Thus, the stated disadvantage might be atastrophi.

The nonstandard approah disussed in this talk preserves essential properties of the

exat solution. This is ahieved by replaing derivatives by nonstandard �nite di�er-

ene operators with denominators that are suitable funtion of the step-size, nonlinear

expressions being, in general, approximated nonloally.

Nonstandard �nite di�erene tehniques were developed empirially [1℄ for solving

pratial problems in applied sienes and engineering. Although they produe results

satisfatory to their users, these tehniques have not yet been subjeted to rigorous

mathematial analysis. Some onepts are still unlear.

Our aim is to give rigorous mathematial meaning and justi�ation of some key

onepts involved in the design of nonstandard �nite di�erene shemes. We also disuss

a ertain number of "suessful" empiri proedures the mathematial justi�ation of

whih is still pending.
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Optimal derivative proedure of a nonliear ODE.

Tayeb Benouaz

University of Tlemen, BP 119,Tlemen 13000, Algeria

email: Bel�ist.erist.dz

We introdue a ertain notion of approximation de�ned as the optimal derivative of

the following nonlinear ordinary di�erential equation

dx

dt

= F (x (t)) ; x (0) = x

0

:

This approximation is global in the neighborhood of a steady state. That is obtained

as a sort of mean value of the derivative of the nonlinear funtion along trajetories

linking the initial value to the origin. The proedure is based on the minimization

of a ertain funtional with respet to a urve starting from an initial value x

0

and

going to 0 as t goes to in�nity. At eah step, it gives a linear map, starting from the

Jaobian matrix DF (x) estimated at the initial value x

0

. The optimal Derivation of

the nonlinear equation is obtained as a limit of the sequene of linear maps determined

by the proedure and an be written as

dx

dt

=

~

Ax (t) ; x (0) = x

0

:

Our results are in the line of previous work by Vujanovi in (1973) and Jordan et al

(1987) :

Referenes

[1℄ T. Benouaz and O. Arino. Least square approximation of a nonlinear ordinary

di�erential equation. Computers Math. Appli.Appl., 31 (8):69-84, (19996).
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An Approximate Method of Solution of Some Types of Singular

Integro-Di�erential Equations

Alla Boikova

Penza State University

email: boikov�diamond.stup.a.ru

The presentation is devoted to approximate method of solutions of singular integro-

di�erential equations, whih is based on the approximation of funtions by interpolated

polynomials, fundamental funtions of whih are harateristi funtions of di�erential

and integral operators. This method was disussed in the papers [1℄. We here spread it
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on the Cauhy problem for many types of singular and hypersingular integro-di�erential

equations as:

a(t)x(t) + b(t)

1

Z

�1

p(�)x

0

(�)d�

� � t

+ �

1

Z

�1

p(�)h(�)d� = f(t); �1 < t < 1;

where p(t) is a weight, a(t); b(t); h(t); f(t) 2 H

�

;

1

Z

�1

p(�)x

0

(�)d�

(� � t)

2

+ �

1

Z

�1

p(�)h(�)d� = f(t); �1 < t < 1;

where

1

R

�1

x(t)t

�2

dt is hypersingular integral.

For example, let us onsider the Cauhy problem for the Prandtl singular integro-

di�erential equation of �nite wing:

K� �

�(t)

b(t)

�

1

�

1

Z

�1

�

0

(�)d�

� � t

= f(t); �(�1) = �(1) = 0

where �1 < t < 1; b(t); f(t) 2 H



(0 <  < 1). We obtain the approximate solution in

the analytial form

�

n

(t) =

p

1� t

2

n

X

k=0

 

1



k

n

X

i=0

U

i

(�

k

)U

i

(t)

!

f(�

k

)B(�

k

)

(

q

1� �

2

k

+B(�

k

))

where 

k

=

n

P

i=0

U

2

i

(�

k

) is a Chebyshev polynomial of the seond kind, k is its degree and

�

k

, k = 0; 1; : : : ; n, are the roots of the polynomial U

n+1

(t).
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Event reognition using a binary disriminant tree

Mostafa Mjahed

D�epartement Maths et Syst�emes, Eole Royale de l'Air, 40000 Marrakeh, Moroo

also at LPTN, Faulty of Sienes Semlalia, Marrakeh. jahed�hotmail.om

In this paper, we propose a new design proedure for onstruting a multivariate and

disriminant binary tree for lassifying high energy reations data.

A binary deision tree is usually generated by repeated splits of the learning event

set into two desendant subsets [1℄. At eah node of the tree, the split is obtained by a

ut on the seleted variable. Several attempts have been made to onstrut binary trees

otherwise [2-4℄.
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Instead of an univariate design, we suggest to use some linear disriminant funtions.

These disriminant funtions are ombinations of disriminant variables. Their hoie

is imposed by the topology of the events to be lassi�ed. Moreover, the omputation of

the funtions' uts values is based on minimizing the Kolmogorov- Smirno� distane.

Finally, a test of performane using eÆienies and purities of lassi�ations is used.

Experiments on real and simulated test data, ontaining four lasses of high energy

reations events show that the proposed disriminant tree lassi�er is faster and more

eÆient than the univariate binary deision tree.
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On the investigation of boundary value problems

Miklos Ronto

Institute of Mathematis, University of Miskol, Hungary

email: matronto�gold.uni-miskol.hu

One of the problems whih will be onsidered is the following two-point non-linear

boundary value problem:

dx=dt = f(t; x; �

1

; �

2

);

Ax(0) + C(�

1

)x(T ) = d(�

1

; �

2

); x

1

(0) = x

10

; x

2

(0) = x

20

:

Here, f 2 C([0; T ℄�D� [a

1

; b

1

℄� [a

2

; b

2

℄; R

n

), D � R

n

(n � 3) is losed and onneted,

and d 2 C([a

1

; b

1

℄� [a

2

; b

2

℄; R

n

); A and C(�

1

) are members of R

n�n

suh that det[k

1

A+

k

2

C(�

1

)℄ 6= 0 for some real k

1

6= k

2

and all �

1

2 [a; b℄; �

1

2 [a

1

; b

1

℄ and �

2

2 [a

2

; b

2

℄ are

unknown salar parameters.

We give a numerial-analyti method of suessive approximations to establish exis-

tene theorems for a solution (x

�

; �

�

1

; �

�

2

) and onstrut approximations to the solution.

It is shown that, under ertain onditions, the sequene

x

m+1

(t; z; �) = z + k

1

Hd

1

(z; �) +

Z

t

0
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(s; z; �); �
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; �
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�
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0

(t; z; �) � z + k

1

Hd
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1
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uniformly onverges.

The funtion x

�

(t; z; �) = lim

m!1

x

m

(t; z; �) is a solution of the original problem i�

the pair (y; �) satis�es the determining equation

�(y; �) :=

1

T

(k

2

� k

1

)Hd

1

(z; �)�

1

T

Z

T

0

f(t; x

�

(t; z; �); �

1

)dt = 0:

A survey of the investigations onerning the method under onsideration for various

types of problems an be found in [1, 2℄.
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Coupling of kineti and hydrodynami equations: the ase of Carleman

model

Moulay Tidriri

Iowa State University

email: tidriri�iastate.edu

The oupling of kineti equations and their hydrodynami limits was introdued and

studied by Le Talle and Tidriri [2,3℄ and Tidriri [4℄. This approah was introdued in

order to solve several diÆulties that our at the interfae between uid mehanis and

kineti theory. Beause of the pratial importane of these methodologies, the estab-

lishment of their mathematial foundations is of ruial importane. The mathematial

theory of suh oupling started in [4℄ and ontinued in [2,3℄, where the oupling of two

models of hydrodynamial type is onsidered. In [5,7℄, the author provided an analysis

of the oupling of two models of kineti type. In [6℄ the author provided the analysis

of the oupling of kinetis equations and their hydrodynamis limits for the Carleman

model. In these papers, the author established the existene theory and the asymptoti

behaviour of the resulting oupled systems. Moreover, he studied the semi-disretized

(with respet to the time variable) oupled systems via the Time Marhing Algorithm

also introdued in [2,4℄ and established the onvergene theory for the resulting ou-

pled problems. Finally, he provided numerial results on�rming the above mentioned

mathematial results.

As far as we know the above mentioned results are the �rst mathematial results

about the analysis of oupled systems of kineti equations or oupled systems of kineti

equations and their hydrodynamial limits.

In our proposed talk, we shall �rst, present a motivation to our studies by giving

some numerial results and experimental evidenes that show why suh oupling is of

ruial pratial importane. we shall then give more details about the analysis of the

oupling of kineti equations and their hydrodynamis limits.
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6.3 Ordinary Di�erential Equations

Uniformly Isohronous Quinti Planar Vetor Fields

A. Algaba

Mathematis Dept., Huelva University, Spain

M. Reyes

Mathematis Dept., Huelva University, Spain

T. Ortega

Mathematis Dept., Huelva University, Spain

A. Bravo

Mathematis Dept., Huelva University, Spain

email: abravo�uhu.es

In this paper we analyze the enter problem, and onsequently the isohroniity,

for the vetor �elds

�

�y + x

P

4

i=1

H

i

(x; y); x + y

P

4

i=1

H

i

(x; y)

�

, with H

i

homogeneous

polynomial of the i-th degree, i = 1; : : : ; 4, and H

i

H

4

6= 0 for some i = 1, 2 or 3. To treat

suh problem basially we use proedure based in normal forms and also haraterization

of enter through the existene of Lie's symmetries of the system (see [1℄). Besides, we

give ommutators, null divergene fators and �rst integrals of some subfamilies. We also

inlude the phase portrait of the enters with polynomial ommutators on the Poinare

disk. We �nish the paper with two open problems.

The vetor �elds we are studing belong to the family

(S) (�y + xH(x; y); x+ yH(x; y)) ;
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where H is an analiti funtion in a neighbourhood of the origin, with H(0; 0) = 0. As

far as we know, some subfamilies of these systems have been studied by several authors.

[4℄ analyzes (S) with H an homogeneous polynomial of an arbitrary degree, drawing to

the onlusion that if the degree of H is odd the origin is a enter, whereas if it is even

it's neesary that the integral of H on S

1

must vanish. Moreover, in [1℄ the isohronous

ondition have been obtained aording to the oe�ients of the systems. [7℄ researh

some properties for �rst integrals and for ommutators of the systems studied by Conti

with H an homogeneous funtion. [6℄ provides linearizating hanges for the reversibles

systems (S) with H = H

1

+ H

2

. Next, [5℄ removes the reversibility ondition and

shows that the only existing enters are the reversible ones. [2℄ and [3℄ study, in an

independent way, the enters of the systems (S) with H = H

1

+H

2

+H

3

, with H

i

H

3

6= 0,

i = 1, 2. All of them are reversible enters and there are some isohronous ones whih

don't have polynomial ommutator.
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Investigation of Resonanes Using Higher Order Normal Forms

Dmitri Balashov

Institute of Mehanis, University of Kassel, 34109 Kassel, Germany

email: balashov�ifm.mashinenbau.uni-kassel.de

In the present analysis the higher order normal forms tehnique [2℄ is applied to the

loal analysis of the shok adiabat in an elasto-plasti solid and the transient resonane

response of a non-linear slow-variant simple degree of freedom system. The solution of

these problems is redued to the investigation of a trajetory dynami whih is governed

by the orresponding systems of non-linear ordinary di�erential equations. The loal

analysis in the viinity of a stationary point is provided in the resonane ase when the

orresponding linear part has a multiple zero eigenvalue. The step to step tehnique of

nearly identity transformations is applied to the analysis of a dynamis on the entral

manifold.

The shok adiabat in elasto-plasti solid with the smooth onvex yield surfae is

onstruted by embedding the Kelvin-Voigt type visosity element in the rheologial
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model [1℄, [3℄. In the general ase of a ombined loading in the visous layer the problem

is redued to the investigation of the following system of ordinary di�erential equations

du

i

d�

=

�

L

1i1p

(�

��

)� (

2

+ ")Æ

ip

�

u

p

;

d�

ij

d�

= �L

ijk1

(�

��

)u

k

here � is the oordinate of a visous layer, u

i

and �

��

are aelerations and stresses,

L

ijkl

(�

��

) are omponents of the aousti tensor,  is the sound veloity at the state

after the shok, " is the small nonnegative parameter.

Small intensity shok waves orrespond to the heterolini type trajetories

lim

�!�1

u

i

(�) = 0 ; lim

�!�1

�

ij

(�) = �

�

ij

whih satisfy the inequality of an ative plasti load:

A

pqk1

F

pq

(�

��

)u

k

� 0

A

ijkl

are elasti moduli, F

ij

(�

��

) is the yield surfae gradient.

Using the Lax evolutionary onditions the types of bifurations with respet to a

hange in the veloity of a shok wave are found. An integration of the normal form

is redued to the investigation of an ordinary di�erential equation of the �rst order.

The onditions of solvability whih follow from the inequality of ative plasti load are

established. Numerial simulations of heterolini orbits are performed.
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Di�erential Equations of In�nite Order with Subordinate Terms

Galina Balashova

Mosow,Russia

email: balashov�s.isa.a.ru

Let G � R

�

, � > 1, be a bounded domain and � be a boundary of the domain.

The solvability of the following Dirihlet problem for nonlinear di�erential equations of

in�nite order is being onsidered

L

1

(u) + L

2

(u) =

1

X

j�j=0

(�1)

j�j

D

�

A

�

(x;D



u) +

1

X

j�j=0

(�1)

j�j

D

�

B

�

(x;D

!

u) = h(x);

x 2 G; (1)

D

�

u(x) = 0; x 2 �; j�j = 0; 1; ::: : (2)
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The A

�

(x;D



u), B

�

(x;D

!

u) are ontinuous funtions of x 2 G and of all possible

derivatives D



u and D

!

u, jj � j�j, j!j � j�j. The right side h(x) of equation (1) may

be a generalized funtion with singularity of in�nite order.

De�nition. The di�erential operator L

1

(u) is alled prinipal in omparison with

operator L

2

(u) (heneforth referred to as subordinate) if the spae, being the domain of

L

1

(u), is ompatly embedded in the spae orresponding to L

2

(u).

The onditions for ompat embedding of the orresponding spaes for the ompari-

son of the operators L

1

(u) and L

2

(u) has been studied. That allowed us to reeive the

onditions of solvability of the problem (1), (2), to indiate the methods of its exami-

nation. If (1) is the linear equation ontaining subordinate terms then it is Fredholm.

That theory has allowed to reeive the solvability of the series of problems whih ould

not be solved earlier. That is demonstrated by examples.

On n-dimensional Riati extended forms

Katalin Balla

Computer and Automation Institute, Hungarian Aademy of Sienes

email: balla�sztaki.hu

We deal with initial value problems for the system of impliit di�erene equations of

the form

A

�

(n)�(n)� �(n+ 1)f

�

A

�

(n)�(n) = 0; n = 0; 1; : : : ;

where the (m+1)�(m+1) omplex matries A(n) are omposed of entries a

i;j

(n); i; j =

1; : : : ; m + 1, f is a �xed nonzero vetor of m + 1 omplex omponents. The initial

value is presribed as �(0) = �

0

:

For the lowest dimension (m = 1), the problem redues to iteration

x (n + 1) =

a

11

(n) x (n) + a

12

(n)

a

21

(n) x (n) + a

22

(n)

; n = 0; 1; : : : :

This iteration with onstant real oeÆients was studied by Brandt. Later, Ko�i and

Ladas onsidered real varying oeÆients, too. Reently in the joint paper with Agarwal,

we investigated the ase with omplex, onstant oeÆients when m = 2. We desribed

the equilibria. Some problems of asymptoti stability were addressed there, too.

In general ase, we observe that there exists at most one loal solution �(n); n =

0; : : : ; N + 1; of the problem suh that f

�

A

�

(n) � (n) 6= 0; n = 0; : : : ; N: For this loal

solution f

�

� (n) = 1; n = 1; : : : ; N + 1; holds.

It turns out that the loal solution an be given diretly. It helps us to formulate a

riterion for the the existene of the global solution.

Attention is paid to the onstant ase. The results obtained for the ase m = 2

earlier for equilibria and asymptoti stability are extended now, as well.
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On the Solutions of the Seond Order Di�erential Equation with Variable

Parameters

Irina V. Barteneva

Donetsk Railway Institute, Ukraine

email: tanya�imail.d.ukrtel.net

Consider a linear di�erential equation

d

2

x

dt

2

+ p(t)

dx

dt

+ q(t)x = 0; (1)

where t is time, p(t); q(t) are ontinuous funtions whih are bounded on every ompat.

In [1℄ one an �nd that no solution of (1) an possess a zero of order greater than one.

Let t

1

and t

2

denote onseutive zeros of some solution x(t) of the equation (1) (t

2

> t

1

).

Theorem. Let a = sup

t

1

�t�t

2

jp(t)j; b = sup

t

1

�t�t

2

jq(t)j. Then

1) t

2

� t

1

�

4

p

4b�a

2

(

�

2

� artan

a

p

4b�a

2

) if 4b > a

2

;

2) t

2

� t

1

�

4

a

if 4b = a

2

;

3) t

2

� t

1

�

2

p

a

2

�4b

ln

a+

p

a

2

�4b

a�

p

a

2

�4b

if 4b < a

2

.
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Some Criteria on the Uniqueness of Limit Cyles

in planar Polynomial Systems
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In this artile we give riteria on the uniqueness of limit yles in planar polynomial

systems. It is well known that provided a system has an invariant straight line, there

an be at most one limit yle [1℄. Also that parabolas, whih are partiular solutions

of quadrati systems an oexist with limit yles [2℄. We prove the uniqueness of some

known algebrai limit yles for quadrati systems. We present also riteria and proofs

on the existene and uniqueness of limit yles under some onditions, as well as open

questions on this subjet.
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Some unexpeted properties of limit yles of quadrati systems in the

plain

Leonid A. Cherkas

Belarusian State University of informatis and radioeletronis, P.Brovki 6, Minsk,
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In the generi ase every autonomous quadrati system in the plane, whih has a �nite

singular point, an be redued to a quadrati system with �ve essential parameters. We

onsider two of them

dx

dt

= �(x + 1)y + �Q(x; y) ;

dy

dt

= Q(x; y) ;

Q = x+ �y + ax

2

+ b(x+ 1)y + y

2

; (1)

dx

dt

= 1 + xy ;

dy

dt

=

2

X

i+j=0

a

ij

x

i

y

j

;

2

X

i+j=0

a

ij

(�1)

j

= 0: (2)

System (1) has the larger number of rotation parameters �, b, �. For every parameter

of system (1) (for example, b) we an de�ne the urve of limit yles at every point (x; b)

on the plane x = b whih orresponds to a limit yle of system (1) passing through

the point (x; 0) for given value parameter b. The urve of limit yles orresponds

to a manifold of limit yles in the spae (x; y; b). It is known [1℄ that for a given

rotation parameter (for example, b) the urve of limit yles orresponds to a unique

funtion of the variable x having a point of Andronov-Hopf bifuration. We establish

that in ontrary for parameters a;  orresponding urves of limit yles an have some

branhes without points of Andronov-Hopf bifuration and they an have also turning

points. We establish that quadrati system (2) an have around a weak fous A(1;�1)

a separatrix yle with two saddles at in�nity and ritial stability (a

n

= 0).
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We prove also that it is possible to take as Dula's funtion the funtion B =

j	(x; y)j

1=k

, k = onst, 	 is a polynomial with respet to y of degree 2m, suh that

div(Bf) =

1

k

sign	 j	j

1=k�1

P (x); P (x) > 0; x > 0:

It means [2℄, that the number of limit yle of system (2) around the fous A(�1; 1)

is not more than m, m = 1; 2; 3; f is the vetor �eld assoiated with system (2). So we

have a posibility to attak the Hilbert problem for quadrati systems.
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Limit sets in planar systems of piee-wise linear di�erential equations with

a line of disontinuity

Fotios Giannakopoulos
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We onsider planar systems of piee-wise linear di�erential equations with a line

of disontinuity. Systems of this type have appliations in siene and engineering.

They provide mathematial models for mehanial systems with Coulomb frition, or for

eletrial iruits with a thin triode, or for diret ontrol systems with a two-point relay

harateristi, see [1℄. We estimate all possible limit sets of suh systems. They onsist

of stationary, periodi, homolini and heterolini orbits. We study the existene,

number and stability of the orbits mentioned above. In our analysis we distinguish

between stationary points, whih do or do not belong to the line of disontinuity, and

orbits with or without sliding motion, see [2℄.
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On stability and bifurations in nonlinear systems of di�erential equations

Yakov Goltser

The Researh Institute, The College of Judea and Samaria, 44837 Ariel, Israel
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We onsider the nonlinear system of di�erential equations

dx

dt

= A(�)x+X(�; x); X(�; 0) = dX(�; 0) = 0 (1)

ontinuously depending on a vetor parameter �.

One of the most studied phenomena arising in the neighborhood of the point x = 0

is the Hopf's bifuration. It arises when by � = 0 the matrix A(0) has a pair of pure

imaginary eigenvalues. In this talk the analogous problem onneted with the study of

higher odimension bifuration is onsidered.

Our main onern was with the following problems.

i) Stability of the equilibrium point of the system (1), when at � = 0 the matrix A(0)

has m a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues. (The results obtained for the problem (i)

relate to two di�erent situations: non-resonane ase and resonant ase.)

ii) Bifuration of m-dimensional invariant tory, when � 6= 0 (non-resonane ase).

iii) Bifuration of steady resonane modes.

Lyapunov funtions in estimates of dimension of attrators of dynamial

systems

G.A. Leonov

Department of Mathematis and Mehanis of St. Petersburg State University

email: leonov�math.spbu.ru

Lyapunov funtions are introdued into the estimates of Hausdor� and fratal mea-

sures of the sets whih are shifted along the trajetories of di�erential equations. As

a result new estimates of attrators also ontaining Lyapunov funtions are obtained.

Lyapunov funtions in the estimates of Hausdor� dimension of attrators of Lorenz sys-

tem are onstruted. With the help of these funtions the validity of Eden onjeture

that the dimension of Lorenz attrator is estimated by the Lyapunov dimension of a

zero saddle point is proved.

For linear homogeneous ontinuous and disrete systems frequeny-domain estimates

of singular numbers of fundamental matries are reeived. Here Yakubovih-Kalman and

Kalman-Szego theorems about solvability of matrix inequalities are applied. On the base

of frequeny-domain estimates of singular numbers estimates of Lyapunov dimension of

Lorenz and Hennon attrators are obtained. The omparison of these estimates with

omputer experiments is done.

The onnetion of these results and the lassial theory of motion is disussed. Speial

attention is paid to the global stability.
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On the Stability of a Seond Order Linear Di�erential Equation with

Variable Parameters

Alexander O. Ignatyev

Institute for Applied Mathematis and Mehanis, Ukraine; Donetsk Railway Institute,

Ukraine

email: ignat�iamm.a.donetsk.ua

Natalia V. Lomakina
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Consider an osillator desribed by the following di�erential equation

�x + f(t) _x+ g(t)x = 0 (1)

where the damping and rigidity oeÆients f(t) and g(t) are ontinuous and bounded

funtions of the time t. Most of the theories examining a stability problem of the

zero solution are based on the Lyapunov stability and instability theorems and the

orresponding Lyapunov funtion is assumed as an energy-type funtion

V =

1

2



1

(t) _x

2

+

1

2



2

(t)x

2

where 

1

(t); 

2

(t) are time variable funtions. In [1℄, A.P.Merkin onsidered the ase



1

(t) = 

2

(t) = 1 and stability onditions were obtained only for onstant f and g.

An extension was done in [2℄ for periodi funtions f(t) and g(t). By means of a

Lyapunov funtion whih is a quadrati form with respet to x and _x, V.M.Starzhinsky

[3℄ (assuming that 0 < l � f(t) � L; 0 < m � g(t) �M) obtained suÆient onditions

of asymptotial stability for the solution

x = 0; _x = 0 (2)

of equation (1). They are written as restritions to the onstants l; L;m;M .

In this paper suÆient asymptoti stability onditions of the solution (2) are obtained

whih are lose to neessary and suÆient onditions of stability. We suppose that g(t)

is ontinuously di�erentiable and that the inequalities

jf(t)j < M

1

; jg(t)j < M

2

; j _g(t)j < M

3

hold for t 2 R

+

= [0;1):

Theorem. If the onditions

g(t) > �

1

> 0; p(t) =

1

2

_g(t)

g(t)

+ f(t) > �

2

> 0

are ful�lled, then the solution (2) of the di�erential equation (1) is uniformly asymptot-

ially stable.
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Deoupling of impulsive di�erential equations

Andrejs Reinfelds

Institute of Mathematis of Latvian Aademy of Sienes and University of Latvia,

Akad�emijas laukums 1, R��ga LV{1524, Latvia

email: reinf�latnet.lv

Impulsive di�erential equations provide an adequate mathematial models of evolu-

tionary proesses that suddenly hange their state at ertain moments. The theme of

this ommuniation is the dynamial equivalene of impulsive di�erential system to a

system whih is simpler than the given one in terms of deoupling and linearization.

Let us onsider the impulsive system in the Banah spae U = X�Y

8

>

<

>

:

dx=dt = A(t)x + f(t; u); dy=dt = B(t)y + g(t; u);

�xj

t=�

i

= x(�

i

+ 0)� x(�

i

� 0) = C

i

x(�

i

� 0) + p

i

(u(�

i

� 0));

�yj

t=�

i

= y(�

i

+ 0)� y(�

i

� 0) = D

i

y(�

i

� 0) + q

i

(u(�

i

� 0));

(1)

where u = (x; y), i 2 IN, f , g, p

i

, q

i

satisfy Lipshitz onditions with small " uniformly

with respet to t. Let �(�; t

0

; u

0

): IR ! U be the solution of the system (1), where

�(t

0

+ 0; t

0

; u

0

) = u

0

.

De�nition. Two impulsive di�erential systems are dynamially equivalent if there

exists a map H: IR�U! U and funtion e:U! IR

+

suh that

(i) H(t; �):U! U is a homeomorphism.

(ii) H(t;�(t; t

0

; u

0

)) = 	(t; t

0

; H(t

0

; u

0

)) for all t 2 IR, where 	(�; t

0

; u

0

): IR ! U is the

solution of the seond system.

(iii) maxfjH(t; u)� uj; jH

�1

(t; u)� ujg � e(u).

We �nd suÆient onditions under whih the impulsive system (1) is dynamially

equivalent to the system

8

>

<

>

:

dx=dt = A(t)x + f(t; x; k(t; x)); dy=dt = B(t)y;

�xj

t=�

i

= C

i

x(�

i

� 0) + p

i

(x(�

i

� 0); k(�

i

� 0; x(�

i

� 0)));

�yj

t=�

i

= D

i

y(�

i

� 0):

(2)

The last system splits into two parts. The �rst of them does not ontain the variable

y, while the seond one is linear. This result allows one to replae the given system by

a simpler one. Relevant results onerning deoupling and simplifying of the impulsive

di�erential systems are given also. The proof of the theorems is based on a Green maps

and a funtional integral equations tehnique.
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Autonomous Di�erential Systems with Presribed Limit Set

Allan Sandqvist

Department of Mathematis, Tehnial University of Denmark

email: a.sandqvist�mat.dtu.dk

We present a lass of non-linear di�erential systems for whih an invariant set an be

presribed. Moreover, we show that a system in this lass an be expliitly solved if a

ertain assoiated linear homogeneuos system an be solved. As a simple appliation

we onstrut a plane autonomous system having a given losed urve on polar form as

the only limit yle .

Monotoniity and boundedness of the atomi radius in the Thomas-Fermi

theory

Tadie

Matematisk Institut, Copenhagen University

email: tad�math.ku.dk

Consider an atom onsisting of N eletrons and a nuleus of positive harges Z. The

ground state density of eletrons is a non negative funtion � 2 L

1

(IR

3

) suh that

R

IR

3 �(x)dx = N . In the semilassial Thomas-Fermi approximation the onsisteny for

a neutral atom (N = Z) an be expressed : � denoting the total eletri potential,

(A1) �(x) = Z jxj

�1

�

R

�(y) jx � yj

�1

dy ( Eletrostati attration and

repulsion) and

(A2) �(x) = [2

p

2=(3�

2

)℄ �(x)

3=2

( Pauli-priniple ).

For any k > 0, the radius R

k

(N;Z) suh that k eletrons lie outside B(0; R

k

(N;Z)) is

de�ned by

(A3)

R

jxj>R

k

(Z)

�(x)dx = k; R

k

(Z) := R

k

(N;Z).([1℄)

After some normalizations using the Thomas-Fermi saled potential ( �

TF

(x) :=

Z

4=3

u(z

1=3

x) ), these equations are rewritten as:

u

00

+

2

r

u

0

= u



+

; r > 0;  = 3=2

�(r) = u(r)

3=2

+

R

r>R(z)

fz

4=3

u(z

1=3

r)g

3=2

r

2

dr = k:

After some qualitative investigations of a more general ( singular ground state )

problem

U

00

+

a

r

U

0

= U



+

; r > 0; a > 1; lim

r&0

U(r) = +1; lim

r%1

U(r) = 0 (1)

we prove the following main theorem for a = 2;  = 3=2 and any k > 0:

Theorem A

The problem (S0) has a unique solution U 2 C

2

((0; 1)) suh that U ' r

1�a

at 0
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and U ' r

�4

at 1 and

i) any admissible z � Z in (A1) - (A3) satis�es

z � z

k

:= k=f

R

1

0

U(r)

3=2

r

2

drg ;

ii) R

k

(z

k

) = 0 and fd=dzgR

k

(z) > 0 in z � z

k

;

iii) 0 < lim

z%1

R

k

(z) := R

1

<1.

The monotoniity established here of the radius in Thomas-Fermi theory agrees with

the experimental fat that atomes grow in size as one goes down eah group in the

periodi table. ( The radius does not inrease with Z throughout the whole periodi

table but if one onsiders a �xed group (e.g. the noble gases ), it does).
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6.4 Partial Di�erential Equations

On the Dirihlet Problem for the Nonlinear Paraboli Equations in

Non-smooth Domains

Ugur Abdulla

Fahbereih Mathematik-Informatik, Universit�at Paderborn,

Paderborn 33098, Deutshland

email: ugur�math.uni-paderborn.de

We study the Dirihlet problem for the paraboli equation

u

t

= a�u

m

+ b5 �u



+ u

�

with a;m; ; � > 0; b;  2 IR, in a bounded, non-ylindrial and non-smooth domain 
 �

IR

N+1

; N � 2. Existene and boundary regularity results are established. We introdue

a notion of paraboli modulus of left-lower (or left-upper) seminontinuity at the points

of the lateral boundary manifold and show that the upper (or lower) H�older ondition

on it plays a ruial role for the boundary ontinuity of the onstruted solution. The

H�older exponent

1

2

is ritial as in the lassial theory of the one-dimensional heat

equation u

t

= u

xx

.

Problem of Small Denominators in the Theory of Continuous Systems

Nonlinear Osillations

Igor Andrianov

Prydniprovska State Aademy of Civil Engineering and Arhiteture

email: igor andrianov�hotmail.om

Vladyslav Danishevs'kyy

Prydniprovska State Aademy of Civil Engineering and Arhiteture

email: vdanish�lot.apex.dp.ua
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Elena Horseva

Prydniprovska State Aademy of Civil Engineering and Arhiteture

The problem of nonlinear osillations of ontinuous systems is an outstanding one in

siene and engineering and has reeived onsiderable attention in reent years. From

a fundamental, as well as design, standpoint it is desirable to alulate periodi so-

lutions in an analytial way. Unfortunately, an exat determination of periodi so-

lutions of nonlinear ontinuous systems is generally out of the question, even for the

simplest ase (nonlinear wave equation). The most natural ways for approximate solv-

ing of problem under onsideration are variational and asymptoti approahes. Here

must be noted papers of P.Rabinovith, H.Bresis (variational approahes), G.Wayne,

J.Bourgain, W.Craig (KAM theory), Yu.A.Mitropol'sky et al. (averaging), S.L.Lau et

al. (multysale method). In our paper we propose and analyze two new asymptoti

approahes for onstrution of periodi solutions of nonlinear PDE. The diÆulty in the

onstrution is that one must overome the phenomenon of small denominators that is

present in this problem. We think that these novel approahes to small denominators

problems are robust, and give an interesting alternative to the lassial approah of the

KAM theory.

Our �rst approah is based on the so-alled "small Æ method", proposed by C.M.Mil-

ton et al. The main idea of this approah may be desribed as follows. Let us onsider

boundary value problem for nonlinear wave equation

u

tt

= u

xx

� "u

3

; (1)

u (0; t) = u (�; t) = 0: (2)

We introdue arti�ial "small parameter Æ" in suh a way, that

u

3

= u

1+2Æ

= u

�

1 + Æ ln

�

u

2

�

+ 0:5Æ

2

�

ln

�

u

2

��

2

+ :::

�

: (3)

Then we represent solution of boundary value problem (1), (2) in the form of expan-

sion

u = u

0

+ Æu

1

+ Æ

2

u

2

+ :::: (4)

It is very important that thanks expansion (3) we have only one resonane term in eah

approximation, and routine Poinar�e-Lindstedt tehnique may be used for it elimination.

In our solution we must not suppose parameter small, and we may onstrut periodi

as well as quasi-periodi solutions.

Our seond approah is valid for small value of " and is based on the renormalization

proedure with arti�ial "small parameter" introdution. First of all from the onditions

of seular terms absene we obtain in�nite system of nonlinear algebrai equations.

Then we introdue arti�ial "small parameter �" in order to diagonalize this system,

and we searh solution in the form of expansions in powers of �. Then we use Pad�e

approximants for trunated series in � and set � = 1. Proposed approahes are in some

sense omplimentary to eah other and may be greatly extended.
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Chaoti eigenfuntions, maximum norms and random superpositions of

plane waves

Ralf Aurih

Abteilung Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Ulm, Albert-Einstein-Allee 11, D-89069

Ulm, Germany

email: ralf.aurih�physik.uni-ulm.de

Arnd B�aker

Abteilung Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Ulm

email: arnd.baeker�physik.uni-ulm.de

Roman Shubert

Abteilung Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Ulm

email: roman.shubert�physik.uni-ulm.de

Mihael Taglieber

Abteilung Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Ulm

The growth of the maximum norms of quantum eigenstates of lassially haoti

systems with inreasing energy is investigated. The maximum norms provide a measure

for loalization e�ets in eigenfuntions. An upper bound for the maxima of random

superpositions of random funtions is derived. For the random-wave model this gives

the bound 

p

lnE in the semilassial limit E ! 1. The growth of the maximum

norms of random waves is ompared with the growth of the maximum norms of the

eigenstates of six quantum billiards whih are lassially haoti. The maximum norms

of these systems are numerially shown to be onform with the random-wave model.

Furthermore, the distribution of the loations of the maximum norms is disussed.
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On di�erential operators of Mizohata type

Chikh Bouzar

Institut de Math�ematiques, Universit�e d'Oran-Essen
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The di�erential operator of Mizohata

�

�t

+ it

2n+1

�

�x

is not loally solvable at the origin of R

2

. We all di�erential operators of Mizohata

type the next operators

M =

�

�t

+ ib (t)

�

�x
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where b (t) is a real funtion of lass C

1

, satisfying tb(t) > 0 ,8 t 2 R

�

: These operators

are also not loally solvable at the origin , beause they do not satisfy the Nirenberg-

Treves ondition (P ) ([3℄)

In this work we study the di�erential equation

Mu = f

where f is a regular funtion in R

2

.

We give neessary and suÆient onditions on f suh that this last equation has a C

1

solution in a neighbourhood of the origin. These results generalise the results obtained

in the ase of the Mizohata equation by other authors (see [4℄, [1℄, [2℄).
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Goursat problems, multiparameter ellipti operators and related spetral

asymptotis

Alexander Brenner

Tehnion - Israel Institute of Tehnology

email: brenner�tx.tehnion.a.il

Partial di�erential equations with multidimensional time our in various bran- hes

of siene, for example, in the theory of probability and Brownian motion, the theory

of boundary layers, osmology and physis.

We introdue a new lass of polyparaboli equations with multidimensional time and

develop the existene and uniqueness theory for Goursat like problems in the orre-

sponding Sobolev-like sale of spaes.

On our way to the existene and uniqueness theorem for polyparaboli problems we

study ellipti boundary value problems with parameters in a bounded domain.

The notion of the elliptiity with parameters for di�erential and pseudodi�erential

operator penils is applied to the resolvent onstrution, whih leads to the de�nition

of the orresponding omplex powers and ��funtion, i.e. to a new funtional alulus

of operators with promising appliations to multiparameter spetral theory.

We prove the extension theoremfor the traes of the kernels of the omplex powers

and the orresponding ��funtion. The last appears to be a meromorphi funtion

in C

m

(m is the number of parameters) with polar sets of the �rst order and the

orresponding holomorphi residue-forms.

In partiular, for m = 2 ; this investigation gives the opportunity to write a two-

parameter spetral asymptotis in terms of these forms using the two-dimensional re-

�nement of the Ikehara Tauberian theorem.
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Mathematial analysis of the �nite elastiity

BVP for materials with ideal saturation

Igor Brigadnov

North-Western Polytehnial Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia

email: brigadnov�ip.nwpi.ru

For materials with ideal saturation the elasti potential �(x;ru) of whih has the

linear growth in jruj, where x 7! u 2 R

3

is the map, the existene of the limited stati

load (suh external stati fores with no solution of BVP) and disontinuous maps with

breaks of the sliding type was proved by the author in [1,2℄. From the physial point of

view these e�ets are treated as the destrution of material.

For estimation of the mehanial durability of the elasti solid 
 2 R

3

the following

variational problem must be solved

t

�

= inf

8

<

:

Z




jru(x)j�(x) dx : u 2 V; L(u) = 1

9

=

;

; (1)

L(u) =

Z




hf; ui dx+

Z

�

2

hF; ui d; hg; ui(x) =

u(x)

Z

x

g(x; u) � du;

�(x) = inf

(

�(x;Q)

jQj

: Q 2 R

3�3

)

;

where V = fu 2 W

1;1

(
; R

3

) : u(x) = u

0

(x); x 2 �

1

g is the set of admissible maps,

u

0

is the given map of a portion �

1

of the boundary �
, f and F are the external

mass and surfae fores, respetively, and �

2

= �
 n �

1

. The limited stati load is

(f

�

; F

�

) = t

�

(f; F ). If t

�

< 1, then the appropriate �nite elastiity BVP has no solution.

From the mathematial point of view the variational problem (1) is non-orret and,

therefore, needs regularization. We use the partial regularization whih is based on the

speial disontinuous �nite-element approximation (FEA) [3℄. After this disontinuous

FEA the problem (1) is transformed into the non-linear system of algebrai equations

whih is badly determined. Therefore, for the numerial solution the deomposition

method of adaptive blok relaxation is used [2,4℄. The main idea of this method onsists

of iterative improvement of zones with "proportional" �elds by speial deomposition

of variables, and separate alulation on these variables.

The numerial results show that, for �nding the main parameter t

�

of a limited

stati load, the proposed tehnique has qualitative advantages over standard ontinuous

�nite-element approximations.
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{Regularity Theory of Linear Strongly Ellipti Dirihlet Systems of

Order 2m with Minimal Regularity in the CoeÆients

Stefan Ebenfeld

email: ebenfeld�mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

In this talk we onsider the following Dirihlet system of order 2m:

L(x;r)u = f(x) in 
;

r

k

u = 0 on �
 (k = 0; : : : ; m� 1):

Here, 
 is a smooth bounded domain in IR

n

and the di�erential operator satis�es

the Legendre{Hadamard ondition. From the general ellipti theory we know that

for suÆiently smooth oeÆients and for f 2 H

�m+s

(
; IR

N

), every weak solution

u 2 H

m

0

(
; IR

N

) is atually in H

m+s

(
; IR

N

) and satis�es an a{priori estimate of the

following form:

kuk

H

m+s

(
;IR

N

)

� C

1

kfk

H

�m+s

(
;IR

N

)

+ C

2

kuk

L

2

(
;IR

N

)

:

The latter a{priori estimate is of partiular interest in appliations to nonlinear PDE's

(see e.g. [2℄ and [3℄). There, the oeÆients of L(x;r) result from a linearization

proedure and onsequently they annot be hosen as smooth as one likes. Therefore,

the authors annot use the famous results stated in [1℄.

Here, we proove the above regularity result under minimal assumptions on the o-

eÆients of L(x;r) and we give an expliit representation formula for the regularity

onstants C

1

and C

2

.
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On the Solvability of Thermovisoelasti Contat Problems with Coulomb

Frition

Christof Ek
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In a physially realisti model for ontat problems with frition it is reasonable to

inlude the aspet of heat transport, sine frition usually generates a non{negligible

amount of heat. In the present ontribution we study a visoelasti ontat problem

oupled with a heat ondution equation. The equations are oupled by volume terms

desribing the heat generated by visous deformation and the deformation reated by

heat, and by a boundary term modeling the generation of heat by frition. In the ontat

problem the ontat ondition is formulated with the displaement veloities. The weak

formulation of the problem onsists of a variational inequality for the ontat problem

and a variational equation for the heat ondution problem.

The heat generated by frition an be modeled by a nonlinear non{monotone bound-

ary term with quadrati growth in the variational formulation. If this model is used in

a problem with linear onstitutive laws for the material properties, then this boundary

term dominates in estimates. This up{to{now prevents the proof of the existene of

solutions for suh a model. Here we onsider two di�erent simpli�ations:

1. In the �rst model we limit the growth of the heat generated by frition by a linear

term and use linear onstitutive laws for the visoelasti material.

2. In the seond model we admit the full quadrati growth of the heat generated

by frition. In order to ontrol this growth we employ a onstitutive law for the

visoelasti material satisfying suitable growth onditions.

In both ases the problem is solved with a �xed point approah. Let U(#) denote the

solution of the ontat problem with given temperature �eld # and �(u) be the solution

of the heat ondution problem with given displaement �eld u. If both problems are

uniquely solvable, then the operator

� := � Æ U; �(#) = �(U(#))

is well de�ned. Any solution of the oupled thermovisoelasti ontat problem is asso-

iated with a �xed point of this operator. However, the uniqueness of the solution to the

ontat problem is still an open problem. Therefore we employ the above desribed �xed

point approah to an approximate problem obtained by the appliation of the penalty

method. The existene of a �xed point for the approximate problems is proved with the

�xed point theorem of Banah in the �rst ase and the �xed point theorem of Shauder

in the seond ase. The solvability of the original thermovisoelasti ontat problem

follows by passing to the limit of the penalty parameter.
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On the integrability of the PfaÆan equation onerning the otahedral web

formed by four penils of spheres

Hakki Ismail Erdogan

Istanbul Tehnial University, Mathematis Department, Maslak 80626 Istanbul,

TURKEY

email: erdogan�itu.edu.tr

In this paper, we onsider four penils of spheres whose enters lie on the same plane

suh that any three penils ut the fourth penil under a hexagonal 3-web [1,2℄. We then

use a system of PfaÆan equations to obtain the ondition for the surfae web formed by

four penils of spheres to be an otahedral web and show that this ondition involves

28 parameters [1℄.
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E�et of large vibration amplitudes on the mode shapes and natural

frequenies of thin irular ylindrial shells. A multi-mode approah

F. Moussaoui

Universit Moulay Ismail, Fault des Sienes et Tehniques Dpartement de Physique,

B.P 509, Errahidia, Moroo

R. Benamar
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A theoretial model has been proposed by Benamar et al. for studying the non-

linear dynami behaviour of thin straight strutures like beams and plates [1,2,3,4℄. The

results obtained by these works has been in good agreement with previous theoretial and

experimental investigations. The main topi of this paper is to present the mathematial

development of a semi-analytial method, based on Hamilton's priniple and spetral

analysis, by extension of the previous model to the shell-type strutures, in order to study

the e�ets of large vibration amplitudes on the mode shapes and natural frequenies

of thin irular ylindrial shells. The Donnell's non-linear theory is used, and, the

longitudinal, irumferential and transverse displaement funtions are expanded in the

form of a series of basi funtions satisfying the boundary onditions and harmoni

motion is assumed. The non-linear dynami variational problem obtained by applying

Hamilton's priniple is transformed into a stati ase by integrating the time funtions

over a period of vibration. The minimisation of the energy funtional with respet to the

basi funtion ontribution oeÆients has lead to a set of non-linear algebrai equations

whose solution leads to the non-linear longitudinal, irumferential and transverse modes

shapes, given as a funtion of the amplitudes of vibration, and their orresponding

frequenies. Appliation of this approah was adapted, to the shells of in�nite length,

using a multi-mode approah, onsidering, �rst; transverse vibrations only [5℄, seond;
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oupling irumferential-transversal vibrations[6,7℄, and reently the simply supported

irular ylindrial shells using a single mode approximation[8℄. Beause of their interest

in many branh of engineering (aeronautial, oean and ivil), we will present same

results, at multi-mode approah, for the simply supported irular ylindrial shells.
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Gain of Regularity for one nonlinear dispersive equation
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Using the tehnis of Craig - Kappeler - Strauss, f.,[1℄ we study smoothness prop-

erties of solutions of some nonlinear equations of evolution dispersive.

We onsider the nonlinear dispersive equation

�

t

u+ �

x

f(u) = ��

x

�(�

x

u)� Æ�

3

x

u (1)

with x 2 IR; t 2 [0; T ℄ and T is an arbitrary positive time. The ux f = f(u) and

the (degenerate) visosity � = �(�) are given smooth funtions satisfying ertain as-

sumptions. The omplete equation arises, at least for the di�usion �(�) = � (the so

alled Korteweg - de Vries - Burgers equation)as a model of the nonlinear propagation

of dispersive and dissipative waves in many di�erent physial systems. We studied this

ase in [2{3℄. In this work we obtained under ertain additional ondition on f and � a

C

1

solution u(x; t) for t > 0 if the initial data u(x; 0) deay faster than polinomially

on IR

+

= fx 2 IR : x > 0g and have ertain initial Sobolev regularity.
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Path Formulation for a Modal Family

Manuela Aguiar
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All persistent bifuration diagrams in unfoldings of the modal family

g(x; �) = "x

4

+ 2ax

2

�+ Æ�

2

are desribed using path formulation: eah bifuration problem in the unfoldings of g

is reinterpreted as a �-parametrized path in the universal unfolding of x

4

. The spae

of unfolding parameters for the modal family is divided into regions where bifuration

problems are ontat-equivalent and the bifuration diagrams for these persistent prob-

lems are shown.

Bifuration of In�nitely Many Fine Modes from Radially Symmetri

Internal Layers.

Kunimohi Sakamoto

Hiroshima University

email: kuni�math.si.hiroshima-u.a.jp

For a system of reation-di�usion equations of ativator-inhibitor type de�ned on

an N -dimensional disk, it is shown that there exists a family of spherially symmetri

stationary transition layer solutions when the ativator di�uses very slowly ompared

with the inhibitor. Spetral analyses are also arried out for the linearization of the

internal layers, whih reveal that the layer solutions are unstable, and more importantly,

that there exist in�nitely many stati bifurations from the radially symmetri layer as

the di�usion rate of the ativator goes to zero. The wave length (l) of the bifurated

solutions beomes more �ne as the di�usion rate (d) gets smaller. The relation between

these two quantities is: l / d

1=4

. This result proves the validity of a onjeture given in

[1℄ for the speial ase where the domain is a disk.
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